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Housing Segregation in Suburban America since 1960
Presidential and Judicial Politics
This book examines national fair housing policy from 1960 through
2000 in the context of the American presidency and America’s segregated suburban housing market. It argues that a major reason for
suburban housing segregation lies in Richard Nixon’s 1971 fair housing policy, which directed federal agencies not to pressure suburbs to
accept low-income housing. After exploring the role played by Lyndon
Johnson in the initiation and passage of the Fair Housing Act of 1968,
the book contrasts Nixon’s politics of suburban segregation with the
politics of suburban integration espoused by his Housing and Urban
Development secretary, George Romney. Nixon’s fair housing legacy is
then traced from the Ford administration through the Clinton presidency and in the decisions of Nixon’s federal court appointees.
Charles M. Lamb has been involved in fair housing research for thirty
years. He was a fair housing specialist with the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights in Washington, D.C., from 1975 to 1977. Since 1977, he
has taught constitutional law and civil liberties at the University at
Buffalo, State University of New York. Professor Lamb has published
in professional journals and has coedited and coauthored four books:
Supreme Court Activism and Restraint, Implementation of Civil Rights
Policy, Judicial Conﬂict and Consensus: Behavioral Studies of American
Appellate Courts, and The Burger Court: Political and Judicial Proﬁles.
He is a member of the American Political Science Association.
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Preface and Acknowledgments

America’s suburbs have traditionally been overwhelmingly white,
although this is gradually changing. When moving from the cities, African
Americans tend to relocate in older suburbs, rarely penetrating newer areas farther from the urban core. Whites, in turn, frequently ﬂee inner-ring
suburbs undergoing signiﬁcant racial change. White opposition to living
in neighborhoods with sizable numbers of blacks is often grounded in
racism and fear, especially the fear that property values and schools will
decline and that crime rates, local taxes, interracial dating, and interracial
marriages will rise.
Even though African Americans are slowly relocating to the suburbs,
this has not led to housing integration for most. A small percentage of suburbs experienced sizable declines in racial segregation between 1960 and
2000, but most suburbs underwent little racial change. Continued segregation in the suburbs perpetuates various divisions in American society,
including segregated schools and concentrations of wealth and poverty.
Suburban segregation also affects politics, policy, and law at all levels of
government.
Sociologists explain racially segregated suburbs by emphasizing discrimination. This book adds a political layer of explanation. It argues that
segregation in the suburbs is partly rooted in President Richard Nixon’s
fair housing policy, which prohibits federal agencies from pressuring the
suburbs to accept low-income housing. According to Nixon, federal law
does not permit the national government to force economic integration on
the suburbs, and communities have no legal obligation to provide housing
for the poor. Suburbs may refuse to apply for federal housing programs,
thereby keeping many African Americans and other racial minorities out.
ix

x

Preface and Acknowledgments

Following a review of the national government’s historical involvement in housing segregation, this book begins by exploring the inﬂuence
of President Lyndon Johnson in the initiation and passage of the Fair
Housing Act of 1968. The aggressive suburban integration strategy of
George Romney, President Nixon’s ﬁrst secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, is then contrasted with Nixon’s politics of suburban segregation. Nixon’s legacy in suburban segregation is next traced from the
Ford administration through the Clinton presidency. No president has reversed Nixon’s policy, and no administration has signiﬁcantly decreased
suburban segregation. Lastly, it is argued that President Nixon indirectly
inﬂuenced suburban segregation through the conservative decisions of his
Supreme Court and lower federal court appointees.
Richard Nixon was president during a pivotal time in American history
for equal housing opportunity and the possibility of racial and economic
integration in the suburbs. Compared to the federal government’s long
record of fostering housing segregation, the potential existed in the early
1970s for reversing that trend. Nixon could have tackled segregation
in housing in the same way that Johnson had handled segregation in
public schools – by seriously threatening to withhold federal funds from
communities that did not desegregate. He chose otherwise. After the 1968
presidential election, the Fair Housing Act was left to a president who
consciously advocated the politics of suburban segregation to ensure his
own reelection and to bolster the suburban power base of the Republican
party for the future. This study therefore chronicles the rise and demise
of the promise of the Fair Housing Act in the context of national politics
and America’s rapid suburban development between the 1960s and the
end of the twentieth century.
Dozens of people helped to make this book possible. First, a number
of archivists and librarians guided me through the massive collections I
used in this research and aided me in countless other ways. Special thanks
go to Pat Anderson, Wayne DeCesar, and Steve Greene at the Richard
Nixon Materials Project in College Park, Maryland. William Wallach and
his colleagues at the Bentley Historical Library in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
were vital because of their knowledge of George Romney’s papers. I am
indebted to archivists and librarians at ﬁve other collections as well: Allen
Fisher and Tina Houston at the Lyndon Baines Johnson Library in Austin,
Texas; David Horrocks and William McNitt at the Gerald R. Ford Library
in Ann Arbor, Michigan; Albert Nason and James Yancy at the Jimmy
Carter Library in Atlanta, Georgia; Kelly Barton at the Ronald Reagan
Library in Simi Valley, California; and Frank Bauman, Bruce Kirby, and
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Mike Klein at the Manuscript Division of the Library of Congress in
Washington, D.C. Frank Mackaman supplied several relevant documents
from the Dirksen Congressional Center in Pekin, Illinois.
Second, I received a great deal of support from the University at Buffalo
of the State University of New York. A number of colleagues at Buffalo
read all or parts of the manuscript and helped to improve it. I therefore
express my warm gratitude to Robert Berger, Barry Boyer, Kathryn Foster,
James Gardner, Stephen Halpern, Mark Hurwitz, Lynn Mather, Peter
Pitegoff, Gail Radford, Donald Rosenthal, Judy Scales-Trent, and Robert
Stern. The detailed, thought-provoking suggestions of Mark Hurwitz and
Don Rosenthal were particularly beneﬁcial. Elizabeth Fox-Solomon, my
superb research assistant, read every page of the manuscript and left her
imprint throughout. It is a pleasure to acknowledge my debt to Mark,
Don, and Elizabeth for their tireless efforts.
Other colleagues at Buffalo provided specialized advice, including
James Campbell, Franco Mattei, and Frank Zagare. Jim Twombly, my
collaborator during the 1990s, gave me indispensable help in the collection of archival documents. In addition, some of my best students at
Buffalo furnished research assistance or read drafts of the manuscript. My
thanks thus go to Syed Ali, Jordan Berry, Michael Brickley, Diane Costlow
Oyler, Joanne Coury, Thomas Flesher, Marla Greenberg, Gregory Haynes,
Gene Park, Corey Shoock, Eric Wilk, Aimee Woznick, and James Youngs.
Diane DiCarlo and Rebecca Roblee helped with the typing. Susan Martin
did a marvelous job in preparing the ﬁnal manuscript.
Reynolds Farley of the University of Michigan, Dennis Keating of
Cleveland State University, James Kushner of Southwestern Law School,
Karl Taeuber of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and John Yinger
of Syracuse University were kind enough to read portions of the book.
All are experts on aspects of housing discrimination and segregation in
America, and all inﬂuenced my thinking. Lewis Bateman, the Senior Editor
for Political Science and History at Cambridge University Press, encouraged me from the outset of this project. Lew and three anonymous readers
provided splendid critiques of the manuscript and scores of marvelous insights. Their help proved invaluable. I must similarly thank Ernie Haim
and Susan Greenberg of Cambridge University Press, whose production
and editing skills transformed my draft into a ﬁnal manuscript. Despite all
of the noted assistance, only I am responsible for the book’s shortcomings.
Financial assistance came from several sources. Early funding was provided by the University of Wisconsin-Madison while I was a visiting associate professor at the Robert M. La Follette Institute of Public Affairs.
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The Baldy Center for Law and Social Policy at the University at Buffalo
generously supplied funding from 1995 through 2004 and sponsored an
interdisciplinary workshop focusing on this book. Lynn Mather, Director
of the Baldy Center and my colleague in the Political Science Department,
deserves special thanks for her support of the project, along with David
Engel, Laura Mangan, and Frank Munger. Additional ﬁnancial assistance
was furnished by the Lyndon Baines Johnson Foundation, the Gerald R.
Ford Foundation, the Bentley Historical Library, and the New York State
United University Professions. The University at Buffalo granted me sabbatical leaves in the spring semesters of 1997 and 2004 to concentrate
on this project. This book would have been impossible without all of this
ﬁnancial support.
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1
Separate Worlds, Separate Lives

Urban and suburban neighborhoods in America are often profoundly
different. They vary according to wealth, business and commercial development, employment opportunities, educational quality, health care,
recreational facilities, and a variety of other important characteristics.
Yet perhaps the most visible difference is their racial composition: black
cities and white suburbs. This condition, a product of decades of housing segregation, is explained in large part by discrimination.1 Although
white attitudes toward housing integration have grown more tolerant over time,2 and African Americans are moving to the suburbs in
small but increasing numbers, race still signiﬁcantly affects residential
patterns.3
A substantial body of research has explored the complexities of urban segregation in the United States since World War II, with African
1

2

3

See, for example, Douglas S. Massey and Nancy A. Denton, American Apartheid: Segregation and the Making of the Underclass (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1993); John Yinger, Closed Doors, Opportunities Lost: The Continuing Costs of Housing
Discrimination (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1995). Recent estimates of housing
discrimination in America are found in U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, The Housing Discrimination Study 2000 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, 2002).
Howard Schuman, Charlotte Steeh, Lawrence Bobo, and Maria Krysan, Racial Attitudes
in America: Trends and Interpretations, rev. ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1997), pp. 112–13; Susan Welch, Lee Sigelman, Timothy Bledsoe, and Michael
Combs, Race and Place: Race Relations in an American City (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2001), pp. 40–44.
Michael O. Emerson, George Yancey, and Karen J. Chai, “Does Race Matter in Residential Segregation? Exploring the Preferences of White Americans,” American Sociological
Review 66: 922–35 (2001).
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Americans constituting the group most segregated in the nation’s cities.4
Much less scholarly attention has been paid to racial segregation in the
suburbs, though its existence is common knowledge. After decades of
suburbanization, with whites ﬂeeing urban problems, American society
remains divided along racial lines. Today, the United States is primarily
a suburban nation. A high percentage of whites reside in the suburbs,
whereas African Americans and other minorities, especially the less afﬂuent, mainly occupy urban areas left behind by white ﬂight.
The racial composition of suburban America changed very gradually
between 1960 and 2000 (see the Appendix). However, African American
suburbanization rarely results in housing integration.5 Particularly in the
North, African Americans principally live in the inner-ring suburban
neighborhoods that surround the cities. These areas often have a sizable
number of racial minorities, high-density populations, a weak tax base,
high property tax rates, and residential instability, thereby replicating the
troubles of the cities.6 Newer suburbs, developing farther from the urban
core, remain predominantly white.
Explanations for racial housing segregation are usually sociological in
nature. The most widely accepted explanation stresses discrimination in
the real estate and lending industries.7 Others maintain that differences
in the neighborhood preferences of whites and blacks help to explain
housing segregation.8 A few scholars insist that segregation is caused in
part by economic disparities across racial groups.9
4

5
6

7

8

9

See, for example, Massey and Denton, American Apartheid; Yinger, Closed Doors;
Reynolds Farley and William H. Frey, “Changes in the Segregation of Whites from Blacks
during the 1980s: Small Steps toward a More Integrated Society,” American Sociological
Review 59: 23–45 (1994).
John R. Logan and Mark Schneider, “Racial Segregation and Racial Change in American
Suburbs, 1970–1980,” American Journal of Sociology 89: 874–88 (1984).
See Myron Orﬁeld, American Metropolitics: The New Suburban Reality (Washington,
D.C.: Brookings Institution, 2002). Also see W. Dennis Keating, The Suburban Racial
Dilemma: Housing and Neighborhoods (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1994);
Logan and Schneider, “Racial Segregation and Racial Change in American Suburbs.”
See, for example, Massey and Denton, American Apartheid; Yinger, Closed Doors;
Stephen Ross and John Yinger, The Color of Credit: Mortgage Discrimination, Research
Methodology, and Fair-Lending Enforcement (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2002);
Farley and Frey, “Changes in the Segregation of Whites from Blacks.”
William A. V. Clark, “Residential Preferences and Neighborhood Racial Segregation: A
Test of the Schelling Segregation Model,” Demography 28: 1–19 (1991); William A. V.
Clark, “Residential Segregation in American Cities: A Review and Interpretation,” Population Research and Policy Review 5: 95–127 (1986).
David J. Armor, Forced Justice: School Desegregation and the Law (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1995), ch. 3; Richard F. Muth, “The Causes of Housing Segregation,” in
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This book adds a political layer of explanation. It does not replace other
approaches; instead, it shows that politics, policy, and law also matter. It
reveals how various components of the political system – the presidency,
the bureaucracy, Congress, and the courts – have addressed or ignored the
issue of suburban segregation, thereby affecting its fundamental character.
It further demonstrates how leading political ﬁgures in the United States
have framed and tailored this issue in their zeal to attract and retain the
crucial suburban vote.10
According to this argument, segregated suburbs are explained in part
by the politics of suburban segregation at the national level. The politics of
suburban segregation reached high tide during the Nixon administration,
and its legacy in American politics and law has lived on. In 1971, Richard
M. Nixon articulated a federal housing policy that resonated with suburban voters and contributed to the present paucity of housing for the
poor in the suburbs. Nixon’s policy is not solely to blame for the nation’s
segregated housing patterns, of course, but rather is one signiﬁcant factor.
As a result of the president’s policy, this country lost a critical opportunity
to better integrate the suburbs racially and economically, an opportunity
spawned by the passage of the Fair Housing Act.
Richard Nixon did not invent the politics of suburban segregation. Opposition to housing integration in suburban America was well entrenched
prior to the 1970s.11 Yet President Nixon solidiﬁed public opposition to
federal desegregation of the suburbs at a time when the nation was poised
for change. He enunciated a policy declaring that the national government
would not pressure the suburbs to accept subsidized low-income housing
against their will.12 In so doing, he formally embraced a fundamental suburban belief: that government should not and could not force a community
to accept economic – and by extension racial – integration. Nixon’s policy cemented the politics of suburban segregation that informally existed
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Issues in Housing Discrimination, vol. 1 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Ofﬁce, 1985), pp. 3–13.
10 See also Michael N. Danielson, The Politics of Exclusion (New York: Columbia University Press, 1976); Dean J. Kotlowski, Nixon’s Civil Rights: Politics, Principle, and Policy
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2001); William Schneider, “The Suburban
Century Begins,” The Atlantic Monthly 33–34 (July 1992).
11 Danielson, The Politics of Exclusion; Anthony Downs, Opening Up the Suburbs: An
Urban Strategy for America (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1973); Kenneth
T. Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United States (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1985), ch. 12.
12 Public Papers of the Presidents: Richard Nixon (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Ofﬁce, 1972), pp. 721–35.
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before his administration. He converted suburban political preferences
into national public policy – a policy that remains largely intact to this
day. No president between Gerald Ford and Bill Clinton revoked that
policy, and Nixon’s federal court appointees perpetuated it through their
judicial decisions.
President Nixon actively fostered and transformed the politics of suburban segregation into federal policy for two reasons. First, he was a
rational actor who was determined to win a second term in the White
House.13 Nixon’s strategy for victory in 1972, as in 1968, was to carry
the southern and suburban vote.14 An essential part of his suburban appeal was anchored in his aggressive defense of the suburbs’ prerogative
to exclude the poor.15 Second, the president’s grand political strategy
was to strengthen the GOP’s base in the nation’s ever-expanding suburbs, the Northern Flank of his Southern Strategy.16 If urban residents
continued to support Democratic candidates and rural voters continued
to back Republicans, the critical battleground would plainly lie in the
suburbs. Moreover, if African Americans persisted in solidly favoring
Democrats, there was no strategic reason to compete for their votes.17
As Nixon declared during the 1968 presidential campaign, “I am not going to campaign for the black vote at the risk of alienating the suburban
vote.”18
13

14

15
16
17

18

Mayhew’s theory of members of Congress as single-minded seekers of reelection would
seem to apply to presidents as well. See David R. Mayhew, Congress: The Electoral
Connection (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1974).
See Rowland Evans, Jr., and Robert D. Novak, Nixon in the White House: The Frustration
of Power (New York: Vintage Books, 1972), ch. 6; Kotlowski, Nixon’s Civil Rights,
ch. 2.
Danielson, The Politics of Exclusion; Kotlowski, Nixon’s Civil Rights, ch. 2.
James MacGregor Burns and Georgia J. Sorenson, Dead Center: Clinton-Gore Leadership and the Perils of Moderation (New York: Scribner, 1999), pp. 244–46.
Also see memo from Nixon to John D. Ehrlichman, 11/30/70, NPMS, WHSF, Presidential Materials Review Board, Review of Contested Documents, SMOF, Ehrlichman,
Documents from Boxes 23–34, National Archives II, College Park, Maryland.
Quoted in Lewis Chester, Godfrey Hodgson, and Bruce Page, An American Melodrama:
The Presidential Campaign of 1968 (New York: Viking Press, 1969), p. 625; Hugh Davis
Graham, The Civil Rights Era: Origins and Development of National Policy, 1960–1972
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), pp. 303–4; and Kotlowski, Nixon’s Civil
Rights, p. 48. Nixon made related statements in memoranda to his closest White House
aides. See, for example, memo from Nixon to Ehrlichman, 11/30/70. The president’s
advisors held comparable views. See H. R. Haldeman’s ideas on “The Posture of the
President,” 11/23/70, NPMP, WHSF, SMOF, Haldeman, Alpha Subject Files, Box 139,
Archives II.
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presidential inﬂuence and fair housing
Richard Nixon’s inﬂuence permeates past and present national fair housing policy. As such, the concept of presidential inﬂuence is central to this
study.19 Presidents possess both formal and informal tools for affecting
public policy and its implementation. The best-known formal tools ﬂow
from the president’s legal powers and include appointments, legislative initiatives, and budgetary proposals and decisions, as well as the veto power.
Presidents often attempt to increase their inﬂuence by centralizing control
over domestic policy and its implementation. They may, for instance, rely
more heavily on their White House advisors and less on cabinet members
in the policy process.
Nixon’s tendency to centralize power led to an “administrative presidency” – the idea that a chief executive could and should promote his
domestic policy preferences by personally managing the bureaucracy.20
Presidential centralization, one formal mechanism for exercising inﬂuence, removes policymaking discretion, implementation authority, and
internal oversight from an administrative agency. By bringing those functions inside the White House for a period of time, centralization allows
the president and his advisors to develop and control a particular type of
policy. This study provides a notable example of centralization of policymaking power in the Nixon White House after HUD Secretary George
Romney failed to produce a fair housing policy that was acceptable to the
president.21
19

20
21

On the concept of presidential inﬂuence, see especially Terry M. Moe, “The Politicized
Presidency,” in John E. Chubb and Paul E. Peterson, eds., The New Direction in American
Politics (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1985), ch. 9. A number of other studies
are relevant, including John P. Burke, The Institutional Presidency (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1992); Charles M. Lamb and Jim Twombly, “Presidential
Inﬂuence and Centralization: The Case of Nixon and George Romney,” Politics and
Policy 29: 91–119 (2001); Terry M. Moe, “The Presidency and the Bureaucracy: The
Presidential Advantage,” in Michael Nelson, ed., The Presidency and the Political System,
7th ed. (Washington, D.C.: Congressional Quarterly Press, 2003), ch. 16; Richard
P. Nathan, The Administrative Presidency (New York: John Wiley, 1983); Steven A. Shull,
American Civil Rights Policy from Truman to Clinton (Armonk, N.Y.: M. E. Sharpe,
1999).
Richard P. Nathan, The Plot That Failed: Nixon and the Administrative Presidency (New
York: John Wiley, 1975); Nathan, The Administrative Presidency.
For other historical examples of centralization, see the sources cited in note 19. In contrast
to formal mechanisms, informal tools of presidential inﬂuence make up what is normally
referred to as presidential leadership. See Richard E. Neustadt, Presidential Power and
Modern Presidents: The Politics of Leadership from Roosevelt to Reagan (New York:
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This kind of centralization is an unmistakable case of presidential inﬂuence on executive branch policy, but the imprint of the White House
is usually less obvious. In truth, inﬂuence may be hard to detect and
document, and it is very difﬁcult to know exactly how much impact the
president has. Simply because a president addresses certain issues in public, for instance, or introduces legislation, does not necessarily mean that
those initiatives carry a great deal of weight.
This book seeks to discern presidential inﬂuence through the use of
archival documents, supplemented by public documents and secondary
sources. Although presidents can exercise their inﬂuence and affect the
behavior or policies of other actors in the political process, they do not
dominate that process. Presidents exert inﬂuence to obtain the support of
others that they otherwise would not give.22 Demonstrating the existence
of inﬂuence, however, does not prove cause and effect.23 When archival evidence indicates that a president inﬂuenced other political actors, that does
not necessarily mean that he caused their behavior. Their behavior could
be caused, entirely or in part, by factors other than a president’s inﬂuence.
Presidential inﬂuence is often associated with agenda setting.24 “No
other single actor can focus attention as clearly, or change the motivations of such a great number of other actors, as the president,” Frank
Baumgartner and Bryan Jones conclude. Although the president is not always involved in shaping the national agenda on a particular issue, “when
he decides to become involved, his inﬂuence can be decisive indeed.”25 In
order to have an impact, the president has to persuade the bureaucracy,

22
23
24

25

Free Press, 1990). These informal tools include persuasion, logrolling, and “going public.” Persuasion forces bureaucrats to be alert to their political environment and respond
positively to the president’s initiatives. Logrolling consists of presidents making deals
with other political actors, especially members of Congress. Going public includes presidential attempts to affect Washington politics by appealing to the general public for
support through press conferences, travel, and other public appearances. Samuel Kernell,
Going Public: New Strategies of Presidential Leadership, 3d ed. (Washington, D.C.:
Congressional Quarterly Press, 1997).
George C. Edwards III, “Presidential Inﬂuence in the House: Presidential Prestige as a
Source of Presidential Power,” American Political Science Review 70: 101–13 (1976).
Ibid.; George C. Edwards III, Presidential Inﬂuence in Congress (San Francisco: W. H.
Freeman, 1980), p. 49.
Frank R. Baumgartner and Bryan D. Jones, Agendas and Instability in American Politics
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993); Charles O. Jones, The Presidency in a
Separated System (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1994); John W. Kingdon,
Agendas, Alternatives, and Public Policies, 2d ed. (Boston: Little, Brown, 1995); Paul
Charles Light, The President’s Agenda: Domestic Policy Choice from Kennedy to Clinton,
3d ed. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999).
Baumgartner and Jones, Agendas and Instability in American Politics, p. 241.
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Congress, or the public that his policy preferences are correct.26 His impact is greatest, naturally, when he inﬂuences all three.
Dramatic or persistent statements or actions by a president early in
agenda setting may well affect other principals in the political process.
A president exerts inﬂuence if he takes the lead in creating new policy,
Congress follows the lead, and the policy survives his administration.
When a president’s policy supersedes existing policy and those changes endure beyond his administration, inﬂuence is likewise visible. A president’s
imprint may extend beyond the bureaucracy, subsequent administrations,
Congress, and the public. It may even be seen in the federal courts through
judicial appointments. Indeed, presidents select judges whose policy views
are thought to be consistent with their own,27 although a president’s effect
on federal judges and their decisions is obviously indirect and uncertain.28
The more branches of government a president affects, the wider the sphere
of inﬂuence.
Presidents inﬂuence the implementation process as well.29 Article II of
the Constitution vests the executive power of the federal government in
the president. The president has the constitutional authority to appoint the
heads of departments and to take steps to ensure that the law is faithfully
executed. This means the president must occasionally surmount resistance
within the bureaucracy to carry out the law in a way that achieves his
policy priorities.30 Moreover, even when there is little or no bureaucratic
26

27

28

29

30

Jones, The Presidency in a Separated System, p. 25. Presidents are often unable to convince
the bureaucracy, Congress, or the public of the need to embrace his policy preferences.
With regard to changing public opinion, for example, see George C. Edwards III, On
Deaf Ears: The Limits of the Bully Pulpit (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press,
2003).
Sheldon Goldman, Picking Federal Judges: Lower Court Selection from Roosevelt
through Reagan (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1997); David Alistair Yalof,
Pursuit of Justices: Presidential Politics and the Selection of Supreme Court Nominees
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999).
Lawrence Baum, The Supreme Court, 8th ed. (Washington, D.C.: Congressional Quarterly Press, 2004), pp. 152–53, 188–89; Jeffrey A. Segal and Harold J. Spaeth, The
Supreme Court and the Attitudinal Model Revisited (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2002), pp. 217–22.
Charles S. Bullock III and Charles M. Lamb, eds., Implementation of Civil Rights Policy
(Monterey, Calif.: Brooks/Cole Publishing Co., 1984); Graham, The Civil Rights Era;
Shull, American Civil Rights Policy.
Joel D. Aberbach and Bert A. Rockman, “Clashing Beliefs within the Executive Branch:
The Nixon Administration Bureaucracy,” American Political Science Review 70: 456–68
(1976); Richard L. Cole and David A. Caputo, “Presidential Control of the Senior Civil
Service: Assessing the Strategies of the Nixon Years,” American Political Science Review
73: 399–413 (1979); Moe, “The Politicized Presidency.”
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resistance, the very process of policy implementation may create results
that differ from presidential preferences.31 A president may consequently
adopt administrative strategies, such as centralization, to generate desired
policy outcomes.32 In some cases, the president may place the bureaucracy
on an implementation trajectory that affects how a policy is executed
beyond his administration. Such implementation paths may persist until
a subsequent president and his or her appointees deliberately intervene to
set a new course.
There are limits to presidential inﬂuence, and research suggests some
of them. George Edwards and B. Dan Wood, for example, systematically
measure the president’s inﬂuence in agenda setting.33 Speciﬁcally, they
examine the ability of the president to focus the attention of Congress and
the media on ﬁve issues. Presidential inﬂuence is quite complicated in this
context. According to Edwards and Wood, the president, Congress, and
the mass media mutually affect each other. The president is able to direct
media attention to some issues but may also respond to media attention.
For the most part, the president appears to react to changes in attention
by the media, whereas Congress has no effect on the agenda of either the
media or the president. Edwards and Wood conclude that “the inﬂuence
of the White House varies across issues, within an issue over time, and
within a single presidency over time.”34 Even so, occasionally presidents
are able to exercise their administrative initiative and place high-priority
items on the agenda of other institutions. “Under these circumstances,
presidents operate as issue entrepreneurs, essentially creating attention
where none exists.”35
Richard Nixon utilized various means of presidential inﬂuence to frame
the national debate regarding federal fair housing law and the extent to
31

32

33

34
35

Herbert Kaufman, The Forest Ranger: A Study in Administrative Behavior (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1960); Michael Lipsky, Street-Level Bureaucracy: Dilemmas of the Individual in Public Services (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1980);
Jeffrey L. Pressman and Aaron Wildavsky, Implementation, 3d ed. (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1984).
Marc Allen Eisner and Kenneth J. Meier, “Presidential Control versus Bureaucratic
Power: Explaining the Reagan Administration in Antitrust,” American Journal of Political Science 34: 269–87 (1990); Moe, “The Politicized Presidency”; Moe, “The Presidency
and the Bureaucracy”; Nathan, The Administrative Presidency.
George C. Edwards III and B. Dan Wood, “Who Inﬂuences Whom? The President,
Congress, and the Media,” American Political Science Review 93: 328–44 (1999). Edwards assesses presidential inﬂuence in other works. See Edwards, On Deaf Ears; George
C. Edwards III, At the Margins: Presidential Leadership of Congress (New Haven, Conn.:
Yale University Press, 1989); Edwards, “Presidential Inﬂuence in the House.”
Edwards and Wood, “Who Inﬂuences Whom?” p. 342.
Ibid.
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which the law requires housing integration as opposed to nondiscrimination. There are two important sides to the debate.36 The ﬁrst, to which
Richard Nixon subscribed, is that federal law requires only nondiscrimination in housing based on race, color, national origin, sex, and religion.
The other, embraced by Senator Walter F. Mondale (D-Minn.), a principal
architect of the Fair Housing Act of 1968, is that federal law requires both
nondiscrimination and integration in housing.
President Nixon argued that “the law does not now require or, in my
opinion, allow the Federal Government to have forced integration of the
suburbs.”37 Nixon publicly deplored “forced suburban integration” on
ﬁve separate occasions,38 but his reference – though at times vague – was
always to economic, not racial, integration. According to the president,
any person who could afford to live in the suburbs could not be denied the right to live there. Equal housing opportunity meant, in Nixon’s
words, “the achievement of a condition in which individuals of similar
income levels in the same housing market area have a like range of housing choices available to them regardless of their race, color, religion, or
national origin.”39 The key phrase, of course, is “individuals of similar
income levels.” The president insisted the federal government lacked the
legal authority, under the Constitution and statutory law, to force a suburb to integrate economically. This concept appeased suburban residents,
who feared the inﬂux of low-income people into their neighborhoods.
The president maintained that “for the Federal Government to go further
than the law, to force integration in the suburbs, I think is unrealistic. I
think it will be counter-productive and not in the interest of better race
relations.”40
Under Nixon’s interpretation of fair housing law, racial housing integration has occurred very slowly in the suburbs with nondiscrimination as
the sole objective of federal law. This is because a disproportionately high
percentage of low- and moderate-income people are African Americans.41
36

37
38
39
40
41

On these two concepts, see Keating, The Suburban Racial Dilemma; Trafﬁcante v.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., 409 U.S. 205 (1972); United States v. Starrett City
Associates, 840 F.2d 1096 (2d Cir. 1988).
Public Papers of the Presidents (1972), p. 12.
Ibid., pp. 11–12, 163–64, 166, 464, 728, 730; Public Papers of the Presidents: Richard
Nixon (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Ofﬁce, 1971), p. 1106.
Public Papers of the Presidents (1972), p. 730.
Ibid.
Reynolds Farley, The New American Reality: Who We Are, How We Got Here, Where
We Are Going (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1996), pp. 253–59. See also Paul
A. Jargowsky, Poverty and Place: Ghettos, Barrios, and the American City (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1997).
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To insist that government lacks the legal authority to pressure suburbs to
integrate economically is therefore, in part, to assert that government cannot pressure the suburbs to integrate racially.42 “The harsh facts of housing economics,” in the words of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
“suggest that racial integration cannot be achieved unless economic integration is also achieved.”43
From the second viewpoint, nondiscrimination and racial integration
are the twin objectives of federal law.44 The legislative history of the Fair
Housing Act of 1968 provides a glimpse into this perspective. When Senator Mondale spoke before Congress during the debate over the act, he
asserted that “the reach of the proposed law was to replace the ghettos
‘by truly integrated and balanced living patterns.’”45 Mondale’s concepts
were subsequently advanced by three HUD secretaries: George Romney
during the Nixon years, Patricia Roberts Harris during the Carter presidency, and Henry Cisneros during the Clinton administration. The chief
problem with Mondale’s formulation is that there is no compelling evidence that he was speaking for a majority of the Senate or the House
of Representatives when he made this statement, and it is impossible to
determine the intent of most other members of Congress who actually
voted for or against the Fair Housing Act. Second, there is no evidence
that a majority of the American public – in 1968 or in 2005 – would
endorse housing integration as a national goal.46 Third, it is not clear
whether Mondale was referring solely to racial integration in housing or
to economic integration as well.
In 1972, the Supreme Court endorsed Mondale’s nondiscriminationplus-integration concept in Trafﬁcante v. Metropolitan Life Insurance
Co.,47 but political reality has trumped legal interpretations. The political
42

43

44
45
46

47

See David Rusk, Cities Without Suburbs (Washington, D.C.: Woodrow Wilson Center
Press, 1993); Peter H. Schuck, Diversity in America: Keeping Government at a Safe
Distance (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2003), ch. 6.
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement Effort: Seven
Months Later (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Ofﬁce, 1971), p. 6 (emphasis
in original).
See Robert G. Schwemm, Housing Discrimination: Law and Litigation (St. Paul, Minn.:
West Group, 2002), chs. 2, 7.
Quoted in Trafﬁcante v. Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., 409 U.S. 205, 211 (1972). The
meaning of Mondale’s statement is explored in Chapter 6 in the context of Trafﬁcante.
The issue of housing integration aside, research indicates varying degrees of public support for different requirements of fair housing law. See Martin D. Abravanel, “Public
Knowledge of Fair Housing Law: Does It Protect against Housing Discrimination?”
Housing Policy Debate 13: 469, 483–85 (2002).
409 U.S. 205 (1972).
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reality is that Richard Nixon subscribed to the nondiscrimination position the preceding year, and his formulation is most obviously reﬂected
in modern-day America. To date, Nixon’s policy statement and its implementation by HUD since the early 1970s has had far more impact on the
American housing market than the Supreme Court’s recognition of Senator Mondale’s intent, despite the fact that fair housing groups have advocated the Mondale-Trafﬁcante position for over three decades.48 Federal
courts have referred to Trafﬁcante to represent their view that Congress
intended the Fair Housing Act to promote racial integration as well as
nondiscrimination as national goals.49 If embraced and put into action,
this concept could facilitate suburban integration in the future, although
such a shift seems unlikely at present.

political background
Federal, state, and local governments have all contributed to housing segregation in one way or another.50 Of particular importance, several federal
policies have had the effect, and sometimes even the intent, of causing, perpetuating, or exacerbating suburban segregation in the housing market.
Many of these policies were developed and administered by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) or its predecessor.
The Democratic party is principally responsible for the creation of
federal urban development programs.51 Beginning with the New Deal,
Democrats turned increasingly to urban areas to win the support of the
growing number of voters who were moving to the nation’s cities. The
political entrepreneurs of the party – those who raised and risked political capital to reconﬁgure government policies and programs – were well
48
49

50

51

Keating, The Suburban Racial Dilemma, ch. 11.
See, for example, Otero v. New York City Housing Authority, 484 F.2d 1122 (2d Cir.
1973); Metropolitan Housing Development Corp. v. Village of Arlington Heights, 558
F.2d 1283 (7th Cir. 1977); Park View Heights Corp. v. City of Black Jack, 605 F.2d 1033
(8th Cir. 1979); Burney v. Housing Authority of County of Beaver, 551 F.Supp. 746
(W.D. Pa. 1982); United States v. Starrett City Associates, 840 F.2d 1096 (2d Cir. 1988);
Huntington Branch NAACP v. Town of Huntington, 844 F.2d 926 (2d Cir. 1988).
See, for example, Danielson, The Politics of Exclusion; John M. Goering, ed., Housing
Desegregation and Federal Policy (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1986);
Gary Orﬁeld, Must We Bus? Segregated Schools and National Policy (Washington, D.C.:
Brookings Institution, 1978), ch. 3; Clarissa Rile Hayward, “The Difference States Make:
Democracy, Identity, and the American City,” American Political Science Review 97: 501–
14 (2003).
John H. Mollenkopf, The Contested City (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
1983).
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aware that a variety of federal programs were needed to solve urban problems. By establishing these programs, Democrats garnered support from
liberals, blue-collar workers, racial minorities, and immigrants. Eventually, New Deal programs addressing not only housing but also employment and industrial and business recovery were used to help the cities
and to provide patronage and employment for middle- and low-income
groups. President Franklin D. Roosevelt built a coalition that, except for
the Eisenhower years, usually controlled the White House and both houses
of Congress until Richard Nixon’s election in 1968.52
During this period, from the 1930s to the 1960s, the federal government became an accomplice to housing segregation in the United States.
Home mortgage insurance, highway development, urban renewal, public
housing placement, federal income tax deductions, and the location of
federal jobs contributed to the housing patterns of blacks and whites.53
Federal mortgage guarantee programs, established during the New
Deal, revolutionized the way Americans borrowed money to buy homes
and assisted millions of new homeowners. Federal Housing Administration (FHA) programs were central to this new mortgage guarantee policy.54 FHA mortgage insurance guaranteed lenders that mortgages meeting
FHA standards would be paid off. The mortgage requirements for loans
became more lenient, interest rates were reduced, and homeowners were
given more time to repay loans since FHA mortgage guarantees practically
removed the risk of lending money.
Although FHA mortgage insurance ushered in historic changes in home
ﬁnancing, it primarily helped middle- and working-class whites purchase
new homes in the suburbs and did little to assist most African Americans
who were seeking better housing.55 The vast majority of FHA-supported
52
53

54

55

Ibid., ch. 2.
See Charles M. Lamb, “Equal Housing Opportunity,” in Bullock and Lamb, Implementation of Civil Rights Policy, ch. 6. Federal ofﬁcials have long known that these policies
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a memo to Richard Nixon’s under secretary of HUD, Richard C. Van Dusen, laying
out each point discussed in this section. Memo from Elfriede F. Hoeber to Van Dusen,
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Park, Maryland.
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States,” Howard Law Journal 22: 567–68, 581–82 (1979); Orﬁeld, Must We Bus? p. 80.
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Orﬁeld, Must We Bus? pp. 80–83; Alexander Polikoff, Housing the Poor: The Case for
Heroism (Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger, 1978), p. 17.
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housing was located in the new suburbs because of FHA underwriting requirements. African Americans were discriminated against in FHA mortgage guarantee programs between 1934 and 1968.56 Only an estimated
2 percent of FHA-insured loans were made available to them between
the mid-1940s and the late 1950s.57 The home loan program of the
Veterans Administration (VA), which supplies veterans with low-interest
loans to buy homes, was implemented in a way that discriminated against
African Americans as well.58 Changes in FHA and VA policies since the
1960s have done little to reverse the segregation the agencies caused in
the past.
Federal highway policies were also vital to the nationwide proliferation of the suburbs.59 The interstate highway system was inaugurated
during the Eisenhower administration. The resulting highways, combined
with an explosion in automobile use during the 1960s, fueled the white
exodus to suburban America. Cars and freeways made it convenient for
whites employed in the city to escape to surrounding areas to live and to
raise their families. In some cases, federally funded highway construction
projects intentionally removed minorities from particular neighborhoods
and segregated them in others.60
The displacement of people from affected neighborhoods resulted in
pressing social problems. The black and elderly poor, in particular, encountered severe difﬁculty relocating to affordable housing once their old
neighborhoods were disrupted or destroyed to pave the way for highways. Housing units destroyed by highway construction often were not
replaced.61 Rising housing costs, overcrowding, and other problems became more pronounced as a result of displacement and relocation. As
56

57
58
59
60
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Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier, pp. 209–15; Leonard S. Rubinowitz and Elizabeth Trosman,
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(1979).
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Housing (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Ofﬁce, 1975), p. 41.
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displaced African Americans in cities like Austin, Cleveland, Providence,
and St. Paul relocated overwhelmingly to black or predominantly black
neighborhoods, segregation often increased.62 As the federal government
stimulated population redistribution and the growth of suburban communities through its highway policies, industry and business tended to
follow the white labor force, and new jobs were increasingly created in
the suburbs.63
Federal urban renewal, the nation’s ﬁrst large-scale urban redevelopment program, was designed to clear blighted city areas and to replace
much of the dilapidated shelter with public housing.64 Mayors from large
cities touted the idea of redeveloping downtown areas as a means of
restoring economic vitality and civic pride, but to some inner-city African
Americans, urban renewal represented “the ultimate indignity.”65 From
their vantage point, urban renewal meant black removal. Their neighborhoods were subjected to the daily upheavals of redevelopment, and their
lives were frequently uprooted. One study estimates that the combined effect of urban renewal and highway development displaced more than two
million people from their homes over the eight-year period from 1964 to
1972.66 As African American neighborhoods were destroyed, large numbers of people were displaced, and replacement housing was insufﬁcient.
The federal government supplied the money necessary to demolish black
communities while local ofﬁcials testiﬁed, sometimes falsely, to the availability of replacement housing.67
62
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Federal public housing policy, long characterized by racial discrimination and segregation,68 is frequently linked to urban renewal. Until
the 1960s, the federal government allowed local housing authorities to
practice a “separate but equal” policy, with public housing typically
assigned on a segregated basis.69 When decaying homes and apartments were razed under urban renewal programs, local ofﬁcials consciously placed new public housing in the cities rather than the suburbs,
where it was clearly opposed.70 These actions further clustered African
Americans in neighborhoods that were already predominantly poor and
often plagued by gang violence and drugs.71 In some metropolitan areas,
local housing authorities were responsible for creating racial segregation
in housing where it did not exist before, and in other cities, the sites
selected for public housing simply intensiﬁed the geographic or residential concentration of minorities.72 These policies lingered into the 1960s
despite lower federal court decisions suggesting they were unconstitutional.73 Segregation still persists in public housing in some cities in the
United States, although it is no longer mandated or condoned by public
policy.
Whether in its public housing, urban renewal, FHA, or other programs,
HUD’s overall performance in the past contributed to the rise and perpetuation of segregation. As President Bill Clinton’s assistant secretary for
fair housing and equal opportunity, Roberta Achtenberg, candidly admitted, “either HUD had participated inadvertently in allowing segregated
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practices to be put into place or had, in some cases, known they were
being put in place and did very little to stop that from happening.”74
Other federal policies had a less direct discriminatory effect on racial
minorities and housing segregation by encouraging the migration to the
suburbs. Federal tax and job-relocation policies are prime examples. Federal income tax deductions for mortgage interest and local property taxes
facilitated suburban homeownership.75 These tax breaks, in effect, constituted large subsidies to suburbanites. Nationwide, according to estimates,
these subsidies amounted to approximately $5.7 billion in 1971,76 $10 billion a year in the mid-1970s,77 some $53 billion annually by 1984,78 and
mushroomed to $109 billion a year in the early 1990s.79 Housing tax
breaks thus provided substantial beneﬁts to middle- and upper-income
homeowners and worked to the disadvantage of low-income homeowners and renters, a high percentage of whom were minorities.
Lastly, federal agencies have chosen to place government jobs in the
suburbs rather than the downtown areas of leading cities, thereby contributing to suburbanization, housing segregation, and urban decline.80 In
the 1940s and 1950s, when federal jobs were concentrated in the central
city, minority government workers could often walk to work or use public
transportation. As government jobs moved farther away from the central
city, minorities were less likely to ﬁll the ranks of government employment.81 In perhaps the most extreme example, over seventeen thousand
federal jobs were relocated from predominantly black Washington, D.C.,
to the suburbs of Maryland and Virginia between 1963 and 1968, with
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virtually no concurrent pressure on these suburbs to change their zoning
practices to be more receptive to minorities and the poor.82 Federal job
relocations to the suburbs, which continue to occur, are linked to housing
segregation. The lack of low- and moderately-priced suburban housing,
combined with other practices that control suburban growth, means that
city minority residents cannot easily move to new federal employment
sites and therefore at times have to forfeit job opportunities with the
federal government. Even if minorities continue to work for the government, commuting to work is often costly and time-consuming, and public
transportation frequently does not extend to the outer suburbs.83
Policies and programs that caused or contributed to housing segregation are not simply a relic of the past. Several federal agencies continue to
inadequately enforce the nation’s fair housing laws, according to the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights. Since the 1960s, the Civil Rights Commission has repeatedly concluded that HUD, the Department of Justice, the
Veterans Administration, the federal ﬁnancial regulatory agencies,84 and
other departments and agencies are deﬁcient in carrying out the fair housing mandates assigned to them by law.85 The Commission additionally
believes that federal housing discrimination laws should be strengthened
in numerous ways and that Congress has appropriated too few resources
to satisfactorily enforce those laws. Ultimately, the Commission argues,
if the country’s fair housing laws are not enforced, then government will
continue its historic role as an accomplice to housing segregation.86

legal standards
At the same time that some federal policies perpetuated housing segregation, other national legal developments through the years sought to
clarify the meaning of unlawful discrimination and segregation. The most
crucial of these, shown in Table 1.1, include constitutional and statutory
82
83
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table 1.1. Major Federal Legal Developments in Housing Discrimination
Federal Action

Legal Standard

The Thirteenth Amendment
(1865)
The Civil Rights Act of 1866

Slavery is prohibited in the United States.

The Fourteenth Amendment
(1868)

Buchanan v. Warley (1917)

Shelley v. Kraemer (1948)

President Kennedy’s
Executive Order 11063
(1962)

The Civil Rights Act of 1964,
Title VI
The Civil Rights Act of 1968,
Title VIII (the Fair Housing
Act of 1968)

Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co.
(1968)
James v. Valtierra (1971)
President Nixon’s fair
housing policy (1971)

Trafﬁcante v. Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co. (1972)

All U.S. citizens have equal rights to inherit,
purchase, lease, sell, hold, or convey real
and personal property.
States may not deprive any person of life,
liberty, or property without due process
of law, or deny to any person within their
jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws.
Local zoning ordinances that deny housing
to African Americans on white blocks
violate the due process rights of white
property owners.
State court enforcement of private restrictive
covenants violates the equal protection
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Federal agencies with housing-related
activities must prevent discrimination
based on race, color, religion, or national
origin in the sale or rental of housing
owned, operated, or assisted by the
federal government.
There shall be no discrimination on grounds
of race, color, or national origin in any
federal or federally assisted programs.
National policy for the ﬁrst time prohibits
discrimination in the rental, sale, and
ﬁnancing of housing, and in brokerage
services, on the basis of race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin.
The Civil Rights Act of 1866 prohibits
racial discrimination in all housing,
public and private.
A community may exclude publicly assisted
housing through referenda.
Federal law requires nondiscrimination in
housing, but government cannot force
economic integration on the suburbs
through subsidized housing programs.
The Fair Housing Act prohibits both
discrimination and segregation in the
private housing market.
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Federal Action

Legal Standard

The Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974

Congress creates the Community
Development Block Grant and Section 8
programs and requires the spatial
deconcentration of housing opportunities
for the poor.
Creditors may not discriminate against any
applicant on the basis of sex, marital
status, race, color, religion, national
origin, or age.
Financial institutions that provide federally
related mortgage loans are required to
disclose annually, by census tracts or ZIP
code, the total number and aggregate
dollar amount of their mortgage loans.
A federal court may order an areawide
remedy in a metropolitan area where
HUD knowingly funds a city housing
authority that discriminates on grounds
of race.
Intent to discriminate must be proven in a
housing discrimination case in order to
win a constitutional claim.
Title VIII enforcement is strengthened, and
its coverage is expanded to protect the
handicapped and families with children.

The Equal Credit
Opportunity Act of 1974

The Home Mortgage
Disclosure Act of 1975

Hills v. Gautreaux (1976)

Village of Arlington Heights
v. MHDC (1977)
The Fair Housing
Amendments Act of 1988
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protections, judicial rulings, and one executive order. The table demonstrates that fair housing law is mostly of recent vintage, maturing between
the late 1960s and the late 1980s.
The Thirteenth Amendment is the oldest provision of federal law used
to champion the right to fair housing. That amendment, ratiﬁed in 1865,
literally forbids slavery but has been interpreted to prohibit “badges” or
“relics” of slavery as well.87 Accordingly, federal courts have reasoned
that segregation in housing is a carryover from involuntary servitude.88
American fair housing law was fortiﬁed the following year by Congress’s
passage of Section 1 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866. It provides that “All
citizens of the United States shall have the same right, in every State and
87
88

This argument is found, for example, in Justice John Marshall Harlan’s famous dissent
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Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968); United States v. City of Black Jack,
Missouri, 508 F.2d 1179 (8th Cir. 1974).
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Territory, as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease,
sell, hold, or convey real and personal property.”89
The Fourteenth Amendment, ratiﬁed in 1868 and unparalleled in its
protection of civil rights, stipulates that no state shall “deprive any person
of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” While
the Civil Rights Act of 1866 applies to both public and private housing
discrimination,90 the Fourteenth Amendment applies only to state action,
that is, racial discrimination by state and local governments.
The United States Supreme Court announced its ﬁrst fair housing decision in Buchanan v. Warley (1917).91 In that case, the Court struck down
a local zoning ordinance in Louisville, Kentucky, that prohibited whites
and African Americans from moving into and occupying residences on a
block where a majority of houses were occupied by persons of the other
race. According to the Court majority, the ordinance deprived a white
property owner of the right to freely dispose of property, under the due
process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, by selling it to an African
American. In response to Buchanan, homeowners entered into private
restrictive covenants that prevented the sale of property to minorities, especially persons who were black or Jewish. Though local laws could not
enforce housing segregation, the Fourteenth Amendment could not stop
white property owners from including private agreements in the deeds
to their homes whereby neighbors voluntarily agreed to discriminate to
keep their neighborhoods white. These restrictive covenants were upheld
in state courts until the Supreme Court handed down its second important fair housing decision, Shelley v. Kraemer (1948).92 In that case, the
justices held that private restrictive covenants are not unconstitutional per
se, but that state court enforcement of such covenants constitutes government action and thus violates the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.93 Buchanan and Shelley were the earliest Supreme Court decisions to construe the due process and equal protection clauses in support
of fair housing principles.
89
90
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Between Shelley v. Kraemer and the Kennedy-Johnson era, fair housing
was virtually absent from the national political agenda. During the 1960
presidential campaign, John F. Kennedy claimed he “could integrate all
federally assisted housing with a stroke of the Presidential pen,”94 but
Kennedy’s supporters had to wait nearly two years into the administration
before this promise came to fruition. The president ﬁnally delivered in
November 1962 in the form of Executive Order 11063, which prohibits
discrimination on grounds of race, color, religion, or national origin in
all housing owned, operated, or assisted by the federal government.95
Executive Order 11063 had a limited effect. Since it did not cover privatesector housing,96 it applied to less than one percent of all housing in the
United States in 1962.97
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, supported by President
Kennedy and passed with the backing of President Lyndon B. Johnson,
is of greater importance – at least in theory.98 Title VI prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, sex, or national origin by recipients
of federal ﬁnancial assistance.99 Federal agencies have a legal responsibility under Title VI to terminate funds to state and local programs tainted
by discrimination. The signiﬁcance of Title VI remains largely symbolic,
though, because it has never been effectively enforced by HUD and other
federal housing-related agencies.100
The Fair Housing Act of 1968 is the centerpiece of the federal legal
arsenal for ﬁghting discrimination in housing.101 This act, addressed in
greater detail in Chapter 2, prohibits discrimination on grounds of race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin in the sale, rental, and ﬁnancing of
housing and in the performance of real estate brokerage services. As the
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most comprehensive federal fair housing law ever passed, the Fair Housing
Act – also known as Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 – declares
fair housing to be ofﬁcial national policy, forbids speciﬁc discriminatory
practices that prominently contributed to housing segregation over the
years, and directs the secretary of HUD to afﬁrmatively promote the goal
of fair housing.102
Despite the act’s sweeping declarations, Congress adopted an unworkable enforcement mechanism for Title VIII. The act gave HUD merely the
power of “conference, conciliation, and persuasion” in housing discrimination cases.103 This meant that HUD could only ask the parties in a
fair housing dispute to settle their differences with the agency’s help, and
that the parties could simply decline to cooperate. HUD had no power to
ﬁle lawsuits in those instances where it believed Title VIII was violated.
Instead, HUD was required to refer cases of discrimination to the Department of Justice for possible prosecution, and the Justice Department
was given the discretion not to ﬁle suit. These weak enforcement provisions help to explain the Fair Housing Act’s limited effect on housing
discrimination in the United States.
The Fair Housing Act was supplemented by other legislation during
the 1970s that was designed to ﬁght particular forms of housing discrimination. The Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 forbids discrimination by creditors on the basis of sex, marital status, race, color, religion, national origin, or age.104 The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act
of 1975 provides data on the amount and location of home improvement and mortgage loans, to prevent lending institutions from discriminating against certain localities in providing loans.105 The Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974 also prohibits HUD and its funding recipients from discriminating,106 while the Age Discrimination Act
of 1975 forbids some forms of age discrimination in federally assisted
programs.107
Five Supreme Court decisions between the late 1960s and the late 1970s
further clariﬁed the legal concept of equal housing opportunity, although
102
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they lack the scope and daring of the epic Brown v. Board of Education
(1954)108 in the realm of school desegregation. Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer
Co. (1968),109 the most sweeping fair housing ruling ever handed down
by the United States Supreme Court, held that Congress could prohibit
racial discrimination in the sale or rental of all housing, private and public,
through Section 1 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866. Backtracking under the
Burger Court, James v. Valtierra (1971)110 declared that a local referendum may be used to stop the development, construction, and acquisition
of publicly assisted low-rent housing projects unless discriminatory intent
is demonstrated. Trafﬁcante v. Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. (1972)111
held that Congress intended the Fair Housing Act to require integration
in housing as well as nondiscrimination. Hills v. Gautreaux (1976)112 announced that a lower federal court may order a metropolitan areawide
public housing remedy where HUD knowingly funded a local housing
authority that discriminated against public housing tenants on the basis
of race, in violation of the Fifth Amendment and Title VI. Signiﬁcantly,
Gautreaux further held that such an areawide remedy may include the
outlying suburbs as well as neighborhoods within the city’s limits. Despite
this relatively liberal holding, Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan
Housing Development Corp. (1977)113 ruled that to make out a constitutional claim of housing discrimination, a party must prove intent to discriminate. Remarkably, no major fair housing decision has been handed
down by the Supreme Court since Arlington Heights, although the Court
has disposed of four secondary cases.114 Thus, lower federal court decision making has become increasingly critical in fair housing since the late
1970s.
The most recent landmark improvement in federal fair housing law
emerged during the Reagan years. As Chapter 5 will explain, the Fair
Housing Amendments Act, passed in 1988, fundamentally changed Title VIII’s enforcement procedures. Under the Amendments Act, when
108
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conciliation fails, two options are available if HUD believes a complainant
has been discriminated against: either the attorney general may initiate
and pursue a civil suit, or the secretary of HUD can refer the case to an
administrative law judge (ALJ) at HUD. If the ALJ makes a ﬁnding of
discrimination, relief may include actual damages, injunctive relief, and
attorney’s fees, as well as ﬁnancial penalties. These provisions add real
teeth to federal fair housing law. Furthermore, the 1988 law expands
Title VIII’s protected classes to include handicapped persons and families with children. The implementation of the Fair Housing Amendments
Act115 and lower federal court decisions on housing discrimination,116
therefore, constitute important developments in federal fair housing law
and policy since the late 1980s.

the outline of this book
Chapter 2 introduces the Fair Housing Act of 1968 by examining President Johnson’s inﬂuence on its passage and summarizing the act’s most
critical requirements and weaknesses. Chapter 3 then delves into the early
Nixon administration and HUD Secretary George Romney’s speciﬁc efforts to aggressively advance housing integration in suburban America.
Romney’s integration approach brought him into direct conﬂict with President Nixon, whose election strategy in 1968 and again in 1972 targeted
the suburbs.
In Chapter 4, President Nixon’s fair housing views and policy are
probed in detail. The chapter emphasizes the political circumstances
that forced him to develop an ofﬁcial position on fair housing, the use
of centralization to formulate his policy, the evolution and substance
of his stance, and the key actors in the White House policymaking
process.
Chapter 5 turns to fair housing and suburban segregation during the
Ford, Carter, Reagan, Bush, and Clinton presidencies. It shows how
each administration adhered to the idea that the federal government
lacks the authority to force subsidized and integrated housing on the
115
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suburbs. Chapter 6 contends that Nixon also perpetuated suburban segregation through his federal court appointments. Both Supreme Court
and lower federal court decisions are surveyed to show their consistence
with Nixon’s policy preferences on suburban integration. Conclusions
and forecasts are presented in Chapter 7.

2
Lyndon Johnson and the Fair Housing Act

President Lyndon Johnson promised Americans nothing less than a Great
Society, and fair housing was part of his vision. Even though John F.
Kennedy made a limited attempt to promote fair housing through an
executive order, the critical breakthrough emerged during the Great Society.1 Johnson played an inﬂuential role in placing housing discrimination
on the national agenda and garnering legislative support for Title VIII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1968, more commonly known as the Fair Housing
Act.2 After inheriting the act, Richard Nixon signiﬁcantly helped to deﬁne
its meaning and application for decades to come. Johnson made efforts to
combat housing segregation through the Fair Housing Act, but Nixon’s
politics would nourish the segregation that already existed in the suburbs.

housing segregation in johnson’s america
The need for a federal fair housing statute was apparent from the pervasiveness of black-white housing segregation during President Johnson’s
lifetime. Vast decaying ghettos, so prevalent during Johnson’s presidency,
were nonexistent before the twentieth century. Following World Wars I
and II, housing segregation became pronounced, growing deep roots in
northern metropolitan areas after the large-scale migration of African
1
2

Executive Order 11063, 27 Federal Register 11527 (1962).
Not all scholars conclude that Johnson exercised a great deal of inﬂuence in the passage of
the Fair Housing Act in 1968. See Gary Orﬁeld, Congressional Power: Congress and Social
Change (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975), pp. 67–70. Orﬁeld’s assessment
is addressed at the end of this chapter.
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Americans from the South.3 This so-called Great Migration, occurring between 1910 and 1970, constituted the greatest movement of people in the
United States during the twentieth century. It was stimulated not only by
repressive political and social conditions in the South but also by unprecedented economic and technological developments in both the North and
the South.4 The demand for African American farmworkers signiﬁcantly
declined in the South throughout the World War I period, as boll weevils
and ﬂoods damaged agricultural goods.5 At the same time, demand for
household appliances, automobiles, and other northern consumer products escalated after the war. Unable to ﬁnd work, some 877,000 African
Americans migrated in the 1920s to take advantage of new employment
opportunities in the North.6
Just as Lyndon Johnson’s political career was taking off in the 1930s,
the migration slowed in the wake of the Great Depression. All told, only
about 400,000 African Americans left the South in the 1930s. However,
that number soared to nearly 1.5 million during the 1940s as African
Americans became more accustomed to living outside the South.7 Black
newcomers to the North in the 1930s and 1940s nevertheless had to live in
deteriorating, overcrowded housing – conditions that changed little until
housing construction increased in the post–World War II period.8
The Great Migration continued with full speed into the 1950s and
1960s. Almost 1.5 million African Americans left the South for the North
or West during the 1950s, often to the consternation of the middle-and
working-class whites already living in those regions.9 In the sixties, another 1.38 million blacks left the South.10 This mass exodus resulted in the
3
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creation of African American slums in the most distressed urban areas of
the country, as well as a shift from agricultural to industrial subsistence.
By the close of the 1960s only four percent of African Americans lived
on farms, down from nearly ﬁfty percent in 1920.11 Simultaneously, the
desegregation of city schools accelerated white ﬂight,12 leading to the
all-too-familiar pattern of black cities and white suburbs that was well
entrenched by the time Lyndon Johnson became president in 1963.13
The African American population of cities such as Chicago, Cleveland,
Detroit, New York, and Philadelphia grew markedly because of the Great
Migration,14 and race relations in the North went from mostly harmonious to strained or even hostile. The relocation of African Americans
to the North in greater numbers resulted in considerable competition
for inexpensive housing and low-paying jobs, causing bloodshed in
some cities.15 Increased violence exacerbated racial fears among northern whites, fueling the spread of housing discrimination and segregation. Violence was only one approach used to stem the ﬂow of African
Americans into white neighborhoods. As explained in Chapter 1, various
private and public practices also signiﬁcantly contributed to the growth
of housing segregation.

lyndon johnson and civil rights
Lyndon Baines Johnson was born, raised, and died in his beloved Texas.16
Although of humble origins, both his father and grandfather were members of the Texas legislature. Johnson worked his way through Southwest
Texas State Teachers College and taught brieﬂy in the Texas public schools
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before moving to Washington in 1932 as the secretary to Democratic Congressman Richard Kleberg. Johnson discovered a second home on Capitol
Hill and soon came to think of the federal government as the answer to
the problems of all Americans. In the words of Theodore H. White, the
Johnson motto was “there ain’t nothing government can’t ﬁx,”17 and
the future president was especially concerned about society’s have-nots.
Johnson was elected to the House of Representatives in 1937 as an avid
New Dealer and won a Senate seat from Texas in 1948. He became the
Minority Leader of the Senate in 1953 and the Majority Leader two years
later. In the Senate, Johnson earned a reputation as a brilliant tactician and
strategist. After losing the Democratic nomination for president to John
Kennedy in 1960, Johnson was chosen as JFK’s running mate because of
his political clout in the South.
Although Johnson experienced poverty as a youth and witnessed racial
discrimination ﬁrsthand, he was not a lifelong champion of civil rights.18
In the years following his election to the House of Representatives, he
voted against several measures intended to promote racial equality.19
Johnson was best known for ﬁghting antilynching and voting rights legislation as well as President Harry Truman’s proposal to establish a Fair
Employment Practices Commission.20 He also objected to a federal law
declaring the poll tax illegal and another withholding federal schoollunch funds from schools practicing racial discrimination.21 Like most
southern politicians in the 1950s, Johnson voiced major misgivings about
the Supreme Court’s epic decision in Brown v. Board of Education.22
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Gradually though, his stance on civil rights mellowed as public opinion grew more sympathetic to the plight of African Americans in the
South. Indeed, some scholars believe that Johnson opposed civil rights
overtures between the 1930s and the 1950s primarily for political reasons
and that it was possible to foresee Johnson as a future proponent of civil
rights.23
With his political power rapidly growing thanks to his position as
Senate Majority Leader, Johnson supported the Civil Rights Act of 1957
when most southern representatives remained hard-nosed and unyielding in their opposition.24 More importantly, Johnson’s support for the
1957 law altered his southern image, recasting him as a national political
ﬁgure. This trend continued during his years as vice president, when he
chaired President Kennedy’s Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity and opposed the use of force against peaceful protesters in the South.
Following Kennedy’s assassination in November 1963, Johnson’s passionate desire to be a strong president prompted his forceful lead in advocating
civil rights for African Americans, culminating in his support for the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.25
The evolution of Lyndon Johnson’s public stances on civil rights parallels a fundamental change by the major political parties on the issue. In the
early 1960s, Johnson regarded civil rights “as an overarching issue of his
time,”26 and he was correct – racial politics took on new signiﬁcance in
America during these tumultuous years.27 According to Edward Carmines
and James Stimson,28 a dramatic yet basic change in the Democratic and
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Republican parties materialized in the 1960s. Democrats became more
liberal on civil rights issues and Republicans grew more conservative.
This “issue evolution” was perhaps most evident in the 1964 presidential
election: Johnson stood squarely for further school desegregation whereas
Senator Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.) steadfastly opposed it. Goldwater took
an extreme pro–states’ rights position, asserting that no federal legislation
was needed in most areas of civil rights, earning him increased support
in the South. When the 1964 elections came to a close, a remarkable
change had emerged. A Democratic president, a Democratic Congress,
and a liberal-activist Supreme Court were ready to push for the greatest
changes in racial equality since Reconstruction.
Johnson’s advocacy of equal housing opportunity in the 1960s was
at the cutting edge of national civil rights policy. The landmark Civil
Rights Act of 1964 prohibited various forms of discrimination in public
accommodations, education, and employment, and the Voting Rights Act
of 1965 guaranteed African Americans the franchise. The Civil Rights
Act of 1964 failed, however, to address discrimination in the sale and
renting of housing – the most controversial of the civil rights issues.29 It
was thus strategically crucial that opposition to fair housing not jeopardize the passage of laws forbidding discrimination in other aspects of
American life. As a consequence, Johnson advanced the Fair Housing Act
only after securing the passage of the 1964 and 1965 laws.
It appears that Lyndon Johnson believed that the right to fair housing was crucial for racial equality in the United States, and that this was
not merely a political ploy to cement his place in history. Johnson relied on standard mechanisms of presidential inﬂuence to achieve his goal:
initiating legislation and appealing to the public for support. He originally vowed to abolish housing discrimination in his ﬁrst State of the
Union message in 1964 and then reiterated the issue between 1966 and
1968 when Congress refused to pass his proposals. Since presidents often expect positive public responses to their State of the Union addresses,
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Johnson was appealing not only to Congress but to the American people
as well. As a policy entrepreneur,30 he repeatedly requested the support
of Congress and the general public, softening them both to the idea that a
housing discrimination law was not only fair but essential.31 In so doing,
Johnson contended that the elimination of racial discrimination was an
imperative that the nation must face head-on in the name of reason and
conscience.32
The stage was also set for Johnson’s advocacy of a fair housing law
because relatively little had been accomplished by state and local governments in this realm. Laws prohibiting housing discrimination were rather
rare at the state and local levels in the 1950s.33 By 1968, however, some
new state legislation had emerged. Nineteen states and the District of
Columbia had banned discrimination by real estate brokers in the sale
and renting of housing, while two states forbade discrimination in rentals
but not in sales.34 Thirteen of the nineteen states, along with the District
of Columbia, passed legislation covering single-family homes, but coverage was sparse for the rental of rooms and units in owner-occupied
residences.35 By 1968, most states that prohibited discrimination by real
estate brokers extended that prohibition to cover ﬁnancial institutions
and advertising; blockbusting, however, was outlawed by only ﬁve states
and the District of Columbia by that year.36 From Lyndon Johnson’s perspective, federal action was necessary to expand coverage and to make it
uniform.
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presidential initiative, legislative response
Presidents initiate legislation in order to exert their inﬂuence on public
policy, and Lyndon Johnson wanted to remedy the need for a federal fair
housing law as early as 1964.37 He did not propose legislation to Congress
in 1964 or 1965, however, since his closest advisors had serious doubts
that such a statute would be politically feasible at the time.38 Johnson’s
ﬁrst attorney general, Nicholas Katzenbach, warned the president that
Congress was unlikely to pass a fair housing measure.39 By late 1965
Katzenbach’s successor, Ramsey Clark, and most of Johnson’s advisors
believed that national fair housing legislation “would be unwise, because
it could not be passed; it would raise expectations; and it would manifest
an unwillingness of the American people to really come all the way toward
equal justice.”40
According to Johnson, fair housing legislation was just as crucial as any
other civil rights laws passed during his presidency, yet it proved to be the
most difﬁcult to push through Congress.41 This was evident in January
1966 when Johnson forwarded his ﬁrst fair housing bill to Congress. Although some greeted the bill with support, opposition quickly mounted on
Capitol Hill.42 As Katzenbach later recalled, many members of Congress
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truly believed they would be defeated at the polls if they voted in favor
of fair housing legislation.43 Conservative politicians and real estate interest groups contended that a federal fair housing law would violate the
age-old right of property owners to sell, rent, or lease their property to
whomever they wanted. Other opponents claimed that prohibiting discrimination in housing would abridge the First Amendment right of freedom of association.
Since legislative action on the issue was out of the question in 1966,
Johnson resorted to more informal mechanisms of exercising presidential
inﬂuence, predominantly the power of persuasion. The fair housing bill
became his own personal quest, and the president spent valuable time
campaigning for its introduction and passage. Johnson and other administration ofﬁcials targeted wavering legislators with letters and informal
pleas. They attempted to sell what was viewed at the time, even by leftleaning members of the Democratic party, as an unpalatable proposal.
When efforts to persuade Congress seemingly failed, Johnson “went public,” using the weight of the presidency to appeal directly to the American
people, particularly the segment of the population sympathetic to the civil
rights struggle.
Deﬁance on Capitol Hill was reinforced in the public arena. Whites
voiced concerns over the speed and aggressiveness of the civil rights movement as well as over the urban riots of the 1960s.44 African Americans
engaged in rioting in hundreds of American cities during this time,45
turning some cities into “war zones.”46 Not surprisingly, as early as August 1966, most whites nationwide believed that African Americans were
“trying to move too fast,” and forty-six percent said that they were opposed to blacks living next door.47 As small headway toward a national
fair housing statute materialized, constituent mail to members of Congress
staunchly opposed it, and Johnson’s popularity dipped. “The image of the
Negro in 1966 was no longer that of the praying, long-suffering, nonviolent victim of southern sheriffs,” James Sundquist observes. The image
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instead “was of a deﬁant young hoodlum shouting ‘black power’ and
hurling ‘Molotov cocktails’ in an urban slum.”48 White resistance to the
civil rights movement was quickly mounting in the face of urban unrest,
riots, ﬁres, and looting.
Not even Lyndon Johnson, a master at arm-twisting on Capitol Hill,
could easily overcome this popular opposition in 1966. Building the necessary coalitions in Congress would be difﬁcult. Some White House insiders postulated that, out of political necessity, Johnson would issue a
comprehensive executive order as the ﬁnal means of tackling housing
discrimination.49 Yet Johnson rejected such a piecemeal approach; nothing short of a broad federal law would satisfy him,50 despite warnings
that it would never pass.51 As Attorney General Clark recollected a few
years later, Johnson had single-handedly decided to push for fair housing legislation in 1966.52 Real estate companies, southerners, and even
northern whites resisted fair housing legislation.53 The president was nevertheless determined to place fair housing on the national agenda that
year.
Johnson’s address to Congress on January 26, 1966, highlighted his
concern with housing discrimination and its relationship to the nation’s
perplexing urban problems. Discrimination was at the root of housing
problems in the cities, the president charged. “Crowded miles of inadequate dwellings – poorly maintained and frequently over-priced – is the
lot of most Negro Americans in many of our cities,” and the prospects
of moving to a better neighborhood were shattered by racial discrimination.54 Both African Americans and the larger community had to bear the
negative consequences of this reality, Johnson argued, because housing
discrimination was part of a chain of discrimination that affected school,
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work, family life, and the welfare system. He claimed his administration
would actively seek to break this chain of discrimination by providing
federal assistance to employment, education, medical care, and community action programs.55 Still, such a break could not occur without the
elimination of “one of its strongest links.”56 Johnson believed that only
a direct and forceful attack on housing discrimination could alleviate the
myriad problems of the ghetto. The president viewed the problem in the
context of the nation’s urban areas, however. He never explicitly mentioned suburban housing discrimination and never suggested that the federal government should place public or subsidized housing in suburban
neighborhoods.
Johnson renewed his demands in an April 28, 1966, message to
Congress in what Time magazine called his “boldest proposal” for civil
rights. This was “Johnson’s bill,” Time declared, as the president met
with civil rights activists to encourage greater solidarity on the measure.57
Alexander Bickel, the celebrated Yale Law School professor, also saw the
1966 proposal as an unmistakable Johnson initiative, one that would require concessions by the president if it was to pass on Capitol Hill.58 The
U.S. News and World Report disparaged Johnson’s dogged pursuit of
a fair housing law. After listing all the federal laws and constitutional
amendments already protecting African Americans from discrimination
in education, public accommodations, employment, voting, and public
facilities, the magazine predicted a great deal of opposition to Johnson’s
proposal owing to the vested interest of homeowners.59
Similarly, Senate Minority Leader Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.) suggested
that the Johnson proposal was very unlikely to succeed.60 LBJ also received irate responses to his fair housing ideas from business and ﬁnancial
leaders as well as constituents. As presidential domestic advisor Joseph
Califano later noted, Johnson’s civil rights proposal of 1966 “prompted
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some of the most vicious mail LBJ received on any subject (and the only
death threats I ever received as a White House assistant).”61
Though he was criticized in some circles for insisting on yet another
civil rights law, the president’s decision to push for fair housing legislation
in 1966 was bolstered by an array of pressures: the Watts riots, Martin
Luther King’s growing apprehension over Chicago’s housing conditions,
and the insistence of civil rights experts that presidential leadership was
critical to overcome housing discrimination.62 As usual, the housing issue
put Johnson in a political squeeze. Although some civil rights advocates
suggested that he propose an even stronger fair housing measure, the
vast majority of political insiders thought that even a watered-down fair
housing proposal stood little or no chance of success.
Senator Philip Hart (D-Mich.) and Congressman Emanuel Celler
(D-N.Y.) introduced Johnson’s fair housing measure on Capitol Hill as
part of the Civil Rights Act of 1966. The Senate and the House held
hearings, but when all was said and done, more was said than done.
The House bill was weakened as a result of an amendment proposed by
Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. (R-Md.), and passed by a single vote.63 The
Mathias amendment exempted most individually owned homes from the
open housing section of the bill. Had the Senate passed the bill sent from
the House, only large apartment buildings and newly built homes would
have been covered.
Even though the House voted in favor of the modiﬁed fair housing law
in August, the bill’s progress ground to a halt during a four-week Senate
ﬁlibuster. It was, in the words of Sundquist, Johnson’s “most crushing legislative defeat” as president.64 Meanwhile, Republicans on Capitol Hill
demonstrated their declining support for civil rights legislation, solidifying the GOP’s new, more conservative stance on racial equality.65 Senator
Dirksen’s opposition was especially damaging to the legislative fate of the
Johnson measure in 1966. So were the persisting urban riots. As cities
across the nation went up in ﬂames, many whites grew less sympathetic
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toward urban blacks, housing discrimination or no housing discrimination. In the end, enough northern and western senators joined southern
Democrats to kill Johnson’s 1966 bill, knowing their states would be most
impacted by the law.66
The president refused to concede defeat. He went to great lengths to
recommend his fair housing legislation to Congress on February 15, 1967,
even though ardent fair housing advocates believed the proposal would
make no real progress again that year. Johnson took the opportunity to
assert once more that his recommendation was imperative because of
the rampant discrimination facing racial minorities in America’s housing
market. Housing discrimination meant that minorities were forced into
deteriorating homes in the worst city areas. This in turn meant limited job
opportunities, inferior schools, marginal public services, and second-rate
police and ﬁre protection.67 Federal ﬁnancial assistance was not sufﬁcient
to solve these ghetto problems, the president insisted. Rather, legislation
was essential to ensure the prohibition of discrimination in “all housing”
in the United States,68 perhaps a subtle reference to the bias permeating
the suburbs and cities alike.
To meet this lofty objective, Johnson spelled out for Congress the fundamentals of his fair housing measure in his February 1967 address.69
First, the bill would outlaw discrimination in the buying, renting, and
ﬁnancing of housing, and in the practices of real estate agents. Second,
Johnson’s law would give the secretary of Housing and Urban Development the responsibility for implementing educational and conciliatory
efforts to halt housing discrimination. Third, if a voluntary solution to a
discrimination complaint could not be reached, the proposal would give
the HUD secretary the power to hold an administrative hearing to determine whether the fair housing law had been violated. In the case of
a violation, the secretary could issue a judicially enforceable cease-anddesist order to end the discrimination. Finally, Johnson indicated that the
law would give the attorney general the authority to ﬁle lawsuits in all
cases involving a pattern or practice of housing discrimination. The president believed that “there should be no need for laws to require men to deal
fairly and decently with their fellow men,” but such a law was “decent
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and right. Injustice must be opposed, however difﬁcult or unpopular the
issue.”70
Little support for Johnson’s measure emerged in 1967 on Capitol
Hill, where the legislation bogged down in committee.71 Despite two
failed attempts, Johnson tried again to exert presidential inﬂuence in his
January 24, 1968, civil rights message. In this address, he emphasized
how housing discrimination and segregation had the devastating effect of
compounding the other problems of America’s urban minorities. The concentration of minorities in the central cities led to poverty and higher crime
rates, Johnson said.72 This same concentration also kept minorities from
gaining access to schools and job opportunities in other areas.73 To help
avoid these problems, the president recommended bold legislation that
would:
– Outlaw discriminatory practices in the ﬁnancing of housing, and in the
services of real estate brokers.
– Bar the cynical practice of “block-busting,” and prohibit intimidation
of persons seeking to enjoy the rights [the law] grants and protects.
– Give responsibility for enforcement to the Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development and authorize the Attorney General to bring suits
against patterns and practices of housing discrimination.74
Though Johnson admitted that his fair housing measure would not be a
panacea for all the country’s urban woes, he insisted that it was necessary
to foster progress and social justice.75
Two months later, on March 27, 1968, after consulting with African
American political leaders, LBJ sounded a familiar refrain by appealing to
the collective conscience of Congress and the public.76 Fairness and justice,
he remarked, dictate that all people, irrespective of their race, should be
able to live wherever they can afford to, especially African American
soldiers returning from Vietnam. “I think the conscience of America calls
on the Congress to quit ﬁddling and piddling and take action on this civil
70
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rights bill,” he declared. “The time for excuses has ended. The time for
action is here.”77 While tending to business as usual, Johnson also sent a
stream of letters urging passage to members of Congress. Ramsey Clark
and several other administration insiders vigorously worked the Hill to
muster further support for the Fair Housing Act.78
For three years, Lyndon Johnson failed to marshal enough support on
Capitol Hill to pass any statute outlawing housing discrimination. The
breakthrough came in 1968 when Congress unexpectedly moved on the
president’s recommendation and passed what would become Title VIII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, responding to three salient events. The
ﬁrst precipating event occurred when Senator Dirksen astonishingly reversed his long-standing opposition to a national fair housing law and
agreed to a compromise.79 Dirksen’s compromise was more of a change
in enforcement than coverage. Liberals expected Dirksen to insist that
all single-family dwellings be excluded from the bill’s coverage, but he
did not. Instead, Dirksen shifted the bulk of enforcement powers from
the secretary of Housing and Urban Development to the attorney general. The only reduction in coverage was an exemption for single-family
dwellings sold by an owner-occupant without the use of a real estate
broker – about seven million housing units. The Senate bill reached twothirds of all dwellings.80
The speciﬁc details of the Dirksen compromise were conceived in a
negotiating session.81 As Johnson recalled in his memoirs, Dirksen’s position on the 1968 bill was crucial, but until the senator felt the urgent
need to outlaw housing discrimination, little could be accomplished.82 As
it turned out, Dirksen’s reversal did not reﬂect a new-found belief in fair
housing but stemmed from his reelection needs coupled with his growing
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apprehension of the worsening situation in the nation’s ghettos.83 In the
resulting compromise, the Illinois senator’s alterations of Johnson’s proposal ultimately weakened HUD’s fair housing enforcement powers under
Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. This became one cause for the
statute’s failure to achieve its stated objectives.84 This weakening, in turn,
would further segregated housing patterns in the suburbs.
Nevertheless, most Senate liberals gladly accepted the compromise,
with Senator Walter Mondale (D-Minn.) characterizing Dirksen’s change
of mind as miraculous.85 Johnson’s fair housing bill still would have lacked
sufﬁcient votes, however, save two other historic events.86 One was the
March 1, 1968, release of the Kerner Commission’s powerful report on
America’s civil disorders during the sixties.87 The other was the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr.
Following its creation by Johnson in July 1967, the Kerner Commission examined the reasons behind the riots of 1967 and 1968, highlighting
the nation’s increasing racial polarization. The United States, the report
warned, was “moving toward two societies, one black, one white – separate and unequal.”88 Insisting that housing segregation was causally
linked to both urban violence and school segregation, the Kerner Commission recommended that Congress enact federal fair housing legislation
to help relieve the explosive conditions in urban ghettos.
Speciﬁcally, the Kerner Commission found that the combined impact
of President Kennedy’s Executive Order 1106389 and Title VI of the 1964
Civil Rights Act90 was very limited because neither addressed discrimination and segregation in private-sector housing.91 The result was that
most housing, and therefore most housing discrimination, was beyond
the reach of civil rights law. After considering different policy alternatives, the Commission concluded “there is no substitute for enactment of a
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federal fair housing law. The key to breaking down housing discrimination
is universal and uniform coverage, and such coverage is obtainable only
through federal legislation.”92 The country’s haphazard approach to combating housing discrimination had ﬂatly failed, the Kerner Commission
said.93 The Commission’s report made headline news nationwide, and its
views on housing discrimination probably affected how some members
of Congress perceived pending legislative proposals.
The shocking assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., on April 4,
1968, was the third catalyst in the passage of the Fair Housing Act, and
Lyndon Johnson used this tragedy as an opportunity to garner support
for the legislation.94 At the time of the civil rights leader’s death, the
Senate had already passed the Dirksen compromise, by a vote of 71 to 20,
but opposition awaited in the House, including that of Minority Leader
Gerald Ford (R-Mich.).95 On April 6, LBJ urged the House to pass the
fair housing bill as a tribute to Dr. King, saying that equal housing opportunity was a “fundamental of human dignity” and that the nation must
“achieve brotherhood and equality” through this statute.96 As Johnson
had guessed, intense pressure for quick passage ensued as a result of national mourning over King’s death, coupled with the widespread riots
triggered by it.97 Debate in the House on the Dirksen compromise was
limited to one hour by the Rules Committee, which required a House
vote on the Senate-passed bill without ﬂoor amendments. Congressman
Emanuel Celler delivered a persuasive speech championing the proposal,
while Speaker John McCormack (D-Mass.) worked the House chamber
for approval. Johnson and NAACP lobbyist Clarence Mitchell also played
key roles. With Johnson encouraging Democrats and Mitchell mustering
the backing of Republicans, they collaborated in hopes of building strong
bipartisan support.98
By a vote of 250 to 172, the House accepted the Senate version of the
Fair Housing Act on April 10, 1968. The effect of King’s murder was
illustrated by the decision of twenty-one House Republicans to release
an urgent appeal for the bill’s passage ahead of schedule. Johnson gave a
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nationally broadcast statement and held a press conference on the new law
that very afternoon. “This is a victory for every American,” the president
proclaimed.99 The Fair Housing Act would “strike for all time the shackles
of an old injustice.”100 At his press conference, Johnson also provided
insight into the struggle over the country’s newest civil rights statute and
his pivotal leadership:
We have passed many civil rights pieces of legislation, but none is more important
than this. When we ﬁrst met to consider the subject of open housing, there were
only two or three in the room representing government, housing groups, civil
rights groups, and others, who felt that we could approach this subject in any
way other than by a regulation that had doubtful legality and certainly whose
coverage would be quite limited. . . . I took the position at the original meeting
that if we really believed in open housing, equal housing, and fair treatment to
all of our citizens, we should have a congressional declaration to that effect and
a statute that would give us that protection.101

After what he appropriately called “a long, tortuous, and difﬁcult road,”
the president applauded Congress for its action.102
The following day, as elated civil rights advocates watched, Johnson
eagerly signed the Fair Housing Act into law.103 The ﬁnal House vote
had provided an unexpected victory for Johnson. Looking back, the Fair
Housing Act of 1968 probably would not have passed without Johnson’s
persistent presidential initiative and agenda setting. After three long years,
the president ﬁnally achieved his goal. “Lyndon Johnson’s consistent and
courageous support is easily overlooked, since it was a background constant,” Hugh Graham writes. “The President had sprung his open housing
surprise in January 1966, when it was widely judged as overreaching if not
quixotic, and he kept the pressure on right up until the House accepted
the Senate’s amendments.”104 It was Johnson, Sundquist contends, not
prominent members of Congress, who unwaveringly pressed for a fair
housing law between 1966 and 1968.105 Johnson did so despite the fact
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ﬁgure 2.1. President Johnson signs the Fair Housing Act of 1968. In front row,
from left, are Senator Clifford Case; Senator Hugh Scott; Senator Edward Brooke;
Senator Jacob Javits; President Johnson; House Speaker John McCormack; Representative Emanuel Celler; Senator Walter Mondale; and Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall. (Source: Ofﬁcial White House Photograph, National
Archives II, College Park, Maryland.)

that neither Congress nor most states supported the adoption of fair housing laws in 1966. Progressive states like Michigan and Illinois had no
housing discrimination laws in that year, and California had repealed its
fair housing legislation in 1964. The opportunity to enact such a statute
at the federal level was primarily due to Johnson’s inﬂuence and perseverance. The fair housing law was not simply a Johnson administration
proposal; it was the president’s personal proposal.
At the same time, the nation’s smoldering cities, torn by violence and
looting, provided even more fuel for white ﬂight in 1967 and 1968. “You
should have seen the people ﬂying out of here,” one Camden, New Jersey,
resident remarked. “It was like a fast-motion movie, they were so afraid
and so scared.”106 White attitudes toward civil rights demonstrations
had clearly turned more negative in the summer of 1967.107 Eighty-eight
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percent of whites believed the riots of 1967 hurt the cause of civil rights.108
In August 1967, ﬁfty-one percent of whites nationwide felt more worried
or uneasy about the possibility of race riots than they had one year earlier.109 For many urban whites, evacuating the cities made sense if rioting
and crime were to continue and neighborhoods were to become integrated
under the weight of federal law.
The political contrast between Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon is
especially apparent given the context of the times and the electorate’s
mood. Nixon responded to white fears in the 1968 presidential race,
pledging to cut the country’s bulging crime rate and suggesting that the
civil rights movement had gone too far.110 Nixon, obsessed with the theme
of law and order,111 was appalled by the rampant violence and disregard
for the law. He claimed that instead of being a great society, America
was becoming a lawless society.112 In addition to civil disobedience over
Vietnam, the lawlessness growing out of the urban riots of the 1960s was
simply unacceptable. African Americans were responsible for more than
their share of the crime problem, Nixon argued. He criticized the Kerner
Commission for overemphasizing the role of white racists and failing to
reprimand those actually engaged in the riots.113

the fair housing act at a glance
Dramatic events in national politics often compel political leaders
to acknowledge festering social problems and act to resolve them.
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This was true of housing discrimination in 1968, as cities burned, the
Kerner Commission report was released, and Martin Luther King lay
murdered. The circumstances surrounding the passage of Title VIII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1968, in retrospect, illustrate how a rare set of
political and social events may force Congress to make promises it otherwise would not. An exceptional sense of urgency was felt on Capitol
Hill. Even as the legislation passed, ﬁres broke out in black Washington
neighborhoods.
Against this backdrop, it is instructive to turn to the Fair Housing Act’s
principal requirements. The act forbids the following on grounds of race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin:114
r Discrimination by refusing to rent or sell housing after a bona ﬁde offer
is made.
r Discrimination in the terms, conditions, or privileges in the rental or
sale of housing.
r Advertising for the rental or sale of housing that indicates a preference,
limitation, or discrimination.
r Falsely representing the availability of housing for rent or sale.
r Discrimination in loans for purchasing, constructing, improving, or
repairing housing.
r Discrimination by denying access to, or membership in, a multiplelisting service or organization for real estate brokers.
r Inducing a property owner, for purposes of proﬁt, to rent or sell housing
because minorities are allegedly about to move into a neighborhood
(blockbusting).115
114

115

42 U.S.C. Sections 3604–3606. For a detailed analysis of Title VIII, see Charles E. Daye,
Otto J. Hetzel, James A. Kushner, Henry W. McGee, Jr., Robert M. Washburn, Peter
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r Directing racial, ethnic, or religious groups into areas where those
groups are already concentrated (steering).116
These prohibitions apply to all housing in the United States – urban,
suburban, and rural. Most relevant to this book, however, is that nothing in the Fair Housing Act expressly requires the federal government to
encourage suburban racial integration through the use of subsidized housing. Nor does the Fair Housing Act forbid economic discrimination of any
kind or require government to promote suburban economic integration
in any way. The act certainly prohibits various forms of discrimination
based on race and provides that the secretary of HUD shall afﬁrmatively
promote the goal of fair housing.117 Still, the secretary’s stated duties do
not include promoting suburban racial or economic integration by linking
HUD funding to a requirement that low-income suburban housing also
be built. Indeed, as we will see in Chapter 4, President Nixon insisted that
suburban integration was not required by Title VIII and that the national
government would violate federal law by forcing suburbs to pursue such
integration, and no federal court has ever declared that the Fair Housing
Act requires economic integration in housing.
Although the Fair Housing Act was a landmark piece of civil rights legislation, representing great promise for the future of housing integration,
the federal government was unable to eliminate housing discrimination
after 1968. The reason lies in the Fair Housing Act’s own weaknesses
and how the law has been interpreted and enforced.118 First, by far the
most serious ﬂaw of the Fair Housing Act is its feeble and unworkable enforcement provisions – provisions traceable to the Dirksen compromise. In
passing Title VIII, a majority of both houses of Congress agreed that HUD
would have only the power of “conference, conciliation, and persuasion”
116
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118
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in housing discrimination cases.119 This means that, in practice, HUD’s
enforcement power extends only to asking the parties of a fair housing
dispute to come together and resolve the complaint, with HUD’s assistance. The parties are not legally required to conciliate, which amounts
to no real enforcement power at all. If either party refuses to cooperate
with this voluntary compliance procedure, HUD can do little because its
conciliatory powers are not supported by any effective form of legal coercion. As the Supreme Court candidly pointed out in 1972, “HUD has no
power of enforcement” under the Fair Housing Act, and private lawsuits
would become the main engine of enforcement.120 Congress denied HUD
legal powers that would have given Title VIII a genuine bite, and this made
a huge difference in how successfully HUD could enforce the new law.
A comparison of HUD’s enforcement powers to those given to the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) illuminates the
problem.121 Unlike EEOC in the area of job discrimination, HUD does not
have the power to ﬁle a lawsuit in federal district court, even in the face
of blatant housing discrimination violations. Also unlike EEOC, HUD
cannot initiate an investigation in the absence of a complaint or request
that a court issue an injunction or restraining order to temporarily halt
discrimination. Though HUD may refer cases of a pattern or practice of
discrimination to the Justice Department for a possible suit,122 the department may decline to pursue the matter in court. EEOC, by comparison,
may proceed directly to federal court to ﬁle suit under the 1964 Civil
Rights Act or ask for an injunction when agency ofﬁcials think the law
has been abridged. As a consequence of Title VIII’s shaky enforcement
mechanism, those discriminated against sometimes receive little government assistance, are often forced to rely on private suits for relief, and have
to pay their own attorneys’ fees, even if they are victorious in court. When
attempts were made in the 1970s and 1980s to amend the Fair Housing
Act, HUD’s weak enforcement powers were the focus of criticism.123 The
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Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 corrected some of these weaknesses, although others remain.124
Second, Congress intended that state and local governments would
play a role in combating housing discrimination, wherever possible, before federal action was taken. Title VIII stipulates that complaints of discrimination ﬁled with HUD must initially be referred to state and local
civil rights agencies that possess legal powers “substantially equivalent”
to those laid out in Title VIII.125 After HUD refers a complaint, Congress
directs the department to take no action as long as a substantially equivalent state or local entity initiates procedures and proceeds within thirty
days of the referral. This decentralizing aspect of fair housing implementation became particularly important during the Reagan administration,
over a decade after the Great Society. As president, Ronald Reagan championed governmental decentralization. During his tenure, state and local
civil rights agencies, not HUD, became the principal enforcers of Title
VIII.126
Another weakness of the Fair Housing Act relates to its exemptions.
Three types of housing are not covered by the act, partially circumventing its purpose. One exemption is made for single-family homes that are
sold or rented, without the assistance of a real estate agent and without
the use of discriminatory advertising, by someone owning or receiving
income from up to three such dwellings.127 Second is the so-called Mrs.
Murphy’s boardinghouse exemption – housing with up to four separate
living units within which the owner also resides (such as a large house subdivided into apartments).128 This exemption was a concession made to
conservative congressional forces during the passage of Title VIII.129 The
ﬁnal exemption applies to housing owned by private clubs and religious
organizations.130 Taken together, these three exemptions permitted continued discrimination in about twenty percent of the total housing market
in 1968.131 The Johnson administration and Senate liberals favored more
124
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narrow exemptions that would have allowed discrimination in less than
ten percent of housing.
The Fair Housing Act’s ambiguity hampers its enforcement as well.132
Title VIII’s lack of clarity not only generates litigation testing the meaning
of its key concepts,133 but it also allows presidents much more ﬂexibility
to interpret their responsibilities and the scope of their power in enforcing
the act. As explained in Chapter 4, for instance, President Nixon’s 1971
fair housing policy included a deﬁnition of fair housing that prohibited
federal agencies from pressuring suburbs to provide subsidized housing
for low-income people. President Gerald Ford adopted the same policy.
A more precise deﬁnition of fair housing or equal housing opportunity in
Title VIII would have reduced presidential discretion and enhanced the
likelihood of effective implementation of the law based on the intent of
Congress, assuming that it can be objectively determined.
Finally, the Department of Justice’s role under Title VIII does not signiﬁcantly enhance the federal government’s ability to root out housing
discrimination. DOJ’s power to bring suit in federal court is restricted
to two situations: cases involving a pattern or practice of discrimination,
and cases where a denial of equal housing opportunity “raises an issue
of general public importance.”134 Naturally, this means that individual
complaints of discrimination, not part of any pattern or practice and not
presenting an issue deemed to be of general public importance, fall outside the authority of DOJ. Since discrete individual complaints constitute
a large majority of all Title VIII complaints, DOJ is typically helpless to
intervene. Second, even though the secretary of HUD may inform the attorney general that a pattern or practice of discrimination has occurred,
Title VIII gives the attorney general discretion to choose whether to ﬁle
a case in federal court. As a result, DOJ is given great leeway to decide
whether to pursue legal action, even in cases of egregious violations. Since
fair housing enforcement often hinges on the viable threat of a lawsuit by
the Justice Department, and since no such threat is consistently present,
this signiﬁcantly contributes to Title VIII’s limited effect on housing
discrimination.
132
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summary and conclusions
Lyndon Johnson was a consummate politician whose support for civil
rights was linked to his national aspirations. Accordingly, Johnson’s political posture on civil rights changed by the 1960s. Throwing his full weight
behind the quest for racial justice – only the related issue of poverty ranked
as a higher domestic priority during the Johnson administration135 – the
president became a greater activist for racial equality than any chief executive before him, advocating civil rights policies that “remain a model
of presidential achievement.”136 According to Barbara Jordan (D-Tex.),
an African American member of the House of Representatives, “Lyndon
Johnson is and was Mr. Civil Rights.”137 Clarence Mitchell of the NAACP
had even higher praise: “President Johnson made a greater contribution
to giving a digniﬁed and hopeful status to Negroes in the United States
than any other President, including Lincoln, Roosevelt, and Kennedy.”138
Johnson, in short, successfully exercised presidential inﬂuence in civil
rights, even though the path to success was often interrupted by countervailing political forces.
Based on the public record and documents from the Lyndon Baines
Johnson Library, it appears that LBJ’s inﬂuence was the single most important catalyst behind the initiation and evolution of the Fair Housing
Act. Between 1966 and 1968, Johnson softened Congress and the public to the idea that a federal fair housing law was essential. Ultimately,
he marshaled liberal forces on Capitol Hill, as shown in Table 2.1, seizing the leading role. Media accounts from those years indicate that the
Fair Housing Act was clearly viewed as a presidential initiative, although
Johnson’s emphasis was on housing discrimination in urban areas, not
in the nation’s burgeoning suburbs. Beyond his initiative, Johnson also
inﬂuenced the evolution of the Fair Housing Act through repeated public statements and through arm-twisting on Capitol Hill where he knew
most members of Congress personally. Johnson placed the Fair Housing Act on the national agenda and overcame congressional obstinance
135
136
137
138
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table 2.1. Presidential Initiative and Fair Housing Legislation, 1966–1968
1/12/66

1/26/66
4/28/66

2/15/67
1/24/68
2/28/68
3/1/68
3/11/68
3/27/68
4/4/68
4/6/68
4/10/68
4/11/68

Johnson forwards his ﬁrst fair housing proposal to Congress,
despite the reservations of his advisors and the strong
opposition on Capitol Hill.
In a speech to Congress, Johnson tells the nation that
discrimination in housing must be outlawed.
Johnson delivers another address to Congress, advocating his
fair housing bill; most responses are negative, and a Senate
ﬁlibuster defeats Johnson’s housing measure in October.
Against long odds, the president again recommends housing
discrimination legislation; it soon bogs down in committee.
Johnson proposes fair housing legislation for the third straight
year, with past experience offering little hope of success.
Dirksen agrees to a compromise that enables a weakened
version of Johnson’s measure to pass the Senate.
The Kerner Commission report encourages Congress to outlaw
discrimination in housing.
The Senate passes the Fair Housing Act.
Johnson appeals to Congress and the public to support the fair
housing bill.
King is assassinated.
As a tribute to King, Johnson urges the House of
Representatives to enact fair housing legislation.
The House passes the Senate version of the Fair Housing Act;
Johnson immediately proclaims victory for all Americans.
Johnson signs the Fair Housing Act into law.

and the turbulent politics of 1968 to achieve his objective. The history of
fair housing in America thus reached a climax after Johnson’s efforts, the
Kerner Commission report, and the assassination of Martin Luther King
combined to prompt the ﬁnal enactment of Title VIII. The next crucial
test was how the Fair Housing Act would be interpreted and enforced
after the 1968 presidential election.
The combined effect of LBJ’s leadership, the Kerner Commission report, and the King assassination may have also inﬂuenced public opinion.
In March 1967, 54 percent of Americans were opposed to a national
fair housing law. By October 1968, however, some seven months after
Title VIII became law, that ﬁgure had declined to only 37 percent.139
139
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Furthermore, the public grew more tolerant of the speed with which
Johnson pushed for racial integration. In November 1966, 53 percent
of Americans believed that the administration was “pushing integration
too fast,” yet by April 1968, when the Fair Housing Act was signed, that
ﬁgure had fallen to 39 percent.140
Presidents are unable to dominate the political process in America, but
Lyndon Johnson exercised a great deal of inﬂuence in all of the ways noted
earlier. His effect on the exact law passed in 1968 was apparently less important, however, than that of leading members of Congress, including
Senators Dirksen and Mondale. Ramsey Clark sheds light on Johnson’s
fair housing proposal and frame of mind in 1968, noting that the president was so overwhelmed by the Vietnam conﬂict that he was unable to
devote time and energy to fair housing.141 Although Johnson’s interest
remained strong, Clark indicates that by 1968 the president was strapped
for time, was skeptical that fair housing legislation would be forthcoming,
and was concerned that if the legislation were to pass it might ruin the
administration’s chances of getting other Great Society proposals through
Congress.142
Given the interest Johnson sparked on Capitol Hill, Gary Orﬁeld’s assessment of the passage of the Fair Housing Act is pertinent. Orﬁeld,
a civil rights authority, argues that key members of Congress were the
leading proponents of a federal fair housing law by 1968. According to
Orﬁeld: “Against the advice of . . . President [Johnson], the Justice Department, and virtually all knowledgeable observers, a small group of Senate
civil rights leaders began the ﬁght to enact a broad federal fair-housing
law as an amendment to the House [Civil Rights Bill of 1968].”143 The
Democratic leadership, as well as liberal Democrats and Republicans,
supported the Fair Housing Act as passed in 1968, but Orﬁeld maintains that Johnson “played no signiﬁcant role in the process and the
civil rights groups never mobilized mass support. It was basically a battle within the Senate, a battle to win the crucial Republican votes for
cloture.”144
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If Orﬁeld’s interpretation is historically accurate, it underscores a simple principle: presidents may boldly initiate policies, thereby exerting
inﬂuence on Congress, subsequently become distracted by a higher priority such as war, and then rely on the legislature to follow through if
political circumstances permit it. This is an indirect, delayed form of inﬂuence when compared to the more direct, assertive inﬂuence exercised
by Johnson in 1966 and 1967 by advocating an unpopular cause. The results are also long lasting; a landmark federal law was passed and is still
in effect.
Richard Nixon, who inherited Johnson’s Fair Housing Act, took a
much different stance on race issues than his predecessor, usually wanting to do only what was absolutely required by law and accepted by a
majority of white Americans.145 He gave lip service to civil rights and
desegregation when appearing in the North during the 1968 presidential
campaign. However, while supporting nondiscrimination as an abstract
principle, Nixon opposed hard-nosed federal enforcement of civil rights
laws.146 His famous Southern Strategy and alignment with segregationist
Senator Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.), the Dixiecrat candidate for president
in 1948, highlighted Nixon’s opposition to court-ordered busing and contributed to the widely held belief that Nixon would favor the white South
over black civil rights.147 The implication was that the Nixon administration would deemphasize civil rights enforcement and that the Department of Justice would selectively prosecute alleged civil rights violations.
Nixon vigorously opposed not only judicial decisions that found technical reasons to afford criminal suspects more constitutional rights but also
those that required racial balance in public schools, especially through
busing.148 These stances had a powerful appeal to Nixon’s suburban constituency as well as to the South. Suburbanites, an integral part of his
political support, often felt little need for racial or economic diversity
after ﬂeeing the problems of the cities.149
145
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148
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Chapters 5 and 6 show how President Nixon’s inﬂuence on federal fair
housing policy was direct, immediate, and long lasting. However, Nixon’s
inﬂuence was exerted primarily on the executive and judicial branches.
Before examining how he affected fair housing, Chapter 3 explores bureaucratic politics at the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
setting the stage for Nixon’s need to address housing discrimination and
to interpret the meaning of the Fair Housing Act.

3
George Romney’s Blueprint
for Suburban Integration

Major change in American public policy must be carefully planned,
and leadership from key posts within the federal government is essential to accomplish a goal as controversial as equal housing opportunity. After 1968, that leadership would not come from Lyndon Johnson,
who declined to run for reelection because of the unpopularity of the
Vietnam War. Enforcement of the Fair Housing Act was therefore left
to a new president, Republican Richard Nixon, and his secretary of
Housing and Urban Development, George Romney. Nixon had defeated Ronald Reagan in the Republican primaries of 1968 and Hubert
Humphrey in the presidential election. Acting without speciﬁc guidelines from Nixon on civil rights policy, Romney, the former president of
American Motors and Republican governor of Michigan, would provide
the leadership needed to signiﬁcantly promote fair housing in the United
States.1
George Romney was a leading Republican rival of Richard Nixon in
the late sixties, as were Ronald Reagan and Nelson Rockefeller.2 Romney
had already proven himself a supporter of fair housing before joining the
Nixon team by championing a strict fair housing law in Michigan and
1

2
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advocating open housing.3 He served as the secretary of HUD for four
years and is remembered not only for enforcing the Fair Housing Act but
also for his innovative plans to racially and economically integrate the
suburbs.4 Romney may have actually pressed harder to achieve suburban
housing integration than any other prominent federal ofﬁcial of the 1970s,
the 1980s, or the 1990s.
In pursuit of that ambitious goal, Romney clashed head-on with President Nixon, a man who held very different views on fair housing. Moreover, Nixon wielded the political power necessary to ensure that his conception of fair housing would guide federal policy for many years. Indeed,
by the end of the ﬁrst term of his administration, Nixon and his two chief
advisors, H. R. Haldeman and John D. Ehrlichman, were ﬁrmly committed to controlling from the White House both the formulation of domestic
policy and its implementation.5

romney on civil rights and housing
George Wilcken Romney was a highly religious man with an accomplished
business background. He was raised in a Mormon family in California
and Idaho, attended college in Utah, served as a Mormon missionary for
3
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ﬁgure 3.1. George Romney being sworn in as HUD secretary, joined by President
Nixon and Mrs. Romney. (Source: Ofﬁcial White House Photograph, National
Archives II, College Park, Maryland.)

two years in England and Scotland, and studied business and taxation at
George Washington University.6 After working in the aluminum industry
in the 1930s, Romney became the general manager of the American Automobile Manufacturers Association during the 1940s and the president of
American Motors in 1954. He turned to politics in the late 1950s; he was
elected governor of Michigan in 1962 and served in that capacity until
moving to Washington to join the Nixon administration.
Romney had emerged as the leading GOP presidential candidate for
1968 after the November 1966 elections. With the backing of Nelson
Rockefeller, Romney was pushed into the national spotlight and soon
became a bull’s-eye for the press. “It was too early to be in the saddle,”
Theodore H. White observes, “the target of every question on every matter
of American worry.”7 Yet the possibility of sewing up the nomination led
Romney to heed the public opinion polls, which showed him leading
6
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President Johnson in late 1966 and in the spring of 1967.8 Romney’s
campaign ﬁnally came crashing down when he suggested that he had been
brainwashed by American ofﬁcials after a tour to Vietnam. It happened so
innocently. Asked by a reporter about his stance on Vietnam, the candidate
had responded, “Well, you know when I came back from Vietnam, I
just had the greatest brainwashing that anybody can get when you go
over to Vietnam. Not only by the Generals, but also by the diplomatic
corps over there, and they did a thorough job,” Romney remarked. “And
since returning from Vietnam, . . . I have changed my mind. . . . I no longer
believe that it was necessary for us to get involved in South Vietnam to
stop Communist aggression. . . . ”9 After this slip of the tongue, Romney
was out of the running for the White House.
Like Lyndon Johnson, George Romney considered poverty and racial
conﬂict to be among the gravest problems in the United States in the
late 1960s. By meeting the bulk of the nation’s low-income housing
needs, Romney believed he could assault both problems while simultaneously combating urban decline and blight.10 Romney tried to accomplish these goals by employing mass production techniques similar to
those used at American Motors.11 According to Romney, such production changes should be accompanied by a deliberate policy of providing
more suburban housing opportunities for the poor, especially for racial
minorities.
As HUD secretary, Romney contended that millions of minorities were
seriously limited in where they might live and work because of private
prejudices and public policies.12 The nation had no choice but to address
the issue of housing for the poor because of “the mounting danger of
a hostile confrontation between an achieving society and a dependent
society – suburb against slum, prosperous against poor, white against
black, brother against brother.”13 Romney’s efforts were driven by his
desire to assist President Nixon in confronting the problem of providing
more and better housing on a nondiscriminatory basis for America’s poor.
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He was given wide latitude to interpret and implement the Fair Housing
Act in the absence of clear presidential directives on the issues. Romney,
a devout Mormon with a squeaky-clean image, believed that a strong
federal policy could avert the society-wide repercussions of isolating the
poor and minorities in deteriorating cities.14
George Romney insisted that all Americans had a right to live close
to their jobs and other daily activities.15 Accordingly, he was anxious
to seize the opportunity presented after the Kerner Commission report,
Martin Luther King’s death, and the passage of Title VIII to bring about
signiﬁcant changes in housing patterns in the United States. Not only
was nondiscrimination in housing in the nation’s urban areas now required by federal law, but the poor who lived in the cities and worked in
the suburbs should have suburban housing opportunities. Whites could
not continue to escape to the suburbs, because the problems they were
carefully attempting to avoid would simply follow them in time.16 Without diversity and exposure between the races, the cities would remain
predominately minority and the suburbs would stay primarily white.
Eventually this racial face-off would be “the most potentially explosive
situation that our nation faces.”17 Additionally, Romney felt that diversity and exposure to different types of people help to make the United
States great.
What was needed, then, according to Romney, was equality of results
as well as equality of opportunity. The secretary assumed that federal
policy should seek to ensure that actual economic and racial integration take place in the suburbs. The time was right to open the suburbs to all, build racially balanced new communities, and make the
cities more pleasant places to reside. Romney believed, though, that
this was possible only under certain conditions. To counteract majority opposition, suburbanites must routinely be reminded that government
funds heavily subsidize the development of their suburban communities.
Those subsidies include income tax deductions for home mortgage loans,
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publicly ﬁnanced highways, and sewer and water grants.18 Furthermore,
Romney believed that racial prejudice in the housing market was decreasing. White Americans were growing more tolerant of minorities,
which suggested that the looming urban–suburban confrontation might
be averted.19 More fair housing laws, however, would also have to be
passed and enforced effectively, and suburban exclusionary zoning ordinances would have to be attacked. Finally, Romney was convinced that
federally assisted low-income housing had to be constructed in the suburbs.20 The government should establish housing guidelines to accommodate all economic groups in the country in accordance with basic rights
that he believed all Americans ought to possess: “the right to be a part of
our neighborhood and community, the right to be exposed to the cultures
and ideas that make our nation great, the right to live near where we
work.”21
Romney also thought, however, that the government’s role in providing
low-income housing solutions should be that of a “stimulator, clearinghouse, and catalyst in helping to release the energies of the private, independent, and voluntary sectors of the American community.”22 Romney
thought that government leaders, in motivating nongovernmental institutions and actors to address these problems, play a crucial role in promoting decent housing and eliminating urban blight. They help not only
the poor, he postulated, but also the afﬂuent and the middle-class, who
all lose when social conﬂict erupts, as it did in the 1960s in urban centers
across the country.
Richard Nixon basically agreed with these ideas. Nixon, a pragmatic
politician, entertained a range of social policy alternatives at different
times in order to deal with the ongoing urban crisis, while simultaneously
appeasing the suburban electorate. It was Nixon who proposed the Family
Assistance Plan in 1969, a negative income tax that would have provided
Americans with a guaranteed minimum income if they were willing to
work or train for work.23 It was Nixon who approved of the Philadelphia
18
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Plan, devised to get African Americans into white construction unions
in the 1970s after they had been historically denied that opportunity.24
Likewise, it was Nixon who ﬁrmly believed early in his presidency that
more low-income housing was needed in the United States, although he
would radically change his position on this issue in 1973, as explained in
Chapter 4. In light of the Nixon administration’s diverse perspectives on
social policy, especially in 1969 and 1970, Romney was not alone in his
belief that something had to be done for the inner cities in order to avoid
further unrest.

operation breakthrough
Given George Romney’s perception of the nation’s low-income housing problems and how government should deal with them, his new
initiative at HUD, known as Operation Breakthrough, was not at all
surprising. Breakthrough, authorized by the Omnibus Housing Act of
1968, was designed to promote cooperation between federal and local
governments and to stimulate competition in the housing construction
industry, with the ultimate goal of building generous amounts of affordable housing nationwide.25 By relying on mass construction, assembly line
techniques, and factory-produced materials, Romney’s projections indicated that Breakthrough could build between 250,000 and 350,000 units
of low-income housing annually.26 This was no small undertaking, but
if successful, Breakthrough would signiﬁcantly help to meet the country’s goal of twenty-six million new housing units within a decade, including six million new low- and moderate-income units. These lofty
goals were set out in the Housing and Community Development Act
of 1968.27
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Operation Breakthrough became one of HUD’s top priorities during
the ﬁrst Nixon administration. It was conceived as a program for mass
construction of low- and moderate-income housing, not as a way to integrate federally subsidized housing. At the same time, housing desegregation became a primary concern in the allocation of all HUD ﬁnancial
assistance, regardless of the speciﬁc program.28 By virtue of HUD’s interest in housing desegregation, Breakthrough soon came to represent more
than a large-scale attempt to build low-cost housing; it was used to help
spearhead desegregation. This orientation was often referred to as dispersal, perhaps because “dispersal” sounded less threatening to Nixon’s
suburban constituency than “integration.”
High-level HUD ofﬁcials viewed Operation Breakthrough as broad in
scope and impact, and Romney himself was enthusiastic about the public
response to the program.29 Moreover, the program appeared to mesh
with some aspects of Richard Nixon’s basic governmental philosophy,30
and the president was kept informed about the status of the program.31
Even so, the basic principle underlying Breakthrough suggested that many
Americans must fundamentally change an outlook that they held dear: the
mentality of escaping to the suburbs, away from the nation’s urban poor.
“We’ve got to put an end to the idea of moving to suburban areas and
living only among people of the same economic and social class,” Romney
observed in May 1969.32
Romney was asserting that the nation needed far more racial and economic integration to prevent confrontations between African Americans
and whites, and more generally, between the poor and the well-off. In the
words of William Lilley,33 who covered Breakthrough for the National
28
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Journal, Romney and others at HUD wanted to “put racial reconciliation
at the top of the nation’s political agenda.”34 In Romney’s mind, suburban housing integration would also partly solve the thorny problems
of segregated schools and minority unemployment.35 Suburban housing
integration was, however, the basic bone of contention between Romney
and Nixon. As explained in Chapter 4, the president believed that the
national government could not force suburban housing integration.
Secretary Romney understood another problem confronting the right
to fair housing: local building codes and zoning ordinances presented towering obstacles to suburban integration. Operation Breakthrough would
require localities to waive restrictive requirements in their building codes
and zoning ordinances. In return, not only would local governments receive low-income housing, but they would be given highest priority when
applying for other forms of HUD assistance. If this carrot proved inadequate to implement Breakthrough, Romney threatened to rely on the
stick as well, cutting or even revoking HUD assistance to communities
refusing to cooperate.36 This big stick aspect of Romney’s enforcement
scheme eventually led to the secretary’s downfall as a member of Nixon’s
cabinet.
At ﬁrst, a variety of governmental ofﬁcials saw great promise in Operation Breakthrough, yet some began to balk once they reﬂected on its
implications. For economic integration meant racial integration, and local
leaders knew all too well the politics of suburban segregation. They fully
realized that many suburban voters were adamantly opposed to bringing low-income minorities into their communities, even if failure to do
so would cost their communities a generous sum of federal dollars. The
federally guaranteed right to fair housing would force some suburbanites
to live with unwelcome neighbors, and local ofﬁcials were keenly aware
of the political ramiﬁcations. Indeed, six of the thirteen locales chosen as
demonstration sites for Operation Breakthrough experienced resistance
to the program for this very reason.37
Indianapolis had one Breakthrough site, and the Indianapolis News
summarily rejected the claim of city ofﬁcials that they had experienced
34
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no resistance to Breakthrough. The newspaper stated that the residents
of Indianapolis would have actively opposed Breakthrough had they actually understood it and how it would increase federal control over the
city.38 According to John Herbers of the New York Times, Breakthrough
encountered unexpected local opposition in other areas of the country.
Herbers cited politics, racial divisions, labor disputes, concern over potentially decreasing property values, and overburdened public facilities as
bones of contention in most of the cities singled out for Breakthrough participation.39 The most vehement opposition arose in the suburbs. Outside
of Wilmington, Delaware, residents ﬁled suit to prevent the construction
of several hundred Breakthrough apartments because low-income people
would be housed in some of the units.40 Nearly fourteen hundred homeowners in the Houston area signed a petition to obstruct a Breakthrough
site on ﬁfteen acres of land; in Kalamazoo, Michigan, protesters demonstrated against a Breakthrough site they feared would lead to unknown
change; and the mayor of Macon, Georgia, raised serious concerns when
he claimed that racial quotas would be imposed in a Breakthrough project
there.41 HUD subsequently dropped plans for the suburban sites around
Houston and Wilmington.42
Another Breakthrough prototype was located in the Seattle, Washington, area. Although no opposition materialized against a racially mixed
Breakthrough project in the city, discord did emerge in a white suburb northeast of Seattle where six hundred Breakthrough units were
planned.43 Seattle attorney Robert Earl Smith sent President Nixon a
letter protesting the Breakthrough program. Smith’s clients, who either
lived in or owned property near the prospective site, had recently lost a
state court case seeking to prevent the construction of the Breakthrough
development. Despite the loss, Smith recounted his legal argument to
Nixon, stating that Breakthrough constituted a federal usurpation of
powers properly vested in local governments by the Tenth Amendment.44
After losing in court, Smith’s clients petitioned their local government
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for a referendum on the proposed site. Smith urged the president to discontinue Operation Breakthrough immediately, stating, “The citizens do
not want it; the local economy cannot stand it; and because of the local economy, the local area does not need it.”45 Unlike most correspondence of this type, the letter received no pro forma reply from HUD. John
Ehrlichman, the president’s top domestic advisor, passed Smith’s letter
along to Nixon, and Ehrlichman examined the response before it was
mailed.46
When reacting to this type of resistance, HUD ofﬁcials tried to
downplay public fears that the Breakthrough program would accelerate
economic and racial integration.47 They emphasized that Breakthrough
would not involve the construction of traditional public housing, nor
would newcomers necessarily be former ghetto dwellers. As Romney argued in November 1970, most Breakthrough housing was “in reality for
hard hats, blue shirts and other middle income families, both white and
black.”48
Some were skeptical of George Romney’s assurances. Congressman
Fletcher Thompson (R-Ga.), a conservative member of the House of Representatives from the Atlanta area, led the opposition.49 He was incensed
by the idea that HUD would deny water and sewer grants to suburbs
unless they constructed subsidized housing. Thompson believed the localities would have no veto power should they ﬁnd a low-income housing
project offensive. Moreover, he was afraid that local governments would
surrender too much power over housing and land use matters to the federal government. The Georgia representative claimed that Breakthrough
and another HUD initiative, Open Communities, were “socialism” and
“totalitarianism” because local citizens would ultimately have little or no
say about the construction of low-income housing in their community or
where it would be located.50
Expecting administration conservatives to be sympathetic to his views,
Thompson corresponded with President Nixon several times in 1970 and
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1971, warning that he would adamantly oppose any federal program
to push low-income housing in suburban Atlanta. In a July 1970 letter,
he cautioned Nixon that suburban voters would turn Republicans out
of ofﬁce if HUD succeeded in forcing subsidized housing on the suburbs.51 Thompson added that HUD administrators had informed him
that economic integration was, in fact, ofﬁcial policy.52 If families decided to move from the cities to the suburbs, HUD’s policy was designed
to route the poor to the same neighborhoods and ﬁnance low-income
housing with middle-class tax dollars.53 Congressman Thompson’s letters
were written as a strategic response to an important memorandum, dated
October 27, 1969, sent by HUD Under Secretary Richard Van Dusen to
George Romney. The Van Dusen memo was signiﬁcant because it placed
the Atlanta metropolitan area on a list of twenty-three communities nationwide that were targeted for suburban integration.54 In his district,
Thompson speculated that HUD would try to construct ﬁve hundred new
low-income units in a middle-class neighborhood. Thompson warned that
such attempts must end or suburbanites would make every effort to overturn the administration, which they believed was denying them their quality of life and devastating their property values.55
The criticisms did not end after President Nixon released his fair housing statement on June 14, 1971. Just three days after the statement’s release, Thompson reprimanded Nixon, Romney, and Attorney General
John Mitchell in a speech on the ﬂoor of the House. Calling the administration “schizophrenic,” Thompson insisted the president could not
appeal to both sides on the housing integration issue.56 On the one hand,
Nixon had declared he would not permit the federal government to impose low-income housing on suburbs against their wishes. On the other
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hand, Thompson argued, the president’s own HUD secretary and attorney
general had made comments soon after directly contradicting the president’s fair housing statement. Romney had declared that HUD would deny
sewer grants to communities that refused to accept low-income housing,
and Mitchell had divulged that the Justice Department was suing Black
Jack, Missouri. At issue in Black Jack was a city ordinance prohibiting
the construction of new multiple-family dwellings, which had the effect
of denying housing to minorities in an overwhelmingly white suburb.57
Finally, in a June 17 letter, the tenacious Thompson asked Nixon once
more to reprimand and rein in Romney.58 Romney’s policy, Thompson
again claimed, was “socialistic” because it required that a community
either accept subsidized housing or receive no funding for other needed
projects. Thompson argued that using tax dollars to force communities
to comply with the federal government and HUD was, again, “totalitarian” and “dastardly.”59 John Ehrlichman responded on Nixon’s behalf,
insisting that the president’s statement on fair housing was consistent with
Thompson’s concerns.60
All things considered, Operation Breakthrough did not involve a
breakdown in the communication of presidential policy preferences
to a cabinet secretary or the bureaucracy. Rather, Breakthrough had
Nixon’s support, just as he once backed the Family Assistance Plan and
the Philadelphia Plan. Nixon favored Breakthrough’s promise of additional low- and moderate-income housing for economically less fortunate Americans and said he opposed discrimination in those housing
programs. Romney continued to promote Breakthrough, even as political opposition to it became more obvious and perhaps even knowing
it would fail in the end. Then came Romney’s mistake. By excluding
Houston and Wilmington from the Breakthrough program, he unveiled
his big stick enforcement policy, a get-tough approach to be used in
strategic cases to promote greater suburban housing opportunities for
minorities and the poor.61 The problems inherent in aggressive enforcement were far more evident, however, in Romney’s Open Communities
policy.
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ﬁgure 3.2. President Nixon and HUD secretary George Romney talk. (Source:
Ofﬁcial White House Photograph, National Archives II, College Park, Maryland.)

open communities behind closed doors
Richard Nixon was a politician deeply suspicious of the federal
bureaucracy and even at the very men and women he appointed to
high bureaucratic posts.62 Nixon’s suspicions of George Romney were
fully conﬁrmed by Open Communities, a clandestine policy designed by
Romney and his aides with virtually no White House knowledge or involvement for roughly eighteen months into the administration.63
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Archival documents provide a paper trail showing that Open Communities was already conceptually underway ﬁve months into the Nixon
presidency. Conceived early on, it was discussed by Romney and his
closest advisors in May 1969 at Camp David, Maryland.64 By July 31,
1969, an elaborate eight-page document was sent to Richard Van Dusen,
Romney’s under secretary, describing all federal programs that could be
utilized as tools to open the suburbs.65 Dozens of other internal documents, frequently marked “administratively conﬁdential,” analyzed various facets of the projected Open Communities program during the remainder of 1969 and the ﬁrst half of 1970. Romney received copies of
the most critical policy documents, but two of his operatives guided the
planning process – Van Dusen, the chair of the Open Communities Task
Force and the secretary’s key aide since Romney’s days as governor of
Michigan, and John C. Chapin, Romney’s special assistant.66 Several assistant secretaries, as well as HUD’s general counsel, were also immersed
in Open Communities and served on its task force.67
Internal HUD memoranda from 1969 and 1970 reveal crucial aspects of the planning process for Open Communities. An August 12,
1969, memo clearly outlined the paramount objective: to provide suburban opportunities, especially better housing and schools, enhanced job
opportunities, and a safer living environment, to minorities residing in
the inner cities.68 It stated that incentives were to be used to generate support within the construction industry for building suburban lowand moderate-income housing as well as to overcome different forms
of suburban resistance. A host of leverage points were assessed as ways
to convince suburbs to participate in Open Communities, including giving priority in the disbursement of funds to developments that furthered
Open Community objectives.69 The memo concluded that educational
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and informational programs would be essential for disseminating that
message. The dual objectives were to provide suburban opportunities and
to attain concrete results. “No effort of HUD in the direction of suburban
open communities will be successful,” it said, “without a program which
convinces the ghetto dweller that the programs are, indeed, meant for him
and that the rewards of living in the suburbs outweigh those of living in
the familiar, if depressing and exploitative, ghetto.”70
In another early memo, the director of HUD’s Ofﬁce of Economic and
Market Analysis addressed the most delicate issue, which was how to
identify target areas for Open Communities, that is, suburbs that HUD
would urge to accept more subsidized housing.71 The objective of Open
Communities, it candidly explained, was to offer to African Americans
housing in white suburbs, where they had previously been unwelcome.72
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) with little to no lowand moderate-income suburban housing would be at the top of the target
list. A targeted SMSA was to have a relatively large, segregated African
American population in the central city. The Ofﬁce of Economic and
Market Analysis then used updated census data to show which SMSAs
throughout the country had the highest concentrations of African Americans and prepared statistical proﬁles of all SMSAs to identify major population centers that needed more affordable housing.73
The implementation of Open Communities was anticipated to be rocky
from the outset because of powerful and obstinate suburban resistance to
the inﬂux of the poor and minorities.74 Consequently, the carrots used to
gain community acceptance at the local level had to be weighty enough
to swing public opinion as well as local public ofﬁcials.75 The carrots
included sewer and water grants, open space grants, and funding for urban renewal. This was essential since new suburbs were required by HUD
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to have both ample housing and accommodations – shopping, recreation,
and transportation options – for low- and moderate-income families.76
It was hoped that other federal agencies with programs beneﬁting new
suburban communities would attach similar strings to their assistance in
order to enhance the likelihood of successful implementation.77 With the
permission of Congress, federal agencies could also require that suburbs
receiving new federal installations have adequate housing for prospective
employees at all income levels. The cooperation of large businesses would
increase the effectiveness of this approach. “If they could be induced to locate suburban plants and ofﬁce buildings only in those jurisdictions where
adequate low- and moderate-income housing could be provided without
local obstruction, it would greatly augment any Government efforts to
create open communities.”78
Richard Nixon would have been outraged by HUD’s covert planning.
This was precisely the type of liberal social engineering that would alienate his suburban constituency for the 1972 election and beyond. Besides,
Nixon never worked well with Romney; he distrusted Romney’s politics
and held grudges from the 1968 Republican Convention.79 In part, Nixon
appointed Romney as HUD secretary because Romney was a major contender for higher political ofﬁce, and Nixon clearly wished to reduce
Romney’s attractiveness for the 1972 presidential season by appointing
him to lead a new liberal federal agency. Much more was surfacing at
HUD, however, to infuriate Nixon, especially the designation of speciﬁc
suburbs as HUD targets for racial and economic integration.
Romney’s special assistant John Chapin kept Under Secretary Richard
Van Dusen and HUD’s assistant secretaries informed of the formulation of
more sophisticated criteria for targeting speciﬁc suburbs.80 Romney also
directed Chapin to provide better staff support to the Open Communities
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Task Force, and on August 15, 1969, Chapin notiﬁed the secretary that
the task force was meeting two or three times a week.81 Although task
force members began with differing views of Open Communities, their
opinions became more uniﬁed after several meetings.82 Chapin emphasized three more general points to Romney in August. The task force had
made progress deﬁning the overall goal of Open Communities, it was
seeking other HUD personnel to provide further professional assistance,
and it was collecting data to identify SMSAs with the greatest need for
affordable housing. In part the objective was to detect suburbs that could
most use supplementary low- and moderate-income housing, and to suggest how other HUD programs could be employed to advance the goals
of Open Communities.83
The ultimate, yet ever-so-quiet, purpose of the task force was to target
suburbs to receive new housing and new residents. “Then a major policy
decision will clearly be needed, for, if this is to be a goal of this department, it will call for a radical reorganization and coordination of our
grant decisions,” Chapin told Romney on August 15. “This phase will
require careful consideration of the directness or subtlety with which we
implement such a policy.”84 Chapin was both ambitious and optimistic.
Eventually, a coordinated federal policy on Open Communities would be
needed to maximize its results, a policy that the administration’s Urban
Affairs Council as well as the White House had to approve.85
That same day, August 15, Romney received another Open Communities memo from Van Dusen.86 He reported that the task force had met
regularly for the past few weeks to develop a working paper to steer HUD
policymaking, one that was to be considered by Nixon’s Urban Affairs Council. Van Dusen, a Harvard Law School graduate and former Michigan
legislator, felt that the issue was not whether to pursue Open Communities but whether HUD should be open and candid about the goals of the
program.87 This was a crucial point. Well aware of the sensitive nature
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of the undertaking, Van Dusen underscored the presence of “a developing consensus in favor of a relatively subtle approach – which avoids the
rhetoric of confrontation and talks in terms of matching housing opportunities with job opportunities.” Though this subtle approach might make
the goals of the policy hazier, “it avoids some of the risks of congressional
hostility which the explicit approach is likely to provoke.”88 Van Dusen
cleverly alerted Romney to the strategic pitfalls of using the stick to open
the suburbs. Tactically, he argued, it was better for HUD to avoid the
inevitable negative ramiﬁcations of withholding programs from stubborn
communities. Instead, HUD should use its resources in accordance with
carefully articulated priorities such as water and sewer grant incentives
for communities that cooperated in constructing low-income housing.89
Two noteworthy papers were attached to Richard Van Dusen’s August
1969 memo to Secretary Romney. One, authored by Chapin, reiterated the
thinking behind Open Communities: “the white suburban noose around
the black in the city core is morally wrong, economically inefﬁcient, socially destructive, and politically explosive.”90 Three things distinguished
this memo from others written during that summer. It expressly recognized
not only that suburban whites were isolated from low-income African
Americans and fearful of integration, especially after the urban turmoil
of the 1960s, but also that low-income whites resented federal policies
that seemed aimed only at helping African Americans.91 Second, the
memo highlighted the thinking of Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Nixon’s inhouse Democrat and urban affairs specialist. A Nixon favorite, Moynihan
believed that many controversial urban goals simply could not be accomplished through categorical grant-in-aid programs and that more effective
incentives were essential. Furthermore, he thought that the dispersal of
ghetto populations was necessary to assist racial minorities, that more
housing must be made available to minorities, and that federal ﬁnancial
assistance to the cities should be doubled.92 Finally, Chapin stressed the
political implications of Open Communities, which were “obviously extremely sensitive.”93 Such a program would affect HUD’s own internal
88
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policymaking, its links to other federal departments and agencies, and
Nixon’s Urban Affairs Council. HUD policymakers also had to consider
the likelihood of the president’s approval and the political response of
Congress and the Republican party, along with the department’s relationship with various cities and their mayors and with regional planning
efforts. Chapin warned Romney that the plan needed to advance without fanfare. A formal policy announcement would be detrimental – the
publicity would only stoke opposition.94
The second attachment to Van Dusen’s August memo was the third
draft of Chapin’s overview policy paper on Open Communities.95
Chapin’s broad vision of Open Communities and the related role of
HUD and the federal government was striking. The poor, minorities,
and ghetto residents felt trapped, Chapin contended, and the federal bureaucracy should help meet their needs, including that of housing. “If
Federal policies can be coordinated and modiﬁed so that these disadvantaged are given, for the ﬁrst time, a sense that they are part of an
‘open community,’ it would be a great step forward for this Nation.”
To do this, Chapin continued, would require the adaptation of transportation systems, job opportunities, health and educational services,
and additional low- and moderate-income housing facilities to meet their
needs.96
Moving quickly, by mid-September 1969 John Chapin had drawn up
a list of possible target areas for Open Communities.97 In an administratively conﬁdential memorandum to the task force written only eight
months into the Nixon administration, Chapin explained that his list included suburbs in SMSAs where low- and moderate-income housing was
needed due to:
(1) planned or current construction of a large facility (public or private) that will
employ a relatively sizeable number of people at lower or moderate-scale wage
rates; (2) a labor shortage and job vacancies caused by recent construction of
a large employment facility; or (3) extensive long-distance or time consuming
commutation by moderate-income employees resulting from new plant locations
in suburbs which do not have housing for those workers.98
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Chapin’s list, with the actual target areas, is shown in Table 3.1.99 In a
postscript, Chapin added that he was researching local attitudes in these
areas to determine the extent of resistance that might be encountered.100
Chapin completed his twenty-ﬁve page task force policy paper on
September 19.101 In a note to Van Dusen, he included many points that
were addressed in prior memos as well as several new ideas. The idealistic
tone of the policy statement was evident from the outset, as shown in
the following passage he quoted from President Nixon’s ﬁrst inaugural
address:
We have given freedom new reach. We have begun to make its promise real for
black as well as for white . . . We will strive to listen in new ways to the voices of
quiet anguish . . . The essence of freedom is that each of us shares in the shaping
of his own destiny . . . No man can be fully free while his neighbor is not. To go
forward at all is to go forward together. This means black and white together, as
one nation, not two.”102

Chapin, assuming the president truly meant what he said, indicated that
many inner-city minorities did not believe this promise of freedom. The
nation was not moving forward together. What was needed was a community that encouraged and allowed its citizens to make choices and accept
opportunities – in essence, an authentic open community. Chapin understood that this type of openness was possible only “if past practices of
both public and private institutions are searchingly reviewed and existing
blocks to ﬂuid social ﬂow are removed.”103
Moving beyond mere rhetoric, Chapin highlighted some of George
Romney’s top priorities: the need to reduce confrontation between cities
and suburbs, aid social mobility for minorities throughout metropolitan
areas, and orient HUD’s planning process more toward people. HUD’s
criteria for determining which suburbs would receive additional assistance, including those willing to adopt more low-income housing and
pass local fair housing ordinances,104 could help to achieve Romney’s
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table 3.1. HUD Target Areas for Open Communities, 1969
Region I

Region II

Region III

Region IV

Region V

Region VI

Region VII

Rochester, New York, area (e.g., Webster, East Rochester, Henrietta)
Boston, Massachusetts, Route 128 complex
Buffalo-Dunkirk, New York, axis (e.g., Fredonia and Silver Creek)
Nassau-Suffolk counties on Long Island, New York (e.g., Plainview,
Bethpage, Hicksville, and Farmingdale-Amityville Belt)
New Jersey, Bergen County: Patterson-Clifton-Passaic SMSA (e.g.,
Carlstadt, East Rutherford, Rutherford, Richﬁeld, and Moonachie)
New Jersey, Union County: Newark SMSA (e.g., Springﬁeld and
Scotch Plains Townships and Mountainside), Middlesex County,
South Plainﬁeld
Pennsylvania, Montgomery County: Philadelphia SMSA (e.g.,
Horsham and Upper Dublin Townships), Bucks County,
Warrington and Warminister Townships
Pennsylvania, Westmoreland County: Pittsburgh SMSA (e.g.,
Hempﬁeld Township)
Maryland, Montgomery County: Washington, D.C. SMSA (e.g.,
Rockville and Gaithersburg)
Tennessee, Memphis SMSA (e.g., Wolf-River Industrial District and
Capleville)
Mississippi, Oliveville
Georgia, Atlanta SMSA (e.g., Great Southwest Industrial Park Area)
Kentucky, Louisville SMSA (e.g., Southwest Jefferson County)
Kentucky, Paducah-Mayﬁeld area
Illinois, Cook County: Elk Grove Village, located to the west of
O’Hare International Airport, Centex Industrial Park, Hoffman
Estates, Schaumburg, and Streamwood
Illinois, Weston: AEC complex
Illinois, Western Lake County: Libertyville, Mundelein, Grayslake,
Round Lake, and Lake Villa
Indiana, Porter County: Burns Harbor
Texas, Dallas-Forth Worth Corridor: especially Regional Airport
Texas, Dallas-Sherman Corridor (e.g., McKinney, Garland,
Richardson, and Plano)
Louisiana, New Orleans: parts of Jefferson and St. Charles Parishes
that abut the Mississippi River (plus Kenner and Westwego)
California, Los Angeles SMSA; Lancaster-Palmdale (e.g., Edwards
Air Force Base and Lockheed) plus Newhall-Saugus area, plus
Intercontinental Airport
California, San Bernardino-Riverside SMSA: Rancho
Puerto Rico: San Juan, Ponce, Guayama, Yabucoa
Virgin Islands: Central St. Croix

Source: Memo from Chapin to Open Communities Committee, 9/15/69, RG 207, General
Records of the Dept. of HUD, Ofﬁce of the Under Secretary, Subject Files of Richard C. Van
Dusen, 1969–72, Box 10, Archives II.
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goals. Chapin reemphasized the need to link water and sewer grants
to subsidized housing and the possibility of providing HUD planning
funds only to suburbs that approved such housing.105 This approach
should lead to greater equality of results, he thought, instead of abstract notions of equal opportunity that rarely produced meaningful social
change.
The most fascinating element of Chapin’s ﬁnal task force paper concerned the most sensitive issue – pinpointing suburbs for Open Communities.106 Criteria for selecting these suburbs, according to Chapin, might
include the speed with which an SMSA’s population was growing, the
volume of residential suburban construction, and the extent to which residents relied on public transportation for work, as well as the total amount
of HUD ﬁnancial assistance currently received by the SMSA. Two other
possible criteria, mentioned in earlier memos, were levels of housing supply deﬁcit and minority concentration. Alternatively, HUD could focus
on suburbs where employment rates were low or expected to drop, suggesting the need for increased subsidized housing in such communities.107
The actual proposed target areas were identical to those recommended by
Chapin in mid-September.
The task force policy paper concluded that HUD must make an earnest
effort to ensure that demonstrations of Open Communities produced positive outcomes.108 Approximately ten previously identiﬁed targets should
be chosen for all-out efforts, according to the paper. Chapin cautioned
that the project should receive no initial publicity. Satisfactory results
would then supply a ﬁrm basis, backed by empirical evidence, to expand
the program into additional cities.109 During this process, he reiterated,
HUD should highlight several objectives. They included creating a task
force at agency headquarters to oversee implementation, conducting advance talks with key members of Congress, carefully developing relations
with appropriate local authorities and civil rights ﬁgures, devising precise
105
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plans of action for pinpointed areas, and setting aside adequate funds for
Open Communities. Chapin ﬁnally presented a detailed, nuts-and-bolts
assessment of the coordination necessary within HUD to improve the
chances of program success.110
A task force meeting on October 1, 1969, determined that Secretary
Romney should choose a course of action from four alternatives.111 First,
a direct, candid policy announcement would have the beneﬁt of honestly
stating HUD’s Open Communities policy objectives but the distinct disadvantage of raising thorny political and legal issues. The second option
was a quiet approach, without fanfare or announcement; only HUD staff
involved with the program would be fully informed of the policy. This
choice was anchored in the assumption that Open Communities would
have limited resources and simply be one more program that regional
HUD ofﬁcials would have to implement.112 Under this scenario, all things
being equal, suburbs would be given priority in the funding process if
they agreed to build an adequate amount of subsidized housing. Third,
Romney could select “the quiet demonstration approach,” with regional
ofﬁces playing lead roles overseeing demonstrations and reporting to
headquarters about progress.113 Finally, the secretary could choose a combination of options two and three.
Richard Van Dusen provided Romney with other packages of Open
Communities documents, as Romney continued to insist that housing
integration must occur throughout metropolitan areas.114 One set of documents, forwarded to the HUD secretary on October 27, contained the
most recent draft of HUD’s policy statement on Open Communities and
a memo dated the same day from John Chapin to Van Dusen.115 These
documents indicate that HUD insiders differed on the degree of publicity they thought necessary or desirable on Open Communities. HUD
Assistant Secretary Lawrence Cox was concerned that publicity or open
policy statements could harm Romney’s public image. He was likewise
concerned that Open Communities would supplant urban renewal and
110
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other programs in the inner city as HUD priorities.116 Cox blasted the
Open Communities policy paper in a later memo, pointing out a number
of problems with it:
With respect to the speciﬁcs of HUD’s Open Communities policy, the paper indicates a need for a good deal more thought and analysis. The draft policy paper
poses a large number of options, but does not analyze them in any detail. It does
not discuss the feasibility of speciﬁc ideas, and does not discuss the probable effectiveness of those ideas which would seem to be most feasible. The paper also
does not discuss how we might go about measuring the success or failure of the
total program, or of any of the individual elements in it. The paper relies almost
exclusively on negative sanctions as a means for achieving the stated objectives
and does not discuss other more positive approaches, ranging from new programs
to education to ﬁnancial incentives.117

As planning continued in early 1970, Secretary Romney instructed the
task force to consider new possible legislative proposals for achieving
suburban integration.118 Van Dusen, who remained both the head of the
task force and Romney’s closest conﬁdant, posed several questions to
task force members on January 23, 1970. Predicting an uphill battle, he
wanted to know the precise obstacles HUD would face in building more
suburban subsidized housing, the basic causes of resistance, and which
carrots were “big enough and juicy enough to induce signiﬁcant action.”
Van Dusen asked, “To what extent can we control these carrots, either
directly or indirectly,” and how could new legislation augment HUD’s
control over the suburbs? He also pondered the most useful types of
leverage against the suburbs and how to best exercise them.119 These
were critical questions for policymakers who were designing a program
that was likely to experience real implementation dilemmas. The goal was
to determine whether HUD should propose a new law “which represents
an obvious frontal assault on suburbia.”120
Van Dusen received a reply much sooner than he could have anticipated. That very afternoon, Assistant Secretary for Metropolitan Planning
116
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and Development Samuel Jackson responded with some eye-opening ideas
for new legislation.121 Jackson framed his proposal in terms of a right to
housing opportunity, not a right to housing. At a minimum, he stated,
an Open Communities bill should contain four concepts. First, it should
have a policy statement that all Americans must have an opportunity to
secure decent housing in a suitable living environment, an opportunity
safeguarded not only by federal law but by state and local law as well.
Second, such a bill should require that all three levels of government have
jurisdiction to determine when the right to housing opportunity had been
violated. Third, an Open Communities bill should incorporate the idea
that where that right had been abridged, each level of government could
afﬁrmatively act to remedy the violation, either alone or in conjunction
with one another.122 Finally, under such a proposal, HUD would pledge
its resources to afﬁrmative programs aimed at defending the right of equal
opportunity. Jackson’s proposal was extremely broad in scope: the right
to housing opportunity would be guaranteed and enforced by all levels of
government, each level could take independent enforcement action where
the right was denied, and HUD would devote agency resources to protect
the right in a proactive manner. Perhaps because the ideas were so farreaching, they never received serious consideration from either Romney
or Van Dusen.
Four days later the task force reviewed Van Dusen’s memo and the feasibility of legislation to open the suburbs.123 The group recognized that
old annexation laws, large-lot zoning, voter referenda requirements, and
suburbanites themselves were some of the more salient obstacles to building low- and moderate-income housing outside the cities. Many suburban
residents did not want the poor living in their neighborhoods, resented
the increased costs the poor and their children would bring, and wanted
to protect against high-density congestion. They worried about a tipping
point that would result in the poor overrunning their neighborhoods and
wanted to maintain the status quo.124 But because suburban residents
also often favored more light industry, cheap blue-collar labor, and freeways providing access to the cities, task force members believed in linking
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subsidized housing to such developments. Possible ways to stimulate more
housing involved supplemental federal funding to impacted suburbs, with
educational assistance being “probably the number one carrot.”125 Requiring low-income housing before suburbs could receive new governmental installations, and perhaps even using Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 to terminate federal funding to racially discriminatory local
governmental programs, were also possible routes.
Policymakers sometimes agonize over issues and achieve few visible
results; such was the case at HUD. The newest ideas were elementary and
surely of no help to George Romney. The following day the task force convened to focus on “carrot control,” with no constructive conclusions.126
They then gathered to confer on the potential political allies of Open
Communities legislation: suburban industries, mayors, state and local
governments and agencies, home builders, churches, civil rights groups,
and the poor themselves.127 The task force decided that a showdown with
the states over the issue would be counterproductive. Rather, they decided
that HUD would have to present Open Communities in a politically palatable way. The agency “must speak of the need for a ‘state urban growth
policy’; or ‘steps toward a better environment’ . . . ; or a ‘partnership’ with
the state governors to work with them in solving their problems.”128
With the task force still convening two or three times a week, a few new
concepts emerged at a February 4, 1970, meeting to consider “leverage
pressure points.”129 For instance, HUD planning standards could conceivably be used to make grants for water and sewers, open space, mass
transportation, and urban beautiﬁcation contingent upon the construction of low-income housing. Urban renewal could perhaps be extended to
the suburbs in the form of loans for planning, open land, and site improvements. This would enable HUD to regulate the use of the loans.130 One
prominent advantage of this option was apparent – it might not require
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a new appropriation from Congress if HUD were authorized to expend
urban renewal funds in the suburbs.
Then, after several months of brainstorming, the planning process
ceased. A wide array of ideas had been explored on both policy substance and implementation, and HUD was more prepared to act in February 1970 than ever before. It was nearing a ﬁnal proposal to Congress
on Open Communities. Additionally, the Federal Housing Administration’s ﬁeld ofﬁces were actually instructed to implement the Open Communities policy to the extent possible under existing legislation, as of
February 6.131
George Romney submitted Open Communities legislation to Congress
in late May as part of the proposed Housing and Urban Development Act
of 1970. In writing to the chairs of the Senate and House Committees on
Banking and Currency, the HUD secretary remarked that the basic purpose of the Open Communities provision was to “prohibit certain local
legislative or administrative actions that discriminate against low- and
moderate-income housing on the basis of its eligibility for Federal assistance,” or that block the construction of such housing in undeveloped
areas, when such actions are inconsistent with state or local comprehensive plans.132 Testifying before Congress the following week, Romney
asserted that the Open Communities section was an important provision
of the 1970 Housing and Urban Development Act proposal. In particular,
the section would authorize the attorney general to ﬁle suit in federal court
where a local government zoned or employed other subdivision controls
to block the reasonable provision of low- and moderate-income housing.
Any person denied the beneﬁts of such housing could likewise ﬁle suit on
his or her own behalf. The right to sue in federal court would provide a
powerful new tool in the ongoing battle against local obstruction of subsidized housing, and the secretary insisted that the Open Communities
provision was necessary for ending the trend toward racial and economic
division in American society.133
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The summer of 1970 was nevertheless one of the worst possible times
to introduce legislation on Open Communities. A predicament in Warren,
Michigan, involving HUD pressure to build unwanted subsidized housing
there, was receiving media attention. The nation’s suburbs were quickly
gaining political power in Washington, and Capitol Hill was feeling
enough backlash to seriously distract Congress from soberly considering passage of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970.134 Indeed, substantial opposition, spearheaded by Congressman Thompson,
existed in Congress against suburban integration in general. This was
true whether the issue at hand was new Open Communities legislation
or simply HUD’s use of grant money to encourage the suburbs to adopt
subsidized housing. Consequently, the proposed Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970 was amended on the ﬂoor of the House of Representatives to prevent HUD from withholding funds for water and sewers
from suburbs refusing to provide low- and moderate-income housing.135
Even more important, as Chapter 4 explains, the White House became
particularly concerned with Open Communities; by late 1970, Richard
Nixon would prohibit HUD from moving forward with subsidized suburban housing. The Open Communities Task Force continued to meet,
but the situation was clear: its ideas had to await another time, another
administration. Opposition from the White House, Capitol Hill, and suburban residents was too powerful to move ahead. The politics of suburban
segregation prevailed.

applying the big stick
Although the Open Communities provision of the Housing and Urban
Development Act did not become law in 1970, HUD still pursued the
Open Communities policy in the ﬁrst half of 1970 by selectively delaying
or terminating ﬁnancial assistance in the Baltimore, Boston, and Toledo
metropolitan areas.136 HUD discontinued Toledo’s program money, for
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example, because the city refused to build three public housing projects
outside its low-income African American neighborhoods. Opposition in
Toledo to public housing in white neighborhoods appeared to be the sole
reason for the decision. Congressman Thomas Ashley (D-Ohio), however,
accepted the need for dispersal and did not protest HUD’s action despite
his feeling that Toledo was unfairly singled out. Because HUD experienced
no major political fallout, the experience in Toledo bolstered Romney’s
determination to use big stick enforcement to overcome resistance to suburban integration elsewhere.137
The use of big stick enforcement in Warren, Michigan, led to dramatically different results than in Toledo. Warren, a blue-collar suburb of
Detroit, is located in Macomb County. It had 179,260 residents in 1970;
only 132 were black.138 Many Warren residents had moved there speciﬁcally because of Detroit’s racial problems during the 1960s,139 and Detroit
had experienced some of the most severe rioting in the country in 1967
while George Romney was governor of Michigan.140 Warren was a classic
case of African Americans working in a suburb who could not live there –
something that personally upset Romney as being unfair. At least four
black families had sought to buy or lease homes in Warren between 1963
and 1967, only to be refused or to face stalling tactics by white property
owners.141
In the late 1960s, HUD identiﬁed Warren as a community failing to
meet agency expectations for housing the poor and minorities.142 On
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February 12, 1969, a team of HUD representatives traveled to Warren to
consult with town spokespersons.143 At the meeting, HUD’s new responsibilities under the Fair Housing Act were painstakingly explained, along
with the agency’s need to cooperate with Warren and its citizens.144 The
meeting was used to discuss the fact that approximately thirty percent of
the Warren work force was African American but little affordable housing
was available to them. HUD ofﬁcials concluded that action was needed
to deal with this situation. When they left Warren, they believed the city
would take steps to promote greater housing opportunities for minorities,
but the city council subsequently vetoed plans for one hundred units of
low-income housing.145 A regional HUD administrator in Chicago continued to correspond with Warren ofﬁcials in the fall of 1969, emphasizing the need to increase the amount of housing available for the poor.146
Warren was assigned speciﬁc program goals; they went unmet. Housingrelated racial harassment continued in Warren, including a garage bombing after a homeowner listed his property with a minority realty ﬁrm.147
Threatening to sever federal assistance entirely, HUD had determined
that racial discrimination was ingrained in Warren’s plans for community development.148 The agency offered the suburb several suggestions for avoiding fund termination. In a letter dated March 9, 1970,
HUD’s Chicago regional administrator, Francis Fisher, informed Warren
Mayor Ted Bates that these options entailed passing a fair housing ordinance, building subsidized housing for future low-income residents,
providing new African American residents with ample police protection,
and undertaking a variety of educational activities that might ease the
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transition to racial integration.149 Fisher, conciliatory yet ﬁrm, appointed
a team headed by his own special assistant to work with Warren; they
were to meet in either Warren or Chicago to iron out any differences.150
Nine days later, Mayor Bates responded to Fisher’s letter with a hardnosed, six-page explanation of his own. In it he argued that the number
of African American families residing in Warren had increased from three
to twenty-eight between 1966 and 1969.151 Bates insisted that this constituted a clear increase in Warren’s racial diversity. The mayor further
indicated that about ﬁve hundred African American students attended
Macomb County Community College.152 These facts, according to Bates,
refuted Fisher’s view that no signiﬁcant steps had been taken by Warren
to increase opportunities for minorities and the poor. Indeed, Bates felt
that Warren’s progress was signiﬁcant not only because of the growth
in the number of minority families but because this progress took place
with only one racial incident, which involved a racially mixed family, Mr.
and Mrs. Corado Bailey. According to Bates, Warren spent “$75,000 and
1600 man hours” to ensure that the Baileys could live in Warren. The
city was therefore either already taking the actions suggested by Fisher or
planning them.153
Meetings continued. Bates and several other Warren ofﬁcials gathered
with HUD spokespersons in Chicago in March to address equal housing
opportunity.154 At stake was a sum of three million dollars in federal
funds for 1970 and fourteen million dollars for the future.155 Nothing
was resolved. After convening on April 9, though, HUD representatives
claimed they were satisﬁed that Warren would make the necessary changes
in its housing programs.156 According to one HUD representative: “We
did not come to integrate Warren or to threaten imposition of federal
guidelines. On the contrary, we are here to help Warren ofﬁcials carry on
their own program of nondiscrimination, using essential local experience
and expertise.”157
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HUD indicated that Warren should do ﬁve things to continue to receive funding. These included the designation of a representative group
of citizens to assist Warren in implementing a fair housing program and
the creation of a program through which Macomb County realtors would
provide more housing opportunities for minorities. Additionally, Warren
should develop a preliminary program to address the housing needs of all
citizens living in Warren, or those likely to live there in the future, irrespective of race, color, religion, or national origin. This program should
include a rough schedule of where and when new developments would
be built or refurbished and what income level and family sizes would be
served. Finally, Warren should survey the people working in Warren, but
not residing there, to assess their housing needs, as well as ensure that the
Warren Police Department adequately understood its role in protecting the
rights, particularly the housing rights, of minorities.158 A HUD-Warren
review team would periodically evaluate progress made in each area.
A detailed April 16 memorandum to Francis Fisher from his special
assistant, Edward Levin, reduced to words the basic strategy of Fisher and
HUD’s Chicago ofﬁce in dealing with Warren and similar situations.159
The assumptions of the strategy were explicitly laid out:
r HUD may use its ﬁnancial assistance to advance the goal of equal
housing opportunity and withhold assistance if the money would be
used to perpetuate or expand housing segregation.
r HUD’s Workable Program for Community Development “offers the
broadest opportunities” for withholding assistance.
r The racial diversity of a community is the best indicator of its commitment to equal housing opportunity, and HUD may require that a
racially homogeneous community demonstrate its dedication to fair
housing through local policies.
r A locality should initiate, develop, and implement its own fair housing
policies based on local needs and conditions, taking into consideration
such things as “growth, density, family incomes, ethnic backgrounds,
vacancy rate, attitudes, need for HUD assistance, and the extent of
previous fair housing commitments and efforts.”160
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At the same time, the Chicago ofﬁce recognized that its own effectiveness was curtailed by the need to respond consistently and promptly to
different communities in similar circumstances. It had to remember that
HUD’s program and staff resources might be too limited to gain compliance in all instances, that communities might suffer genuine hardships
when denied HUD assistance, and that the negotiating process between
HUD and localities is fraught “with opportunities for misunderstanding
motive, sincerity, facts and legalities.”161
The Detroit SMSA, where Warren was located, offered a unique opportunity for applying the scheme. Detroit was unusual because it was a
large city with an African American population amounting to over forty
percent, which was surrounded by sizable, predominantly white, suburbs.
In those suburbs were signiﬁcant employment for African Americans and
adequate lower-middle-income housing. From HUD’s perspective, these
factors pointed to racial, rather than economic, discrimination.162 The
integration strategy for HUD’s Chicago region grew directly out of the
Warren experience. Chicago regional ofﬁcials believed they had appropriately employed both the carrot and the stick in Warren. They agreed
to continue providing HUD assistance and allowing Warren to develop
its own fair housing program within certain guidelines but still held out
the very real possibility that HUD funding would be terminated if Warren
failed in its efforts.163 Moreover, the process adopted in Warren had been
procedurally and politically sound. Not only had HUD representatives repeatedly met and communicated with Warren ofﬁcials, but Detroit FHA
ofﬁcials, Congressman James G. O’Hara (D-Mich.), Michigan Governor
William G. Milliken, and higher level HUD ofﬁcials in Washington had
all been fully informed of developments.164 Since the basic implementation strategy was sound, it appeared that it could be employed in other
Detroit suburbs.
Mayor Bates and Warren city council members were unaware of the
details of this implementation strategy when they met with Secretary
Romney in Washington in early May 1970.165 Bates pleaded that his
town was making progress toward housing desegregation but that change
was slow because of white opposition. Bates reportedly argued that
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Warren had African American residents and no race problems. Pounding his desk, Romney sternly responded that Warren did have a problem.
Otherwise the city would not have lost its funding and sent a delegation to Washington. Yet, Bates implored, police protection could not be
provided under a stepped up policy of low-income housing because of
the ﬁnancial strain that it would cause for Warren. A few years earlier
it had cost Warren $75,000 to protect just one interracial couple, the
Baileys, when they had moved to town. Romney was unsympathetic, recalling Warren’s racial problems with the Baileys when he was Michigan’s
governor.166
Romney handled the meeting in a way that fully exhibited HUD’s tough
enforcement posture. He lectured Bates and the shocked Warren delegation on the reality of HUD’s new policy. “You can try to hermetically seal
Warren off from the surrounding areas if you want to, but you won’t do
it with federal money,” Romney reportedly said.167 National policy had
dramatically changed since the passage of the Fair Housing Act, and that
change was evident in George Romney’s unyielding stance. “We are living
in a nation now where everybody is interdependent. Black people have
as much right to equal opportunities as we do,” Romney maintained. He
told Mayor Bates that change was inevitable, that HUD was expecting
real results in Warren, and that Warren might as well begin to adapt. Bates
protested that progress was being made, and HUD should be patient. That
statement seemed to trigger Romney’s most visceral feelings on the right
to fair housing: “The youth of this nation, the minorities of this nation,
the discriminated of this nation are not going to wait for ‘nature to take
its course.’ What is really at issue here is responsibility – moral responsibility.”168 Soon thereafter, Bates claimed that his town was being used
as a “guinea pig for integration experiments” and that Detroit’s suburbs
must unite “to ﬁght this forced integration.”169
What had happened, all told, was that the ﬁrst Republican HUD secretary had informed a northern white suburb, in no uncertain terms, that
housing integration absolutely must accompany HUD funds. Given President Nixon’s philosophical orientation and suburban constituency, this
was a daring stance. Romney’s position on housing integration via a big
stick sounded more like the Great Society than perhaps the Great Society
166
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168
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itself. After a Detroit newspaper printed a HUD memorandum indicating
that Warren was one of several prime target communities for aggressive
enforcement of the Open Communities policy, the storm of resistance
grew in Warren and its reverberations quickly reached the White House.
In one letter to Nixon, the head of Michigan’s American Independent
party, George Wallace’s political organization, denounced HUD’s “dictatorial and autocratic approach” in Warren. Although the chair, James
E. Hall, had been optimistic about some Nixon administration policies
early on, he bitterly protested the use of “brute force” by HUD, charging
that such heavy-handedness would ultimately lead to racial conﬂict in an
otherwise peaceful community.170
These reactions to Romney’s policies intensiﬁed the perception at the
White House that a legitimate problem did exist and that a remedy for it
was essential. Romney, anticipating that the White House would intervene
in the controversy, visited Warren on July 27, 1970, in an attempt to quell
the disturbance.171 According to a federal judge’s account, “A large and
vociferous crowd received him.”172 Addressing Warren ofﬁcials under
extremely tense conditions, Romney assured them that fair housing was
not synonymous with forced integration, afﬁrmative action did not mean
suburbs must accept racial quotas, and dispersal would involve housing
minority and low-income persons who already worked or had other daily
activities in the suburbs. According to Romney, HUD was simply ensuring
that equal opportunity and afﬁrmative action were observed, as required
by the Fair Housing Act. “HUD will not set numerical quotas for the
suburbs,” he promised, and “we are opposed to the creation, either in the
cities or the suburbs, of new concentrations of housing for minorities or
low income families.” HUD would advocate dispersal “to families of all
races and income levels; so that insofar as possible, all Americans have
the opportunity to live within a reasonable distance of their jobs and daily
activities.”173
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Warren ofﬁcials were undoubtedly apprehensive – if not astonished –
when Romney declared he was not pressuring them to integrate. After
all, Ted Bates and other town ofﬁcials were earlier directed to provide
more housing for minorities or have HUD ﬁnancial assistance terminated. HUD had established goals for the construction of additional
low-income housing for new residents, against the wishes of Warren’s
elected leaders. To them, this was not encouragement or voluntary action. Warren ofﬁcials were also informed by HUD of other policy options they deemed unacceptable: passing a fair housing law, setting up
educational programs and a citizens group to smooth the transition
to racial integration, constructing low-income housing for future residents, establishing a program to teach realtors to attract minorities,
and ensuring that the town police understood their responsibility to
protect minorities. To many in Warren, ofﬁcials and residents alike,
nondiscrimination, integration, and afﬁrmative action were considerably
different.
In this same July 27 speech in Warren, Romney sought to clear up what
he called the “confusion” regarding Warren’s urban renewal grant, its relationship to HUD’s duty to enforce the Fair Housing Act, and HUD’s desire
to encourage Warren to voluntarily accept more low-income residents.174
He emphasized that HUD’s low-income housing policies recognized and
respected local decision-making processes. Warren was not a guinea pig,
he said, because the policies had been applied nationwide for some time
and, in any case, did not force integration.175 Both federal and state laws
prohibited discrimination in housing, those laws were binding on Warren,
and Warren must comply if it was to receive HUD funds.176 This was a
complex issue, as both public and private action were imperative to promote nondiscrimination. Throughout America’s quest for racial equality,
Romney added, “every civil rights law and every effort to carry out the
law afﬁrmatively has been opposed by people who say that these measures
are unnecessary – not wrong in principle or in objective, but not necessary.”177 Warren ofﬁcials, of course, plainly felt that afﬁrmative enforcement was wrong in principle. Warren was a Republican suburb, a town
that would vote for Nixon in 1972 partly to combat what it construed
as an out-of-control federal bureaucracy attempting to destroy a town’s
174
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fundamental nature and makeup. It now appeared to the town that the
very administration it trusted was forcing housing integration upon it.
Romney’s visit to Warren was a total failure. His message, anchored
in ﬁne distinctions that sounded like political semantics, was summarily
rejected by the townspeople. Worse than public dismissal of his speech
was the possibility of violence. Faced with hundreds of irate protesters,
the HUD secretary enlisted police protection and a quick escort out of
town.178 Rather than relieve the city’s concerns, Romney’s trip generated
even more rancor and cynicism among Warren ofﬁcials and residents. As
one leader of the Warren city council complained to President Nixon,
Romney had given him no grounds to believe that HUD had abandoned
its “prime target” strategy. Because of resentment in Warren, “nothing less
than an explicit executive revocation and nulliﬁcation of the HUD ‘prime
target’ strategy against the City of Warren will even begin to restore municipal conﬁdence in voluntary fair housing relations between the city
and the federal government.”179 Given this type of political heat and the
likely intervention of the White House, Romney was forced to back down,
pledging to release to Warren the federal monies in question. Despite his
promise of funds, nearly ﬁfteen thousand signatures were nonetheless collected in Warren over the next eight days to prohibit urban renewal in
the town.180 In a subsequent referendum, Warren residents voted to eliminate the community’s $10 million urban renewal program altogether if
the program was tied to housing integration.181 By so doing, Warren became the ﬁrst town in the nation ever to rebuff an urban renewal program
through a local election.182
The message was swiftly relayed to the White House. Without a doubt,
Nixon and his top aides understood the problem both in terms of Warren
and in a more general political sense. “Events in the Detroit suburb conﬁrmed what the president had long suspected: that middle-class whites
178
179
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ﬁercely opposed anything that smacked of compulsory integration.”183
The Warren episode was not laid to rest, though, until early 1971. On December 22, 1970, Mayor Bates sent a telegram to President Nixon, urging
him to initiate a Department of Justice investigation of charges made in
Warren’s primary newspaper, the Macomb Daily. The news story alleged
that HUD’s Chicago ofﬁce planned to withhold from suburbs their fair
share of federal funds and that the defeat of Warren’s urban renewal program had been orchestrated by HUD to further its own goals.184 Bates
received no response for two months as White House aides grappled with
who should reply and in what manner. Richard Van Dusen, HUD’s under secretary, believed the newspaper story was “utter nonsense.”185 Two
weeks later, a White House staff assistant ﬁnally acknowledged Bates’s
telegram with a noncommittal, two-sentence letter.186 The Warren incident was ﬁnally closed.
Meanwhile, George Romney had learned a costly lesson in the politics of policy implementation. As Senator Abraham Ribicoff (D-Conn.)
jokingly remarked, “you can’t work a carrot and stick technique if you
don’t have any carrots.”187 Many suburbs could get by without federal subsidies and forgo HUD’s assistance, making Romney’s enforcement approach ineffective as the singular means of bringing about housing integration. As Romney lamented to the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, despite having some leverage, HUD did not hold a great deal
of power. Most suburbs had a marginal interest in HUD programs and
could not be easily persuaded to comply with sweeping social changes
simply by being denied federal funds.188 Even a New York Times editorial expressed skepticism about big stick enforcement for purposes of
dispersal: “The Federal Government would have to apply unremitting
ﬁnancial pressure on recalcitrant communities to enforce acceptance of
planned integration,” the editorial concluded. “Whether such a Federal
program would work under the best of circumstances is open to serious
question.”189
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richard nixon and warren’s aftermath
George Romney was unhappy at HUD for several reasons, but two are
especially important: his liberal views put him outside the ideological
mainstream of Richard Nixon’s administration, and he was repeatedly
denied access to the president. Given the hierarchical structure of the
White House during the Nixon years, the president relied more on his
two top White House advisors than on his cabinet. The secretaries of domestic departments typically had to go through H. R. Haldeman or John
Ehrlichman to contact Nixon.190 In the absence of hard policy guidelines from the president, Romney surrounded himself with liberal appointees who would not have been picked by the White House. Romney
was given too much leeway in the area of housing integration and had
to be reined in before he jeopardized Nixon’s suburban vote for the 1972
election.
President Nixon wielded a far bigger stick than Romney did, though
Nixon used it in the opposite direction, as emphasized in Chapter 4. Although a modiﬁed version of Open Communities survived, he forced HUD
to soften its enforcement strategy for suburban integration. Nor would
Nixon allow the termination of future federal funds to reluctant suburbs
under his fair housing policy. Equality of opportunity was required by
Title VIII, the president insisted, not equality of results. Yet despite Nixon’s
intervention, HUD initially withheld assistance from uncooperative suburbs, and Romney continued at times to push for the building of lowincome housing in communities that opposed it.191 Housing integration
remained an objective at HUD but received less emphasis as the agency
gave priority to applicants who would strive to provide more low-income
housing opportunities without being pressured. The Open Communities
policy would be phased out, while Operation Breakthrough lingered on
190
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with eight prototype sites.192 In accordance with Nixon’s preferences,
HUD’s new focus would include metropolitan-wide solutions, but without federal bureaucratic coercion to build subsidized housing where it was
not wanted. The courts could always resolve problems when individual
suburbs refused to desegregate. In fact, some lower federal courts were
starting to do just that in the early 1970s.193
Richard Nixon distrusted the federal bureaucracy, and the experience
with Romney and HUD reinforced his belief that he could not even rely
on his own appointees to follow his policy preferences.194 This suspicion
heightened Nixon’s tendency to restrict Romney’s access to the Oval Ofﬁce, which Romney complained about on myriad occasions even before
the Warren episode.195 Although Nixon had sent Romney encouraging
memos and letters from time to time, Romney had consistently been out
of step with the conservative side of the president’s politics. Toward the
end of 1970 he was said to be on Nixon’s “purge list” because of the HUD
secretary’s views on suburban housing integration.196 Actually, according
to Ehrlichman,197 Nixon had never gotten along with Romney and had
wanted to dismiss him as early as the spring of 1970.198 Nixon pondered
his alternatives for ridding the administration of Romney. On November 13, 1970, Haldeman recorded in his diary that the president “Had
report from [Attorney General John] Mitchell about Romney, George
192
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See Rowland Evans, Jr., and Robert D. Novak, Nixon in the White House: The Frustration of Power (New York: Vintage Books, 1972), pp. 358–59; Kotlowski, Nixon’s Civil
Rights, p. 61; “Romney Denies Shift,” New York Times, November 24, 1970.
Ehrlichman, Witness to Power, pp. 97, 101.
Ibid., p. 101; H. R. Haldeman, The Haldeman Diaries: Inside the Nixon White House
(New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1994), pp. 139, 168; Kotlowski, Nixon’s Civil Rights,
p. 53.
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won’t leave quickly, will have to be ﬁred. So we have to set him up on
the integrated housing issue and ﬁre him on that basis to be sure we get
the credit.”199 When Romney was replaced by James T. Lynn at HUD in
November 1972, administration insiders were not surprised. Nor were
they shocked when Operation Breakthrough and Open Communities
were ultimately abandoned during Nixon’s second term.
Internal HUD memoranda did not, strangely enough, seem to anticipate the negative reaction that Richard Nixon would ultimately have to
Open Communities. Although the planning process was concealed, its
underlying assumption appears to have been that the plan would be submitted to Nixon’s Urban Affairs Council for likely approval. As HUD
General Counsel Sherman Unger remarked at one task force meeting in
the summer of 1969, whatever was good for HUD was also good for
the Nixon presidency.200 Far more attention was given to local attitudes
in targeted suburbs and expected reactions from pertinent members of
Congress than to how the president and his White House aides would
respond to Open Communities. HUD’s seeming naivete may be partly explained, however, by mixed messages from the White House in 1969 and
1970 concerning how much ideological diversity would be tolerated in
the administration’s domestic policy. If President Nixon could support his
Family Assistance Plan and the construction of substantially more lowincome housing, perhaps he would back suburban integration as well.
Romney won a few battles, but in the end Open Communities exposed
the pitfalls of big stick enforcement in a federal system. The secretary was
aware of local opposition to federal pressure to build low-income housing
in suburbia, but he failed to appreciate fully how ﬁerce and widespread
that opposition could be, how deep it ran, and what its repercussions for
his overall policy objectives would be, especially in light of Nixon’s constituency. Romney was eventually forced to abandon his suburban integration plans because of key funding terminations, the Warren incident, and
subsequent complaints to the White House. The HUD secretary pushed
too hard, at the wrong times and places. Nixon perceived the suburban
opposition to Romney’s plans and directly interceded to centralize fair
housing policymaking and implementation in the White House. Romney
had no choice but to wait until the president deﬁned the administration’s
stance on integration, dispersal, and equal housing opportunity.
199
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High-level bureaucrats sometimes develop their own agendas, apart
from those of elected ofﬁcials, and stubbornly stick to them. That was
true of George Romney. Shortly before his disastrous visit to Warren in
July 1970, Secretary Romney was advised by Assistant Secretary for Renewal and Housing Management Lawrence Cox to soften his approach
in Warren and in Open Communities. Cox indicated that, while he fully
agreed with the objectives of Open Communities, it might behoove HUD
to change its approach if it planned to make any real progress.201 Integrating the suburbs was a highly sensitive political issue, Cox insisted, and a
high-publicity, belligerent approach with coercive tactics would actually
kill HUD’s chances of expanding the low- and moderate-income housing
supply.202 Romney paid Cox’s views some heed, passing a copy of the
memo along to Van Dusen with the notation that they should discuss
it.203 In the end, though, Romney was unable or unwilling to use Cox’s
advice wisely.

nixon, romney, and black jack
Richard Nixon, George Romney, and other key ﬁgures in the administration were acutely aware of federal court rulings affecting suburban integration in the early 1970s.204 For instance, at the time Secretary Romney
and his aides were formulating HUD’s suburban integration strategy, a
landmark development was emerging in the nation’s heartland in the famous Gautreaux litigation.205 A federal district court issued a remedial
order in Gautreaux in the summer of 1969, when Open Communities
was in its formative stages, grounded in the assumption that some of
Chicago’s public housing residents would be integrated into the city’s
white neighborhoods and potentially the surrounding metropolitan area
through a scattered-site housing program. Archival documents indicate
that Romney closely monitored Gautreaux, perhaps developing ideas on
201
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how to integrate the suburbs around other leading cities.206 The White
House was following the case as well, but for the opposite reason.207
Ultimately, the Supreme Court held in 1976 that it was “not impermissible” for a district court to order an areawide desegregation remedy where
HUD had knowingly funded discriminatory programs administered by
the Chicago Housing Authority, thus violating the Fifth Amendment and
the Fair Housing Act of 1968.208 In subsequent years, over seven thousand
minority families were provided with low-income housing in Chicago’s
suburbs through the Gautreaux program.209 A national pilot program,
known as Moving to Opportunity, operated between 1992 and 1999 to
promote similar objectives in several other cities.210
Romney also helped pressure the Nixon administration to ﬁle suit in a
well-known housing discrimination case in Black Jack, Missouri, a suburb
of St. Louis. The facts in United States v. City of Black Jack, Missouri, are
straightforward.211 In 1969, church organizations in St. Louis supported
the development of a low-income, federally subsidized housing project
in the unincorporated area of Black Jack. The project, designed to be
integrated racially and economically, was approved for HUD assistance
in June 1970, but zealous opposition arose in Black Jack because of the
project’s composition.212 Nearly half of Black Jack’s 2,900 residents successfully petitioned St. Louis County to incorporate Black Jack as a city,
allowing it to form its own government and enact its own laws. Within
three months, Black Jack had passed an exclusionary zoning ordinance to
prevent the construction of all new multifamily housing, thus squelching
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the effort to build low-income housing there. Race may have been the most
signiﬁcant driving force behind Black Jack’s zoning ordinance,213 yet economics played a role as well. Many Black Jack residents, not well-off themselves, feared that the poor of St. Louis would follow them to the suburbs.
Like Warren, Black Jack was emblematic of the issue of suburban integration for the Nixon administration, but several steps led the Justice
Department to ﬁle suit. In the fall of 1970, Romney asked Justice to initiate
legal proceedings against Black Jack, but Attorney General John Mitchell
quickly rejected the idea.214 Once more, in November 1970, Romney
unsuccessfully argued that Black Jack could not use exclusionary zoning
laws to obstruct the building of federally subsidized housing.215 The secretary’s interest in Black Jack peaked by January 1971, when he directed
David O. Maxwell, HUD’s new general counsel, to investigate the Black
Jack litigation and its legal relationship to a recent case in Lackawanna,
New York.216
As Romney’s concern intensiﬁed, so did Richard Nixon’s. The president mentioned Black Jack on February 17, 1971, in response to a news
conference question. At that time, he remarked that Attorney General
Mitchell and HUD were working together to develop a recommendation for the president and would suggest a course of action within thirty
days.217 Although some observers believed that the president deﬁnitely
opposed a Justice Department prosecution, Nixon said he would not address Black Jack again until he received the advice of Mitchell and HUD.
The president framed the issue as a routine matter that Justice and HUD
would resolve. Perhaps he was attempting to avoid personal blame, for
Nixon knew he might be accused of pressuring Black Jack to integrate if
he ordered the Department of Justice to sue. On March 8, 1971, Nixon
informed Ehrlichman that the administration would exercise restraint in
the Black Jack situation.218
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Meanwhile, the president gave his principal civil rights advisor,
Leonard Garment, staff responsibility for Black Jack at the White
House.219 When Justice and HUD were late with their recommendations
to Nixon, Garment drafted a memo outlining four basic options for Nixon
in responding to questions by the media about the Black Jack situation.
In Garment’s words, those options were
1. Duck it by saying that the recommendations from the Justice Department and HUD have not been received. Al Applegate (for
Romney) says that Romney wants to be heard on Blackjack [sic] in
connection with his full housing presentation before the President
decides against intervention.
2. Indicate the principles which will govern the decision and say that
the determination will be made and announced shortly by the Justice Department. . . . The problem with this approach is that it backs
off from the President’s commitment to make a decision based upon
recommendations by the Justice Department and HUD. It leaves the
issue still hanging and raises still more questions.
3. Announce that on the basis of recommendations from Justice and
HUD there will be no intervention. Consultation with Romney
would be needed.
4. Announce a decision to intervene in Blackjack [sic] because there is
substantial evidence of racial discrimination, making clear that this
case is to be distinguished from a case where the zoning restrictions
were based on economic or other non-racial factors. This would
have to be cleared with the Attorney General.
I would recommend ducking the question.220
Garment seemed unsure of what Nixon would do in the Black Jack situation, but Romney was considered in the options, suggesting that at least
at this time the secretary remained a relevant ﬁgure within the administration on the issue of housing discrimination.
Garment again raised the issue with Nixon a week later when discussing the president’s upcoming meeting with the Congressional Black
Caucus, a meeting that would include Romney. Knowing that Nixon was
worried about being questioned on intervention in the Black Jack case,
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and that he wanted to make a statement against housing discrimination
that did not highlight the theme of forced integration, Garment recommended a shrewd tactic. The president should emphasize to the Black
Caucus and Romney that, although he opposed racial discrimination,
zoning ordinances should not be overturned if they were reasonably related to the maintenance of the economic character of a community.221 If
a court determined that a locality used economics as a pretext for racial
discrimination, however, the administration would oppose such regulations as illegal and enforce the laws against discrimination.222 Garment
further suggested that Nixon indicate that the facts in Black Jack were
still being determined and that the Justice Department would make the
ﬁnal decision on whether to ﬁle suit. Beyond that narrow matter, “the
whole range of other fair housing issues is under current consideration by
HUD. The legal principle and policy of the Administration are clear, and
this is what counts.”223 Garment indicated that, at the meeting, Romney
could advance the distinction between general fair housing policy and the
speciﬁc situation in Black Jack. “The point to emphasize is that basic fair
housing policy, not intervention in Blackjack [sic], is the real issue.”224
Hence, Garment recommended a presidential strategy designed not only
to appease the Black Caucus but also to include Romney as a primary
player.
Romney was still a powerful Washington ﬁgure who sympathized more
with civil rights advocates than did Nixon and his top White House advisors, except possibly Leonard Garment. Dialogue therefore continued
between Romney and the White House, though it was not always cordial.
On May 6, 1971, Ehrlichman sent Romney a White House–prepared paper on suburban housing, recommending that he, Romney, and Mitchell
meet the following week to discuss it. In this “eyes only” memorandum, Ehrlichman was candid about Romney and other HUD ofﬁcials
being too pushy on the issue, saying “I hope that, during this hiatus,
we can avoid any further requests by employees of your department to
the Justice Department for action in the Black Jack case.”225 The White
House ultimately called the shots on Black Jack, that much was clear, and
Ehrlichman wanted Romney to back away.
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In the summer of 1971, with the turbulence surrounding Warren still
fresh in his mind, Romney again requested that Justice ﬁle suit against
Black Jack. The request was actually made public before it was received
by Attorney General Mitchell, one of Nixon’s closest conﬁdants and an
outspoken opponent of suburban integration.226 At a White House meeting soon after Romney’s request, Mitchell and Ehrlichman confronted the
HUD secretary and warned him to halt his suburban integration efforts
until the president decided upon his fair housing policy.227
President Nixon was becoming very wary of what Black Jack could
mean for his administration, his political support in the nation’s suburbs, and his chances of reelection. Nixon indicated to Ehrlichman on
April 19 that Black Jack was a “can of worms.”228 Ehrlichman was
instructed to “wafﬂe it and keep us out of it.”229 Yet pressure was on
the White House to take steps in a case clearly involving racial discrimination in suburban housing. Two months later, in his June 11 policy
announcement, Nixon did not expressly mention Black Jack, but the
implications were there. As Robert Semple observed for the New York
Times, the president’s statement made it appear likely that the administration would soon bring suit against Black Jack.230 Nixon observed, for example, that the attorney general should, “in appropriate circumstances,”
prosecute a community that rezoned to exclude subsidized housing for
clearly racial reasons.231 Indeed, the Justice Department ﬁled suit against
Black Jack on June 14, just three days after Nixon’s policy was publicly
disclosed.232
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The case was not decided quickly, however. The district court dismissed it in March 1974 because the Justice Department “failed to make
a statistical case of racially discriminatory effect sufﬁcient to overcome”
Black Jack’s legitimate government interest in zoning.233 The U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit reversed the decision on appeal. It held
that a zoning ordinance that prohibits the construction of new multifamily dwellings effectively denies racial minorities housing opportunities in a
predominantly white area. That violates Section 3604(a) of the Fair Housing Act by denying persons housing on the basis of race and also violates
Section 3617 by interfering with the exercise of the right to equal housing
opportunity. In the court’s view, the ultimate effect and historical context
of the Black Jack ordinance had to be heavily weighed in reaching a decision. This was especially important because the court found that Black
Jack’s zoning law prevented 85 percent of the African Americans living
in the St. Louis metropolitan area from securing a place to live in Black
Jack.234 The court concluded that these circumstances were antithetical
to the Fair Housing Act and that Black Jack presented no compelling
governmental interest to force a different result.235
In the end, Romney and fair housing advocates had won the battle over
Black Jack. Apparently Nixon and Mitchell ﬁnally concluded that Black
Jack’s actions were primarily motivated by race, not by economics, and
could not be defended given the requirements of the Fair Housing Act.236
Still, Nixon would win the war. The politics of suburban segregation
would overpower Romney’s drive for suburban integration, as the Black
Jack episode faded into the past.

summary and conclusions
George Romney was appointed secretary of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development soon after he witnessed appalling race riots in
Detroit while governor of Michigan. That experience convinced him that
race relations was a paramount problem in the United States. “Black
people have got to know white people and white people have got to
know black people in this country. Otherwise, there will be no country,”
Romney once remarked.237 As part of the policy picture, equal housing
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opportunity should translate into greater equality of results. To avoid
future racial conﬂict in America, the nation’s suburbs, as well as its cities,
must be integrated.
Building on the momentum created by the Kerner Commission report,
the King assassination, and the passage of Title VIII, Romney and his
aides at HUD designed an ambitious Open Communities policy between
the summer of 1969 and early 1970 to integrate the suburbs racially
and economically, with practically no detection on the part of Richard
Nixon or his White House advisors. A combination of carrot and stick
was used in the design for Open Communities and secondarily Operation
Breakthrough to persuade a number of targeted suburbs to provide more
low-income housing to the poor and minorities. Grassroots opposition,
especially in Warren, signaled to the Nixon White House that intervention
was imperative.
Table 3.2, summarizing the relevant chain of events at HUD between
1969 and 1970, illustrates the resistance that arose to Romney’s plans.
All told, Romney had grossly underestimated the political reaction to
government programs that pushed suburban racial and economic integration. Because of this, he ultimately learned an elementary lesson in
American politics: federalism often requires a delicate balance between
the use of positive and negative incentives to gain local compliance with
unpopular national policies, with as little public display of coercion as
possible.
Romney’s plans to integrate the suburbs failed for several reasons. First,
they were in direct conﬂict with Richard Nixon’s political needs for the
1972 presidential election.238 Suburban integration was “an ironclad nono, for it struck right at the heart of what might be called the Northern
Flank of the Southern Strategy.”239 Second, Nixon accepted only equality of opportunity in housing as legally required, while Romney pressed
for equality of results. Moreover, Romney’s plans were inconsistent with
Nixon’s political philosophy of New Federalism. Nixon stood for decentralization and less supervision from Washington; Open Communities
would require greater centralization and oversight. Perhaps part of the
problem rested in Romney’s idealism, or the fact that he became too
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table 3.2. Romney, HUD, and Suburban Integration, 1969–1970
1/22/69
2/12/69
3/9/69
7/31/69

9/19/69
10/27/69
1/23/70
2/6/70

3/9/70

5/7/70
6/70

6/2/70
7/27/70
7/28/70

10/22/70

12/10/70

Romney becomes HUD secretary.
HUD cautions Warren ofﬁcials to provide greater low-income
housing opportunities for minorities.
HUD warns Warren again, offering several suggestions to avoid
fund termination.
First HUD memo laying out the objectives of Open
Communities and the need to target speciﬁc suburbs for
integration.
Open Communities Task Force policy paper completed.
Romney receives list of twenty-three communities nationwide
targeted for suburban integration.
Open Communities Task Force instructed to develop legislative
proposals for achieving suburban integration.
Most planning for Open Communities is completed; Federal
Housing Administration ﬁeld ofﬁces are given clear
directions to move toward implementation.
HUD once more warns Warren that federal assistance will be
severed unless steps are taken to comply with fair housing
requirements.
Warren ofﬁcials meet with Romney in Washington and are told
that housing integration must accompany HUD funds.
Suburban opposition to Breakthrough emerges, especially in
Houston, Seattle, and Wilmington; Black Jack’s urban
renewal project is approved by HUD; HUD cuts off Toledo’s
funding for urban renewal.
Romney urges Congress to enact Open Communities as part of
the proposed Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970.
Romney delivers speech in Warren; quickly leaves town because
of protests.
Congressman Thompson writes the ﬁrst of several letters to
Nixon between 1970 and 1971, criticizing Romney’s
suburban housing policies.
Ehrlichman orders federal agencies to take no new initiatives in
subsidized housing, thereby launching centralization (see
Chapter 4).
Nixon makes the ﬁrst of four public statements opposing what
he calls forced economic integration (see Chapter 4).

detached from the real political world in designing Open Communities.
After all, not even Lyndon Johnson envisioned Romney’s concept of equal
housing opportunity; Johnson’s entire effort focused on nondiscrimination in urban housing. Romney also had difﬁculty adjusting to the role
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of a cabinet ofﬁcer after having served as president of American Motors
and governor of Michigan.240
Whatever the reasons, it is obvious that the views that Romney and
Nixon had on America’s suburbs were so dissimilar that White House
intervention and the subsequent elimination of HUD’s Open Communities policy were unavoidable. That intervention would have important
consequences, for Nixon would actually remove the subsidized housing
function from HUD and bring it under White House control. At the same
time, the administration pondered the entire issue of fair housing and the
speciﬁc matter of suburban housing integration. Centralization would
serve as the means for Nixon to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence fair housing policy
for decades to come.
240
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4
Richard Nixon, Centralization, and
the Policymaking Process

Presidents must frequently overcome bureaucratic resistance to attain
their policy preferences.1 Even without bureaucratic resistance, the implementation process may yield results that differ from a president’s desired policies.2 As a consequence, presidents may develop administrative
strategies for inﬂuencing public policy and its implementation.3
Richard Nixon craved a presidential legacy in foreign policy and initially felt he could leave domestic affairs to his appointees.4 At the beginning of his administration, Nixon permitted cabinet members in the
domestic arena to choose their own program ofﬁcials as well as to oversee
agency policy.5 Given Nixon’s views on suburban housing integration, this
approach to presidential control had negative ramiﬁcations. Since Nixon’s
1

2

3
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ﬁgure 4.1. President Nixon speaking to H. R. Haldeman, Donald Rumsfeld,
and John Ehrlichman. (Source: Ofﬁcial White House Photograph, National
Archives II, College Park, Maryland.)

civil rights policy was unfocused at ﬁrst,6 George Romney had the leeway
to develop controversial housing integration policies that unnerved the
very suburbs Nixon would depend on in the 1972 presidential election.
Toward the end of his ﬁrst term, therefore, Nixon profoundly altered his
approach to presidential control. He turned to an “administrative presidency” strategy, which assumed that a president could and should play a
forceful role in overseeing the bureaucracy in order to promote his domestic policy agenda.7 The power of cabinet members diminished, and the
6
7

Hugh Davis Graham, Civil Rights and the Presidency: Race and Gender in American
Politics, 1962–1972 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), pp. 135–40.
Richard P. Nathan, The Administrative Presidency (New York: John Wiley, 1983). Nathan
characterizes Nixon’s administrative strategy as follows:
No longer was the cabinet to be composed of men with their own national standing disposed to go their own way. Unprecedented changes were made below the cabinet level.
Trusted lieutenants who were tied personally to Richard Nixon and had no national reputations of their own were placed in direct charge of the major bureaucracies of domestic
government. The goal in 1973, as Nixon’s ill-fated second term got underway, was to take
over the bureaucracy and by doing so to concentrate much more heavily on achieving
policy objectives through administrative actions.
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power of Nixon’s most trusted White House lieutenants, H. R. Haldeman
and John Ehrlichman, substantially increased. Indeed, Haldeman and
Ehrlichman became two of the most powerful men in Washington during
the Nixon years.
The principal focus of this chapter is Richard Nixon’s exercise of presidential inﬂuence in assuming control of fair housing policy, but at times
his actions in housing were part of a larger picture. Reliance on centralization to oversee subsidized housing was part of the much broader
effort by Nixon, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman to manage domestic policy
from inside the White House. Nixon distrusted George Romney and the
HUD bureaucracy, but misgivings about the bureaucracy and concerns
about cabinet secretaries’ “going native” were widespread during the
Nixon presidency.8 Similarly, fund impoundment for housing programs
was part of the bigger picture, as Nixon turned off the funding spigot for
a number of federal programs. Before turning to these matters, Nixon’s
public record and private views on race, civil rights, and housing are
examined.

nixon on civil rights
Richard Milhous Nixon came from a modest Quaker background in
Yorba Linda and later Whittier, California.9 He attended law school at
Duke University, practiced law in Whittier, served in the navy during
World War II, and was elected to the House of Representatives in 1947.
While in the House, Nixon gained a national reputation for investigating
alleged communist subversion in government, a reputation that aided his
1950 election to the United States Senate. Rapidly climbing the political ladder, he was chosen as Dwight D. Eisenhower’s running mate for
the 1952 presidential election and served as vice president from 1953 to
1960.
Nixon’s public views on civil rights resembled the progressive stance of
mainstream Republicans during his eight years as vice president. Though
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never a civil rights activist, he followed the party line on race in the Eisenhower administration, even supporting a proposal to ban discrimination
against African Americans in the disbursal of federal housing funds.10
After losing the 1960 presidential election to John Kennedy and the 1962
gubernatorial race in California to Pat Brown, Nixon campaigned for
Barry Goldwater for president in 1964 and worked hard to regain power
in the GOP. He refrained, however, from commenting on the landmark
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which he endorsed only after its passage.11
“Johnson’s position was ‘now,’ ” Stephen Ambrose observes, “Nixon’s
position was ‘later.’ This put him squarely in the middle, as a supporter
of civil rights, but not quite yet.”12
When Richard Nixon’s political ambition came to the fore again in
the late 1960s, his cautious position on civil rights became more apparent. In one position paper on housing discrimination, most likely written in 1967, Nixon stated his belief that an overwhelming majority of
Americans opposed federal fair housing legislation and that the passage
of such a law would simply provoke racial tension.13 He argued that
housing discrimination should be handled at the local level and local authorities should “advance at [their] own pace.”14 In 1968, Nixon felt that
open housing would beneﬁt relatively few African Americans because of
their low incomes, that proposals for fair housing legislation were empty
liberal gestures, and that “It is important to bring down the barriers, but
these (open housing) demonstrations have reached a point of diminishing
returns.”15
Nixon’s conservative shift became even more apparent with Governor
George Wallace’s third party candidacy in 1968, which attracted a sizable share of southerners.16 Nixon’s 1968 presidential campaign, while
repudiating discrimination and racism, nevertheless managed to appeal
to southerners and suburbanites alike on the race issue, especially on the
10
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volatile question of busing.17 His Southern Strategy was based on the idea
that Republican candidates could win presidential elections by carrying
the traditionally Democratic white southern vote, plus the predominantly
white suburban vote throughout the remainder of the country to offset the Democratic vote in the cities. In return, Republican presidents,
once elected, would proceed slowly with school desegregation and appoint conservative judges to the federal courts, including the Supreme
Court.18
Capturing the South was critical. Both Eisenhower and Goldwater
carried the region in the previous presidential contests. Nixon had to
follow suit. Yet there was a prominent suburban component to the
Southern Strategy as well. Nixon understood in 1968 that suburban
residents are often more conservative than their city counterparts, that
they are prone to support the Republican party, and that they frequently oppose spending tax dollars for welfare and urban social services. Not only for 1968 and 1972 but for future presidential elections,
Nixon appeared to foresee that the Republican base was anchored in
America’s suburbs just as most Democratic power was found in urban
areas.
The race issue was delicate, however. Knowing he would be defeated by
overtly appealing to white segregationists, Nixon remained deliberately
vague on issues of civil rights.19 Tom Wicker of the New York Times
recalls how Nixon’s message in the South was shrewdly woven to attract those opposing further progress in civil rights without appearing
racist itself: “The national party should publicize its support for civil
rights, [Nixon] said, but it could not ‘dictate’ to state Republican parties that they take the same locally acceptable positions on [civil rights]
or any issue.”20 Nixon thought that local Republicans should remain
free to disagree with the national party’s stance on issues confronting
the country, including racial discrimination. His Southern Strategy was
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taking shape for 1968 without him actually opposing civil rights.21
Nixon refused to speak out in 1968 in favor of the passage of the Fair
Housing Act,22 but afterward, at the Republican convention, he said
that it was wise to vote for the act to avoid splitting the party platform.23 Nixon ultimately thought that state governments should deal
with housing discrimination since the problem varied widely from state to
state.24
Nixon instead emphasized law and order during his 1968 presidential
campaign.25 The Supreme Court’s criminal procedure jurisprudence developed into a hotly debated political issue, congressional passage of the
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 fell short of placating the electorate, and Nixon was viewed as the candidate who could best
deal with the nation’s crime problems.26 Believing that Supreme Court decisions had contributed to the nation’s law enforcement difﬁculties, Nixon
criticized the Warren Court for months preceding the election. The Court
was coddling criminals, Nixon charged, freeing them on legal technicalities and ignoring the victims whose rights they violated.27 As part of his
Southern Strategy, he also denounced court-ordered busing to bring about
school desegregation.28 Nixon promised to appoint “strict constructionists” to the Supreme Court to combat the “criminal forces” of society
and to end the use of busing to achieve racial balance in public schools.29
His detractors saw a connection between the two issues: both the lawand-order theme and the antibusing rhetoric attracted the racist vote.30
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Yet millions of Americans also viewed law and order as a legitimate issue
unrelated to race.31
A conservative shift in Richard Nixon’s public views on civil rights
is evident, therefore, between 1960 and 1968. As Edward Carmines and
James Stimson indicate, Nixon’s 1960 presidential campaign “was still
part of the racially progressive tradition of the Republican party.”32 By
1968, though, Nixon was promising whites that his administration would
not forcefully push for desegregation, that busing to achieve a racial balance in public schools was out of the question, and that he was opposed
to federal intervention in local education.33 This change is seen in two
statements by Nixon nearly a decade apart. In a February 1960 speech
in Milwaukee, the then Vice President Nixon declared, “It is particularly
gratifying that at a dinner honoring Lincoln’s birthday we can point to
more progress in the ﬁeld of civil rights in this Administration than in
any since Lincoln’s. . . . Nothing is more damaging to the United States
in the battle of ideas and ideals . . . than our failures and our shortcomings in this area.”34 However, Nixon remarked at a September 1969 press
conference, less than a year after his 1968 presidential victory: “It seems
to me that there are two extreme groups,” the president said. “There are
those who want instant integration and those who want segregation forever. I believe that we need to have a middle course between those two
extremes.”35
Nixon’s share of the African American vote in the 1968 election was
small. As a consequence, he appealed even more to southern and suburban voters in his bid for reelection. The 1972 Republican platform mirrored Nixon’s unequivocal opposition to busing, viewing it as “unnecessary, counter productive and wrong.”36 Nixon’s second term as president
“more than fulﬁlled his promise to white southerners that ‘If I am president of the United States, I’ll ﬁnd a way to ease up on the federal pressures
forcing school desegregation – or any other kind of desegregation.’ ”37
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His fair housing policy, formulated in 1971, is one prominent example of
Nixon’s turning his back on civil rights.

nixon’s personal views
The presidential papers of Richard Nixon reveal much about his private
views on scores of public issues, including civil rights and race. His papers are especially revealing because, unlike most presidents, Nixon regularly dictated memoranda to his leading White House aides.38 In these
instances a reader can see, in Nixon’s own words, ideas he often shared
only with John Ehrlichman and H. R. Haldeman.39 These two men, the
“palace guard,” were undoubtedly Nixon’s closest advisors. Ehrlichman,
a Stanford-educated lawyer and assistant to the president for domestic affairs, was the Nixon aide who directly dealt with the housing integration
issue.40 Haldeman, a former account executive from Los Angeles and the
38
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Some of Nixon’s most intriguing memos provide insights into his private views toward racial and ethnic groups. A good illustration is a November 30, 1970, memo to
Ehrlichman candidly considering the extent to which the administration should attempt
to secure the votes of several groups. Memo from Nixon to Ehrlichman, 11/30/70, NPMS,
WHSF, Presidential Materials Review Board, Review of Contested Documents, SMOF,
Ehrlichman, Documents from Boxes 23–34, Archives II. In it Nixon noted that most
African Americans were obviously Democrats and that the administration had little
chance of receiving more than a tiny fraction of their votes. The president was more
conﬁdent of winning the Hispanic vote. Past administrations had “gone overboard” for
African Americans, while neglecting Mexican Americans. “I want an all out effort made
to bring particularly the young Mexicans around to understanding our deep concern
for their future and I would like to see a program here [in the White House] of greater
involvement than we have had over the past two years.” Cuban Americans likewise presented a “very special opportunity” for the administration. “They tend to lean in our
direction and attention paid to them will pay off in votes as well, of course, as being justiﬁed from the standpoint of Presidential responsibility.” By way of contrast, the Jewish
vote could essentially be written off, according to Nixon.
Raised and educated in California, Ehrlichman moved to Seattle to practice zoning and
land use law in the 1950s. H. R. Haldeman, a college friend at U.C.L.A., recruited him
for Nixon’s 1960 presidential bid, and Ehrlichman became a dedicated Nixon supporter.
Staying in touch with Nixon and Haldeman during the sixties, Ehrlichman became actively involved in the 1968 presidential campaign by the time of the Republican Convention in Miami. He was offered the position of counsel to the president following Nixon’s
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White House chief of staff, was not personally involved but was routinely
kept informed.41
The president’s most personal views on civil rights and fair housing are
disclosed in two memos from Nixon to Ehrlichman, dated January 28,
1972,42 and May 17, 1972.43 The memos help explain why Nixon used
his inﬂuence to shape the nation’s fair housing policy as he did. Though
the January memo began by emphasizing that every American should
enjoy freedom of choice in employment, housing, and education,44 the
president’s conservative side was exposed as well. While he maintained
that legally sanctioned segregation was totally wrong, he also asserted
that “forced integration of housing or education is just as wrong.”45 He
knew, of course, that this position would perpetuate racial segregation in
public schools, yet he refused to concede that extensive busing to integrate
the schools was appropriate.46
On housing integration, President Nixon sounded even more conservative. Particular groups of Americans had long resented other groups
moving into their neighborhoods, Nixon pointed out, a resentment he
believed was caused by ﬁnancial rather than racial considerations.47 The
home is the largest investment of the average family in the United States,
and families fear the potential decline in their property values precipitated by the construction of lower-quality homes in their communities.
In Nixon’s words: “Putting a public housing project in a neighborhood
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of homeowners is, of course, totally wrong whether it is Black or White
from an economic standpoint because it will not only reduce property
values but it raises – and we have to admit – very grave questions with
regard to the possibilities of increase[s] in crime, etc.”48 Any observer of
low-income housing projects would agree that they were “a bad bet,” and
additional thought would be necessary “before we go further down the
road.”49
This observation led Nixon to his most critical point designed to calm
white suburban fears: “This country is not ready at this time for either
forcibly integrated housing or forcibly integrated education,” he concluded. “[W]e simply have to face the hard fact [that] the law cannot
go beyond what the people are willing to support.”50 Nixon obviously
did not invent the politics of suburban segregation; he adopted and espoused it for his own political reasons and for the future of the Republican
party.
Interestingly, the president believed – and feared – that the issues of
school and housing integration would soon “explode all over the [political] landscape.”51 To prepare for that possibility, Nixon informed
Ehrlichman that he would support a constitutional amendment forbidding forced school and housing integration. Presidents initiate constitutional amendments to exert their inﬂuence only when issues are absolutely
crucial to them, and this approach might even have allowed Nixon to preempt the Supreme Court on these questions. The president accordingly
informed Ehrlichman that he would move on the school and housing issues promptly, predicting the Court might otherwise resolve them in an
“ultra-liberal” way.52
By 1972, Nixon had appointed four Supreme Court justices –
Warren E. Burger, Harry A. Blackmun, Lewis F. Powell, and William H.
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Rehnquist – and he was concerned that his very own appointees might
vote with liberals on busing and fair housing. “I am convinced,” he
wrote, “that Burger and Blackmun, already having been exposed to the
Washington elite, and Powell and Rehnquist, both smarting under the attacks of liberals, . . . will come down on the side of an ultra-liberal decision
on both forced integrated housing and in the school cases.”53 Any decisions made by the “Nixon Court” would be viewed as Nixon’s decisions,
and the president recognized the potential difﬁculty if he was forced to
criticize the work of his own appointees.
President Nixon was wrong about his Supreme Court appointees making liberal decisions in fair housing cases.54 Yet his fears were grounded
in ample knowledge of how Washington worked and how the nation’s
capital could signiﬁcantly inﬂuence prominent federal decision makers.
They could be “softened up by the media they read, the communities
they live in, the parties they attend, and the very air they breathe on
the Potomac,” he told Ehrlichman. Such inﬂuence could easily extend to
one or more of his newly appointed justices, Nixon believed, endangering the precarious ﬁve-vote majority (Justice Potter Stewart having the
pivotal ﬁfth vote). This uncertainty fueled Nixon’s push for a constitutional amendment. “We must act now before the Court acts and puts
it to us.”55 After all, Nixon argued, the Constitution already spoke to
topics of less importance to most Americans than education and housing. With this in mind, the president wanted “the best brains in the
government” to propose a constitutional amendment to prohibit forced
busing and housing. “We have to frontally attack the issue,” Nixon
asserted.56
Nixon again lashed out against forced busing and forced housing integration in the second memo dated May 17, 1972, emphasizing upcoming
elections in the crucial state of Michigan. Michigan was “up for grabs”
in the 1972 elections because of the unpopularity of busing.57 The president instructed Ehrlichman and Haldeman to use the memo as a guide
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for discussion with policymakers in Michigan and similar states.58 He
also directed administration representatives to line up speeches and press
coverage in Michigan and to “hit the busing issue stand in a strong, unequivocal way.”59 The bottom line was that busing was a compelling issue
in the state – one that could be critical to the outcome of other elections
in the North.
Nixon’s hard-line stance against forced school desegregation also extended to housing and therefore to George Romney. The HUD secretary
had stirred up leaders and residents in Warren, Michigan, by insisting on
locating low- and moderate-income housing in their community against
their wishes. The president advised Ehrlichman and Attorney General
John Mitchell to speak with Romney and warn him that “if he cannot enthusiastically support us on the busing and housing issues, it would be best
for him to say nothing at all in Michigan on those issues.”60 Ehrlichman
was directed to conduct a quick study to expose other potential hotbeds
of resistance. Where such situations were found to exist, Ehrlichman was
to follow the protocol established in Michigan.61
A decade later, Ehrlichman summarized Richard Nixon’s personal
views on race and civil rights in his revealing book, Witness to Power.62
Housing integration, busing, afﬁrmative action, and similar civil rights experiments were not supported by most Americans, Nixon maintained, and
certainly not by most suburban residents in the early 1970s. Moderate and
conservative voters, as well as politicians, could be wooed by cleverly obstructing or eliminating such federal initiatives. Overall, “Nixon genuinely
believed all these Federal programs simply would never do any good,”
Ehrlichman recalled. “He was against busing because he didn’t believe
black children would gain anything in the process and certainly the white
kids would be disadvantaged by it.”63 African American children would
not gain from school integration because they were, in Ehrlichman’s
paraphrase of Nixon, “genetically inferior to whites. All the Federal
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money and programs we could devise could not change that fact, [Nixon]
believed. Blacks could never achieve parity – in intelligence, economic
success or social qualities.”64
Americans knew where President Nixon stood on racial issues,
Ehrlichman believed, even though his message was often subtle and nebulous. Nixon would phrase his positions in coded language so that a voter
“could avoid admitting to himself that he was attracted by a racist appeal. There were plausible reasons,” Ehrlichman explained, “to be against
open housing that had nothing to do with the fact that most publichousing-project dwellers are black. Busing is bad because it wastes education money, not because it mixes the races.”65 Other politicians before
and since have used this approach to racial questions. It was exploited
in Nixon’s fair housing policy statement of 1971, as well as in his most
important messages on school desegregation, reﬂecting the politics of suburban segregation.
At the same time, Nixon evidently believed in classism. As described
by Peter Schuck, “classism countenances discrimination on the basis of
wealth, income, social class, or perceived ability to pay.”66 Classism is
often viewed as natural in a capitalist system: better housing and nicer
neighborhoods are achieved based on ability to pay, as individuals work
their way up the economic ladder. “Government, in this view, has no business inserting people who have not climbed the ladder in the customary
way into a neighborhood they cannot afford among people who can afford it through their own (or family) efforts,” Schuck explains.67 This
conception of classism squares nicely with four public statements made
by Nixon between December 1970 and March 1971, discussed later in
this chapter.

nixon, romney, and hud policy
Richard Nixon was deeply suspicious of the federal bureaucracy, believing it would not abide by his preferences as president.68 Nixon also feared
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that cabinet members, though carefully chosen, would “go native” and
become less loyal to him after working on a daily basis with agency bureaucrats. In the words of H. R. Haldeman, “by 1971 Nixon had realized
he was virtually powerless to deal with the bureaucracy in every department of government.”69 The president’s natural distrust was magniﬁed
toward social service agencies like the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.70
Not surprisingly, Nixon’s selection of George Romney as HUD secretary was a choice he lived to regret. He distrusted both Romney and
HUD.71 Yet despite Nixon’s suspicions, Romney and his HUD advisors
were able to conceive of controversial programs with little to no White
House knowledge because Nixon’s early domestic policy was unfocused
and because his initial approach to the presidency allowed cabinet members to choose their own program ofﬁcials as well as to oversee policy.
Chapter 3 demonstrated how Secretary Romney oversaw the development of two policies at HUD directly relevant to this study. Operation
Breakthrough was designed to increase the availability of low-cost housing. Racial and economic integration would stem primarily from HUD’s
Open Communities policy and secondarily from the implementation of
Breakthrough. However, the extent of Nixon’s personal involvement with,
or detailed knowledge of, either Operation Breakthrough or Open Communities prior to his June 1971 policy statement is not entirely clear.
President Nixon received basic information about both Operation
Breakthrough and Open Communities at various points before resorting to centralization in October 1970.72 Breakthrough had the president’s general support because of its broad, long-term goal of providing
more and better low- and moderate-income housing at a reduced cost.
In his Fourth Annual Report on National Housing Goals, Nixon praised
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ﬁgure 4.2. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, John Ehrlichman, and President Nixon
meet at the White House. (Source: Ofﬁcial White House Photograph, National
Archives II, College Park, Maryland.)

Breakthrough as a major innovation in building industrialized housing to
meet goals established by Congress.73
Additionally, the president favored some type of urban housing dispersal to reduce concentrations of racial minorities in America’s ghettos. Indeed, enthusiasm for Operation Breakthrough generally existed
among White House insiders, primarily for political reasons; it potentially weakened the poor’s growing stronghold on inner-city politics. Presidential advisor Daniel Patrick Moynihan was, from all indications, a
ﬁrm advocate of deconcentrating minorities via low-income housing,74
73
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and even Vice President Spiro Agnew endorsed the policy of dispersal.75
For these reasons, HUD ofﬁcials believed that the early Nixon White
House supported Breakthrough and that Romney had the backing of the
president.76
In stark contrast, the president knew nothing of Open Communities
in early 1970, although he would come to adamantly oppose the integration it aimed to facilitate in suburban America. From all indications,
Nixon and his top aides understood Breakthrough as simply a program
to mass produce low-cost housing, but Open Communities was a policy
that Romney deliberately hid from the president because of its goal of
suburban integration.77 In June of that year Ehrlichman, himself a zoning
and land use lawyer, dashed off a memorandum to the HUD secretary
complaining that the White House still lacked basic information on Open
Communities. “So far as we are able to determine,” he noted, “this proposal [Open Communities] has not had the usual policy review and we
are not in a position to respond in behalf of the President to the numerous
75
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Agnew, the former Maryland governor who was selected as vice president as part of
Nixon’s Southern Strategy, spoke to the National Alliance of Businessmen on March
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Memo from Van Dusen to Nixon, 5/14/69, RG 207, General Records of the Dept. of
HUD, Ofﬁce of the Under Secretary, Subject Files of Richard C. Van Dusen, 1969–72,
Box 74, Archives II, p. 5.
When questions on subsidized housing policy were raised at the White House level in 1969
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to Ehrlichman, 10/21/70, RG 207, General Records of the Dept. of HUD, Ofﬁce of the
Under Secretary, Reading File of Richard C. Van Dusen, 1969–72, Box 3, Archives II.
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be an agency priority. In May 1969, at the end of a long memo to Nixon, Van Dusen noted:
“The entire matter of urban development is complicated by the tensions between large and
medium sized cities and their suburbs. . . . Small, economically and racially homogeneous
suburbs resist any efforts to create housing opportunities within their boundaries for poor
people in general and particularly for minorities.” Van Dusen suggested that suburban
opposition to low-income housing might be inconsistent with HUD’s overall goals and
stated that the agency would review its own practices to ensure they did not encourage
suburban opposition. Memo from Van Dusen to Nixon, 5/14/69, p. 6.
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inquiries we are receiving.”78 As of June 1970, Ehrlichman was therefore
uncertain about the meaning and status of Open Communities, when it
might be submitted to Nixon for review, and whether it should be placed
on the Domestic Council’s agenda for discussion.
This shortage of information would change because of the Warren incident and the complications it generated for the administration. More details became available toward the end of June after the president ordered
Ehrlichman to prevent the withholding of federal funds from suburbs
that refused to provide low-income housing.79 Ehrlichman then notiﬁed
other White House advisors that withholding aid from these communities “should be absolutely opposed” and that “we should knock this off
immediately.”80 In July, Peter Braestrup of the Washington Post reported
that towns other than Warren had their HUD funding held up because
of Open Communities and that the administration was becoming entangled in a sensitive issue. HUD was anxious to push the policy, Braestrup
remarked, but “[m]indful of its Republican suburban constituencies, and
its Southern Strategy the White House has been in no rush.”81
On August 4, eight days after Romney’s Warren speech, Ehrlichman
again informed Nixon of what he knew about Open Communities and the
steps taken to ensure White House clearance before Open Communities
went into effect. Open Communities, Ehrlichman said, would have to be
reviewed by Nixon’s Domestic Council and approved by the president
before it could be implemented elsewhere.82 Yet Ehrlichman remained
troubled over this policy that he did not grasp and that Nixon had not
approved. Hence, on September 3, 1970, when Romney failed to send
Ehrlichman a copy of his congressional testimony on Open Communities,
Ehrlichman vigorously protested:
After our pleasant luncheon at the White House in which we discussed the possible various strategies regarding open communities and national housing policy,
[i]t was my understanding that your Department would notify us when your ﬁnal
78
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80
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testimony for the Mondale Committee had been prepared. You will recall that
Dick Van Dusen gave Ed Morgan [a special assistant to the president] an incomplete draft for initial review.
I am unable to understand why we were never contacted again, nor was the
ﬁnal testimony submitted to us for review before 5:00 p.m. the night before you
were to appear before the Committee. Even more irregular is the fact that when the
testimony was delivered to the Ofﬁce of Management and Budget for clearance,
copies were simultaneously given to the Mondale Committee. Therefore, any
possibility of changes in the testimony to conform to the President’s preference in
these matters was absolutely preempted.
The President has asked me to be certain that this circumstance was called to
your attention.83

Six days later, Romney answered simply with two sentences: “Responding
to your memorandum of September 3, you are right, absolutely right! I
apologize.”84
In October 1970, Ehrlichman became quite concerned about William
Lilley’s article in the National Journal entitled “Romney Faces Political Perils with Plan to Integrate Suburbs.”85 It disclosed that Secretary
Romney and his aides were in the ﬁnal stages of developing Open Communities, which was vividly described as a suburban dispersal policy for
low-income African Americans. After divulging many of the policy’s features based on interviews and internal agency memoranda, Lilley quoted
an unnamed HUD ofﬁcial as boasting, “We’ve been doing our thing
quietly, but we really plan to ﬂy after the November [1970] elections.”86
Troubled, Ehrlichman contacted George Romney and Richard Van Dusen
immediately after the article appeared.87 Over the following days, Van
Dusen was responsible for explaining Open Communities to Ehrlichman,
how far HUD had gone in the planning process, its relationship to the
agency’s other grant programs, and how it related to the president’s agenda
at HUD. Van Dusen provided Ehrlichman with information for White
House Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler, in case the media raised questions
about Lilley’s article.88
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Other friction points arose. On one occasion, Ehrlichman informed
Romney that he was tired of HUD ofﬁcials questioning the Department
of Justice about the status of important fair housing litigation in the lower
federal courts, including the Black Jack case.89 Ehrlichman was aware, as
well, that some materials sent to the White House by HUD disguised or understated the agency’s actual plans. One paper received in February 1971,
“Encouraging Low and Moderate Housing in Areas Where They Are Not
Presently Located,” ignored entirely the sledgehammer approach under
consideration by top HUD ofﬁcials, giving the impression that HUD was
principally exploring only carrot options to induce reluctant suburbs.90
In an undated memo to Nixon, probably written during the fall of
1970, Ehrlichman directly informed the president about the problem of
HUD “becom[ing] more and more caught up in civil rights matters involving housing, from the awarding of grants to litigation to the public
press.”91 Part of HUD’s involvement was a result of its legal responsibilities under the Fair Housing Act but part of it was also due to what
Romney viewed as a moral responsibility.92 Ehrlichman warned Nixon
that HUD and the Department of Justice’s Civil Rights Housing Section
were “charting courses that are inconsistent with your policy and political preferences.”93 The two agencies could affect the 1972 presidential
election, as an attached document indicated. “The matter of civil rights
policy in the broad ﬁeld of housing, particularly between now and the
’72 election, is somewhat analogous both procedurally and substantively,
to our recent problems in school desegregation, and certainly as volatile,”
the document cautioned. There was an assumption that housing would
“soon follow schools as the ‘new front’ to be opened by civil rights groups
with the intent of forcing integration of the suburbs.”94
The president was told, however, that federal law provided little or no
guidance in deﬁning fair housing and that relatively few court decisions
clariﬁed the matter, even though “the expansionists would argue that
a liberal trend is developing.”95 On balance, Nixon was advised that
89
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HUD and the Department of Justice were developing “what they think
‘ought’ to be the law and applying these standards both in the granting of
federal housing money and in some instances in litigation.” Ehrlichman
nevertheless indicated that “choices are still open regarding how narrowly
we can construe the law successfully, and how much afﬁrmative action
we are willing to allow HUD to undertake.”96
As Nixon became more aware of Romney’s suburban integration plans,
he increasingly considered ﬁring him. At a November 1970 meeting with
Nixon, Romney reportedly agreed to abandon his suburban integration
strategy as a condition of remaining at HUD.97 Not trusting him, Nixon
had White House staff monitor Romney’s public statements to ensure
he stayed in line with the administration. Edward Morgan, a White
House staffer, reported to Ehrlichman near the end of 1970 that a recent Romney speech was essentially harmless. The speech contained only
one “social engineering paragraph,” Morgan observed, and Nixon need
not read it.98 As another illustration, Romney’s statement accompanying
the third anniversary of the passage of the Fair Housing Act was evaluated by the White House and judged to be factual.99 Press secretary Ron
Ziegler was warned that Romney’s statement would only increase the media’s interest in the announcement and substance of Nixon’s fair housing
policy.100
The nature of Nixon’s suburban constituency and Nixon’s repeated
emphasis on New Federalism and governmental decentralization indicate that the president harbored grave reservations about the integration
goals of Open Communities and the federally deﬁned means of achieving them.101 The president, after all, was acutely aware that pushing for
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housing integration in the North could seriously jeopardize his political base in the suburbs and the South for the 1972 election.102 Even
the steadfast proponents of Open Communities admitted the potential
drawbacks of implementing the program. As HUD’s Richard Van Dusen
noted in January 1970, “new legislation which represents an obvious
frontal assault on suburbia will have very limited likelihood of success.”103 Just as obviously, Open Communities conﬂicted with the most
rudimentary aspects of New Federalism; it sanctioned the use of federal
money as leverage to sway local governments to make low-income housing decisions they otherwise would not. Such a policy would require that
Washington monitor and review local entities, exactly the type of bureaucratic intrusion Nixon railed against. While other housing programs
like Community Development Block Grants took on the unmistakable
appearance of Nixon’s New Federalism, Open Communities certainly
did not.104
After the Warren incident, Nixon’s perception of the problem was evident, as he boldly exerted presidential inﬂuence by staking out a position
far to the right of his HUD secretary on subsidized housing and big stick
enforcement. On four separate occasions before his deﬁnitive policy statement of June 11, 1971, Nixon seized public opportunities to explain his
administration’s general position on fair housing and how it would affect
HUD’s policies during his presidency, as well as how those policies would
be implemented in the future. Eventually, after Romney’s appointment
failed to produce the type of policy the president desired, Nixon’s use
of centralization underscored his determination to shape suburban integration during his tenure in the White House. For better or for worse, it
also inﬂuenced the direction of fair housing policy in the United States for
many years to come.
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centralization at the nixon white house
John Ehrlichman became increasingly annoyed with George Romney in
1969 and 1970 because of the secretary’s secrecy regarding Open Communities. Ehrlichman insisted that the president must expressly approve
all HUD programs, especially those laced with the controversies of racial
and socioeconomic mixing. The White House, as Ehrlichman protested
in one memo, could not respond to complaints about Open Communities
because Nixon had never reviewed or approved the policy.105 Ehrlichman
speciﬁcally warned Nixon on at least two occasions that Romney was ignoring the president’s desire to allow suburbs either to choose or to reject
low-income housing on their own.106
Even so, Romney pursued his own policy agenda, contrary to the president’s general political philosophy as well as to the wishes of Nixon’s
suburban constituency. As Jill Quadagno notes, “The political calculus
was plain. Nixon could not afford to alienate the suburbs, the MiddleAmerican heartland, the core of his political support.”107 Romney had
to be reeled in quickly. With the 1972 presidential season not far away,
this combination of race and economics was simply too explosive for the
president not to act decisively. The matter had to be put to rest.
President Nixon’s options for dealing with Romney appeared limited.
He could ﬁre him, a possibility that Nixon cautiously weighed on a number of occasions, but such a drastic measure was not politically feasible.
Romney was still a popular ﬁgure, especially among congressional Republicans, and it could mean trouble for Nixon if Romney were dismissed
before the 1972 election. Reassigning Romney to a different government
post was another possibility. Nixon actually offered Romney the position of ambassador to Mexico, but Romney would not oblige.108 After
attempts failed to bring Romney in line with the Nixon administration,
centralization was the last resort. Since Romney refused to abide by the
president’s policy preferences, Nixon retreated to perhaps his only real
option in the face of bureaucracy gone awry.
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Nixon favored centralization within the executive branch because it
enabled him to control domestic policy and its implementation more effectively. It reﬂected, to use Richard Nathan’s term, an “administrative
presidency.”109 The speciﬁc type of centralization examined here involved
withdrawing policymaking discretion, implementation authority, and internal oversight functions from an administrative agency and transferring
that power to the White House. Using this mechanism of presidential
inﬂuence, Nixon and his closest White House lieutenants could directly
develop and shape housing policy as they saw ﬁt.
Centralization in this sense seems to have commenced following
a memo from Ehrlichman to Nixon, dated October 21, 1970. In it,
Ehrlichman referred to suburban integration as “a serious Romney problem which we will apparently have as long as he is there.”110 Ehrlichman
noted that Romney continued public efforts to gain support for his policy
“in spite of our efforts to shut him up.”111 Nixon’s response, scrawled in
the margin, was short but clear: “Stop this one.”112
The very next day, Ehrlichman wrote a letter to Romney suggesting that they meet after the upcoming election to review “any policy
proposals . . . which HUD may have by then on the subject of dispersal,
open communities, racial balance, location policies, etc.”113 Ehrlichman
underscored that nothing with regard to fair housing policy had changed
since earlier correspondence – namely, that the Nixon administration had
yet to develop and adopt its own policy.114 Ehrlichman perceived a presidential order in Nixon’s marginal comments, and his October 22 memo
to Romney carried at least an implicit directive from the president to take
no further ofﬁcial action in low-income housing until the White House
issued its own fair housing policy. Further, in January 1971, Ehrlichman
issued a similar order that applied to the Executive Ofﬁce of the President
as well as to housing-related agencies.115
Complaints registered with the White House over Operation Breakthrough and Open Communities led President Nixon to centralize in the
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White House federal policy on low-income housing. Nixon shifted from
a defensive posture of responding to Romney to an offensive posture of
developing his own distinctive position.116 For eight months the president
and his close advisors would craft an elaborate, complex statement outlining the administration’s stance on fair housing, including subsidized suburban housing. Once Nixon centralized fair housing policy, Ehrlichman
played the key role: everyone and everything went through him to reach
the president, with the exception of Haldeman. During the centralization process, Ehrlichman received regular input regarding the administration’s policy from George Romney and HUD Under Secretary Richard Van
Dusen, along with Attorney General John Mitchell and Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights Jerris Leonard.117 Ehrlichman kept scrawled,
handwritten notes from his meetings with Nixon that speciﬁcally refer to
Romney, HUD, and suburban integration.118
Aside from the president and Ehrlichman, Leonard Garment was
the most important fair housing ﬁgure inside the White House.119
Garment, Nixon’s former law partner and major civil rights assistant,
diligently toiled over the president’s impending policy statement and related fair housing matters.120 Two memos in particular, from Garment
to Ehrlichman, carefully articulated the president’s three principal policy
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options.121 The ﬁrst was for HUD to use low- and moderate-income
housing programs in the suburbs to decrease racial concentration in the
nation’s ghettos. This option, fully supported by Romney and HUD,
was the most liberal of the three. The primary alternative favored inside the administration was to conﬁne fair housing policy to speciﬁc
acts of discrimination in buying or renting property. This alternative,
which closely mirrored Nixon’s views, discouraged the use of afﬁrmative action and authorized Justice Department intervention in lawsuits
involving acts of alleged discrimination only in cases of grave injustice.122
The ﬁnal position, supported by some civil rights groups and past presidential task forces, encouraged HUD to pursue a more aggressive enforcement strategy, but one short of opening the suburbs as in the ﬁrst
option.123
Perhaps because Garment was the president’s in-house liberal and a
personal acquaintance, Nixon often paid attention to his views. After
all, Garment maintained valuable contacts with leaders of the civil rights
establishment, including the highest echelons of the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights.124 Despite this, the president assuredly disagreed with
Garment at times. The administration’s involvement in United States
v. City of Black Jack, Missouri125 is a good example. As discussed
in the last chapter, Nixon and Attorney General Mitchell wavered on
whether to ﬁle suit in federal court because of the possible implications of an adverse decision, whereas Garment squarely argued for active
intervention.
While paying some deference to Garment, Nixon and Ehrlichman gave
less attention to the convictions of Nixon’s more conservative advisors.
Patrick J. Buchanan, a highly partisan young White House aide, perhaps
knowing his stance was unlikely to affect higher-ups, called for continued
centralization after Nixon’s October 1970 decision to bring subsidized
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housing policy into the White House. In Buchanan’s words, “I would
recommend that we keep full authority right here . . . and then have the
White House exercise the kind of day-to-day supervision and restraint to
keep the integrationists at HUD caged up, so that they can’t impose their
ideology on the rest of the country.”126 On other occasions, Buchanan
suggested that Nixon move farther to the right on the issue of suburban
housing integration to reduce George Wallace’s appeal in the suburbs
for the 1972 election.127 Buchanan’s views, among the most conservative
within the administration, were apparently not important to the principals
in the centralization process. Even Nixon characterized Buchanan’s ideas
on school and housing integration as “extreme.”128
Richard Nixon’s heavy reliance on White House staff necessarily meant
that he depended relatively little on his cabinet. Short of actually withdrawing functions from federal agencies and bringing them into the White
House, this was a principal way that Nixon centralized power in his own
hands. Past presidents, such as Theodore and Franklin Roosevelt, began a
tradition of relying more on the White House staff and the Executive Ofﬁce of the President than on the cabinet.129 During the Kennedy-Johnson
era, White House staffers became the primary policy advisors of the president. These advisors cultivated their own staffs within the Executive Ofﬁce
of the President and provided the president with the resources necessary
to formulate policy and direct its implementation without the interference of the cabinet. Cabinet secretaries therefore became less important
in the policy process. Though Nixon was following an established tradition of relying on his White House staff, the shift in power still upset
cabinet members like George Romney, who regularly requested greater
presidential access.
To expedite policymaking inside the White House, Ehrlichman created a Committee on Civil Rights and attached it to Nixon’s Domestic
Council. As of fall 1971, committee members included the secretaries of
the Departments of Commerce; Health, Education, and Welfare; Housing
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and Urban Development; Labor; and the Treasury; as well as the attorney general, the director of the Ofﬁce of Management and Budget, and
four presidential assistants (Ehrlichman, Garment, Robert H. Finch, and
Donald Rumsfeld).130 Now and then other members of the administration
were invited to committee meetings when the subject matter pertained
especially to their agency or functions. The committee’s agenda mainly
consisted of brieﬁngs and progress reports pertaining to school desegregation, fair housing, equal employment opportunity, revenue sharing, the
Equal Rights Amendment, enforcement of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, voter registration in the South, civil rights in the military, and
current civil rights legislation.131
Apart from creating this committee, Ehrlichman established a special
subcommittee made up of Romney and Mitchell. It focused primarily on
fair housing, and Nixon met with the two men on several occasions to discuss the administration’s stance on housing discrimination and suburban
integration.132 Nixon preferred to avoid Romney altogether, but the HUD
secretary occasionally pressed to meet with the president and Ehrlichman
as well as Mitchell. Thus, in late November 1970, Romney insisted on
a four-way meeting because decision making had been centralized in the
White House. “This is an either way lose proposition,” Ehrlichman griped
to Haldeman, “but I think we lose least by letting him come in and having the President listen to him before any ﬁnal determination” is made
on suburban integration by the White House. “Otherwise, if he does resign we are inevitably going to have the charge of isolation, the charge
that housing policy was made without consultation with the Secretary
of Housing and all of the other unattractive things that could be said
about the circumstances.”133 After ﬁrst making sure that Mitchell would
attend the meeting,134 Ehrlichman then informed the president that it had
been scheduled.135 Romney was denied access to the policy options the
White House was actually considering on suburban integration,136 and
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Nixon was warned that his HUD secretary would expound about “the
absolute moral and legal obligation which requires low and moderate
income housing to be spread throughout communities and not restricted
just to the ghetto.”137 The president and Ehrlichman were not looking forward to this meeting, so it was delayed for seventeen days after Romney’s
request, again indicating that Romney had little access. According to
Ehrlichman’s notes, when the four ofﬁcials ﬁnally met on December 16,
“Romney spoke for about 35 minutes on the complexities of suburban
housing and the location of Federally assisted and public housing in the
suburban areas. . . . [T]he President made relatively few remarks.”138
While Nixon shunned Romney, Romney and Mitchell experienced a
very strained personal relationship, especially because the attorney general
was the cabinet member most adamantly opposed to Romney’s dispersal
strategy and policy. According to reports in November 1970, Mitchell
told Romney he should resign if he could not follow the administration’s
fair housing policy. Romney supposedly replied, “What the hell is the
Administration’s housing policy? It changes from day to day and hour to
hour.”139 According to another report, Nixon told Ehrlichman to force
Romney’s resignation by advocating very strict fair housing guidelines.140
Yet, eventually, Romney remained at HUD until Nixon’s reelection in
November 1972.

presidential politics and public opinion
The argument thus far may be quickly summarized. The politics of suburban segregation existed long before Richard Nixon’s presidency. Instinctively, Nixon understood the huge implications of the suburban vote for
his 1968 presidential campaign and for the 1972 election. He recognized,
as well, the crucial importance of suburban voters for future Republican candidates in federal, state, and local contests. The Southern Strategy
therefore had a Northern Flank of fundamental importance.
The president became even more aware of these realities after George
Romney’s botched attempt to implement Open Communities in Warren,
Michigan. Because of the intense reaction in the Warren episode, related
137
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complaints from other communities concerning HUD policies and suburban integration, and protests from Capitol Hill, Nixon adopted and
nurtured the politics of suburban segregation as part of his grand political strategy. That strategy was exposed by his positions on busing and
forced housing integration.
President Nixon relied heavily on his personal perception of suburban
opposition to housing integration and busing in espousing the politics of
suburban segregation, but he knew what public opinion polls disclosed
on these issues as well. In fact, Nixon commissioned the Roper polling
organization to conduct myriad surveys during his presidency that measured the public’s views on a broad spectrum of issues, including housing
integration and busing.141 Accordingly, Roper conducted a poll for the
president between May 7 and May 25, 1971, shortly before Nixon’s subsidized housing policy was announced. That particular survey contained
nineteen items, two of which went to the heart of the housing controversy
looming within the administration.
Over ﬁfteen hundred respondents were asked to identify which of nineteen problems or issues had experienced too little progress. The highest
proportion of respondents felt that too little progress had been made in
ﬁghting crime (60 percent), lowering air and water pollution (57 percent), and controlling inﬂation (56 percent). Several other issues were
recognized by the public as deserving government attention. However,
least public concern was voiced in this presidential survey for greater
progress in suburban housing integration and busing. A mere 13 percent of respondents thought that more headway should be made toward “requiring zoning laws in suburban communities that permit lower
or moderate income housing,” and only 15 percent believed additional
gains should be made by “passing laws to speed up racial integration
of suburban communities.” Finally, 13 percent of the sample felt that a
greater effort should be made to “extend federal busing legislation to the
whole country, not just the South.” These paltry responses dovetailed
with Nixon’s politics of suburban segregation, clearly signaling that
the president was on track in opposing government action to integrate
suburban neighborhoods and to bus schoolchildren for purposes of
desegregation.
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policy evolution and substance
Stepping back and taking a broader view, it is possible to reconstruct
how Richard Nixon’s opposition to suburban integration evolved, given
the realities of public opinion. Of course, Nixon knew that many suburbanites opposed the construction of low-income housing in their communities and deeply resented HUD pressure to build such housing. The
Warren episode simply sharpened Nixon’s comprehension of this political
reality. In the fall of 1970, as White House subordinates were exploring
the question of whether the administration should support integration
in housing,142 the president had already informed John Ehrlichman of
his candid opinion on the issue. After an administration Task Force on
Low-Income Housing had recommended that suburban racial integration be encouraged through the use of federal money, Nixon erupted:
“E[hrlichman]. I am absolutely opposed to this. Knock it in the head
now.”143
The president again made his personal views obvious to his closest
White House aides after the 1970 midterm elections. To bolster his support in the suburbs, Nixon emphasized to Haldeman and Ehrlichman that
government “can’t force blacks into housing – or we’ll have a war. It just
won’t work – we’ll get reseg[regation]” because of white ﬂight.144 Nixon
said that Ehrlichman and Mitchell should force Romney to resign, and the
administration should try to connect Democratic members of Congress
with the quest for “compulsory integrated housing.”145
A few weeks later, to allay white suburban fears, Nixon made his views
on suburban integration public for the ﬁrst time at a press conference on
December 10, 1970.146 When asked speciﬁcally about Romney’s plan to
bring about suburban racial integration through the use of federal ﬁnancial assistance to localities, the president ﬂatly rejected the idea. He
candidly announced he would not “use the power of the Federal Government or Federal funds . . . in ways not required by the law for forced
142
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integration of the suburbs.”147 Forced suburban integration was not in
the national interest, the president contended, but he did not differentiate between economic and racial integration. Nixon was telling Romney,
HUD, and other interested parties, in no uncertain terms, that the HUD
secretary no longer spoke for the administration on fair housing. As one
HUD ofﬁcial lamented after the speech, “the President hurt us badly.”148
That was just the beginning. On January 4, February 17, and March 22,
1971, Nixon made it clear to the American public that he strongly opposed government coercion to bring about suburban integration and that
his position was ﬁnal.149 Underscoring the difference between enforcing
the law and going beyond what the law states, the president argued that
federal law did not stipulate that a community’s discriminatory policies
made it ineligible for federal housing funds. Moreover, “the law does
not now require or, in my opinion, allow the Federal Government to have
forced integration of the suburbs.”150 Nixon pledged to expand the opportunities of all Americans to live in any housing they could afford, but the
federal government would not force integration on suburbs. That would
overstep the boundaries of federal law, creating an unpopular, ineffective
policy that was impossible to execute. It would likewise be “counterproductive and not in the interest of better race relations.”151
Despite concerns from some administration ﬁgures about the forced
integration theme, President Nixon hammered out a sharp policy distinction between racial and economic integration in housing. Under this
policy, if someone had the ﬁnancial means to purchase or rent a piece
of property, he or she could not be denied the right to equal housing
opportunity as expressly provided by the Fair Housing Act. Yet the federal government could not use its power “for the purpose of changing
the economic pattern of a neighborhood.” In the president’s words, “The
law does not require that the Federal Government step in and provide in a
neighborhood the type of housing that an individual could afford to move
into.”152 Nixon drove home his basic point from a different perspective in
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his March 22 statement, couching his position in terms of a racially segregated housing situation “caused by economic considerations rather than
by racial decisions.”153 In that situation, where the prevalence of more
expensive homes precluded some families from moving into the area,
Nixon felt it was inappropriate and even unconstitutional to “break up
this community” by inserting “a low-cost Federal Government project in
there.”154 Opinion polls later indicated that a majority of the public agreed
with Nixon’s basic position opposing government action to integrate the
suburbs.155
A few days later, Nixon held an unprecedented meeting with members
of the Congressional Black Caucus, sharp critics of his administration.156
The caucus had been founded in early 1970 partly because of the administration’s policy of “benign neglect” toward blacks.157 During the meeting
with Nixon, the caucus presented more than sixty recommendations on
153
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the social and economic needs of African Americans.158 Among other
things, the black leaders insisted that “[t]rue integration is not simply a
question of forcing suburbia to accommodate low-income Blacks, but has
the responsibility also of insuring that the quality and quantity of housing
within the cities is such that anyone wishing to move into the city would
be assured of adequate shelter at reasonable costs.”159 Clark MacGregor,
Nixon’s counsel for congressional relations, later noted at a news conference that the issue of suburban integration came up toward the end of
the meeting. “One of the reasons that the President ran overtime was to
give to Secretary Romney an opportunity to respond substantively to the
question that was posed.”160 After Romney replied, MacGregor promised
the black congressional representatives “a detailed and factual and substantive response to the questions raised that paralleled the question you
posed.”161
Nixon apparently did nothing at the meeting to calm the concerns of the
African American members of Congress, but Ehrlichman, Garment, and
others from the administration spent nearly three months deciding how to
react appropriately.162 Based on their work, Nixon responded on May 18
and commented that the civil rights objectives of the Black Caucus were
“largely those of the administration.”163 Garment then hand-delivered a
115-page document to Congressman Charles C. Diggs (D-Mich.), chair
of the caucus. It was obvious that the administration wanted its response
to have a conciliatory appearance. To Diggs, though, Nixon’s answer was
nothing more than “a codiﬁcation of what has already been done. That’s
a tragedy.”164
The administration seemed ready to treat African Americans with “benign neglect,” to use the phrase coined by Daniel Patrick Moynihan. In so
doing, Nixon weakened the momentum in favor of fair housing created by
158
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160
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the Kerner Commission report, the King assassination, and the passage
of Title VIII. Nonetheless, on occasion the administration would make
special gestures speciﬁcally to appease African Americans. As Nixon told
Ehrlichman in November 1970: “Presidential responsibility requires that
symbolic actions be taken from time to time apart from our other minority oriented programs which will knock down the idea that the President
and his Administration are anti-Negro or that we ‘don’t care.’ ”165 Dealing with the Black Caucus was one such symbolic gesture, but in this case
the members felt slighted.
Richard Nixon continued to work on his fair housing statement on
June 7 and 8, 1971, as noted by Ehrlichman on the ﬁnal full draft.166
Nixon’s handwriting on that last draft highlights some of his highest
policy preferences. He scribbled “excellent” in the margin where the ﬁnal statement read: “We will not seek to impose economic integration
upon an existing local jurisdiction; at the same time, we will not countenance any use of economic measures as a subterfuge for racial discrimination.”167 On the cover page of the ﬁnal draft, the president commended
Ehrlichman and Nixon speechwriter Ray Price: “Excellent statement –
We shall lose on it politically – but the law and justice of the issue require it.”168 Nixon also wrote “Very good – to use again this excellent
rhetoric” in the margin of the ﬁnal draft where his advisors quoted his
earlier statement on school desegregation.169 There the president emphasized that freedom includes “the right to choose and the ability to
choose” and that an open society must provide opportunities for individuals to make choices to improve themselves. Other words, phrases,
and sentences in the ﬁnal draft were revised or deleted by Nixon. In one
instance he added “as required by law” to a reference on the need for
“vigorous enforcement” of the Fair Housing Act.170 In another, Nixon
removed language indicating that the administration would enforce the
spirit of Title VIII.171 Clearly, the president was willing to enforce only
the literal language of the law, which is why he crossed out a sentence
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reading: “And where problems exist that are beyond the mandate of legal requirements, it will be our purpose to seek solutions that are both
realistic and appropriate.”172
President Nixon’s long-awaited statement on equal housing opportunity, some eight thousand words in length, was released by the White
House on June 11, 1971.173 In it, Nixon was the bearer of both good and
bad news for civil rights advocates. He fully acknowledged that housing discrimination was “thwarting or discouraging the efforts of many
minority citizens to ﬁnd better housing in better neighborhoods.” He
said that this behavior was “wrong,” as well as “constitutionally indefensible, and pragmatically unwise.”174 Importantly, the president again
highlighted two basic components of freedom: “the right to choose, and
the ability to choose. The right to move out of a mid-city slum, for example, means little without the means of doing so.”175 This distinction
was later reiterated by the White House: the president would support
federal housing programs that broadened freedom of choice in housing, but not if it meant federally coerced housing integration.176 Nixon
proudly announced that his administration would nearly quadruple the
number of low- and moderate-income housing units built between 1968
and 1972.177
Nixon promised that during his presidency no one would be denied
equal housing opportunity on grounds of race. He said his administration would also attempt to overcome the effects of past discrimination and
to combat it in the future.178 To accomplish this, Nixon directed federal
agencies to implement programs to “advance equal housing opportunity
for people of all income levels on a metropolitan areawide basis.”179
Racial minorities needed new housing opportunities, but the administration would rely on metropolitan-wide solutions to housing segregation,
not the selective targeting of individual suburbs like Warren. Much of this
was good news for civil rights activists; it constituted a broad endorsement of equal housing opportunity and George Romney’s general policy
of housing desegregation.
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Then the other shoe dropped. After endorsing the nation’s fair housing
policy, Nixon stressed his most vital point: his administration would not
pressure suburbs to construct low-income housing or otherwise act to
“impose economic integration” on them.180 To reassure suburban constituents, Nixon emphasized the federal government’s limited role in fair
housing and the key part played by state and local governments.181 He set
forth a few speciﬁc tenets to guide his presidency. First, a community that
declined to accept subsidized housing “should not have it imposed from
Washington by bureaucratic ﬁat; this is not a proper Federal role.”182 That
said, localities should be persuaded to voluntarily expand housing opportunities and combat the concentration of racial minorities in particular
areas.183
Finally, the elimination of racial discrimination, and attempts to disperse protected groups into different areas, “is a responsibility shared
by Federal, State, and local governments, by business and private institutions, by civil leaders, and by individual people everywhere.”184 However,
Nixon was really suggesting that state and local governments should become more active in combating housing discrimination and that federal
agencies should play a backup or secondary role. The Commission on
Civil Rights criticized this aspect of Nixon’s statement, arguing it “places
undue emphasis on the matter of local control. While it does describe
a federal leadership role, it often portrays the federal government as a
more passive participant with no role other than the ministerial one of
approving such applications as it receives for federal assistance.”185 The
Commission wanted the federal government to assume the lead role and
use its leverage over suburbs to promote integration, as Romney had
planned. Under this conception, HUD would not simply fund subsidized
housing in willing suburbs but would take a proactive stance in promoting
suburban integration by linking other forms of HUD ﬁnancial assistance
to the acceptance of housing for the poor.
In Nixon’s mind, it seems, the policy issue came down to a simple legal distinction between housing discrimination explicitly prohibited by
federal law on the one hand and the exercise of local governmental
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power on the other. Local governments possess the power to zone to
protect the public welfare, as determined by the people living in a community.186 If a suburb’s residents favor zoning practices that establish
an “economic pattern” in their community, federal law does not permit
the national government to “step in and provide in a neighborhood the
type of housing that an individual could afford to move into,” Nixon
contended.187 Racial segregation in suburbs is primarily a byproduct of
economic considerations instead of racial discrimination,188 and such segregation is not illegal under federal statutory law or the United States
Constitution.189
Some elementary constitutional reasoning underlies Richard Nixon’s
view of local governmental power under these circumstances. The logic is
as follows: if the president’s overriding constitutional duty is to carry out
federal law, and if the Tenth Amendment confers on local governments
the power to zone where no compelling federal principle would dictate
a different policy decision, then the president must support the exercise
of local zoning powers.190 This interpretation was thoroughly consistent
with Nixon’s New Federalism.
Only months before the president assumed this stance, the Supreme
Court – with four Nixon appointees – handed down a highly relevant precedent in James v. Valtierra.191 In that case, the Court upheld a
California constitutional amendment requiring a majority of citizens voting in a community referendum to ﬁrst approve of the development, construction, or acquisition of a low-income housing project before such a
project could be initiated.192 The president made explicit reference to the
Court’s Valtierra opinion in his fair housing statement.193 In doing so, he
highlighted the idea that persons currently living in a community have
a right to determine whether low-income projects are to be built there.
Nixon believed that local zoning decisions should reﬂect the preferences
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of the present residents in a community, and that this Tenth Amendment
principle permits suburbs to zone out low-income housing. Allowing a
federal agency to pressure a suburb into accepting low-income housing
against the will of its residents would violate that zoning power. The use
of federal leverage to alter housing segregation was not required by federal law, according to Nixon, and he had earlier pledged not to go beyond
the law “by using Federal power, Federal coercion, or Federal money to
force economic integration of neighborhoods.”194
Nixon acknowledged the possibility that some communities would use
economic measures as a smokescreen for racial discrimination.195 Should
this situation arise, the Nixon administration would closely examine the
effects of such practices. “If the effect of the action is to exclude Americans
from equal housing opportunity on the basis of their race, religion, or
ethnic background, we will vigorously oppose it by whatever means are
appropriate – regardless of the rationale which may have cloaked the
discriminatory act.”196
President Nixon seemed to say that a racially discriminatory effect
was sufﬁcient to establish a violation of the Fair Housing Act; intent to
discriminate was not required.197 This position was also assumed by some
federal courts during the 1970s. In United States v. City of Black Jack,
Missouri,198 for example, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit
ruled that local zoning laws that prevent the construction of new multiplefamily housing have the effect of denying housing opportunities to racial
minorities in white areas, violating Section 3604(a) of the Fair Housing
Act. The court held, too, that such prohibitions on construction violate
Section 3617 of the Fair Housing Act by interfering with the exercise of the
right to equal housing opportunity. Therefore, Nixon was, at least in part,
laying down a policy consistent with federal court decisions in the early
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1970s, and he promised that the Justice Department would prosecute
communities that used zoning powers to exclude low-income housing
for racial minorities. Both in theory and in practice, this policy stance
reﬂected a different political orientation – a more centrist position – than
the conservative sentiments Nixon expressed the very same day.
Proponents of racial dispersal could also anchor their support for programs like Open Communities on two other provisions of federal law.
One, Section 3608 of the Fair Housing Act, indicates that HUD has an
afﬁrmative duty to promote fair housing.199 This provision is relevant
because federal courts have ruled that HUD is responsible for advancing housing integration as well as for ensuring nondiscrimination.200 The
other, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, indicates that a federal
agency should terminate funds to state and local programs tainted by
discrimination.201 Since HUD had decided that discrimination existed in
Warren and Toledo, for example, the agency believed it was justiﬁed in
severing the towns’ funds.
If this interpretation is accurate, then the question becomes whether
President Nixon appropriately took these two provisions of federal law
into account in his June 1971 statement. The short answer is that he
narrowly construed HUD’s afﬁrmative duty to promote equal housing
opportunity by excluding integration as an objective of Title VIII. Also,
perhaps he failed to seriously consider the possibility of applying Title
VI sanctions to HUD’s low-income housing programs. If his reference to
“the law” (not requiring suburban integration) meant the Fair Housing
Act of 1968, then Nixon had a valid point, assuming that Title VIII is
literally construed and HUD’s afﬁrmative duty to promote fair housing
is narrowly interpreted. Nixon’s statement was plainly incorrect, though,
if Title VI were included in his meaning of “the law.” Although Title VI
has never been effectively enforced in the ﬁeld of fair housing, on its face
it would justify fund terminations in cities such as Warren and Toledo.
A key provision of the Fair Housing Act of 1968, noted earlier, indicates
that the secretary of HUD shall “administer the programs and activities
relating to housing and urban development in a manner afﬁrmatively to
further” fair housing.202 Some lower federal courts in the early 1970s gave
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this provision a generous interpretation.203 President Nixon, however, did
so only in part. Noting that this provision had stimulated a “lively debate”
over its meaning, Nixon acknowledged that the federal government had
“an active, afﬁrmative role to play” in ﬁghting housing discrimination.204
Still, the president went on to say that the federal government’s afﬁrmative
duty “does not mean that housing ofﬁcials in the Federal agencies should
dictate local land use policies.”205 Land use and zoning fall within the
powers of local governments, Nixon asserted, and federal ofﬁcials are
not authorized to force localities to zone for subsidized housing in ways
that most community residents oppose.206
President Nixon was not present when his fair housing statement was
released to the press, leaving Ehrlichman and Garment to ﬁeld the media’s
questions.207 At the news conference, the press was particularly interested in the evolution and meaning of Nixon’s notion of forced suburban
integration:
q: When did the President develop this distinction between economic and racially
forced integration? . . .
mr. garment: I think that distinction is one that has been developed and recognized as a matter of general law and quite speciﬁcally in the [James v. Valtierra]
case very recently. . . . [T]he Supreme Court of the United States in the [Valtierra]
case made clear that the decisions with respect to the location of assisted housing
that are nonracial are essentially a matter of local option, so long as there is no
racially discriminatory purpose involved. Just to conclude, there apparently is no
existing law that authorizes, much less mandates, economic integration. . . .
q: Could I follow that point on forced integration? The President has frequently
used that to summarize his view that he was against forced integration, meaning racial integration of neighborhoods. Why wasn’t that phrase used here? Is it
because the situation has changed, or is it that you just didn’t want to use that
phrase, or what?
mr. garment: I would really challenge the assumption that is involved in your
question, namely that the President meant forced racial integration. The President
was referring, and did refer very explicitly, to the distinction between the administration of the laws so as to require a particular pattern of economic integration,
and to be very carefully and very precisely distinguished from the administration of local laws or carrying out of individual housing decisions in a way that
involves racial discrimination. He has made quite clear that the former, from the
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standpoint of both policy and the limitations of law, is something that the Administration will not pursue, whereas the latter is something that would be pursued
very energetically.208

Reporters quizzed Ehrlichman and Garment on Nixon’s interpretation
of the federal government’s afﬁrmative duty to promote fair housing. In
turn, Ehrlichman and Garment emphasized two points. First, the Department of Justice had an afﬁrmative duty to ﬁle lawsuits where a situation
“appears to be appropriate” or where HUD recommends a pattern-orpractice lawsuit to DOJ that “appears to be appropriate.”209 Second,
HUD had an afﬁrmative duty to promote the right to fair housing through
the use of its program resources and its criteria for approving particular
projects.210
On balance, Nixon’s policy statement was an enigma. What it gave with
one hand, it took away with the other. It was contradictory on some points
and overly vague on others. It was, overall, a supremely political statement
in which everyone found something to either like or dislike. Soon after
its release, both Secretary Romney and Attorney General Mitchell made
public statements indicating how they would follow up on the president’s
policy.

reactions and responses
Although many Americans agreed with President Nixon’s views on suburban integration, those same views sent shock waves through the civil rights
community. A variety of responses from within and outside the administration followed the president’s statements on fair housing.211 Even before
Nixon ofﬁcially announced his fair housing policy, concern surfaced inside the administration. Leonard Garment, Nixon’s liberal White House
advisor, seemed troubled by the president’s policy position. He suggested
that Nixon assume a more ﬂexible stance on suburban integration in
208
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210
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his 1971 State of the Union message. “Perhaps,” the president was told,
he should “promise to make a comprehensive legal and policy review of
the ‘integration in the suburbs’ question and to issue a special Presidential statement on this matter, as was done with school desegregation” in
March 1970.212 Without expressly saying so, Garment was probably in
disagreement with Nixon’s adamant stand.
HUD’s Assistant Secretary for Metropolitan Planning and Development Samuel C. Jackson also wrote Romney a memo in December 1970,
urging that the phrase “forced integration” should be shunned. “We
should be very careful not to use a term that, meaningless in itself,
could become a red-herring. ‘Forced integration’ could become in the
decade of the seventies as inﬂammatory as ‘forced busing’ was in the
decade of the sixties.”213 Jackson earnestly believed that local governments and developers could use the term to resist all HUD enforcement efforts and that it would give the wrong signal to minorities about
whether the administration would enforce the Fair Housing Act. Jackson claimed he was unsure exactly what forced integration meant in
the housing context. However, he felt that it implied a policy that neither HUD nor civil rights organizations endorsed – “a dispersal strategy
through which we are going to ‘force’ the low- and moderate-income
residents of our cities” on suburban America – and that it suggested “a
coercion of communities to accept ‘quotas’ of low- and moderate-income
housing.”214
Two months later, while Nixon was arguing that the federal government must refrain from using its leverage to force suburban economic integration, Jackson was telling a conference of real estate brokers that the
president’s focus was essentially mistaken – but of course without specifically mentioning the president. Jackson insisted that racial discrimination, not economic differences across racial groups, principally explained
suburban segregation in America. He added that the federal government
should combat discrimination and, simultaneously, make more subsidized
housing available to minorities in the suburbs.215
Assistant Secretary of Labor for Workplace Standards Arthur A.
Fletcher corresponded directly with the president on January 5, 1971, to
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express his belief that “forced integration” was a code word that should
be scrupulously avoided.216 To African Americans the phrase suggested
that Nixon would not enforce laws promoting equal housing and employment opportunities, whereas to whites it implied that “they will not
be forced to face the problem of equal housing opportunity in the suburbs.”217 Fletcher subtly advised the president to highlight the need for
an open society and equal opportunity in the United States rather than
stir up the issue of forced integration. Disputing Nixon’s major premise as
applied to urban areas, Fletcher insisted: “Economic integration of housing sponsored or ﬁnanced by Federal funding is needed in the cities. It
must be accomplished without causing attendant fears of property loss
and racial strife.” In an open society, economic integration is essential
“in the long run to cure both the ﬁnancial developmental problems of
the cities and to enhance the traditional role of cities as schools of urban
living and civilization.”218
In addition to criticisms of the forced integration theme, Nixon’s more
general policy statement on fair housing was also censured as it evolved
and was ﬁnally presented to the public. HUD’s Assistant Secretary for
Equal Opportunity Samuel J. Simmons discussed a draft of the president’s
ﬁnal policy statement in an April 1971 memo to George Romney. Though
interlaced with positives, Simmons’s comments were mostly disparaging.
Nixon’s draft could potentially be an afﬁrmative statement on fair housing, but it fell short because it failed to assert presidential leadership.219
Simmons found the draft’s emphasis on Congress “somewhat mystifying”
since presidential leadership is so pivotal in ﬁghting housing discrimination. The section on the president’s responsibility was “almost curt,”
with no discussion of the “moral leadership role” of the president or his
“afﬁrmative obligation to support the fair housing law as it implements
the Fifth, Thirteenth, and Fourteenth Amendments.”220 Simmons saw
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as “misleading” the statement that HUD’s role was “essentially one of
responding to local or private initiatives, rather than of imposing its
programs.” The evaluation of Congress’s intent in the Fair Housing Act
deserved “a much more afﬁrmative ﬂavor,” and Nixon’s discussion of fair
housing did not give enough weight to the importance of federal credit
and assistance in private housing. Since the federal government plays such
a crucial role in the housing market generally, said Simmons, it should also
play an authoritative role on matters of race and housing, “particularly
where it has endorsed and contributed to segregated patterns.”221
Simmons further asserted that segregated schools were mainly a
byproduct of housing segregation. The Supreme Court approved of busing as one means of achieving school desegregation in Swann v. CharlotteMecklenberg Board of Education,222 and Simmons believed that “[i]f fair
busing is good law, fair housing is better policy.” Not surprisingly, he
found the section of Nixon’s policy dealing with economics and race to
be “extremely negative. It should at least make clear that where economic
discrimination has the effect of limiting housing options because of race,
the Government has an obligation to act.” Simmons offered a very different message: the administration should actively promote racial balance
throughout the nation’s major metropolitan areas.223
Beyond stern comments from civil rights advocates within the administration, private civil rights organizations also found fault with Nixon’s
policy theme. Roy Wilkins, chair of the Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights, sent the president a blistering letter on December 21, 1970, describing Nixon’s statement on suburban integration as “shocking and
painful.”224 Wilkins believed that the administration’s timid implementation of the Fair Housing Act would “only increase feelings of distrust
and alienation among victims of racial discrimination.”225 Nixon’s policy stance was contrary to the stated goal of Title VIII, and the phrase
“forced integration” would incite increased resistance to the law and exacerbate racial polarization.226 Wilkins demanded that Nixon rescind his
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statement on forced integration since only a full retraction would “undo
its harmful tone and effect.”227
No retraction was forthcoming, to be sure, so the Leadership Conference attacked Nixon’s ﬁnal fair housing policy. Bayard Rustin, the new
head of the Leadership Conference, scornfully maintained that Nixon had
“diagnosed a cancer and prescribed aspirin as the remedy.”228 Rustin was
upset by the claim that the federal government lacked sufﬁcient leverage
to deal with the racial biases of afﬂuent suburban communities.229 The
Leadership Conference believed that the federal government had a special
responsibility to correct the housing segregation and discrimination the
government had helped cause and perpetuate, and that local governments
must meet the housing needs of the poor and minorities.230 Preferring a
far more liberal stance, Rustin’s group implored the president to withhold all federal aid, not just housing money, from communities failing
to supply low-income housing and urged the Department of Justice to
contest local zoning laws that inhibited minorities and the poor from living in the suburbs.231 Such recommendations, however, were unrealistic
under existing federal law and would require sweeping new powers for
the president and the attorney general. Other civil rights organizations,232
as well as African American leaders, assailed Nixon’s policy. Cleveland
Mayor Carl Stokes claimed the Nixon statement lacked moral conviction,
made a “mockery” of the Constitution, and “removed the possibility of
economic and racial integration in this country.”233
Richard Nixon expected this hostile reaction from the civil rights community just as he anticipated complaints from the media.234 Prior to the
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June 11 policy statement, a number of press reports dealt evenhandedly
with the issue,235 but columns and editorials typically came down hard on
the president.236 After the ﬁnal statement, the same was true: news stories
presented purely factual accounts, but northern editorials pointed out serious ﬂaws. A New York Times editorial declared that Nixon had caved
in to public opinion by refusing to use federal funds to integrate housing.237 The Chicago Sun-Times blasted the president’s policy as “mostly
discouraging,” stating “[i]t fails to address constructively a great festering
sore of this day” and makes “a specious distinction between racial and
economic discrimination.” Nixon’s policies, the editorial stated, “leave
him open to charges of crass politics tuned to the suburban vote,” while
“the poor will go on rotting in the slums and society will be increasingly
cut up into hostile, fearful geographic and demographic enclaves.”238
The Detroit Free Press reprimanded Nixon for not taking a position
of “strong moral leadership,”239 while the Minneapolis Tribune censured his “weak policy.”240 Similarly, the Milwaukee Journal sharply
stated: “With cold precision, President Nixon has given his deﬁnition
of ‘fair housing.’ It is a narrow, cautious and profoundly disappointing view, plump with legalistic phrases and thin on moral leadership.”
On the problems of inner-city minorities, “Nixon sheds barely a tear.
He contends that the federal government should exercise, at best, only a
passive role in dealing with . . . economic discrimination.” Nixon’s “only
concession is to speak vaguely of encouraging voluntary efforts toward
balanced housing in metropolitan areas – an aside greatly overshadowed by his predominantly negative tone.”241 Hence, while the media
can have a signiﬁcant effect on a president’s policy agenda,242 that was
not the case with Nixon’s stance on suburban economic integration.
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Predominantly negative media reaction, before and after the formation of
the president’s ﬁnal policy position, did not deﬂect Nixon from his objective of cultivating the suburban vote for the 1972 presidential election and
beyond.
Liberals were not the only observers scolding Nixon. Kevin Phillips, a
well-known conservative editorial writer, dubbed Nixon’s ﬁnal housing
policy a prime example of “political fakery.”243 White House archival
documents demonstrate that Nixon and his top aides were attentive to
Phillips’s reactions to administration policy, and they were sorely disappointed when he alleged that Nixon was taking his power base in
the suburbs and the South for granted. “His [Nixon’s] repetitive statements opposing ‘forced integration of the suburbs’ are designed to create
a strong enough initial impression to stick in people’s minds. Thereafter,
Nixon strategists hope, events to the contrary will not be identiﬁed with
the President.”244 Phillips said the president’s policy in fact moved the nation in the direction that George Romney preferred – a liberal path Nixon
hoped to disassociate himself from in the future. Phillips was wrong about
this point, however. Nixon’s policy, on the whole, achieved precisely what
liberals feared: decades of continued suburban segregation.
A few conservative politicians outside the administration criticized
Nixon, with Congressman Fletcher Thompson (R-Ga.) leading the pack.
Thompson labeled Nixon’s position on suburban integration “hypocritical” and “schizophrenic,” pointing out that the Department of Justice
ﬁled discrimination suits against four real estate ﬁrms in Columbus,
Georgia, the very day that Nixon released his policy opposing forced
integration of the suburbs. According to Thompson, Nixon’s vague policy lacked credibility, and it would have major political repercussions
in the South and other sections of the nation.245 Senator John Tower
(R-Tx.) was cynical on yet another front. He believed HUD would
continue its plans to integrate the suburbs regardless of the president’s
policy, turning down funding requests that did not advance suburban
integration.246
Another set of responses came from administration ofﬁcials responsible for implementing President Nixon’s ﬁnal policy. George Romney’s
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reaction was the most crucial. Testifying before the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission shortly after Nixon’s statement, Romney complimented the
president on a frank and thorough presentation of the issue.247 Nixon’s
statement, he commented, “strives for objectivity, realizing that emotions
on all sides are likely to inﬂuence events for a long time to come.”248
Romney characterized the statement as a “springboard for action” and
quoted several passages from Nixon with approval.249 Romney noted that
some parts of the statement had nevertheless led to “a persistent misconception” that Nixon’s view of the federal role in fair housing was passive
and that “he is unwilling to wield what some perceive as ‘the enormous
leverage’ of the Federal Government” to promote greater housing opportunities for low- and moderate-income people throughout the nation’s
major metropolitan areas.250
Still, Romney claimed that the federal government, and HUD in particular, lacked that great leverage. “Although we do have some leverage,
HUD programs are in fact of marginal interest to most well established
suburbs, and it is sheer illusion to think that HUD can bring about startling
overnight changes in the existing suburban physical and social landscape
by turning federal money on or off.”251 After making this unexpected
concession, the secretary pledged to continue encouraging suburbs to accept the poor and minorities, within Nixon’s general guidelines. As one
reporter remarked, Romney “interpreted his mandate in the best light –
that it rules out ‘force’ but not leverage – and has moved out, apparently,
against discriminatory practices.”252 Nevertheless, Howard Glickstein,
the staff director for the Commission, felt that Romney and the Nixon
administration underestimated the power or responsibility of the government to open the suburbs.253
The U.S. Commission Civil Rights issued a perceptive reaction to
Nixon’s policy, and it is important to understand the background to the
Commission’s stance. In September 1970, the Commission released a report essentially concluding that the federal government had abandoned
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its efforts to enforce civil rights.254 A May 1971 report then indicated that
HUD and other agencies had “regressed in the vigor with which they are
enforcing civil rights laws.”255 Moreover, according to the Commission,
HUD had vowed in 1970 that its objective was “ ‘the creation of open
communities which will provide an opportunity for individuals to live
within a reasonable distance of their job and daily activities by increasing
housing options for low-income and minority families.’ ” Yet by the following April, HUD “had retreated from this stance and now states that it
is opposed to use of Federal leverage to promote economic integration,”
the Commission remarked. “The harsh facts of housing economics, however, suggest that racial integration cannot be achieved unless economic
integration is also achieved.”256 All of this suggested to the Commission
that HUD was withdrawing from its Open Communities policy and indeed from the ﬁght to actively combat housing segregation.
The Commission singled out Leonard Garment and George Shultz,
Nixon’s director of the Ofﬁce of Management and Budget, as signiﬁcantly contributing to improved enforcement,257 but HUD received no
such accolades. In fact, the Commission complained that “HUD now
views its ‘Open Communities’ policy narrowly,” quoting Nixon’s statement that: “This Administration will not go beyond the law . . . by using
Federal power, Federal coercion or Federal money to force economic integration on neighborhoods.”258 The Commission recommended that HUD
direct its activities under Open Communities to the broader purposes
of Title VIII, rather than restricting itself to the resolution of individual
complaints.259 Although the criticism of HUD was necessarily a reﬂection of Nixon’s position on forced integration, Commission chair Father
Theodore M. Hesburgh refused to single out the president as the real culprit.260 This pleased the administration, which had assumed that its critics
would equate bureaucratic failures with ﬂaws in Nixon’s presidency.261
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the nixon moratorium
Richard Nixon did not stop at centralization to bring federal policy in line
with his ideology. While centralization represented a bold, if questionable,
assertion of presidential power, Nixon took this power one step further
in January 1973 when he impounded congressionally appropriated funds
for all new federally subsidized housing.262 The impoundment of housing
funds, justiﬁed by the administration on grounds that subsidized housing
programs were ineffective and uneconomical, was part of a much larger
impoundment strategy by Nixon involving several areas of domestic policy. This strategy had wide political ramiﬁcations, including legislation by
Congress to limit the presidential impoundment power.263
Prior to 1973, Nixon had emphasized the administration’s achievements in increasing the supply of federally assisted housing, but the
eighteen-month freeze soon after his reelection in 1972 reversed that
trend.264 The action prompted the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights to
protest that “Congress and the President have abandoned the goals of
the Housing Act of 1968 for the production and rehabilitation of lowand moderate-income housing.”265 The moratorium cemented Nixon’s
politics of suburban segregation, for it meant that no new public housing
would be built in the suburbs as long as the freeze was in effect. Having removed George Romney as HUD secretary in November 1972, the
moratorium was the icing on the cake. From this point forward, the federal government would have neither programs to integrate the suburbs
nor a spokesperson like Romney for opening the suburbs.
Defending Nixon’s moratorium before leaving ofﬁce, George Romney
spouted the standard administration line: “that the patchwork,
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year-by-year, piecemeal addition of programs over a period of more than
three decades, had created a statutory and administrative monstrosity that
could not possibly yield effective results even with the wisest and most
professional management system.”266 The administration and Nixon’s
next HUD secretary, James T. Lynn, held fast to this justiﬁcation despite
pressure from Congress to provide hard evidence that the housing programs were as ineffective as claimed267 and despite federal court decisions
declaring aspects of the moratorium illegal.268
Adverse impacts associated with the decline of subsidized housing opportunities after early 1973 were primarily a consequence of Nixon administration policies. Coupled with inﬂation, the housing freeze caused a
further shortage of affordable housing for the poor. The Commission on
Civil Rights maintained that the Nixon administration’s housing freeze
reduced the supply of housing for low-income families, to the particular detriment of minorities. Public housing authorities were burdened
with long waiting lists of applicants for the steadily decreasing number
of available homes.269 The Commission further charged that this drastic reduction in funding signiﬁcantly weakened HUD’s equal opportunity
program. As programs with equal opportunity requirements were abandoned, HUD lost its primary source of leverage to obtain compliance with
fair housing laws, eliminating one of the agency’s key purposes.270

summary and conclusions
Although Richard Nixon’s civil rights record as president was characterized by some progress,271 it was not impressive, coming as it did on the
heels of the Great Society. Nixon could have used his inﬂuence to leave a
more constructive civil rights legacy.272 He chose, however, a policy path
in fair housing based largely on suburban opposition to housing integration. At times, that opposition was evident in public opinion polls in the
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late 1960s and early 1970s. More importantly, Nixon and Ehrlichman
perceived a great deal of suburban hostility toward economic integration,
especially when government coercion was used to achieve it. Perhaps,
then, polls are not always critical; rational politicians may already perceive where the public stands on certain issues and refuse to stray far from
electoral comfort.273 Nixon’s ultimate goals were reelection in 1972 and
building a strong Republican foundation in the suburbs for future elections. Both could be pursued by embracing and nurturing the politics of
suburban segregation.
Nixon supported civil rights as an abstract principle but did not favor
aggressive bureaucratic enforcement of civil rights laws.274 In his mind
there was a fundamental difference between the two, and he cultivated
that simple distinction into a political strategy that strongly appealed
to both suburbanites and southerners. Nixon also had a way of subtly
communicating his racial views without seeming blatantly racist. He was,
in the words of Tali Mendelberg, “the consummate player of the implicitly
racial strategy.”275 For those ashamed to identify with George Wallace,
Nixon served as a respectable alternative – a mainstream Republican who
ﬂirted with the fringe of the conservative right on civil rights.276
The essence of the Nixon years was captured by Clarence Mitchell of
the NAACP, who observed that in some ways the nation moved forward
in civil rights but that in others it stood still. According to Mitchell, the
Nixon administration’s civil rights record “is a reﬂection of moods and
changes that are a part of our everyday life. Unfortunately, on balance,
the administration seems all too willing to preserve the status quo or even
turn back the clock in some of the vital areas of civil rights.”277
A similar pattern is evident in fair housing policy. On the one hand,
President Nixon often repeated a familiar theme: his administration ﬁrmly
supported equal opportunity to housing and it would enforce the Fair
Housing Act of 1968. On the other hand, Nixon resolutely opposed socalled forced housing integration and would allow suburban communities
to continue to beneﬁt from federal funding programs, such as water and
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sewer grants from HUD, despite the communities’ rejecting programs for
low- and moderate-income families and maintaining exclusionary housing
practices. In this sense, Nixon turned suburban political preferences into
federal policy. He embraced the politics of suburban segregation, which
blunted the energy of the fair housing movement generated by the Kerner
Commission report, the murder of Martin Luther King, and the passage
of the Fair Housing Act.
Table 4.1 summarizes fair housing events between the summer of 1970
and the summer of 1971 from the perspective of the Nixon White House.
Here we see the concerns of John Ehrlichman over Open Communities,
the recognition that Warren and Black Jack posed problems for the president, the initiation of centralization in October 1970, Nixon’s four public
statements opposing forced economic integration, the increased activity
of the Commission on Civil Rights in response to the administration, and
the drafting and release of Nixon’s ﬁnal policy statement. Interspersed
among these developments are relevant federal court decisions as well
as grumblings by the Congressional Black Caucus. With each branch of
government caught up in the issue of suburban integration, the greatest
inﬂuence over policy was obviously exerted by Richard Nixon.
How are we to assess fair housing during the Nixon years as a whole?
First, Nixon effectively exerted inﬂuence in fair housing in response to
suburban opposition to racial and economic integration. When Romney
ignored the president’s policy preferences and jeopardized the suburban
vote for 1972, Nixon ordered Ehrlichman to take an exceptional step –
and it worked! Centralization within the executive branch may be used to
bypass the intent of Congress, thereby weakening democracy in America.
Yet setting aside this theoretical implication, Nixon’s use of centralization
reeled in a runaway cabinet member and his bureaucracy. It ensured not
only that the president and his top domestic advisor actually controlled
subsidized housing but that they could formulate precisely the policy that
Nixon planned for the nation in the years ahead. Nixon similarly relied on
his interpretation of the president’s budgetary and impoundment authority to signiﬁcantly reduce the number of new public housing contracts
awarded through 1976, including a dramatic reduction in the suburbs.
Whether one agrees with him or not, Nixon effectively used presidential
power to achieve his political objectives in suburban housing. This was
the administrative presidency in action.
Second, from a substantive standpoint, Nixon’s fair housing views were
less damaging than they might have been if a more conservative president,
such as Ronald Reagan, were in power. Nixon was not unequivocally
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table 4.1. The Nixon White House and Fair Housing,
Mid-1970–Mid-1971
6/22/70
7/16/70

7/25/70

7/27/70
8/4/70

8/6/70
8/7/70

9/3/70

10/19/70
10/21/70

10/22/70
11/70
12/7/70
12/10/70
12/30/70
1/4/71
2/17/71
2/26/71

Ehrlichman complains to Romney that the White House lacks
basic information on Open Communities.
Romney informs Ehrlichman that the Open Communities policy
could probably be presented to the White House in early fall
1970.
Ehrlichman receives memos from Cole and Brown arguing that the
administration should strongly oppose HUD’s denial of federal
funds to localities that refuse to build low- and moderate-income
housing.
Romney delivers speech in Warren, which is rejected by his
audience, and then quickly leaves town.
Ehrlichman sends Nixon a memo stating that Open Communities
is still under study at HUD, that the only test of Open
Communities is the one in Warren, and that Romney promised
no further action until Open Communities is reviewed by the
Domestic Council and Nixon.
Black Jack is incorporated, thus receiving the authority to pass its
own laws.
Haldeman notiﬁes Ehrlichman that the administration will not
include funds for Open Communities in its upcoming budget for
HUD.
Ehrlichman forwards a memo to Romney complaining that
Romney failed to send the White House a copy of his testimony
on Capitol Hill for prior review.
Black Jack passes a zoning ordinance that prohibits the building of
multifamily housing.
Nixon instructs Ehrlichman to “Stop this one” (referring to
Romney’s suburban integration efforts) in the margin of a
memo, thereby launching centralization.
Ehrlichman orders federal agencies to take no new initiatives in
subsidized housing.
Garment recommends to Mitchell that DOJ intervene in the Black
Jack case.
The Second Circuit afﬁrms the Kennedy Park Homes decision.
Nixon makes his ﬁrst public statement on forced economic
integration.
Shannon decision is handed down by Third Circuit.
Nixon makes his second public statement on forced economic
integration.
Nixon makes his third public statement on forced economic
integration.
Garment asks federal housing-related agencies to respond to a
questionnaire from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
(continued)
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table 4.1 (continued)
3/15/71
3/22/71
3/25/71
4/15/71
4/23/71

4/26/71
5/5/71
5/10/71

5/18/71
5/24/71
6/1/71

6/5/71
6/10/71
6/11/71

Policy review of agency responses to the Commission’s
questionnaire begins.
Nixon makes his fourth public statement on forced economic
integration.
Congressional Black Caucus meets with Nixon and makes more
than sixty recommendations.
Garment receives agency responses on fair housing, including that
of HUD.
The Commission on Civil Rights schedules mid-June hearings,
requests that certain cabinet ofﬁcers testify, and subpoenas some
six government ofﬁcials below the cabinet level.
The Supreme Court hands down Valtierra.
First HUD draft of Nixon’s statement is given to Ehrlichman.
The Civil Rights Commission releases its seven-month follow-up
study, concluding that the Nixon administration had regressed in
its enforcement of fair housing.
Nixon responds to the Congressional Black Caucus, saying that
the administration’s fair housing policy is under consideration.
The Civil Rights Commission sends follow-up letters to cabinet
ofﬁcials concerning their June testimony.
At a news conference, Nixon says the administration plans to
release its fair housing policy statement the following week, that
it will be in full compliance with Kennedy Park Homes and
Valtierra, and that he disagrees with the Civil Rights
Commission’s report which concluded that HUD was
“withdrawing from the battle for fair and desegregated
housing.”
Ray Price’s third draft is completed and given to Ehrlichman.
Nixon gives his ﬁnal approval of the policy statement after it is
endorsed by the Domestic Council’s Civil Rights Committee.
Nixon’s statement is released to the press, followed by an
Ehrlichman-Garment press conference.

opposed to subsidized housing in the suburbs; it was government coercion that he contested. His moderate support for dispersal through the
normal workings of the housing market was indeed consistent with his
public record of endorsing housing nondiscrimination. At least according
to Nixon, he simply wished that if the suburbs were to have subsidized
housing, they accept it voluntarily, and he strongly contested any federal
agency that might try to force low-income housing on a suburban locality.
Some of the president’s advisors were supporters of dispersal as well, including George Romney and his aides at HUD, Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
and Vice President Spiro Agnew. A more conservative president might
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have paid even less heed to the newly established right to fair housing,
ignored enforcing the Fair Housing Act altogether, and never considered
the possibility of dispersing racial minorities and the poor. Richard Nixon
stopped short of this in his 1971 fair housing policy.
At the same time, Nixon’s policy was fundamentally conservative with
respect to America’s suburbs and had a segregative impact on suburban
housing patterns for decades following his presidency. It is therefore impossible to conclude that the Nixon administration ultimately “adopted
a middle-of-the-road housing policy” with respect to the suburbs or that
“White House ofﬁcials revised slightly the administration’s fair housing
policy” in 1971.278 Nixon’s policy was consciously designed to protect
the status quo, to shield the suburbs from economic, and thus racial, integration. Its political intent was to preserve the Republican political base
not only for Nixon’s 1972 reelection bid but for presidential elections for
many years to come.
In light of this, the Nixon White House simply could not accept how
George Romney was proceeding with Open Communities. Indeed, recall John Ehrlichman’s June 22, 1970, memo to Romney: “So far as we
are able to determine, this proposal [Open Communities] has not had the
usual policy review and we are not in a position to respond in behalf of the
President to the numerous inquiries we are receiving.”279 Proper procedures and channels should be followed under an administrative presidency, according to Nixon and Ehrlichman, even though Romney liked
to make his own rules. Attorney General John Mitchell was an unabashed
opponent of the Open Communities policy within the administration and
also one of Nixon’s closest conﬁdants. Based on an examination of memos
from Nixon to Ehrlichman, it is safe to say that Nixon generally opposed
suburban housing integration, independent of the views of his aides. It
seems safe to say, as well, that hard-nosed political realists like Ehrlichman
and Mitchell reinforced the president’s personal view that forced suburban integration was politically intolerable. Romney had to be stopped,
and centralizing subsidized housing policy inside the White House was
certainly an effective means of achieving that objective.
Richard Nixon had a special way of straddling the issue of fair housing, vaguely appearing to conform to the fundamental requirements of the
Fair Housing Act while actually making its effective enforcement difﬁcult.
In an abstract sense, Nixon seemed to agree with the most basic principles
278
279
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laid down by the Fair Housing Act. In reality, his interpretation of the act
was literal and cramped, making aggressive enforcement impossible. This
conservative spin was understood by constituents. They could vote for
a man as president in 1972 who was not openly racist but viewed the
fair housing issue from a perspective that still shielded the suburbs from
unwanted residents. Nixon’s ambiguous stance on the issue was perhaps
intentional. As Leonard Garment observes: “The pattern of civil rights
enforcement in Nixon’s ﬁrst term was for the most part operationally
progressive but obscured by clouds of retrogressive rhetoric.” Through
this “model of semistaged confusion,” different groups were kept off balance, “guessing where Nixon would come down.”280
In all, responding to suburban views, Richard Nixon aggressively intervened to end attempts by George Romney to promote housing integration
in America’s suburbs by centralizing that power in the White House. By
mid-1970, Romney’s department was producing more subsidized housing
in the nation’s urban centers and advocating an Open Communities policy
that could integrate far more suburbs both economically and racially. Yet
without presidential support, Romney and HUD were ultimately unable
to realize housing integration, and Romney radically altered his position
after Nixon realized its political implications. After being confronted by
the president, Romney fell in line.
280
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5
Suburban Segregation from Gerald Ford
to Bill Clinton

The politics of suburban segregation did not end after Richard Nixon left
the White House on August 9, 1974. Instead, Nixon’s inﬂuence in fair
housing persists into the twenty-ﬁrst century. This chapter shows how
Nixon’s basic suburban housing policy has survived ﬁve subsequent presidencies and remains the policy of HUD. Chapter 6 argues that President
Nixon’s appointment of federal court judges has also left a legacy adverse
to the cause of fair housing and suburban integration.
Naturally, other factors have inﬂuenced fair housing policy since the
1970s, and it is difﬁcult to know precisely how much impact Richard
Nixon had on subsequent presidents, HUD, and the federal courts.
Presidential inﬂuence, as noted earlier, is not usually amenable to precise
measurement.1 Moreover, Nixon’s policy did not strictly determine the
policies of subsequent presidents, especially those of Jimmy Carter and
Bill Clinton. Nixon nevertheless left a lasting imprint by seizing policymaking power from his HUD secretary, centralizing that power in the
White House, and narrowly construing the meaning of the Fair Housing
Act to avoid the political consequences of the suburban integration issue
in the 1972 presidential election. By these actions, one president established a powerful precedent that no subsequent chief executive has overturned. The core reasoning of Nixon’s 1971 policy statement remains
the status quo for federal policy on suburban housing integration to
this day.
1
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the ford presidency: in nixon’s shadow
Richard Nixon’s successor, Gerald Ford, was never an enthusiastic supporter of civil rights.2 Ford cultivated conservative credentials on fair
housing as a member of Congress from Michigan and was an opponent
of suburban housing integration.3 As House Minority Leader, Ford contested Lyndon Johnson’s fair housing proposals, though he ultimately
voted for the ﬁnal version of the Fair Housing Act.4 When he became
president, Ford shared his predecessor’s hostility to the use of busing as
a means to achieve school desegregation.5 Ford also opposed pressuring
reluctant suburbs to accept subsidized housing.6 Both positions deﬁnitely
resonated with many suburban voters.7
Ford’s conservative record showed he was cool on civil rights, and his
policy stance became even more evident on the eve of the 1976 election.
Asked in April 1976 about his “view of open housing and the lengths or the
steps the Federal Government should take to bring that about,”8 Ford’s
response was exceptionally candid: “I would not use that term [open
housing] to describe any of my policies, period. I do feel that an ethnic
heritage is a great treasure of this country, and I don’t think that Federal
action should be used to destroy that ethnic treasure.”9 The president
added that his administration would enforce Title VIII, but that “if a local
community decides that they [sic] want housing of one kind or another, or
if an individual wants to build in an area under the law, this administration
2
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will uphold the law.”10 This murky statement, which could be construed
in different ways, sounds strikingly similar to Nixon’s position of “no
forced integration” in suburban housing.
In some ways, the Ford White House may have been more averse to
integrated housing than the Nixon White House. A vivid example of this
is suggested by the implementation of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974.11 Congress passed this law to consolidate HUD’s
housing and community development programs and to create a system
of block grants to fund them. Gerald Ford signed the Housing and Community Development Act on August 22, 1974, only thirteen days into
his presidency. This complex law signiﬁcantly increased local discretion
in the use of federal ﬁnancial assistance in housing. The old categorical
grant system had designated categories of activities on which state and
local governments were to spend federal grant funds.12 Federal regulations had speciﬁed in great detail what these programs involved and how
they were to be implemented. Replacing the categorical grant system and
speciﬁc programs such as urban renewal, the new system provided block
grants that could be used for a wider range of community development
projects.13 There was signiﬁcantly less oversight by Washington under
the block grant system, allowing state and local governments more leeway to determine their own priorities based on the needs and preferences
of their citizens.14 The block grant system could therefore help or hinder
suburban housing integration, depending on the desires of residents of
particular communities.
The Housing and Community Development Act contains a number
of noteworthy provisions. First, it is designed to develop “viable urban
communities by providing decent housing and a suitable environment and
expanding economic opportunities, principally for persons of low and
10
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moderate income.”15 Second, it prohibits discrimination on grounds of
race, color, national origin, or sex in the Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG) program,16 and it contains various other antidiscrimination provisions for community development funding.17 Third, it creates
the so-called Section 8 program.18 Section 8, which supersedes most other
federally subsidized housing programs, is a rental program that provides
assistance to low- and moderate-income families.
More importantly for suburban integration, the 1974 act requires “the
reduction of the isolation of income groups within communities and geographical areas and the promotion of an increase in the diversity and
vitality of neighborhoods through the spatial deconcentration of housing opportunities for persons of lower income.”19 In direct contrast to
Richard Nixon’s interpretation of the Fair Housing Act, this provision
of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 could have
had the effect of dispersing some of the poor to the suburbs as well as
to viable urban neighborhoods. As law professor and fair housing expert
James Kushner indicates, the law “was the ﬁrst signiﬁcant congressional
initiative directed toward suburban desegregation.”20
The Ford administration’s enforcement of the Housing and Community Development Act indicates, however, that the president did not favor
emphasizing the needs of the poor, let alone dispersing the poor into
the suburbs.21 HUD oversight of CDBG funding was often minimal during the Ford years. In some particularly egregious instances, communities actually ﬁnanced tennis courts or golf courses with CDBG monies
15
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instead of spending it on behalf of low- and moderate-income citizens.22
James H. Blair, Ford’s HUD assistant secretary for fair housing and equal
opportunity, characterized the agency’s enforcement of CDBG guidelines as “lax” and “wholly inadequate.”23 Even though HUD personnel
were required to monitor the CDBG program to ensure that funds were
used for the purposes stipulated by the 1974 act, including deconcentration, that simply did not happen. Suburban integration was not a Ford
White House priority; it was not emphasized in HUD’s programs and in
congressional hearings. The White House seemed willing to quietly ignore the Housing and Community Development Act’s deconcentration
requirement.
Gerald Ford was well aware of the requirements of the 1974 law and its
weak implementation. He was informed on various occasions of the fair
housing requirements of federal law and how well they were actually being enforced.24 The president also received memos on these matters from
key members of his administration.25 In one April 1976 memo, Ford’s
HUD secretary, Carla Hills, reminded him that federal fair housing law
contained two separate requirements: general prohibitions on housing
discrimination and “the more complex notion of economic integration,
or the placement of subsidized low and moderate income housing in the
suburbs.”26 Hills explained HUD’s programs under the 1974 Housing
and Development Act, which were aimed at promoting greater racial and
economic integration in the suburbs, as well as the deconcentration requirement. However, more importantly, Hills reafﬁrmed to Ford the politics of suburban segregation, as framed by Richard Nixon. She wrote:
“insofar as economic integration is concerned the Federal government has
no statutory power to force low and moderate income housing into any
22
23
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neighborhood. No Federal aid is injected into neighborhoods that do not
want it.”27
The April 1976 Hills memo was sent to President Ford soon after the
announcement of Hills v. Gautreaux.28 This Supreme Court decision held
that it was not impermissible for a lower federal court to order HUD to
provide a public housing remedy throughout a greater metropolitan area,
including the suburbs, where HUD knowingly funded a local housing authority that discriminated on grounds of race. In her memo, Secretary Hills
notiﬁed the president of the Court’s ruling and its emphasis on the need for
HUD to provide suburban housing opportunities to African Americans
who lived in Chicago’s public housing.29 Ford, however, had already been
apprised of the Court’s holding by presidential counsel Philip W. Buchen
and told that it did not require a change in administration policy on lowincome suburban housing.30
On April 21, 1976, one day after the Gautreaux ruling, Ford discussed
the implications of the case during an Oval Ofﬁce interview with eleven
newspaper reporters.31 Not having read the decision, Ford suggested it
might have “very far repercussions” but warned that his aides needed to
study it carefully before he could address it in detail.32 Yet the president
felt sure that Gautreaux had no bearing on HUD’s low-income housing
policy in the suburbs. Pressed further, Ford said that the question boiled
down to the choices local communities make: if suburbs refuse to request
federal funds for low-income housing, no federally subsidized housing
will be built there.33 This simple statement reiterates Nixon’s views on
subsidized housing; suburban housing integration was a choice, not a
responsibility.
Hills clariﬁed the administration’s interpretation of Gautreaux in an
April 28, 1976, interview.34 The federal government would not force
integration on the suburbs, she said, because the suburbs would eventually
27
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recognize the need to provide low-income housing to the urban poor. She
argued that federal carrots were adequate to entice suburbs to accept
subsidized housing, and Gautreaux would not have a broad impact on
suburban integration outside Chicago. “I think,” Hills speculated, “that
we aren’t going to ﬁnd a lot of communities shirking their responsibility
to supply the low-income housing.”35 This was obviously a political response to a troublesome issue. Yet demographic research conﬁrmed that
housing segregation persisted in the United States.36 The nation’s cities
remained racially segregated, and few suburbs would suddenly embrace
a moral commitment to provide housing for the poor, or be enticed by
federal carrots to accept it, as Hills had suggested.

suburban integration under carter and harris
The Nixon-Ford fair housing policy was not challenged by Gerald Ford’s
presidential rival. Indeed, in his 1976 campaign, Jimmy Carter actually
suggested he might follow Richard Nixon’s footsteps in the realm of suburban integration. When asked on April 10, 1976, about federal low-income
housing, Carter indicated, in a controversial and vague remark, that he
wanted to protect the “ethnic purity” of the United States.37 Low-income
housing should be built in the central cities where it could best be utilized, Carter contended. It was up to individuals to determine where they
wanted to live, and once people made those personal decisions, Carter felt
that the federal government should not “artiﬁcially inject another racial
group in a community.” Harkening back to Nixon, the Georgia governor said, “I would not force a racial integration of a neighborhood by
government action. But I would not permit discrimination against a family moving into the neighborhood.”38 Carter further noted that federally
subsidized housing should be “compatible with the quality of homes”
35
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already in a recipient community. “To build a highrise, very low-cost
housing unit . . . in a suburban neighborhood . . . with relatively expensive
homes, I think would not be in the best interests of the people who live
in the high rise or the suburban neighborhood.”39
This statement underscores Richard Nixon’s distinct inﬂuence on the
issue of suburban economic integration. His policy position, which opposed both discrimination and governmental action to open the suburbs,
was now being advocated by the Democratic party’s presidential candidate ﬁve years after its original enunciation. Carter did make a concerted effort during the remainder of the campaign to clarify his position
on suburban integration and to speak out against housing discrimination. Yet, in the end, he still maintained that the government should
not “try to break down deliberately an ethnically oriented neighborhood
by artiﬁcially injecting into it someone from another ethnic group just
to create some sort of integration.”40 The key words, it seems, were
“deliberately” and “artiﬁcially.” As Nixon had previously announced,
the federal government should not intentionally introduce members of
a group into a different neighborhood for purposes of housing integration. Integration had to happen on its own, based on the personal
choices of individual communities and their citizens. Although Nixon
focused on economic integration, not ethnic or racial integration, the
end result was the same.41 Exclusion of the poor necessarily meant that
most African Americans would have few housing opportunities in those
communities.
Jimmy Carter’s off-the-cuff “ethnic purity” comments were more
racially insensitive than Richard Nixon’s public statements on suburban
integration. However, the two presidents shared three core beliefs on fair
housing and housing integration: that the Fair Housing Act of 1968 made
it illegal to discriminate in the sale or renting of housing, that the federal government would enforce the right to fair housing, and that the
government should not deliberately intervene in neighborhoods to inﬂuence their racial or ethnic composition. These similarities provide obvious
continuity between Nixon and Carter.
Still, Carter did not practice the politics of suburban segregation
as president, and he reached out to African Americans far more than
39
40
41

Quoted in “Jimmy Carter and ‘Ethnic Purity.’ ”
Quoted in ibid.; Witcover, Marathon, p. 303.
Carter also remarked that, as governor of Georgia, “I would not have supported a state
program to inject black families into a white neighborhood just to create some sort of
integration.” Quoted in Witcover, Marathon, p. 303.
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ﬁgure 5.1. President Carter and HUD Secretary Patricia Roberts Harris at a
news conference. (Source: Ofﬁcial White House Photograph, National Archives II,
College Park, Maryland.)

did either Nixon or Ford.42 This is reﬂected in Carter’s selection for HUD
secretary of Patricia Roberts Harris, an African American woman keenly
committed to equal housing opportunity. Harris, a liberal Democrat and
42

A good example is seen in Carter’s letter to Parren Mitchell, 2/8/77, Papers of Patricia
Roberts Harris, Box 112, Manuscript Division, LC. In the letter, Carter indicates that there
“should be no limit in what we can attempt to do to equalize economic opportunity”
between whites and African Americans during his administration.
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former dean of the Howard University Law School, would prove to be
the motivating force behind suburban integration during the Carter years
just as George Romney had been during the Nixon administration. In
particular, she insisted that HUD actively enforce deconcentration under the Community Development Block Grant program. As Harris explained to Carter in a July 1977 memorandum, the intent of the CDBG
program was “subverted” during the Ford years.43 CDBG money was
“in some cases being spent on ineligible activities, low-income housing
requirements of [the] program were not being met, . . . and funds were
not being spent to beneﬁt low and moderate income people or to eliminate slums and blight.”44 In response, Harris instructed HUD ofﬁcials
to focus on two CDBG objectives: to revitalize the nation’s cities to
make them attractive places to live and to expand housing options for
minorities and the poor by increasing the production of low-cost suburban housing.45 “Our big problem,” she observed in June of 1977, “has
been to get new construction into the suburbs, and to ﬁnd housing that
is in our fair market rent levels in some parts of suburbia which are
very nervous about getting the black poor, or, for that matter, the white
poor.”46
In pursuit of suburban integration, Secretary Harris espoused something missing at HUD since George Romney’s heyday: big stick enforcement. Taking the lead for the Carter administration, Harris protested that
it was fundamentally unfair to deny minorities and the poor suburban
job opportunities simply because the suburbs were determined to exclude
them from the housing market. Such communities “ought to be required
to think about the injustice of that,” she said. “Where Federal funds are
used, they should not be used to undergird injustice.”47 As a consequence,
Harris believed the receipt of federal funds should be tied to the acceptance
of subsidized housing. In order to receive a variety of CDBG funds for
sewers, parks, street lighting, recreational centers, and other community
development activities, suburbs must accept a certain amount of federally

43

44
45
46
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“Summary Paper for HUD Brieﬁng with the President,” attachment to memo from
Harris to Carter, 7/26/77, WHCF, Subject File, Federal Government-Organizations, Box
FG-137, JCL, p. 2.
Ibid.
Ibid., p. 3.
Quoted in Robert Reinhold, “H.U.D., in ‘Major Policy Change,’ Increasing Aid to Central
Cities,” New York Times, December 28, 1977.
Robert Reinhold, “Mrs. Harris Tackling Urban Problems Cautiously,” New York Times,
April 8, 1977.
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subsidized low- and moderate-income housing.48 Even though moving to
the suburbs was no panacea for their problems, the poor should have the
choice of living in the suburbs, she insisted, especially if they worked there.
Harris stressed the housing plight of African Americans more than that
of Hispanics, Asians, or poor whites: “the only people who really have
their housing choice conditioned are people whose skins announce they
are different. . . . It is only black people who we assume we can keep out
because of the badge of our skin color.”49
Although Jimmy Carter embraced Richard Nixon’s policy position on
federally subsidized suburban housing during the 1976 campaign, his
stance changed upon gaining the presidency. On March 9, 1977, Carter
told the press that his views on deconcentration and suburban integration generally coincided with those of Secretary Harris.50 One reporter,
who noted that Harris was attempting to racially integrate the suburbs,
pointedly probed Carter’s position on this issue. The president replied
that the Housing and Community Development Act requires locales receiving CDBG funds to guarantee a mixture of housing, irrespective of
the race or economic status of prospective residents. Not all city or suburban blocks must have low- or moderate-income housing in order for the
community to receive funding, he insisted, but “the overall package, as
proposed to the Federal Government, has to provide for a wide distribution of housing opportunities for those in minority groups or those who
have a low income.”51
The question put to Carter was prompted by a speech delivered by
Harris to the National League of Cities two days earlier. In it she indicated that the Carter administration would require CDBG recipients to
agree to their “fair share” of low- and moderate-income housing and that
the acceptance of such housing was a HUD priority. While the agency
would not be heavy-handed in monitoring CDBG spending, it would
“take whatever actions were appropriate” to ensure that the requirements
of the Housing and Community Development Act were satisﬁed.52
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Robert Reinhold, “Pressure to Admit Blacks Worries Michigan Town,” New York Times,
July 4, 1977.
Quoted in Reinhold, “Mrs. Harris Tackling Urban Problems Cautiously.”
Public Papers of the Presidents: Jimmy Carter (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Ofﬁce, 1977), p. 344.
Ibid.
Harris Speech to the National League of Cities, “The World of Our Cities,” 3/7/77,
Speechwriter File, Achsah Nesmith, Box 2, JCL. See “H.U.D. Threatens to Cut Funds If
Cities Neglect Low-Income Housing,” New York Times, March 8, 1977.
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Harris informed local HUD ofﬁces on April 15, 1977, that subsidized
housing was to receive ﬁrst priority in the distribution of CDBG funds.
As Harris explained to President Carter in a July 1977 memorandum,
she initiated a striking change in the block grant program by instructing
local HUD ofﬁces to closely monitor the suburbs and ensure that low- and
moderate-income people were in fact beneﬁtting from the expenditure of
CDBG funds.53 Her instructions reiterated that cities must accept their
“fair share” of low- and moderate-income housing in order to secure
funding.54 It seems likely that either Carter or a top presidential advisor
had approved Harris’s get-tough block grant policy, as the secretary had
previously been directed to clear “all major policy announcements” with
the White House.55
This rhetoric led to newly proposed HUD regulations in October
1977 that were praised by civil rights leaders.56 The agency would
require that at least 75 percent of CDBG funds be used to beneﬁt lowand moderate-income persons, while only 25 percent could be used for
other purposes permitted by law. HUD also required regular citizen
participation and involvement in the CDBG program to guarantee that
the intended populations were being served.57 Cities and suburbs were
forewarned that they ran a risk of losing this vital form of federal assistance, or of having it cut back substantially, if they did not earmark
CDBG funds for people of low and moderate incomes. For example,
HUD instructed Toledo, Ohio, to make more sites available for lowcost housing or else its CDBG funds would be reduced. Toledo ofﬁcials
quickly complied by amending the city’s policy to include more sewer
extensions, thereby facilitating the building of additional inexpensive
housing.58
Secretary Harris’s objective was not only to pressure suburbs to provide
more housing options to minorities and the poor but also to afford all
people the freedom to choose where to live. As the HUD secretary once
53
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Attachment to memo from Harris to Carter, 7/26/77, p. 4.
Ibid.
Memo from Harris to Principal Staff, 3/22/77, Harris Papers, Box 8, Manuscript Division,
LC.
Letter from Parren J. Mitchell to Harris, 11/16/77, Harris Papers, Box 8, Manuscript
Division, LC.
The proposed regulations are analyzed in detail in many archival documents. See, for
example, memo and attachments from Bryant L. Young to Harris, 1/20/78, Harris Papers,
Subject File, HUD, Box 55, Manuscript Division, LC.
Memo from Harris to Carter, 4/1/77, WHCF, Subject File, Federal GovernmentOrganizations, Box FG-137, JCL.
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told Jimmy Carter: “In a democratic society, government must ensure
that all people of all races and income levels have the opportunity to live
where they choose – not just in cities, but in suburbs and rural areas as
well.”59 Or, as Harris later noted, “We intend to implement programs
that will provide a realistically free choice for people who are black and
poor,” since “they are the only people denied free choice in the housing
market.”60 A Washington Post editorial declared that Harris’s free choice
approach could be decisive in opening the suburbs, especially if linked
to other fair housing enforcement efforts.61 That is precisely what Harris
had in mind.62
Harris’s fair share–free choice strategy would have involved a return
to the big stick in the form of controversial new HUD regulations that
would set aside a hefty three-quarters of all CDBG money to assist the
housing needs of low- and moderate-income people. The proposed rules
were quotas affecting literally hundreds of suburban communities across
the nation. Whereas the Housing and Community Development Act of
1974 stipulates that CDBG recipients should give “maximum feasible
priority” to the housing needs of the poor, Harris argued that their needs
were the program’s highest priority.63
Some communities immediately adjusted their CDBG applications in
response to Harris’s pronouncement. For instance, Fairfax, Virginia, a
suburb of Washington, D.C., agreed to accept a subsidized project with
one hundred units to avoid losing $3.7 million in HUD funds.64 Other
communities similarly scurried to authorize new low-cost housing in return for federal money. Some suburbs with histories of exclusionary zoning refused to apply for CDBG funds, but many older suburbs, with aging
housing stocks and economically changing populations, had little choice
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This document, “New Directions for HUD Under [the] Carter Administration – Basic
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but to comply.65 In the end, HUD ofﬁcially denied the 1977 funding applications of about ten towns.66
Resistance from the suburbs, key interest groups, and Congress defeated Secretary Harris’s integration proposals.67 Some communities complained to the White House that HUD was forcing subsidized housing
upon them.68 The administration then began to question the regulations,
despite the fact that it had originally approved them.69 Over one thousand public comments were formally submitted to HUD on the new
regulations; 95 percent of the comments opposed them.70 After protests
from a number of state and local ofﬁcials and several key interest groups,
including the National League of Cities and the U.S. Conference of
Mayors, the guidelines met stubborn resistance on Capitol Hill. Only
a handful of liberals came to the proposal’s defense, while most members
of Congress commenting on the rules opposed them.71
Most prominently, Harris’s opponents included Congressman Lud
Ashley (D-Ohio) from the Toledo area. Ashley, chair of the Housing and
Community Development Subcommittee and lead author of the 1974
Housing and Community Development Act, wrote Harris on at least
two occasions asserting that her proposed rules were illegal because they
conﬂicted with the intent as well as the explicit language of the 1974 law.72
65
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File, Federal Government-Organizations, Box FG-137, JCL.
“Controversy Over Block Grant Rules May Cause Delay in Implementation,” Housing
and Development Reporter 5: 662 (1977).
Letter from Eizenstat to Harris, 8/16/78.
In one letter, Ashley and Garry Brown, the ranking Republican on the Housing and
Community Development Subcommittee, strongly disagreed with setting aside a certain
percentage of CDBG funds for housing low- and moderate-income people. “The placement of one purpose as more primary than another is neither consistent with the language
of the statute nor with its legislative history,” they complained. The secretary of HUD is
required by law to look at more than one primary purpose for the expenditure of CDBG
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In 1978, Congressman Garry Brown (R-Mich.) proposed an amendment
to the CDBG program that would ofﬁcially thwart Harris’s undertaking. In contrast, President Carter and high-ranking White House aides
sided with Harris. The Brown amendment was ultimately approved in
the House but soundly defeated in the Senate.
In the end, Secretary Harris had sought to reverse Richard Nixon’s
politics of suburban segregation and failed. She was forced to modify
her proposed regulations in the face of political heat and a likely court
challenge. The ﬁnal regulations issued by HUD simply read: “All projects
and activities must either principally beneﬁt low- and moderate-income
persons, or aid in the prevention or elimination of slums and blight, or
meet other community development needs having a particular urgency.”73
Richard Nixon would have approved, but low-income housing advocates
were bitterly disappointed. They claimed that HUD would now do under
Carter what it had done under Nixon and Ford: channel federal money
into inner-city public housing and rent-subsidy programs without providing suburban alternatives.74 These critics were correct, for in late 1977
HUD announced a fundamental policy change that signiﬁcantly increased
aid to the central cities and deemphasized suburban integration.75 Harris,
at the time of the announcement, commented that the housing needs of
minorities in the central cities were increasing. She even noted that some
leading African American politicians, including Detroit Mayor Coleman
Young, believed subsidized housing funds should be channeled into the
cities, not the suburbs.76
The Gautreaux program was another attempt to rectify suburban segregation, but it too met with limited success. Following the Supreme
Court’s decision in Hills v. Gautreaux,77 the Gautreaux program provided Section 8 housing subsidies to a small number of carefully chosen
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African American volunteers in an effort to help desegregate the greater
Chicago metropolitan area.78 Fifteen years after the Supreme Court’s ruling, the Gautreaux program had assisted about forty-ﬁve hundred eligible families, with a majority relocated in the white middle-class suburbs
around Chicago. Yet the program did not build new low-income housing
in suburbia; it merely made Section 8 housing available to the inner-city
poor. In this sense, the Carter administration adhered to Nixon’s 1971 position, effectively preventing the federal bureaucracy from pressuring the
suburbs to accept unwanted low-income housing. The only suburbs that
would receive government subsidized housing were those that applied for
it. HUD would not use its other grant programs, such as those for water and sewage, as leverage to force low-income housing on unwilling
suburbs.
The suburban integration movement ultimately made little headway
during the Carter presidency, and the Nixon legacy endured. Nevertheless,
there were some civil rights accomplishments during the Carter years,
including one major development in fair housing.79 Carter endorsed and
advocated a fair housing bill proposed by Congressmen Don Edwards (DCalif.) and Robert Drinnan (D-Mass.), which would strengthen HUD’s
Title VIII enforcement powers.80 In his 1980 State of the Union message,
Carter called the proposed amendments to the Fair Housing Act the “most
critical civil rights legislation before the Congress in years. The promise
of equal housing opportunity has been far too long an empty promise.”81
Carter made several similar statements throughout 1979 and 1980,82
but never seized the initiative in fair housing as President Johnson had.
Thus it was members of Congress, not the president, who propelled the
new fair housing movement between the late 1970s and 1988, when
the Fair Housing Amendments Act ﬁnally became law.83 As chair of the
78
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House Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights, Edwards proposed other measures to improve Title VIII and regularly held hearings
on fair housing enforcement long before Carter came to Washington.84
In fact, Edwards even worked with George Romney in 1971 to ensure
that HUD would narrowly interpret the Supreme Court’s decision in
James v. Valtierra.85 Edwards therefore had a stronger and more extensive record on fair housing than Carter. Meanwhile, Nixon’s fair housing
legacy was largely unimpaired after one Republican and one Democratic
administration.

enter reagan and bush
Congressman Edwards failed to gain the support on Capitol Hill needed
to amend the Fair Housing Act during the Carter presidency, but his quest
continued during the Reagan administration. Edwards expected no help
from Ronald Reagan, since nothing in Reagan’s public record indicated
he would reverse Nixon’s fair housing policies.86 Reagan, an unabashed
conservative, had opposed the passage of both the Fair Housing Act of
1968 and fair housing legislation in the state of California.87 While campaigning for governor of California in 1966, Reagan insisted that individuals have a “basic and cherished right to do as they please with their
property. If an individual wants to discriminate against Negroes or others
in selling or renting his house he has a right to do so.”88 Critics claim
that while governor, Reagan referred to fair housing as “forced housing,”
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and favored “benign neglect” of African Americans’ problems, as certain
Nixon administration ﬁgures had.89 At the national level he opposed the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.90 Ironically,
the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 was eventually endorsed by
Reagan and signed into law during his ﬁnal year in the White House. The
unfolding of that story is most relevant to fair housing during the Reagan
presidency since the issue of suburban integration was never seriously
raised.
President Reagan never publicly alluded to housing discrimination during his ﬁrst two years in ofﬁce. In 1983, however, two of his leading advisors, Edwin Meese and James Baker, recommended to Reagan that he
propose his own fair housing amendments as a preemptive measure. Since
Edwards planned to reintroduce his bill, it was crucial that the administration avoid the type of criticism it provoked in opposing an extension of
the Voting Rights Act.91 That sort of censure could be averted, Meese and
Baker thought, if the president brieﬂy mentioned the need to improve fair
housing enforcement in his upcoming State of the Union address along
with forwarding his own measure to Congress before Edwards could get
organized and act.92 A few days later, Reagan received similar advice from
Congressman Hamilton Fish (R-N.Y.).93 Following their suggestions, on
January 25, 1983, Reagan surprisingly told a joint session of Congress that
enforcement of the Fair Housing Act was “essential to ensuring equal opportunity” and promised that his administration would work to improve
fair housing enforcement.94
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ﬁgure 5.2. President Reagan and Vice President Bush pose with members of
the cabinet. In front row, from left, are Alexander Haig, secretary of state;
President Reagan; Vice President Bush; and Caspar Weinberger, secretary of
defense. In second row, from left, are Raymond Donovan, secretary of labor;
Donald Regan, secretary of the treasury; Terrel Bell, secretary of education;
David Stockman, director of the Ofﬁce of Management and Budget; Andrew
Lewis, secretary of transportation; Samuel Pierce, secretary of housing and urban
development; William French Smith, attorney general; James Watt, secretary
of the interior; Jeane Kirkpatrick, U.S. representative to the United Nations;
Edwin Meese, counselor to the president; James Edwards, secretary of energy;
Malcolm Baldrige, secretary of commerce; William Brock, United States trade
representative; Richard Schweiker, secretary of health and human services; John
Block, secretary of agriculture; and William Casey, director of the Central Intelligence Agency. (Source: Ofﬁcial White House Photograph, National Archives II,
College Park, Maryland.)

Reagan’s advisors moved swiftly to maintain momentum, and the
administration’s proposal was completed in time for a May White
House meeting.95 The bill was introduced in Congress on July 12, 1983,
95
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accompanied by presidential comments on the signiﬁcance of the right to
fair housing.96 The day before his bill was submitted on Capitol Hill, the
president said that amending the Fair Housing Act was “an important step
for civil rights. For a family deprived of its freedom of choice in choosing a home, our proposal will mean swift action and strong civil penalties to prevent discrimination in the ﬁrst place.”97 He added, “[W]e’re
committed to fairness and we’re committed to use the full power of the
Federal Government whenever and wherever even one person’s constitutional rights are being unjustly denied.”98 Reagan’s bill would grant the
secretary of HUD additional authority to refer complaints to the attorney
general for lawsuits where conciliation failed and would extend the Fair
Housing Act’s protections to persons with physical and mental disabilities.
The president further expressed support for strict civil penalties where a
ﬁnding of discrimination was reached, with ﬁnes of up to $50,000 for a
ﬁrst violation and $100,000 for a second.99
All of this did not sound like Ronald Reagan, but the measure and the
accompanying rhetoric were necessary to deﬂect criticism of the administration. In reality, Reagan’s proposal was nothing new: it was more conservative, in various ways, than Edwards’s past bills and was still faulted
by liberals on those grounds.100 The Reagan proposal essentially adopted
some of the less drastic recommendations advanced by fair housing advocates in the 1970s and early 1980s while trimming back their more
enterprising ideas. In particular, the administration opposed two provisions advocated by Edwards: outlawing the denial of housing to parents
or guardians with children, and establishing a system of administrative
law judges to aid in fair housing disputes.101
Files, Box 3, RRL; memo from Fuller to Reagan, 5/18/83, WHORM, Subject File, HU,
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More importantly, in terms of suburban housing integration, no
member of Congress pushed a fair housing agenda permitting the federal
bureaucracy to pressure suburbs to build subsidized housing. Not even the
most liberal legislators directly challenged this deﬁning aspect of Richard
Nixon’s fair housing legacy. The Fair Housing Amendments Act ﬁnally
was passed by Congress in the summer of 1988 and was signed by Reagan
in September of that year. Had Democrats proposed to revise Nixon’s
policy, they would have failed in Congress, and such a measure most certainly would have been vetoed with little hope of being overruled. Though
Reagan feared being viewed as an anti–civil rights president, he would
never have approved of reversing Nixon’s policy. Reagan made various
statements in support of fair housing in 1988 as the Edwards proposal
wound its way through the Capitol Hill maze.102 Yet the president’s
counterproposal in Congress remained much more conservative than
Edwards’s, and no slippage occurred on Nixon’s subsidized housing policy.
While suburban integration efforts were mufﬂed during the Reagan
administration, budget cuts generally took a heavy toll on housing programs for the poor. Budgets for subsidized housing programs were slashed
in an effort to eliminate or reduce unjustiﬁed or ineffective economic subsidies.103 The number of units of assisted housing under both the public
housing and Section 8 New Construction programs was substantially reduced during the Reagan years.104 Section 8 and public housing for ﬁscal
year 1982 were cut almost in half, and the president called for no new
budget authority for constructing subsidized units for 1983.105 The Community Development Block Grant program was not as severely affected
by Reagan’s cuts, yet CDBG entitlement allocations decreased and remained relatively low throughout the Reagan period.106 These combined
budgetary cuts were ﬁercely criticized and forced some racial minorities
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back into segregated urban areas, once again faced with a private housing
market that often was overpriced and poorly maintained.107
Fair housing policy under George Bush was not a simple extension of
the Reagan administration, even though President Bush occasionally represented himself as the heir to Reagan’s domestic agenda. Political scientist Steven Shull argues that Bush actually proved to be more conservative
than Reagan on civil rights.108 This is not an accurate characterization in
the ﬁeld of fair housing, however, for two major reasons.
First, unlike Reagan, Bush had a public record of support for fair housing. Bush’s initial stand on the issue came in 1968 when, as a congressional
representative from Texas, he voted in favor of the landmark Fair Housing Act while many southern representatives refused to do so. Bush later
called it the most controversial bill he ever voted on in Congress.109 Within
the Reagan administration, Vice President Bush also pushed for the passage of the Fair Housing Amendments Act, even though Reagan initially
opposed it.110 Bush urged Reagan to support the 1988 law and apparently
inﬂuenced his views on the issue.111 At the signing of the 1988 act, Reagan
noted Bush’s “enormous courage” in voting for the original fair housing
law.112 During the 1992 presidential election, Bush reminded the public of
his 1968 vote in favor of Title VIII, denying that Bill Clinton’s civil rights
record outstripped his own.113 At another point in the 1992 campaign
Bush declared, “I’m a fair housing person,” noting that the Fair Housing Act clearly prohibited lending discrimination in housing and that that
prohibition must be enforced by the appropriate government agencies.114
Second, Bush could not merely mimic Reagan’s record because the Fair
Housing Amendments Act fundamentally changed the rules. The 1988
law forced Bush’s HUD appointees to develop a new, more aggressive
107
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system of enforcement that protected two additional groups – the handicapped and families with children. Some of the most striking differences
between the Reagan and Bush administrations were a direct consequence
of the new fair housing law. The Bush administration faced the very practical task of reconciling a newly formulated policy with the real world of
policy implementation. It follows that perhaps the best indication of the
change that took place between the Reagan and Bush administrations is
HUD’s enforcement of federal fair housing law.
At ﬁrst, complications arose in certifying state and local agencies to
handle complaints involving families with children and persons with disabilities. If state and local entities were unable to effectively process and
investigate those complaints, HUD was compelled to act as the lead agency
in federal fair housing enforcement.115 Fair housing enforcement during
the Bush years was therefore characterized by volume and change. The
number of fair housing complaints had always been relatively modest.
The Fair Housing Amendments Act expanded it substantially. During the
ﬁnal year of the Reagan presidency, 4,422 fair housing complaints were
received.116 That ﬁgure surged to 7,174 in the ﬁrst year of the Bush administration117 – a 62 percent increase heretofore unheard of in fair housing.
A total of 9,320 complaints were ﬁled in 1991 alone, which was more than
double the number in 1988.118 Between those years, HUD conciliations
correspondingly increased nearly tenfold. Total monetary compensation
obtained in HUD conciliations in 1989 rose dramatically, while relief in
the form of housing grew incrementally between 1988 and 1991.119
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On balance, enforcement of the fair housing laws was stepped up between the Reagan and Bush administrations. After a review of the Bush
administration’s fair housing enforcement, John Relman, of the Washington Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights and Urban Affairs, concludes
that both HUD and the Justice Department exhibited a “renewed commitment” to their fair housing responsibilities after the ﬁrst two years
of the Bush presidency.120 Although Relman uncovers some troubling
aspects of HUD’s enforcement efforts, generally he ﬁnds that enforcement during George Bush’s administration was clearly better than it
was with Ronald Reagan at the helm. Under Bush, HUD and the Justice Department “received a clear mandate from the White House to
pursue a policy of aggressive enforcement.”121 Even so, Relman’s followup study in 1993 discovered that HUD’s enforcement efforts in the second half of the Bush administration encountered problems as a result
of a huge complaint backlog and the small damage awards provided to
victims.122
While housing discrimination was attacked, discourse on opening the
suburbs was absent during the Bush years.123 President Bush selected Jack
Kemp, a former professional football player and member of Congress
(R-N.Y.), as his HUD secretary. Kemp was an active, popular, assertive
secretary.124 Though a conservative Republican, he showed a genuine
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concern for traditional housing and urban development problems,125 yet
he emphasized the need for more subsidized housing in the inner cities,
not the suburbs.
Kemp was credited with the development of the Homeownership
and Opportunity for People Everywhere (HOPE) program. Portrayed as
part of a “new war against poverty,” HOPE was expected to “expand
homeownership and affordable housing opportunities to help low-income
families achieve self-sufﬁciency.”126 Speciﬁcally, HOPE was designed to
empower the most needy Americans, including public housing tenants,
Native Americans, the elderly, the homeless, and persons with mental
illnesses or substance abuse problems.
HOPE 1, probably the best known of the HOPE programs, was aimed
at selling public housing units to the poor. The basic idea was that homeownership helps poor families work their way out of poverty, giving them
a newfound sense of pride, independence, and – as the name suggests –
hope for the future. “HOPE 1 will give low-income families greater control over their homes and their neighborhoods, help expand the supply of
decent housing, and promote economic self-sufﬁciency for participating
families,” HUD declared.127 Families that earned less than 80 percent
of the local median income qualiﬁed for HOPE 1, and no more than
30 percent of their adjusted income was required to pay for a public housing unit. Yet HOPE 1 resulted in the sale of few public housing units.128
Moreover, because relatively little public housing is located in the suburbs,
this approach essentially kept the poor in the central cities and perpetuated Richard Nixon’s politics of suburban segregation. The difference
was that homeownership was now an incentive for African Americans to
remain in the cities.
Overall, George Bush followed a path of “muted conservatism” in civil
rights over the course of four years.129 Bush was more liberal than Ronald
Reagan on fair housing issues, and he wanted to include racial minorities in the American mainstream and to protect their rights – so long as
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they worked within the system.130 For the poor and minorities, working
within the system ultimately meant their staying in the cities and old suburbs, where they already resided and where the federal fair housing laws
would be enforced, and not relocating in subsidized suburban housing.
The politics of suburban segregation continued.

clinton, cisneros, and housing integration
Bill Clinton campaigned for the presidency in 1992 as a “new Democrat” and a centrist on most racial issues.131 Clinton was nevertheless a
strong supporter of civil rights and afﬁrmative action, and he selected
more African American political appointees than any prior president.132
According to Wade Henderson of the Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights, “If you look at his overall record, both in the appointments he’s
made and the policies he’s pursued, his record stands with the best of
recent presidents, with the possible exception of Lyndon Johnson.”133 Yet
Clinton made few policy statements on fair housing during his two terms
in the White House.134 Instead, the president’s appointees articulated the
administration’s position.
Henry Cisneros, Bill Clinton’s ﬁrst HUD secretary, enthusiastically advocated a policy that would help reverse Richard Nixon’s politics of suburban segregation. “I’m not naive about how difﬁcult this is,” he noted
more than twenty years after Nixon’s fair housing policy was articulated. “Suburban settings don’t want to accept public housing.”135 Like
George Romney and Patricia Harris, Cisneros ﬁrmly believed that poverty
and racism lie at the heart of America’s most pressing social problems.
Cisneros maintained that they were also the primary causes of urban
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ﬁgure 5.3. HUD Secretary Henry Cisneros and President Clinton meet at the
White House. (Source: Clinton Presidential Materials Project, Little Rock,
Arkansas.)

ghettos; poor education, unemployment, drug use, or family instability
were secondary causes.
Cisneros, who had been the ﬁrst Latino mayor of San Antonio, argued
that subsidized housing was overly concentrated in the cities and should
be dispersed in the suburbs to a much greater extent. The old policy, in
the secretary’s words, was “[l]et’s just put them on the other side of the
tracks and keep them there.”136 Cisneros took several steps during 1993 to
promote racial and economic integration through federally subsidized
housing. First, he revoked HUD plans to expand an already extensive
public housing project in Dallas because it would cluster too many minorities and poor people in the same area of the city. Second, Cisneros bargained with ofﬁcials in the Detroit suburbs to accept a larger share of the
subsidized housing in that metropolitan area. Third, he considered changing HUD’s voucher programs to allow public housing tenants to transfer
to private suburban apartments. In addition, Cisneros advocated stricter
136
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enforcement of the Fair Housing Act and related laws, especially as they
pertained to lending institutions and insurance companies.137 Cisneros
praised the Gautreaux program, saying that every large city in America
should someday have a similar one.138 By and large, he “elevated the notion that fair housing is an integral part of everything” done at HUD.139
“It’s hard to ﬁnd somebody in that position who could be more supportive of fair housing than Henry Cisneros,” Relman insists.140 In the view
of housing lawyer Florence Roisman, Cisneros ushered in the largest shift
in HUD’s emphasis since the Nixon administration.141
Cisneros ﬂoated other ideas to help alter Richard Nixon’s legacy of
suburban segregation. Most importantly, in September 1993, Cisneros
ordered HUD to promote economic integration in all its policies and
programs. This was his most stark break from Nixon’s housing policy. Contrary to prior administrations, Clinton’s HUD secretary declared
that economic integration was an “overarching objective” at HUD.142
Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity Roberta
Achtenberg was responsible for implementing Cisneros’s vow to spatially
deconcentrate the poor. Achtenberg believed that the urban poor not only
were physically isolated and alienated from mainstream America but were
psychologically detached as well. Realizing that some poor city residents
would reject living in suburbia, Achtenberg avoided the “forced integration” debate that spelled the downfall of George Romney. “The point is
not to force people into the suburbs but to increase their housing choices,”
she insisted.143
Achtenberg had a number of ideas for increasing suburban integration.
HUD would focus more attention on the steering practices of realtors,
who deﬂect low-income people from the suburbs, and would rely more
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on testing to ensure that banks were not discriminating in their lending
practices. A task force on homeowners’ insurance was established to discover if insurance companies were discriminating against applicants from
low-income neighborhoods. HUD had up to seventy fair housing centers
scattered throughout the country to assist the poor in ﬁnding suburban
housing options, and new public housing would be created outside of
the urban core.144 Achtenberg also wanted to use the Section 8 program
for integrating the suburbs. “The point is that people should be able to
choose the neighborhoods they live in,” the assistant secretary argued,
and she was determined to test the extent that Section 8 certiﬁcates could
do that.145
In 1994, Secretary Cisneros’s goal of opening the suburbs began to
materialize with HUD’s experimental demonstration, Moving to Opportunity (MTO). MTO, according to Cisneros, was designed to provide “all
public housing residents a genuine market choice to stay where they are
or to move to private rental apartments throughout the region.”146 Or,
as President Clinton indicated, MTO was one strategy for “ensuring that
people are not trapped and isolated in predominantly poor neighborhoods
for lack of options.”147
Based partly on the Gautreaux program, MTO was authorized by
Congress under the Housing and Community Development Act of 1992
to evaluate the effects of moving very low-income families from public
housing and Section 8 rental housing in poor inner-city neighborhoods to
urban and suburban communities with low poverty rates.148 Five demonstration sites were chosen: Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, and
New York. Congress appropriated the funds necessary to permit about
thirteen hundred low-income families to participate in the program.149
Fifty-four percent of MTO participants were African American, and
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39 percent were Hispanic.150 Ninety-three percent of participants were
women with two or three children. About 75 percent of these women
received Aid to Families with Dependent Children; 22 percent were employed.151 MTO’s experimental design thus permitted a systematic evaluation of the program’s beneﬁts to families at the lowest end of the economic
spectrum.
The MTO demonstration ended in the spring of 1999, and HUD will
continue to track MTO participants until 2009.152 Time is obviously
needed to determine the extent to which poor minority families were
actually assisted by MTO. Preliminary conclusions indicate that MTO
had an overall positive effect on the lives of participating families. For
example, relocating to low-poverty areas meant that participant families
were exposed to less violent crime and that young children in particular,
ages ﬁve to twelve, enjoyed major educational beneﬁts.153 Future research
is essential to reﬁne these ﬁndings.
Eventually, one key question will be not only whether poor minorities
have proﬁted from such integration attempts but whether suburbanites
have or have not suffered from them. “Dispersing the poor to better neighborhoods will only command widespread support,” according to Susan
Mayer and Christopher Jencks, “if most people assume not only that afﬂuent neighbors will improve the life chances of the poor but also that
poor neighbors will not appreciably harm the more afﬂuent.”154
It was precisely because of negative assumptions by suburbanites in
the Baltimore metropolitan area that intense opposition arose to MTO.
In early 1994, the Eastern Political Association (EPA) was formed in outlying areas around Baltimore to protest MTO. The center of resistance
was in Essex and Dundalk, Maryland. EPA feared that MTO would
bring large numbers of poor blacks to the Baltimore suburbs.155 One
EPA poster warned: “People living in drug- and crime-infested [Baltimore
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neighborhoods] could be moving to Essex. The Moving to Opportunity
program could affect our neighborhoods, our schools, and the number of
families receiving county social services.”156 Many Baltimore County
elected ofﬁcials became convinced that MTO would have a negative impact on the suburbs. Finally, the opposition of Barbara Mikulski (D-Md.),
a powerful member of the Senate budget committee for HUD, led to swift
termination of the MTO program in Baltimore.
While during the Cisneros years a great deal of work was done at HUD
toward integrating the suburbs, perhaps the most highly touted fair housing accomplishment of the Clinton administration emerged in integrating
public housing. Public housing has traditionally been segregated in the
United States and remained so at the time Bill Clinton entered the White
House. Thus when the Clinton administration seized public housing in
two Texas towns for violations of civil rights laws, the actions received
considerable press attention. The background for the administration’s actions lies in a federal court case, Young v. Pierce,157 decided in 1985.
In that case, a class action suit was ﬁled against HUD for knowingly
maintaining racially segregated public housing. The plaintiffs demonstrated that over ninety percent of all 219 public housing sites in East
Texas were racially segregated and that HUD took no effective action
to eliminate the separation of the races. African Americans were assigned to the older projects, and whites were separately assigned to new
construction housing under Section 8. Judge William Wayne Justice, a
Johnson appointee and native Texan, wrote for the district court. Justice held that HUD was liable for this segregation, thereby violating the
Fifth Amendment, the Fair Housing Act of 1968, and various other statutory provisions. “The history of public housing in the class action counties,” Justice concluded, “is simply that of HUD allowing PHA’s [public
housing authorities] to construct segregated housing projects and selectively enforcing its regulations in a way calculated to insure that these
projects remained segregated.”158 Although the Section 8 program was
initiated in 1977, Section 8 housing in East Texas was never built in
African American communities, a practice that HUD failed to address as
well. Overall, HUD was found guilty of egregious legal violations, despite its afﬁrmative duty under the Fair Housing Act to eradicate racial
segregation.
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Eight years after the decision in Young v. Pierce, a related court order required the integration of 170 public housing projects in East Texas, which
spread over thirty-six counties. A black man, John DecQuir, subsequently
moved into an all-white housing project in Vidor, Texas; he was the ﬁrst
African American to live in that small town for some sixty years.159
Vidor’s hostility toward African Americans, coupled with its reputation as
a Ku Klux Klan stronghold until the 1970s, explained the incredible fact
that the town had no black residents. The Klan held several rallies in Vidor
protesting the court order to integrate, and DecQuir was soon harassed
and threatened to the point that he decided to move after six months. The
second African American man who moved to Vidor in 1993 was similarly
driven out of town,160 while two black single mothers survived Vidor’s
housing projects for only two weeks before relocating.161
After Vidor splashed across national headlines, the Clinton administration needed to respond vigorously. The wait was short. In a unique display
of federal power, Secretary Cisneros quickly marched into Vidor, seized
the Orange County Housing Authority there, demanded the resignation
of housing authority members, and pledged to move several African
American families into HUD-owned Vidor Village.162 Cisneros declared
that this was the ﬁrst known instance in which HUD had taken control
of a public housing authority because of civil rights violations. Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 requires federal agencies to terminate ﬁnancial assistance to state and local programs tainted by discrimination, and
there was no question that Vidor’s public housing authority was blatantly
segregating its projects. With President Clinton and Attorney General
Janet Reno watching the situation from Washington, Cisneros told Vidor
residents that no one could be denied based on his or her race the right
to live in any town in the United States.163 The Justice Department
planned to prosecute any breaches of civil rights laws in Vidor. Meanwhile, HUD moved twelve African Americans into the Vidor projects by
early 1994.164
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The New York Times praised the administration’s actions in Vidor as
“deeply gratifying.”165 This was, a Times editorial concluded, “an encouragingly muscular response and a sharp departure” from the Reagan
and Bush years, which were characterized by feeble, fruitless responses
to public housing segregation.166 The newspaper echoed what Cisneros
had observed earlier: this was a new direction for HUD. Cisneros pledged
that HUD would remain in Vidor until the town’s public housing was
integrated. Nevertheless, it is possible to view the Vidor incident as
mainly symbolic because only eight African Americans lived there as of
2000.167
President Clinton commended Henry Cisneros for his bold action reafﬁrming that discrimination and segregation in public housing would not
be tolerated by the administration.168 The president also issued an executive order on January 17, 1994, creating the President’s Fair Housing
Council – a coordinated, interagency body responsible for afﬁrmatively
promoting fair housing and addressing fair housing problems.169 The issue
was not completely laid to rest, however, and public housing integration
remained a continuing theme during the Clinton years.
This theme was also demonstrated by developments in Beaumont,
Texas. Like Vidor, Beaumont is a small town in East Texas, not far from
the Louisiana border. This time it was Clinton’s second HUD secretary,
Andrew Cuomo, who, in October 2000, seized control of the local housing authority.170 Fifteen years after Young v. Pierce, the charge was that
the Beaumont Housing Authority (BHA) had refused to integrate public
housing and had balked at locating any new public housing units in white
areas of Beaumont. African Americans were segregated both within BHA
housing and on the poor side of town.
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Although related to the Vidor case, the circumstances in Beaumont
were different. First, Beaumont was not an overtly racist community.
Thirty percent of Beaumont’s residents, 90 percent of BHA’s tenants, and
60 percent of the housing authority’s employees were African American.
Second, it was unclear how much the segregation in Beaumont was due
simply to mismanagement by BHA rather than to racial animus. It was
clear, though, that at least the spirit of Young v. Pierce had been violated by BHA. Rather than providing low-income housing as the federal
court directed, BHA developed moderate- and high-income apartments
and refused to replace units of public housing that had been razed.171
The BHA takeover was the Clinton administration’s eighth seizure of
a public housing authority in as many years.172 In addition, in the fall
of 1998 President Clinton called for the passage of federal legislation
to end racial and economic segregation in public housing. “We cannot
rest while any communities are thoroughly segregated by income or by
race,” Clinton urged. “I have directed Secretary Cuomo to seek a major
legislative overhaul in the administration policy for public housing, to
deconcentrate poverty, mix incomes, and thereby mix racial balances for
Americans.”173 Legislation never grew out of Clinton’s suggestion. Thus,
although the Clinton years showed genuine signs of mitigating public
housing segregation in the United States, Richard Nixon’s legacy of suburban housing segregation survived its greatest potential threat to date.

summary and conclusions
The Fair Housing Act of 1968 was passed on the heels of other landmark
civil rights legislation, the Kerner Commission report, and the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. At that time, the potential existed for
a historic breakthrough: replacing widespread racial segregation in urban and suburban housing markets with neighborhoods characterized by
equal housing opportunity and racial integration. Instead, Richard Nixon
enunciated a policy in 1971 that wiped out that potential and has governed
the nation for over thirty years. Nixon’s policy stands for the belief that
the federal government cannot force economic integration on America’s
171
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suburbs through the use of subsidized housing. This policy, conceived to
bolster the Republican party’s suburban base for the 1972 presidential
election and beyond, translates into racial and economic segregation because of the strong connection between poverty and race in the United
States.
America’s suburbs thus remain predominantly white in the twenty-ﬁrst
century. This is principally because of persistent housing discrimination.
It is also due, however, to the fact that Richard Nixon refused to take
advantage of the opportunity to open up the suburbs in the early 1970s.
Today, suburbs must still apply to HUD for subsidized housing assistance, but not all of them want it. If they fail to apply, those suburban
neighborhoods continue to be overwhelmingly composed of single-family
homes, with little or no rental or low-income property available for racial
minorities and the poor.
As suggested by Table 5.1, the ﬁve presidents following Nixon adhered to his policy with little slippage. Presidents Ford, Reagan, and Bush
showed no indication of altering it since the policy was quite effective, as
formulated, for protecting the suburbs from subsidized housing and all
its implications. At work was traditional suburban opposition to housing integration – the same political force that led Nixon to formulate his
policy in the ﬁrst place. Only during the Carter and Clinton administrations was there serious talk by HUD Secretaries Patricia Harris and
Henry Cisneros of integrating suburbia with subsidized housing. That
proved to be mostly rhetoric, and Harris and Cisneros ultimately failed
to signiﬁcantly affect suburban segregation because of political opposition to their ideas. It is clear, though, that George Romney was not the
only high-ranking federal ofﬁcial to advocate housing integration since
the passage of the Fair Housing Act. What Romney initiated in 1969 and
1970, Harris and Cisneros attempted to recommence, in their own ways.
Richard Nixon’s politics of suburban segregation has remained unchanged for at least four related reasons. First, it became an institutionalized trait of HUD’s subsidized housing policy during the Nixon and Ford
administrations. It was also consistent with past policies of the agency.
Prior to the 1960s, the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) never pursued housing integration. To the contrary, as explained in Chapter 1,
FHA’s history highlights its goal of segregating housing based on race.
The Nixon policy must have seemed perfectly natural to FHA ofﬁcials
and other HUD personnel knowledgeable about agency traditions. It was
Romney’s Open Communities policy that was an anomaly for the agency.
Hence, Nixon formalized a policy consistent with agency practices, and
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table 5.1. Fair Housing from Ford to Clinton, 1974–2000
8/22/74
12/74

4/10/76

4/13/76

4/20/76
4/21/76
4/22/76
4/28/76

4/15/77

10/25/77

12/27/77
1/25/79
3/79

1/25/83
7/12/83
9/13/88
1/89
10/28/92
7/93

Ford signs the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974,
which contains a requirement for deconcentrating the poor.
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights releases The Federal Civil
Rights Enforcement Effort – 1974: To Provide . . . for Fair
Housing, which describes and criticizes the federal government’s
fair housing enforcement record.
During the 1976 presidential election campaign, Carter directly
embraces Nixon’s politics of suburban segregation, saying that
federally subsidized low-income housing should not be built in
suburban neighborhoods.
Also during the 1976 presidential campaign, Ford declares that
open housing does not describe any of his policies, a statement
reﬂecting his support for the politics of suburban segregation.
The Supreme Court announces Hills v. Gautreaux.
Ford indicates that Gautreaux has no implications for his
administration’s low-income housing policy.
Hills informs Ford that the administration’s policy on subsidized
suburban housing is legal under Gautreaux.
Hills argues that the federal government need not force suburban
integration because the suburbs would recognize the need to
provide low-income housing to the urban poor.
Harris begins her push to open the suburbs by directing HUD ﬁeld
ofﬁces to thoroughly review whether CDBG funds were being
used to assist low- and moderate-income persons.
HUD issues proposed regulations requiring that 75 percent of
CDBG funds be used to beneﬁt low- and moderate-income
families.
HUD abandons its 75/25 proposed regulations, deciding to channel
more federal funds into the central cities instead.
Carter initially emphasizes the need for a new fair housing law; he
later supports the Edwards proposal for amending Title VIII.
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights publishes The Fair Housing
Enforcement Effort, again describing and criticizing the federal
government’s fair housing enforcement record.
As Edwards presses for new legislation, Reagan tells Congress the
Fair Housing Act should be amended to strengthen enforcement.
Reagan introduces his own fair housing measure in Congress.
Reagan signs the Fair Housing Amendments Act.
With the Bush inauguration, fair housing enforcement is stepped up
by HUD, pursuant to the Fair Housing Amendments Act.
MTO is authorized by the Housing and Community Development
Act of 1992.
Cisneros argues that more subsidized housing should be built in the
suburbs.
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9/93
9/13/93

3/17/94
9/94

3/99
10/3/00
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Cisneros orders HUD to promote economic integration in all of its
policies and programs and to spatially deconcentrate the poor.
Reacting to public housing segregation in Vidor, Texas, Cisneros
takes control of the local housing authority and moves African
American families into Vidor’s public housing.
Five MTO sites are selected.
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights releases The Fair Housing
Amendments Act of 1988: The Enforcement Report, which
describes and criticizes the enforcement of the 1988 law.
The MTO demonstration is completed.
Cuomo seizes control of public housing in Beaumont, Texas, in
response to segregation there.

bureaucracies often continue along a policy trajectory set into motion by
one administration unless another one expressly dislodges or rejects it.
Second, while the Carter and Clinton administrations embraced the
rhetoric of suburban integration, they ultimately retreated. In both instances, the president withdrew fairly early in his administration, implying
that Carter and Clinton may have been looking ahead to the presidential
elections of 1980 and 1996. Perhaps liberal HUD secretaries can advance
the idea of suburban integration only at certain times and only so far
and, lacking sufﬁcient political support, must fold in the face of signiﬁcant suburban opposition. Historically, that happened to Romney, Harris,
and Cisneros. Future attempts by HUD to integrate the suburbs cannot
underestimate the level or intensity of suburban hostility to subsidized
housing. Given such resistance, stable racial and economic integration
may continue to be difﬁcult to secure.
A third reason is the racial attitudes in America. Although since the
early 1970s there has been a “modest softening” of white views toward
housing integration,174 that may be less true of the views of suburban
residents, especially of whites who ﬂed to the suburbs because of race.
Susan Welch and her colleagues conclude that one-third of long-term
white residents of the greater Detroit metropolitan area refer to race as
a reason for moving from a prior neighborhood, and other whites probably fall into this grouping but refuse to admit it.175 Suburban residents
174
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who ﬂed the cities for racial reasons may be a primary source of opposition to integration efforts, particularly if new neighbors would not have
similar socioeconomic status.176 In other words, they may well still support Nixon’s policy. Nixon was speaking for them, part of the “silent
majority.” Or viewed from a different perspective, perhaps it was not a
Nixon decision to exclude subsidized housing from the suburbs but the
resolve of innumerable Americans for whom Nixon simply spoke. White
Americans’ attitudes toward suburban housing integration are vital under
either interpretation. They affected Nixon’s views on the issue in the early
1970s and persist in shaping the political environment even today.
Finally, the politics of suburban segregation has not changed since the
Nixon years because of the general nature of presidential politics. Although David Mayhew’s reelection connection referred to members of
Congress, the same may be said of presidents.177 Presidents are rational
actors who single-mindedly seek reelection. In the pursuit of this preeminent goal, public opinion becomes exceptionally important, and it was the
perception of Richard Nixon and his successors that suburban residents
would strenuously oppose government action to integrate the suburbs.
To ensure that this critical part of the voting population supports them at
election time, presidents – whether conservative or not – have followed
Nixon’s basic policy. When HUD secretaries edge too far to the left on
suburban housing issues, ﬁrst-term presidents are very likely to rein them
in to ensure their own reelection. Second-term presidents also constrain
liberal moves by HUD secretaries to guarantee that their party is not
blamed for a policy that advances suburban integration.
To enhance their reputations, Nixon’s successors occasionally appealed
to civil rights activists on the issue of housing integration, but they
refused to take aggressive action. At the same time, there appears to
have been limited grassroots action on the issue. The history of civil
rights owes much to citizen action groups and local political pressure.
Without organized, focused pressure from the grassroots, presidents can
play it safe, appealing to most suburban voters. Absent wide public
support for housing integration, no president will risk alienating the
white middle-class vote by pushing hard on the issue. This distinguishes
176
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the last three decades of the twentieth century from the crucial events
of 1968, which forced the public to focus on the problems of African
Americans and support government action to deal with their plight. That
kind of moment in American history has yet to return. The opportunity
at that time was lost because of Richard Nixon’s politics of suburban
segregation, and there was no turning back.

6
The Federal Courts and Suburban Segregation

Richard Nixon made an aggressive attempt to inﬂuence the United States
Supreme Court during the 1968 presidential election and his ﬁrst term
as president. He vigorously criticized the criminal procedure decisions
of the Warren Court in his 1968 campaign and vowed to name “strict
constructionists” to the Court.1 President Nixon then had the remarkable opportunity of appointing four justices to the Supreme Court during
his ﬁrst three years in the White House. As central components of his
Southern Strategy, Nixon selected Chief Justice Warren E. Burger in 1969
and Associate Justices Harry A. Blackmun in 1970, Lewis F. Powell in
1971, and William H. Rehnquist in 1971.2 All were conservatives, as were
Clement Haynesworth and G. Harrold Carswell, the two Nixon nominees rejected by the Senate. “These events placed the selection process of
Supreme Court justices – and Supreme Court policymaking – on the front
burner of American politics,” Sheldon Goldman observes.3 Rehnquist
was later promoted to chief justice by President Reagan, perpetuating the
“Nixon Court.” Nixon appointees therefore held the pivotal center seat
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on the Supreme Court for over three decades, sustaining Nixon’s legacy
long after he left ofﬁce.
During the 1970s and 1980s, President Nixon’s four Supreme Court
appointees voted overwhelmingly as a uniﬁed bloc in criminal procedure
and civil rights cases, precisely the areas of constitutional law emphasized
by Nixon’s Southern Strategy.4 This highly cohesive voting pattern enhanced the likelihood of Nixon’s inﬂuence on the Court. Additionally, his
four appointees rarely failed to ﬁnd a ﬁfth vote, meaning they often constituted a majority in criminal and civil rights decisions. In fair housing
cases, the ﬁfth vote was typically Justice Potter Stewart, a Republican and
an Eisenhower appointee who was seriously considered by Nixon for the
chief justiceship in 1969.5
Scholars rarely examine whether, after leaving the White House, presidents affect public policy through their Supreme Court appointments.
The major reason for this seems clear: trying to attribute Supreme Court
policy to the presidents who appointed individual justices is a formidable
task. A president cannot know precisely how an appointee will behave,
and presidents are at times sorely disappointed by their selections.6 Despite this, presidents usually choose justices with political views similar
to their own, and evidence indicates that presidential appointments do
inﬂuence the direction of the Court.7 The demanding assignment is to
trace judicial policies in individual issue areas to the policy preferences of
the president who appointed the decision makers. That is the imposing
task at hand.
4
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This chapter examines whether the decisions of Richard Nixon’s
Supreme Court and lower federal court appointees had a negative impact
on residential integration in suburban America, whether the president inﬂuenced the decisions of his appointees, and if inﬂuence cannot be demonstrated, whether Nixon would nevertheless have been pleased with those
decisions. The Warren Court era provides the necessary background as a
point of departure. During this period, the Court announced three important fair housing cases, suggesting that the federal judiciary might play a
lead role in championing equal housing opportunity in the United States.
It should be stressed at the outset, however, that the Supreme Court has
decided relatively few fair housing cases when compared to the number
of its decisions in other prominent areas of civil rights. Amazingly, between 1950 and 2000 all of the major Supreme Court decisions addressing housing discrimination were announced within the ten short years
between Reitman v. Mulkey8 in 1967 and Village of Arlington Heights v.
Metropolitan Housing Development Corp.9 in 1977, which was less than
three years after Richard Nixon’s resignation.

the warren court
The Warren Court will always be remembered for its civil rights policies,
with Brown v. Board of Education10 arguably the most signiﬁcant judicial
decision of twentieth-century America. It was not until 1967, however,
that the Warren Court began handing down decisions in fair housing
cases.11 This delay seems peculiar in light of the civil rights revolution initiated by the Warren Court.12 Although opportunities were available to
8
9
10
11

12
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strike down some forms of housing discrimination, the Court was reluctant to seize them,13 and at times the Court seemed to avoid them deliberately. Although Richard Nixon repeatedly criticized the liberal activism of
the Warren Court, the Court was far less liberal and far less activist in fair
housing cases than in many other areas of civil liberties and civil rights.14
When compared to the Warren Court’s rulings in school desegregation,
for example, the fair housing rulings were relatively moderate.
Earl Warren’s Court broke out of this restrained pattern in its last
three years by announcing three important fair housing cases.15 The ﬁrst
of these cases, Reitman v. Mulkey,16 arose in California, where the state
legislature had passed several laws designed to root out discrimination in
the sale and rental of private property. These laws generated a great deal
of opposition, including that of Ronald Reagan,17 and eventually led to
a proposed amendment to the state constitution. The resulting amendment, which repealed California’s fair housing laws, also prohibited any
agency of the state government from limiting a person’s discretion to
sell, lease, or rent residential property to whomever he or she wished.
In other words, under this amendment the state of California could not
abridge a person’s “right” to discriminate in housing matters.18 Mulkey,
an African American, challenged the amendment in the California courts
13
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after Reitman refused to rent him an apartment on the basis of race.
The California Supreme Court ruled that the state constitutional amendment abridged the Fourteenth Amendment by encouraging housing
discrimination.
The majority opinion in Reitman, written by Justice Byron White, upheld the California Supreme Court’s judgment after detecting state action
in violation of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
White said the California constitutional amendment “changed the situation from one in which discrimination was restricted [by state law] ‘to
one wherein it [was] encouraged . . . ’; [the amendment] was legislative action ‘which authorized private discrimination’ and made the State ‘at least
a partner of the instant act of discrimination.’”19 The only conceivable
purpose of the amendment, according to the opinion, was to authorize
housing discrimination – something that was repugnant to the Fourteenth
Amendment.20 White concluded that the California Supreme Court appropriately considered both the amendment’s intent (to repeal the state’s
major fair housing laws) and its effect (to encourage housing discrimination) to declare it unconstitutional.
The spring of 1968 brought the promise of an even more noteworthy
expansion of the right to fair housing. It came in the form of the Court’s
unprecedented ruling in Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co.,21 the most significant Warren Court fair housing decision. The Mayer Company, which
operated a private subdivision development and realty company in the
St. Louis metropolitan area, refused to sell homes to African Americans,
including Jones, solely because of race. Justice Potter Stewart spoke for
the 7 to 2 majority, deﬁnitively ruling that Section 1982 of the Civil Rights
Act of 1866 forbids all racial discrimination in the sale or rental of housing, both public and private.22 Stewart drew on his judicial creativity
to support his ruling. He asserted that Congress possessed the power to
enact Section 1982 under the enabling clause of the Thirteenth Amendment, which abolished slavery, because housing discrimination constitutes
a badge of servitude traceable to slavery. Stewart wrote: “when racial discrimination herds men into ghettos and makes their ability to buy property turn on the color of their skin, then . . . it is a relic of slavery.”23
19
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Stewart assumed that the Thirteenth Amendment’s enabling clause permitted Congress to abolish not only slavery in the historical sense but
“relics of slavery” as well.24 The Warren Court made a sweeping ruling
in Jones, albeit one not yet fulﬁlled.25
The third fair housing decision came in January 1969 in Hunter v.
Erickson.26 Voters in Akron, Ohio, had amended their city charter specifically to prevent the implementation of any fair housing ordinance without
the approval of a majority of citizens, voting in a local election. Normally,
Akron did not require prior voter approval; all other property ordinances
automatically took effect upon passage unless 10 percent of the voters
requested a referendum.27 Plainly, fair housing laws were singled out for
special treatment.
Akron’s amendment was at war with the equal protection clause, according to the Warren Court, because it made “an explicitly racial classiﬁcation treating racial housing matters differently from other racial and
housing matters.”28 This amendment, aimed speciﬁcally at fair housing
laws, clearly had a negative effect on racial minorities seeking equal housing opportunities. As Justice White wrote for the majority, while the
amendment, on its face, treated all people equally, “the reality is that
the law’s impact falls on the minority. The majority needs no protection against discrimination and if it did, a referendum might be bothersome but no more than that.”29 White maintained that the charter
amendment “places special burdens on racial minorities within the governmental process. This is no more permissible than denying them the
vote, on an equal basis with others.”30 Since Akron could not justify
the racial distinctions inherent in its charter amendment, White said the
amendment contravened the guarantee of equal protection under the
Constitution.
This trio of decisions established a liberal foundation for American fair
housing law. While they did not speciﬁcally address suburban integration,
they are relevant to suburban housing discrimination. Reitman stands for
the proposition that the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits a state or local
24
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government from creating a “right” to discriminate in the sale, rental, or
leasing of housing. Jones declares that racial discrimination in the sale,
rental, and leasing of all housing, public or private, is illegal under the Civil
Rights Act of 1866. Finally, Hunter holds that, in light of the Fourteenth
Amendment, a locality may not make the implementation of fair housing
laws more difﬁcult than the implementation of other laws by requiring
the approval of a majority of voters in the former instance but not in the
latter. Each decision applies equally to housing in urban, suburban, and
rural areas. Not until the Burger Court, however, did the justices directly
confront the issue of suburban integration.

the burger court
The Supreme Court took on a different ideological orientation after Earl
Warren retired as chief justice and Richard Nixon was inaugurated.31
The 1960s witnessed several landmark Supreme Court decisions that expanded the rights of persons accused of crimes.32 Those years were also
characterized by violence: an increase in crime rates, demonstrations over
the Vietnam War, assassinations of prominent political leaders, and urban
riots by racial minorities. Richard Nixon believed that the two developments were connected, and his presidential campaign of 1968 took direct
aim at the Warren Court.33 He contended that the Court’s criminal procedure rulings had contributed to the lawlessness of the 1960s and pledged
to appoint individuals to the Supreme Court who would oppose Warren
Court trends and strictly construe the Constitution.34
President Nixon fulﬁlled his promise with the appointment of four conservative justices to the high court. Although no landmark decisions on
individual rights were speciﬁcally overturned, the Burger Court chipped
away at liberal rulings. Presidents Ford, Reagan, and Bush typically
picked conservative justices as well. These four Republican presidents,
as seen in Table 6.1, had the good fortune of naming ten consecutive justices to the Court and altering its stance on civil rights issues, including fair
31
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table 6.1. Supreme Court Appointees, 1969–2003

Justice

Years on the
Court

Appointing
President

Warren E. Burger
Harry A. Blackmun
Lewis F. Powell, Jr.
William H. Rehnquist
John Paul Stevens
Sandra Day O’Connor
Antonin Scalia
Anthony M. Kennedy
David H. Souter
Clarence Thomas
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Stephen G. Breyer

1969–1986
1970–1994
1972–1987
1972–
1975–
1981–
1986–
1988–
1990–
1991–
1993–
1994–

Nixon
Nixon
Nixon
Nixon
Ford
Reagan
Reagan
Reagan
Bush
Bush
Clinton
Clinton
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housing. By contrast, Bill Clinton was the only Democratic president to
appoint Supreme Court justices since the Johnson administration: Ruth
Bader Ginsburg in 1993 and Stephen G. Breyer in 1994.
California Zoning Referenda and Valtierra
Finding affordable housing in the suburbs is a major problem for the
poor, but President Nixon’s fair housing policy expressed little sympathy
for their plight. In Richard Nixon’s view, the suburbs were free to exclude the poor by refusing to build subsidized housing.35 Nixon deﬁned
equal housing opportunity as “the achievement of a condition in which
individuals of similar income levels in the same housing market area have
a like range of housing choices available to them regardless of their race,
color, religion, or national origin.”36 He highlighted his policy by declaring, “We will not seek to impose economic integration upon an existing
local jurisdiction.”37 Or, to put it plainly, the government would not force
public or subsidized housing on suburbs.
The Burger Court’s position on fair housing was initially launched
in James v. Valtierra,38 and two facts suggest that this case is central
to understanding Richard Nixon’s fair housing legacy. First, the timing of Valtierra was ideal; it was announced in April 1971, shortly
after the president publicly articulated his opposition to forced suburban integration on four different occasions.39 Second, Valtierra was precisely the kind of substantive decision Nixon would have advocated and
defended.40
In Valtierra, indigent California residents eligible for public housing
challenged Article XXXIV of the California Constitution. The article
required that a majority of citizens voting in a community referendum
35
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Public Papers of the Presidents: Richard Nixon (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Ofﬁce, 1972), pp. 12, 166, 464; memo from Nixon to John D. Ehrlichman,
1/28/72, Presidential Materials Review Board, Review of Contested Documents, NPMS,
WHSF, SMOF, Ehrlichman, Documents from Boxes 16–22, Archives II, College Park,
Maryland.
Ibid., p. 730.
Ibid.
402 U.S. 137 (1971).
Public Papers of the Presidents: Richard Nixon (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Ofﬁce, 1971), p. 1106; Public Papers of the Presidents (1972), pp. 11–12, 163–
64, 166, 464.
In his 1971 fair housing statement, Nixon observed that Valtierra was a prominent case
that “suggest[ed] the boundaries within which other courts will be wrestling with these
questions in the months and years just ahead.” Ibid., p. 734.
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approve of the development, construction, or acquisition of a low-rent
housing project before its initiation.41 Under this provision, voters in local
referenda in San Jose and in San Mateo County prevented housing ofﬁcials from applying for federal funds to build low-income housing. The
indigents in Valtierra argued that their equal protection rights had been
abridged for two related reasons. They claimed ﬁrst that the California
constitutional provision discriminated based on wealth, which they contended was a suspect classiﬁcation under the equal protection clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment. Second, they contended that, in effect, the
mandatory referendum placed a heavier burden on racial minorities and
the poor than on other groups pursuing favorable housing policies. The
lower federal court, relying on Hunter v. Erickson, held that the California
constitutional provision did indeed deprive the low-income residents of
equal protection.42
The Supreme Court, however, took the opposite view. Justice Hugo
Black’s 5 to 3 majority opinion, joined by Burger but not by Blackmun,
ruled that the plaintiffs’ equal protection rights were not abridged in
Valtierra and that communities may use local referenda to exclude publicly
assisted housing. Black dwelt on the fact that California had customarily
reserved to its voters the power to initiate and reject laws by means of
referenda, and according to his opinion, there was no evidence of racially
discriminatory intent in the amendment’s passage. Rather, the provision
upheld California’s tradition of permitting voters to participate in public
policymaking through the electoral process – a tradition that reﬂected the
state’s “devotion to democracy, not bias, discrimination, or prejudice.”43
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402 U.S. 139.
Ibid., pp. 139–40.
Ibid., p. 141. Similar constitutional reasoning was used in City of Eastlake v. Forest City
Enterprises, Inc., 426 U.S. 668 (1976). The Eastlake, Ohio, city charter stipulated that
all proposed zoning changes must be submitted to a citywide referendum, with a 55 percent favorable vote required for ﬁnal approval. The Ohio Supreme Court struck down
the referendum requirement as “an unlawful delegation of legislative power . . . denying
appellant due process of law.” Forest City Enterprises, Inc. v. City of Eastlake, 41 Ohio
St. 747 (1975). The Burger Court overturned the Ohio Supreme Court, declaring that a
referendum cannot “be characterized as a delegation of legislative power.” 426 U.S. 672.
The Court again asserted that referenda reﬂect the very essence of democracy because all
the citizens of the locality are afforded a mechanism for expressing their views on public policy. Ibid., p. 678. Arguably, Eastlake is an extension of Valtierra. While Valtierra
permitted referenda to block the building of low-income public housing, Eastlake permitted referenda to obstruct proposed low-income private housing. Comment, “Exclusionary Zoning and a Reluctant Supreme Court,” Wake Forest Law Review 13: 127
(1977).
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“This procedure,” he added, “ensures that all the people of a community
will have a voice in a decision which may lead to large expenditures of
local governmental funds for increased public services and to lower tax
revenues. It gives them a voice in decisions that will affect the future
development of their own community.”44
Black, who was by this time an eighty-ﬁve-year-old member of the
Court’s conservative bloc,45 assailed the lower court’s reliance on Hunter.
The California provision at issue in Valtierra, unlike the one challenged in
Hunter, did not explicitly classify persons on the basis of race, he argued. It
merely required that proposals for low-income housing projects withstand
voter scrutiny. Because it was not aimed at any particular racial group, the
California provision did not violate the Constitution, and Hunter did not
apply. The lower court “could be afﬁrmed only by extending Hunter and
this we decline to do.”46 This innocuous-sounding phrase, “and this we
decline to do,” captures the Burger Court’s policy orientation in wealth
discrimination litigation. To declare legislation unconstitutional under the
Fourteenth Amendment, the Burger Court required an explicit racial classiﬁcation. If a statute discriminated on the basis of income, it would
be upheld even if it hurt racial minorities, since a classiﬁcation based
on wealth did not single them out for different treatment under the law.47
This position squares with Richard Nixon’s staunch opposition to
so-called forced economic integration of the suburbs. Between December
1970 and June 1971, the president had publicly indicated the distinction
between racial discrimination and economic integration on several occasions. Racial discrimination was illegal, but the suburbs could not be
coerced into accepting low-income housing. In April 1971, with Chief
Justice Burger at the helm, the Supreme Court openly adopted Nixon’s
policy position. As presidential advisor Leonard Garment noted when
the president’s fair housing policy was announced in June 1971, the
Supreme Court’s opinion in Valtierra expressly recognized what Nixon
had been repeating for months: “there apparently is no existing law that
authorizes, much less mandates, economic integration.”48 Meanwhile, the
Court’s refusal to acknowledge the relationship between minority status
44
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and poverty reﬂected its growing lack of sympathy for the claims of lowincome minority plaintiffs. As Thomas Dienes commented in 1971, “To
assume that the legal distinctions set forth . . . are the real explanations for
a case like Valtierra is to ignore the political reality that a power shift in
the dominant constitutional philosophy in the Court is well underway.”49
In Valtierra, the Burger Court additionally failed to lend constitutional
signiﬁcance to the argument that the California referendum burdened the
poor by making it difﬁcult for them to ﬁnd affordable housing. The indigents in the case claimed that the California amendment was tainted
by discrimination because it mandated a referendum, while most other
referenda were held only after a citizen initiative. Justice Black, rebutting
this argument, reasoned that low-income housing was not singled out for
mandatory referenda. Mandatory referenda, Black wrote, “are required
for approval of state constitutional amendments, for the issuance of general obligation long-term bonds by local governments, and for certain
municipal territorial annexations.”50
Suggesting the Court’s upcoming intent doctrine in Washington v.
Davis51 and Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Development Corp.,52 Black further asserted that a facially neutral law was
not unconstitutional simply because its impact fell on racial minorities.53
The fact that a certain group is disadvantaged by a lawmaking procedure
does not, in itself, violate the equal protection guarantee. “Under any
such holding, presumably a State would not be able to require referendums on any subject unless referendums were required on all, because
they would always disadvantage some group,” Black wrote.54 For this
reason, the Burger Court majority endorsed the view that discriminatory
intent – not effect – is essential for a court to ﬁnd an abridgement of the
equal protection clause in fair housing cases.
Justice Thurgood Marshall’s dissenting opinion in Valtierra, in sharp
contrast to the majority and Richard Nixon’s politics of suburban segregation, sought to venture where the Supreme Court had never gone
before. Marshall insisted that the reach of the equal protection clause extends well beyond racial discrimination to wealth discrimination. Prior
49
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Thomas Dienes, “The Progeny of Comstockery – Birth Control Laws Return to Court,”
American University Law Review 21: 107–8 (1971).
402 U.S. 142.
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402 U.S. 142.
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approval through a mandatory referendum was required in this case only
from those seeking low-income public housing. As a consequence, the
California constitutional provision was a form of invidious discrimination
in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment because low-income people
were set apart. “It is an explicit classiﬁcation on the basis of poverty –
a suspect classiﬁcation which demands exacting judicial scrutiny.”55 The
Fourteenth Amendment not only protects racial minorities from discrimination, Marshall maintained; it also protects the poor if they are required
to shoulder a burden not borne by other classes of citizens.
Valtierra has clear negative implications for the likelihood of suburban housing integration.56 Unless racially discriminatory intent is proven,
Valtierra allows a community to exclude the poor if local voters refuse
to approve of low-income housing. An area’s economic composition is
thus determined by its current residents, not persons who reside elsewhere but wish to live in the community.57 This is entirely compatible with Richard Nixon’s interpretation of federal fair housing law.58
According to Nixon, there is a legitimate distinction between racial
and economic segregation, and it is up to each community to decide
whether it will accept or reject low-income housing. The communities
that wish to accept it may either apply to HUD for subsidized housing or work with private developers to secure affordable housing. Those
communities that refuse to do so will remain closed to low-income people.59 The Valtierra ruling understandably “disheartened advocates of
open housing, particularly those who had pinned their hopes in the
ﬁght against suburban exclusion on a favorable ruling by the Supreme
Court.”60 Added to this was the effect Valtierra had on the lower federal courts, which began to require proof of discriminatory intent and rejected wealth as a suspect classiﬁcation.61 Ultimately, Valtierra contributed
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to the perpetuation of residential segregation; referenda could deny the
poor low-income housing in suburban neighborhoods, keeping poor minorities in the segregated communities where they have traditionally
resided.
Exclusionary Zoning in the Rochester Suburbs
Suburban governments have signiﬁcantly contributed to housing segregation by passing and enforcing exclusionary zoning laws.62 Local governments possess the power to plan for the residential, commercial, and
industrial use of land within their borders.63 As part of the planning process, they may enact zoning ordinances that require minimum lot sizes,
minimum square footage, high-quality building materials, and other lofty
standards for construction that substantially drive up the cost of housing
out of the reach of low- and moderate-income persons. Local zoning
policies may prohibit the construction of federally subsidized housing as
well. The Supreme Court has refused to strike down exclusionary zoning
laws,64 effectively foreclosing integration in many suburban communities.
Against this backdrop, Justice Lewis Powell, Richard Nixon’s third
Supreme Court appointee, delivered another victory for the president in
1975 in the case of Warth v. Seldin.65 Warth dealt with an exclusionary zoning ordinance in Penﬁeld, New York, an attractive white suburb
of Rochester. The ordinance was challenged by four different groups of
62
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living together but only two unrelated people living in the same residence. Multipledwelling units were prohibited. After leasing a house in Belle Terre, six SUNY Stony
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422 U.S. 490 (1975).
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plaintiffs: low- and moderate-income nonresidents who said they were
unable to ﬁnd affordable housing in Penﬁeld, Rochester tax payers who
claimed they were burdened by higher taxes because of the city’s disproportionate number of low-income housing projects, Penﬁeld residents
who insisted they were denied the advantages of living in an integrated
community, and organizations representing builders who asserted they
were unable to construct potentially proﬁtable low-income housing because of Penﬁeld’s exclusionary practices. The plaintiffs urged that the
Penﬁeld law ran afoul of the First, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments
as well as the Civil Rights Act of 1866 by excluding low- and moderateincome shelter to meet the housing needs of Penﬁeld and the greater
Rochester metropolitan area.66
Justice Powell wrote on behalf of the 5 to 4 Burger Court majority in
Warth. Nixon’s four appointees voted as a bloc and were joined by Justice
Stewart, the crucial ﬁfth vote. Powell’s opinion formulated a new standard for standing: Did the low- and moderate-income petitioners “allege
facts from which it reasonably could be inferred that, absent [Penﬁeld’s]
restrictive zoning practices, there is a substantial probability that they
would have been able to purchase or lease in Penﬁeld[?]”67 Powell responded that the low- and moderate-income plaintiffs in Warth did not
meet this stringent causation test. They did not demonstrate a direct and
concrete causal link between their own harm and Penﬁeld’s actions because they did not prove that they could and would live in Penﬁeld even
without its restrictive zoning ordinance.68
Powell saw the low- and moderate-income petitioners’ suit as raising,
in reality, the third party rights of developers and builders, for the petitioners’ desire to reside in Penﬁeld was dependent on the ability and willingness of developers and builders to construct shelter to meet their needs.
The record in the case indicated that developers and builders made only
two attempts to erect low- and moderate-cost housing projects in the suburb. After examining the lower court record and applying the “substantial probability” standard, Powell concluded that the proposed projects
fell short of meeting the ﬁnancial and house-size needs of the plaintiffs.69
Sounding very much like Richard Nixon only a few years earlier,70 Powell
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reasoned that each petitioner’s inability to live in Penﬁeld was “the consequence of the economics of the area housing market, rather than of
respondents’ assertedly illegal acts.”71 The indigent were unable to ﬁnd
appropriate housing simply because they could not afford existing homes
in Penﬁeld, not because of the Penﬁeld ordinance or its implementation.
The Court similarly denied standing to the other plaintiffs.
Warth is an illustration of the Burger Court’s conservative activist
policymaking.72 The Court’s scrutiny of the causal connection between
Penﬁeld’s ordinance and the plaintiffs’ injuries, required by the substantial probability test, was both unnecessary and inconsistent with precedent. A simple allegation of injury in fact was sufﬁcient for standing prior
to Warth. In Association of Data Processing Service Organizations, Inc.
v. Camp,73 decided in 1970, the Burger Court required that a plaintiff
show a causal relationship between the alleged injury in fact and the defendant’s actions. The plaintiffs would have been granted standing had
the Court applied the Data Processing test because they had demonstrated an injury in fact of both an economic and a noneconomic nature, and because their injuries arguably fell within the zone of interests
protected by various civil rights statutes as well as the equal protection
clause.
The Court essentially conditioned a grant of standing on the plaintiffs’
ability to show they had a reserved spot in a particular planned development at a special location. In Warth, however, the plaintiffs were concerned not with their exclusion from a speciﬁc project, but with making
the Rochester suburb more generally accessible to the poor. The Court,
by narrowing the issue to a speciﬁc project, precluded most attacks on
exclusionary zoning. “The effect of requiring a concrete proposal prior
to development will be to shift the focus of subsequent litigation from
the issue the plaintiff in Warth wanted to raise – the permissibility of excluding all low- and moderate-cost housing from a suburb – to the quite
different issue of whether rejection of a particular proposal is constitutionally permissible,” Terrance Sandalow writes. “The legal signiﬁcance
of the Court’s supposedly procedural decision is, thus, to foreclose the
substantive issue plaintiff attempted to raise. The practical consequence
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is to preclude effective use of the federal constitution to open suburbs to
additional low- and moderate-cost housing.”74
The dissents of Justices Brennan and Douglas indicate that the Burger
Court’s holding in Warth was best explained by the Court’s general hostility to the low-income plaintiffs’ substantive allegations. Brennan observes:
“While the Court gives lip service to the principle, oft repeated in recent
years, that ‘standing in no way depends on the merits of the plaintiff’s
contention that particular conduct is illegal,’ in fact the opinion, which
tosses out of court almost every conceivable kind of plaintiff who could
be injured by the activity claimed to be unconstitutional, can be explained
only by an indefensible hostility to the claim on the merits.”75 Douglas
adds: “With all respect, I think the Court reads the complaint and the
record with antagonistic eyes. There are in the background of this case
continuing strong tides of opinion touching on very sensitive matters,
some of which involve race, some class distinctions based on wealth.”76
Other observers argue that the justices twisted the traditional meaning
of standing in Warth to pursue their own policy agenda.77 They claim
that the Burger Court used the standing doctrine as a procedural device
to deny cases that a majority of the justices disliked or preferred not to
decide. By closing the courthouse doors to indigent minorities seeking
to integrate the suburbs, the Burger Court in effect blocked a most basic
forum for assessing their rights. Among others, Justice Douglas repeatedly
underscored the crucial importance of the judicial arena to the struggle
for civil rights. As he notes in Warth, “[T]he American dream teaches that
if one reaches high enough and persists there is a forum where justice will
be dispensed. I would lower the technical barriers and let the courts serve
that ancient need.”78 Ultimately, Warth places a signiﬁcant obstacle in the
path of those who would use the courts to attack exclusionary zoning.
Intent to Discriminate: Arlington Heights, Illinois
The most damaging fair housing decision during the Burger-Rehnquist
Court years came less than two and one-half years after Richard Nixon’s
74
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resignation and was again authored by Nixon appointee Lewis Powell.
In that case, Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Development Corp.,79 the Court ruled by a 7 to 1 vote that proof of discriminatory effect is insufﬁcient to make a valid housing discrimination
claim under the equal protection clause. Instead, proof of discriminatory intent on the part of those who framed or administered the law is
necessary.80
The case arose when the Village of Arlington Heights, a well-to-do suburb of Chicago, refused to rezone a parcel of land to allow the Metropolitan Housing Development Corporation (MHDC) to build a low- and
moderate-income housing project there. Only 27 of Arlington Heights’
64,000 residents were black, according to the 1970 census, but an estimated 40 percent of the proposed project’s residents would have been
people of color. MHDC failed to convince village ofﬁcials to accept the
housing project during three heavily attended public meetings, and the
village planning commission recommended against the rezoning request
since it was inconsistent with Arlington Heights’ “buffer policy” for
multiunit housing.81 The commission’s recommendation was approved
by the village board of trustees, and the MHDC project was blocked
from construction.
MHDC and three African Americans representing low- and moderateincome minorities who wished to live and work in the Village of Arlington
Heights then brought suit in federal district court. They claimed that the
rezoning denial violated the developers’ right to use property in a reasonable fashion under the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
and that the denial was motivated in part by racial discrimination in violation of the equal protection clause, the Civil Rights Act of 1866, and the
Fair Housing Act of 1968. The district court ruled against the petitioners,
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astonishingly asserting that “the denial would not have a discriminatory
effect.”82
The court of appeals reversed, concluding that the ultimate effect of
the rezoning denial was racially discriminatory, thereby violating the
equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. In reaching this
conclusion, the court of appeals recognized the pervasiveness of housing segregation in the Chicago metropolitan area, and particularly in
Arlington Heights. It noted that the four townships northwest of Cook
County, including Arlington Heights, had grown by 219,000 people during the 1960s, but only 170 of these newcomers were African Americans.
Evidence further indicated that out of all the communities with more than
50,000 residents, Arlington Heights was the most residentially segregated
in the entire Chicago area.83 While the court of appeals did not declare that
the village’s zoning policy was principally responsible for this hypersegregation,84 it did attach constitutional signiﬁcance to the fact that Arlington
Heights’ refusal to rezone denied “the only present hope of . . . making
even a small contribution toward eliminating the pervasive problem of
segregated housing.”85 As a result, the court of appeals concluded that
Arlington Heights’ decision clearly had a racially discriminatory effect in
violation of the equal protection clause and that no compelling state interest justiﬁed the refusal to rezone. The victory for fair housing advocates
was short-lived, however, when the case was appealed to the Supreme
Court.
The Supreme Court’s holding in Arlington Heights was apparent
from the outset of Justice Powell’s majority opinion when he invoked
Washington v. Davis.86 By a 7 to 2 vote, with all of Nixon’s appointees
joining the majority, Davis ruled that proof of intent to discriminate
was necessary to win an equal protection claim in an equal employment opportunity case. Powell extended that ruling to housing discrimination suits. He argued that Davis “made it clear that ofﬁcial action
will not be held unconstitutional solely because it results in a racially
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disproportionate impact.” Powell asserted, “Proof of racially discriminatory intent or purpose is required to show a violation of the Equal Protection Clause.”87 While Powell acknowledged that the effect of Arlington
Heights’ refusal to rezone did “arguably bear more heavily on racial
minorities,” this result alone does not invoke Fourteenth Amendment
prohibitions.88 The Burger Court, adhering to Davis, ruled that in order to establish a constitutional violation the plaintiffs must prove that
Arlington Heights’ refusal to rezone was motivated by an intent to discriminate on grounds of race. The record showed no such willful intent,
and the ﬁnding by the court of appeals of discriminatory impact was thus
irrelevant.
The Court did not limit its ruling to Arlington Heights, but instead
chose to extend Davis to future fair housing cases. The majority counseled
that disproportionate impact could provide an important “starting point”
when attempting to prove discriminatory intent but impact alone was
insufﬁcient. Beside the legislative and administrative history of the law, the
historical background might be relevant as well, “especially where there
are contemporary statements by members of the decisionmaking body,
minutes of its meetings, or reports.”89 None of these factors, however,
came into play in Arlington Heights.
By ruling out intent, the Burger Court pointed favorably to the district court’s ﬁnding that the village’s refusal to rezone was not racially
motivated and the ﬁnding of the court of appeals that the application
of the buffer zone policy was consistent with similar cases. Since 1959,
when the village initially adopted its zoning map, the area in question had
been zoned for single-family housing, and Arlington Heights was “undeniably committed to single-family homes as its dominant residential land
use.”90 This was precisely the type of suburb President Nixon insisted
needed protection from forced economic integration in the form of public
or low-income housing. Nor were procedural ﬂaws apparent in the zoning of Arlington Heights. Public ofﬁcials involved in the rezoning decision
“focused almost exclusively on the zoning aspects of the MHDC petition”
and did not demonstrate any discriminatory intent.91 All told, then, “the
87
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sequence of events leading up to the decision” against rezoning did not
“spark suspicion.”92
The Burger Court transformed the vision of low-income suburban
housing into a pipe dream in Arlington Heights. Its policy prevents federal judges from inferring intent from disproportionate impact except in
egregious instances of discrimination. It predicates a judgment of racial
discrimination on proof of invidious intent and therefore makes a ﬁnding
of racial discrimination very difﬁcult to prove. The majority held out the
possibility that future courts could weigh the actions taken by local ofﬁcials to establish intent in a challenged zoning decision. The fundamental
problem with this approach, however, is all too obvious: local legislators
and administrators are too politically conscious to exhibit their racial prejudices openly. Under the Burger Court’s reasoning in Arlington Heights,
local zoning decisions are immune from scrutiny under the Fourteenth
Amendment, except in the most ﬂagrant cases of discrimination, irrespective of how much they may burden minorities. Some local decisions,
while not expressly motivated by racial animus, reﬂect an insensitivity
to the housing needs of minorities and have the same pernicious impact
as actions founded on willful discrimination. These latter decisions are
presumptively valid under Arlington Heights.
Housing Integration, the Fair Housing Act, and Trafﬁcante
Arlington Heights is a conservative interpretation of fair housing law that
shields America’s suburbs from unwanted minorities and the poor. It is
also generally consistent with Richard Nixon’s policy preferences. Trafﬁcante v. Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,93 in contrast, holds out the
possibility for suburban integration by recognizing the policy position of
Senator Walter Mondale (D-Minn.) in interpreting the basic objectives of
the Fair Housing Act of 1968.94 Indeed, according to nationally recognized housing discrimination authority Robert Schwemm, Trafﬁcante is
the Supreme Court’s most signiﬁcant decision to shed light on Congress’s
intent in passing Title VIII.95
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In Trafﬁcante, African American and white tenants in a San Francisco
apartment complex argued that their landlord discriminated against
minorities in rental practices, thus depriving tenants of the social beneﬁts of an integrated living environment and related business advantages.
The legal claims in Trafﬁcante were anchored in Title VIII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1968, and the Court held in favor of the tenants, ruling they
had standing as aggrieved persons under the Fair Housing Act because
they suffered the claimed injuries due to discrimination.96 The Court observed that the legislative history of the act demonstrated “a congressional
intention to deﬁne standing as broadly as is permitted by Article III of the
Constitution.”97
Trafﬁcante is pertinent here not for its standing ruling, but for its
recognition of a legal obligation to racially integrate housing under
Title VIII. Justice William O. Douglas, writing for the majority without a single dissent from a Nixon appointee, recognizes the relevance
of a statement made by Senator Mondale during debate over Title VIII.
Douglas quotes Mondale, who said the Fair Housing Act was designed to
“replace the ghettos ‘by truly integrated and balanced living patterns.’”98
Since Mondale’s central role in the passage of the Fair Housing Act is
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42 U.S.C. Section 3610(a). The two other standing decisions of the Burger Court in fair
housing were Gladstone, Realtors v. Village of Bellwood, 441 U.S. 91 (1979) and Havens
Realty Corp. v. Coleman, 455 U.S. 363 (1982). Gladstone was a realty company sued by
Bellwood, a suburb of Chicago, as well as by testers attempting to detect racial steering.
The petitioners claimed that Gladstone had steered prospective African American home
buyers away from white areas of Bellwood and into integrated areas. On appeal, the
Burger Court ruled that, in light of Sections 810 and 812 of the Fair Housing Act, a
municipality and its residents have standing to sue in federal court in a steering case
because the municipality suffered an indirect economic injury and its residents were
indirectly denied the social and professional beneﬁts of integrated living. In Havens,
Coleman, an African American tester hired by a fair housing organization known as
Housing Opportunities Made Equal (HOME), was falsely told there were no vacancies
in a Havens Realty apartment complex in Richmond, Virginia, but a white tester was
informed that apartments were available. The testers, together with HOME and others,
alleged speciﬁc injuries resulting from steering, as prohibited by the Fair Housing Act, but
the district court ruled that the testers lacked standing. The Burger Court unanimously
reversed, holding that Coleman was denied accurate information on the availability of
the property, in direct violation of the Fair Housing Act, and that the tester had standing
under statutory law even though he was not actually seeking to rent an apartment. The
Court said that HOME had standing to challenge the steering in this case as well because
these steering practices interfered with the organization’s counseling and referral services,
causing a drain on its limited resources.
409 U.S. 209.
Mondale quoted at ibid., p. 211.
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beyond doubt,99 the quotation is critical. By recognizing the signiﬁcance
of Mondale’s statement, and by asserting that Title VIII required broad
construction, the Supreme Court embraced the position that nondiscrimination is not the only objective of Title VIII. Relying on its interpretation
of legislative intent, the Court determined that the Fair Housing Act has
a dual purpose – integration as well as nondiscrimination.100
Echoing the Supreme Court, Schwemm concludes that housing integration was a prominent objective of Congress in enacting Title VIII.
According to Schwemm, supporters of the statute in the House as well
as the Senate “repeatedly argued that the new law was intended not only
to expand housing choices for individual blacks, but also to foster racial
integration for the beneﬁt of all Americans.”101 Mondale therefore denounced the possibility that “we are going to live separately in white ghettos and Negro ghettos.”102 Other members of Congress who supported
the legislation voiced the same belief.103 Given the Kerner Commission’s
conviction that America was increasingly becoming two separate and unequal societies, one white and one black,104 Schwemm maintains that
Title VIII was speciﬁcally designed “to remedy segregated housing patterns and the problems associated with them – segregated schools, lost
suburban job opportunities for minorities, and the alienation of whites
and blacks.”105 This interpretation of Title VIII is directly contrary to the
version subscribed to by Richard Nixon. Nixon, of course, claimed the
act only requires nondiscrimination in housing.106
The issue nevertheless remains open since the Supreme Court never
explored the integration implications of Trafﬁcante in later decisions.
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Moreover, while some lower federal courts have cited Trafﬁcante in recognition that Title VIII requires integration,107 others have deciphered Title
VIII’s intent in different ways. Equally important, it is not clear what
Mondale meant by replacing the ghettos “by truly integrated and balanced living patterns.” For instance, did he mean literally that Title VIII’s
integration objective pertained only to ghettos? Nor is it entirely clear
whether Mondale was referring to “truly integrated and balanced living patterns” in a racial or in an economic sense. The assumption in
Trafﬁcante is that he was strictly referring to racial integration. If he
was alluding to economic integration as well, that is an entirely different matter, and one the Supreme Court has obviously not recognized
to date.

Integrating Chicago’s Suburbs: The Gautreaux Case
The Gautreaux program, initiated by HUD during the Carter presidency,
was an administrative approach for selectively moving inner-city public
housing families from Chicago to the surrounding suburbs, as discussed in
Chapter 5. The program improved the quality of life of many “Gautreaux
families” without serious attendant social problems.108 The legal backdrop to the program came from the Supreme Court’s decision in Hills
v. Gautreaux109 – a decision handed down some twenty months after
Richard Nixon’s resignation as president of the United States and one
with which he would have disagreed at least in part.
Racial issues permeated Chicago politics throughout most of the twentieth century, and Chicago has long been known as one of the most residentially segregated cities in the United States.110 This segregation was
compounded in the 1950s and 1960s by the Chicago Housing Authority’s (CHA) ﬂagrant policy of discriminating against African Americans
through site selection procedures for public housing and by assigning
107
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tenants to speciﬁc public housing sites according to race.111 In other words,
CHA selected particular sites in minority neighborhoods to build public
housing and then almost exclusively assigned blacks to live there. By the
mid-1970s, 99.5 percent of the public housing units in Chicago had been
placed in black neighborhoods, and 99 percent of those units were used
to house African Americans, with the exception of four overwhelmingly
white projects. At the same time, suburban public housing was virtually
nonexistent in the Chicago area.112
Believing that most of Chicago’s whites would not tolerate housing
integration, Mayor Richard Daley continued this tradition of systematic
housing discrimination in the 1960s and 1970s.113 Daley, relying on his
extraordinary clout in Cook County, essentially controlled the implementation of federal housing programs in Chicago. For all intents and purposes, the local HUD ofﬁce was part of the Chicago political machine.
The Gautreaux litigation, which challenged Chicago’s segregative public housing policies, was complex and prolonged, and the Nixon and Ford
administrations both kept tabs on it.114 In one key 1971 ruling, the Court
of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit concluded that HUD’s provision of
federal funds to CHA aided and sanctioned CHA’s discriminatory practices, in violation of the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment.115
The agency also violated Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which
requires federal agencies to terminate their funding to state and local programs tainted by discrimination.116
The court of appeals remanded the case to the district court, which
subsequently declared that HUD must provide relief only in the City of
Chicago, not in Chicago’s suburbs. The court of appeals later reversed that
ruling, calling for “the adoption of a comprehensive metropolitan area
plan that will not only disestablish the segregated public housing system
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in the City of Chicago . . . but will increase the supply of dwelling units as
rapidly as possible.”117 The case was once again remanded to the district
court to examine additional evidence and to reconsider the possibility of
a metropolitan-wide remedy. By 1974, in short, the lower federal courts
had concluded that CHA and HUD had violated the Constitution as well
as federal statutory law, thereby perpetuating and reinforcing Chicago’s
racially polarized housing market.118 The scope of the remedy, however,
was still unresolved.
In the aftermath of these lower court rulings, the Supreme Court
granted certiorari to consider legal remedies. In particular, the Court
faced the issue in Hills v. Gautreaux of whether a district court could
require HUD to compensate for past discrimination in Chicago through
a metropolitan-wide housing desegregation remedy. In a unanimous decision afﬁrming the court of appeals, the Supreme Court announced that
it was “not impermissible” for the district court to order a remedy that
included housing relief throughout the Chicago metropolitan area.119 Furthermore, because HUD’s authority extended to Chicago as well as the
surrounding suburbs, the Court would not rule out the possibility that
HUD had a responsibility to make housing available to African Americans
outside the urban core. Whether a metropolitan-wide remedy was required in this case was a matter for the district court to ponder in further
proceedings.120
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120

Quoted at ibid., p. 291.
The controversy that sometimes swirls around housing integration was evident in this
instance. Mayor Daley and the Chicago City Council responded to the lower courts in
Gautreaux “with a policy of massive resistance reminiscent of the efforts of southern
segregationists.” R. Allen Hays, The Federal Government and Urban Housing: Ideology
and Change in Public Policy, 2d ed. (Albany: SUNY Press, 1995), p. 133. CHA and HUD
repeatedly recommended suburban sites for public housing, and just as often the city
council rejected them. The construction of public housing in Chicago was essentially
placed on hold for ten years, with HUD having few carrots and no sticks to rectify the
situation. Many suburban Chicago jurisdictions forfeited federal housing funds as well
when faced with the probability of integration.
425 U.S. 306.
Ibid. The Court held that a court-ordered metropolitan-area remedy was “not impermissible” in Gautreaux. That decision should be contrasted to Milliken v. Bradley, 418
U.S. 717 (1974). In Milliken, the Burger Court refused to uphold a lower court order
for multidistrict busing to remedy school segregation in Detroit and its suburbs. The
crucial distinction between Milliken and Gautreaux is that suburban Detroit school
districts had not violated the Constitution, whereas HUD had in the Chicago case. A
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The Gautreaux rulings, when taken together, provided court-ordered
remedies for past discrimination in Chicago’s public housing. HUD’s role
in that remedial process was to aid the plaintiff class families to move
into HUD-subsidized housing, primarily in Chicago’s sprawling suburbs.
Yet deconcentration in Chicago’s suburbs was not an easy task, as little
public housing existed outside the city. Congress was also pruning federal
assistance for public housing in the mid-1970s, and Chicago’s suburban
communities were unlikely to apply for public housing funds even if they
had been abundant.
The Burger Court found its answer in the Section 8 housing program,
created by the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974. Section 8 was especially relevant since Chicago’s middle-class suburbs frequently applied for Community Development Block Grant funds. The
Section 8 program provides rental assistance to low- and moderateincome families, and the Supreme Court’s opinion in Gautreaux viewed
the Section 8 new construction program as the most viable means for
HUD to provide a remedy in the case.121 The Court did not, however,
require the placement of Section 8 housing in Chicago’s suburbs for minorities. To the contrary, the Court noted that although the 1974 Housing and Community Development Act required deconcentration of the
poor, local governments had the option not to apply for those housing
funds.122 Section 8 housing would, therefore, provide a noncoercive remedy in Gautreaux. As Justice Stewart observed for the unanimous Court,
the Section 8 program “would not have a coercive effect on suburban
municipalities” because they “retain the right to comment on speciﬁc assistance proposals, to reject certain proposals that are inconsistent with
their approved housing-assistance plans, and to require that zoning and
other land use restrictions be adhered to by builders.”123
These speciﬁc conclusions by the Gautreaux majority would have
pleased Richard Nixon. Much of his concern was that suburbs retain the
autonomy to reject any undesired public or subsidized housing. If a suburb
wanted Section 8 housing, that was its choice. The noncoercive remedy
formulated in Gautreaux thus permitted suburbs the ﬂexibility needed to
decide the economic, and therefore racial, mix of their communities. In
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this sense, Nixon’s policy preferences lived on even in the Gautreaux
ruling. Suburbs retained the right to opt out of subsidized housing
programs, and Gautreaux did nothing to end the politics of suburban
segregation.
Although the Court’s decision in Gautreaux was celebrated in civil
rights circles as a victory, over time it had a limited impact on public
housing segregation in Chicago and its suburbs. Moreover, Gautreaux
had relatively little effect on segregated public housing patterns in other
major American cities, even though it served as a model for the Moving
to Opportunity program, as discussed in Chapter 5. From New York
to California, the nation’s leading metropolitan areas often continue to
exhibit segregated public housing patterns, and public housing remains
largely concentrated within city limits years after Gautreaux.
The Supreme Court’s decision in Gautreaux implied that President Ford
had been within the bounds of federal law in refusing to force suburban
integration through the use of Community Development Block Grant
funds, as long as suburban communities declined to apply for them. Conversely, the Ford administration may have acted illegally under certain
circumstances. If a community requested and accepted CDBG money,
HUD could be held legally responsible if deconcentration did not in fact
occur. To the extent that HUD failed to monitor deconcentration during
the Ford years, in principle the administration was in violation of the
Housing and Community Development Act.

the rehnquist court
The Supreme Court has accepted few housing discrimination cases since
Gautreaux in 1976 and Arlington Heights in 1977, including only three
decisions on the merits by the Rehnquist Court.124 This trend suggests the
124

As of early 2004, the only substantive fair housing decisions by the Rehnquist Court
were City of Edmonds v. Oxford House, Inc., 514 U.S. 725 (1995), Meyer v. Holley,
537 U.S. 280 (2003), and City of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio v. Buckeye Community Hope
Foundation, 538 U.S. 188 (2003). City of Edmonds dealt with a challenge to a law
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Court’s reluctance to deal with housing discrimination issues, even though
they continue to arise in the lower federal courts on a regular basis. It also
means that the Rehnquist Court has essentially removed itself from the
fair housing policymaking arena. As long as the Court continues on this
path, Richard Nixon’s interpretation of fair housing remains good law,
and his legacy continues unabated.

the lower federal courts
The main concerns of this chapter to this point have been whether the decisions of Richard Nixon’s Supreme Court appointees negatively affected
the prospects for suburban housing integration, whether the president’s
views on the issue inﬂuenced the appointees’ decisions, and if not, whether
he would have liked the decisions of his appointees nonetheless. Given this
survey of Supreme Court rulings on fair housing, it is obvious that Nixon’s
choices for the Court announced decisions that reduced the likelihood of
integrated housing in suburban America, but it is impossible to conclude
that Nixon inﬂuenced those decisions. Proof of inﬂuence would require
very different evidence than the justices’ policy preferences as reﬂected
in their written opinions. Even so, in light of Chapter 4, it is certainly
reasonable to infer that the president would have been pleased with most
of those decisions.
Meyer v. Holley concerned an interracial couple who alleged that they were prevented
from buying a house in Twenty-Nine Palms, California, for racially discriminatory reasons. Relying on the Fair Housing Act, they sued the president and sole shareholder
of the real estate company, as well as the sales agent. Justice Breyer’s unanimous opinion held that owners and ofﬁcers of corporations are not automatically liable for an
employee’s or agent’s violation of the Fair Housing Act. The act does not impose principles of strict liability beyond those traditionally associated with agent/principal or
employee/employer relationships.
City of Cuyahoga Falls involved a racially motivated challenge to an ordinance that
permitted the construction of a low-income housing complex. The charter of the City
of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, provided that no challenged ordinance could take effect until
a majority of voters approved it, and the ordinance was repealed by popular vote. The
builder ﬁled suit, arguing that the city violated the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment by allowing the ordinance to be submitted to voters and by refusing
to issue building permits. Justice O’Connor’s majority opinion held, however, that intent
to discriminate was not established. The city’s charter created a facially neutral petitioning procedure, the builder failed to show that the city’s acts were motivated by racial
animus, and “statements made by private individuals in the course of a citizen-driven
petition drive, . . . do not, in and of themselves, constitute state action.” 538 U.S. 196.
Referring to James v. Valtierra, O’Connor insisted that referenda advance public debate
and thus freedom of speech.
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The Supreme Court is not the only policymaker in the federal judicial system, however, and a thorough analysis should also delve into the
opinions of President Nixon’s appointees to the courts of appeals and the
district courts. Nixon appointed 224 lower federal court judges during his
presidency, including 45 to the courts of appeals and 179 to the district
courts.125 While the president paid far less attention to his lower court
selections than to his choices for the Supreme Court, he was well aware
of their potential impact.126 The Nixon White House emphasized the political afﬁliations and judicial ideologies of lower court candidates and,
consequently, 93 percent of these appointees were Republicans. Most of
these judges were active in the Republican party prior to their selection.127
As will be seen, Nixon’s lower court judges handed down rulings that
were consistent with the president’s views on suburban housing integration. Indeed, no decision by a Nixon lower court appointee clearly contradicted the president’s beliefs on integrating the suburbs except perhaps the
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals holding in United States v. City of Parma,
Ohio.128 But that ruling actually upheld a liberal district court opinion
rather than enunciating a position contrary to Nixon’s policy preferences.
Thus, although the number of cases speciﬁcally dealing with suburban
housing integration is small, they indicate that Nixon would have liked
the way his lower court appointees handled that sensitive issue.
Before the discussion turns to the task at hand, a few things should be
underscored about the selection of cases. First, the choice of cases includes
only opinions written by the lower court appointees of President Nixon,
not simply decisions in which they voted with the majority. This approach
provides a clear, direct illustration of how Nixon’s judges interpreted suburban integration questions. Second, as suggested with respect to Parma,
this selection of cases is typical of the suburban integration rulings announced by Nixon’s lower court judges. That is, they are representative,
both in direction and rationale, when the issue of suburban integration
was central to a case. Since relatively few suburban housing integration
cases were decided by the Nixon-appointed judges, this selection of cases
ultimately includes most of those that could be used. While Nixon’s lower
court appointees did author a few liberal opinions involving housing integration, those decisions dealt exclusively with urban housing, not the
125
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suburbs, and consequently fall outside the focus of this study.129 It is
unlikely, in any event, that the president would have disagreed with those
decisions. Nixon’s desire was to shield the suburbs from forced economic
integration to ensure his own reelection and to fortify the political base of
the Republican party in the future. He probably was willing to concede
the cities to protect the suburbs.
Leading Illustrations
Federal courts may quickly feel the effect of a new judicial appointment, so
it is not surprising that some of Richard Nixon’s lower court appointees
soon wrote suburban integration opinions worthy of note. Three vivid
examples from 1974 are relevant. First, Acevedo v. Nassau County, New
York,130 was announced by Nixon appointee Mark A. Costantino of the
U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New York. It dealt with a
lawsuit by African Americans and Latinos challenging the proposed development of Mitchel Field, on Long Island, New York, by Nassau County
and the General Services Administration. Plans for Mitchel Field, a former
air force base in Hempstead Township, included commercial, government,
and industrial buildings, a civic center, a convention center, recreational
facilities, a bus depot, and housing for the elderly. Nassau County ofﬁcials
were adamantly opposed to the construction of any additional housing
at Mitchel Field because of public opposition to low-income housing.131
The plaintiffs insisted that Nassau County’s refusal to build low-income
housing was racially motivated, having both the intent and effect of preserving existing housing segregation. They claimed the elderly housing
would be virtually all white while low-income housing would be practically all minority. This, they asserted, violated the Fourteenth Amendment and the Fair Housing Act. The plaintiffs requested declaratory and
injunctive relief from the district court to guarantee the construction of
low-income housing on a nondiscriminatory basis at Mitchel Field. Despite these contentions, Costantino held that neither the plans of Nassau
County nor those of the General Services Administration would result
129
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in racial discrimination. Indeed, he found there was a rational and legitimate government objective behind their activities that did not exhibit
either discriminatory intent or effect.
Judge Costantino fully recognized that there was passionate resistance
to low-income housing in suburban Nassau County. He wrote:
High-rise apartment buildings have been objectionable to the people of Nassau.
They oppose the increased urbanization of their communities; they are opposed
to any signiﬁcant inﬂux of children into their local school districts; and they are
concerned about the increased demands for municipal services. Public housing has
also been objected to because of the loss of revenue it causes and the increased
burdens it places on the community’s resources. By far, however, the most objectionable form of housing has been low-income family housing. It is clear from all
the evidence that community opposition to this form of housing has been racially
motivated.
In Nassau County low-income family housing is predominantly occupied by
Blacks. Proposals for the construction of this form of housing have incurred immediate and vehement opposition. As can be expected such heated opposition
has not been ignored by the elected ofﬁcials of Nassau. There is evidence of more
than one housing proposal being dropped because of vehement community opposition. Future proposals are sure to take into consideration the strong feelings
of the residents of Nassau County.132

Yet Costantino reasoned that public opposition to low-income housing and African Americans did not mean that the law had been violated
or that corrective measures were required. Public views toward race and
low-income housing are legally pertinent only if they affect the conduct
of relevant suburban government ofﬁcials, and in this case they had not.
In Costantino’s words, “[T]here is no proof of ofﬁcial conduct which has
as its purpose the containment of Blacks or which has the effect of denying Blacks rights and opportunities available to whites. The record shows
just the opposite.”133 He pointed to the fact that Nassau County had a
fair housing law that it enforced and that its ofﬁcials had brought, or
attempted to bring, adequate amounts of low-income housing to Nassau
County in the past.134 Furthermore, the court stated that a large number of
minorities already resided in Nassau County, including those living in the
Villages of Hempstead and Uniondale. There was consequently no need
to build low-income housing at Mitchel Field even though the concentration of minorities in certain areas demonstrated that African Americans
132
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and Hispanics were not integrated with whites throughout Nassau
County.135
A second conservative illustration from 1974 is a concurring opinion in the decision of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in United
Farmworkers of Florida Housing Project, Inc. v. City of Delray Beach,
Florida.136 There, representatives of minority farmworkers wanted to construct a low-income housing project in Palm Beach County, Florida, but
the City of Delray Beach refused to permit the project to tie into the
city’s water and sewer systems.137 Suit was ﬁled in district court claiming that this refusal was racially discriminatory. The farmworkers lost
their case.
On appeal to the Fifth Circuit, Judge William H. Thornberry, a Johnson
appointee, recognized in the majority opinion that there was a critical need for low-income housing in Delray Beach and Palm Beach
County. He additionally found that minority citizens’ requests to tap
into the city’s water and sewer resources were denied whereas white citizens’ applications were routinely granted.138 Thornberry therefore held
that the effect of the city’s actions established a prima facie case of
racial discrimination in violation of the equal protection clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. Relying heavily on Hawkins v. Town of Shaw,
Mississippi,139 he declared that “[o]nce the existence of a racially discriminatory effect is thus proven, the City must bear the heavy burden of
demonstrating that its refusal, and resulting discrimination, were necessary to promote a compelling governmental interest.”140
Richard Nixon’s 1969 selection for the Fifth Circuit, Judge Charles
Clark of Mississippi, concurred with the majority in the result. Importantly, though, Clark would have applied a very different constitutional
135
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standard. While he believed that Delray Beach’s discriminatory actions
lacked any rational relationship to a valid municipal purpose, Clark
warned that the court should not apply the principles of discriminatory effect and compelling state interest, underscored in Hawkins, to a case such
as this one. It is here that Clark emphasized his principal point: “Many
constitutionally healthy municipal actions treating with those residing
outside its boundaries may have the effect of beneﬁtting one race,” he
contended. “The application of the irrebuttable statistical presumption
and compelling interest test rationales of Hawkins are unwarranted in
such a nonresidential context.”141 Thus, Clark’s views downplayed the
rights of nonresidents, as the Burger Court had done in Valtierra and
Warth, and served as a forerunner to the Burger Court’s intent position
in Arlington Heights. Clark’s opinion was deﬁnitely more conservative
than the majority’s stance in United Farmworkers and undercut their argument, which held out the prospect of suburban integration in that part
of south Florida.
A third example came in Yarborough v. City of Warren,142 following the confrontation between ofﬁcials of suburban Warren, Michigan,
and HUD Secretary George Romney. Romney believed that Warren had
deliberately excluded blacks from its low-income housing. He was further disturbed by the fact that some 6,500 African Americans worked in
Warren in 1970, but only 132 lived there.143 It was Romney’s conviction
that all Americans have a right to live close to their jobs – a conviction
that was hardly a reality in Warren. At the urging of the mayor and the
city council, the voters of Warren terminated their urban renewal program
in an August 1970 referendum.144 Residents of Warren and members of
the NAACP then brought suit claiming that the elimination of the urban
renewal program violated the Constitution and federal statutory law.
District Court Judge Philip Pratt, a Nixon appointee to the Eastern District of Michigan who served for twenty-eight years, ruled squarely against
the civil rights assertions of the plaintiffs. Pratt recognized several aspects
of the historical context of the case that deﬁnitely suggested an intent to
keep African Americans from living in Warren. They included discriminatory practices by realtors, newspaper stories on racial discrimination in
141
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Warren, and expert witness testimony at trial indicating a climate of racial
fear and prejudice.145 Even so, Pratt found these facets of Warren’s racial
history could not be directly relied upon in settling the legal questions of
the case.
Plaintiffs in Yarborough maintained that Warren’s referendum and its
effects infringed on the constitutional rights of African Americans seeking
to live in the Detroit suburb, an argument Judge Pratt quickly turned aside.
The referendum did not violate the due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment, he argued, because “legitimate reasons existed” for rejecting
the urban renewal program.146 According to Pratt, the termination of
urban renewal through a referendum was not “so unrelated to acceptable
standards of public interest as to constitute an arbitrary or unreasonable
exercise of the police power.”147
Pratt similarly insisted that the Fourteenth Amendment’s equal protection clause was not abridged by the Warren referendum and its effects. This was particularly true, the judge held, since the plaintiffs failed
to show – or even to claim – that they qualiﬁed for any housing under
Warren’s urban renewal program. The elimination of the program, therefore, could not have violated the plaintiffs’ rights by denying them access
to housing.148 Finally, Pratt relied in part on James v. Valtierra, suggesting
that referenda are fundamentally democratic because they give citizens a
greater voice in how their communities develop and how local governmental funds will be spent.
Decisions in the 1980s further indicate that Richard Nixon’s lower
court appointees handed down rulings consistent with the president’s
views on suburban housing integration. Consider the decision of the Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals in Arthur v. City of Toledo, Ohio.149 Toledo had
failed to disperse low- and moderate-income housing outside the central
city. HUD subsequently required that Toledo develop 75 percent of new
low- and moderate-income housing units outside the city’s urban renewal
areas. Flouting the requirement, Toledo voters then approved two municipal referenda to repeal laws permitting the extension of sewer lines for
the new housing.
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Judge Cornelia G. Kennedy, the Nixon appointee writing in Arthur,
held that the Toledo referenda did not violate the agreement to build lowincome housing outside the central city.150 Nor did the referenda burden
minority interests.151 To reach this latter conclusion, Kennedy maintained
that judges cannot ascertain the motivations of voters. “Carried to its logical extreme,” she wrote, “plaintiffs-appellants could establish a violation
of the equal protection clause if one voter testiﬁed that racial considerations motivated the voter’s vote to repeal the sewer extension ordinances.”
Kennedy thus held that “absent a referendum that facially discriminates
racially, or one where although facially neutral, the only possible rationale
is racially motivated, a district court cannot inquire into the electorate’s
motivations in an equal protection clause context.”152 She additionally
ruled that the Fair Housing Act was not breached despite the discriminatory effect of the referenda.153
Jaimes v. Toledo Metropolitan Housing Authority154 was another pertinent Toledo case from the 1980s. There, low-income African Americans
and Mexican Americans alleged that the Toledo Metropolitan Housing
Authority had practiced de jure segregation in the allocation of three
thousand public housing units, had failed to correct the effects of its discriminatory actions, and had selected sites for public housing only in
predominantly minority neighborhoods. Toledo and surrounding Lucas
County were sharply divided along racial lines, and the plaintiffs maintained that they should not be forced to live in minority neighborhoods.155
Instead, they wanted to reside in public housing in Toledo’s suburbs.156
Three out of four plaintiffs speciﬁcally indicated that they wanted to live
in the suburbs of Sylvania and Maumee but were unable to ﬁnd affordable housing.157 The district court ordered compensatory and punitive
damages after holding that the Housing Authority and HUD had engaged in intentional segregation in violation of the Fair Housing Act of
150
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1968. The court also ordered the dispersal of subsidized low-income housing throughout Lucas County to remedy these legal infractions.158 In the
words of the district court, “If all are to be treated equally, the plaintiffs
are entitled to do what the majority does – move to the suburbs.”159
The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals opinion in Jaimes was written by
Nixon appointee Harry Walker Wellford.160 Judge Wellford clearly believed that the district court went too far in announcing that the plaintiffs’ rights were violated and that the plaintiffs must be provided public
housing opportunities in the Toledo suburbs. Most important, Wellford
contended that the plaintiffs did not have standing because they did not
suffer a direct personal injury. In Warth v. Seldin, the Supreme Court said
that the availability of low-income housing in the suburbs requires willing third parties to build such housing, and in HOPE, Inc. v. County of
DuPage, Illinois,161 the Seventh Circuit stressed that plaintiffs in a similar
case had not pointed to speciﬁc housing projects they intended to live in
or could afford. The low-income minority plaintiffs in Warth and DuPage
never proved that suburban ofﬁcials engaged in discriminatory housing
practices, and these ﬁndings were analogous to the situation in Jaimes.
Accordingly, Wellford held that the absence of an opportunity to live in
the suburbs is not a direct injury. Since approval was required by suburban
ofﬁcials to permit public housing, no one knew whether third parties
would actually construct public housing outside Toledo.162 Nor was there
a constitutional right to adequate housing,163 and the district court was
wrong to hold that the plaintiffs were “entitled to equal rights . . . to move
to the suburbs” because they were poor.164 Wellford also maintained that
James v. Valtierra ruled that local governments are not required to accept
subsidized low-income housing or approve its construction. Hence, there
is no guarantee that the suburbs would agree to public housing, that funds
would be available, or that the plaintiffs would even be eligible.165 Finally,
the Fair Housing Act requires that HUD programs afford minorities the
158
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full enjoyment of equal housing opportunity, but there was no Title VIII
violation in this case because public housing was contingent on third
parties. Although action was still necessary to reduce minority segregation
in Toledo, the district court’s dispersal order was set aside.
The case of Malone v. City of Fenton, Missouri166 is similarly germane.
It involved a claim that the St. Louis suburb of Fenton violated the Fourteenth Amendment and the Fair Housing Act by refusing to rezone a
plot of land so that a developer could build multiple-family housing. At
the time of the trial, Fenton had roughly twenty-four hundred residents,
very few of which were African American,167 and a large share of the
proposed units would rent for affordable prices under HUD’s Section 8
program.168 The mayor of Fenton vetoed an ordinance that would have
permitted the construction, asserting that the tract of land in the case had
become obsolete as a “buffer zone” and the city’s sewer system was inadequate to accommodate the proposed project. When the land was rezoned
as industrial, the plaintiffs ﬁled suit.
Applying Arlington Heights, President Nixon’s District Court Judge
John Nangle held that the defendant’s zoning action was not even partly
motivated by intentional discrimination against African Americans who
might move to Fenton from St. Louis.169 Fenton’s denial of the rezoning
request was rational because the most appropriate and best use of the tract
was industrial. It was completely surrounded by land that was either used
industrially or zoned for future industrial development, Nangle noted.
Additionally, the mayor’s veto was justiﬁed by the city’s persistent sewer
difﬁculties.170
In considering whether the rezoning decision was racially motivated,
Judge Nangle applied the criteria established by the Burger Court in
Arlington Heights. Plaintiffs insisted that Fenton’s action bore more heavily on black persons than on white persons since the percentage of all
blacks in the St. Louis area who qualiﬁed for the Section 8 housing was
higher than the percentage of all whites who qualiﬁed. Nangle argued,
however, that in absolute numbers, there were more whites than blacks in
the St. Louis metropolitan area who qualiﬁed.171 Likewise, from Nangle’s
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viewpoint, the historical background to Fenton’s decision did not suggest
that it was motivated by a discriminatory intent. The case facts justiﬁed
any departure from the usual decision-making procedures.172 To establish discriminatory intent, the plaintiffs pointed to statements by members of Fenton’s Board of Aldermen over the years that indicated a bias
against minorities and subsidized housing. Nangle nevertheless ruled that
those statements were irrelevant since the board had in fact voted for
the desired zoning change, and it was the mayor’s action that actually
blocked it.173
Turning to the Fair Housing Act, Judge Nangle noted that two types
of discriminatory effects can establish a prima facie case of discrimination under Title VIII: a disproportionate adverse impact on one race, or
the perpetuation of housing segregation and the obstruction of interracial association.174 He maintained that if the proposed multiple-family
housing were built, only ten to ﬁfteen African Americans would likely reside there. Thus, Nangle held that the impact that the proposed housing
would have on segregated housing patterns was insigniﬁcant, and such
a de minimus impact was insufﬁcient to establish a prima facie violation
of the Fair Housing Act.175 In sum, President Nixon’s appointee decided
that the plaintiffs failed to prove that the all-white character of Fenton
was the result of racially motivated, exclusionary actions.
NAACP, Boston Chapter v. Pierce176 represents another kind of conservative ruling from the 1980s by a Nixon appointee, one that narrowly
interprets HUD’s responsibility to afﬁrmatively promote fair housing. In
prior litigation, the plaintiffs charged that HUD failed both to prevent
racial discrimination and to promote fair housing in the administration
of federal grants to Boston.177 The district court found that HUD did not
intentionally discriminate in the administration of its programs, nor did
HUD fund Boston programs that discriminated or had a discriminatory
effect. Yet the court concluded that HUD had not fulﬁlled its duty to administer agency programs in Boston in a way that afﬁrmatively promoted
fair housing.178 HUD violated its statutory mandate under Title VIII
to promote fair housing in all federally ﬁnanced projects by allowing
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Boston to institute an ineffective fair housing enforcement program given
the city’s extensive racial discrimination. HUD was aware, as well, that
the housing emergency in Boston had a disproportionate impact on lowincome African Americans, but it did not condition its Urban Development Action Grants (UDAG) on the building of low-income housing.179
In the 1985 case, HUD requested that the district court dismiss the
suit against it for lack of jurisdiction. A liberal decision would have required HUD to afﬁrmatively further fair housing by developing a strong
enforcement program and making the construction of low-income housing a prerequisite for receiving UDAG funding. However, Judge Walter
Jay Skinner’s opinion for the court ﬁrst held that there is no implicit private right of action under the Fair Housing Act to secure injunctive relief.
According to Skinner, Title VIII’s requirement that HUD afﬁrmatively
further fair housing did not identify a particular class as the beneﬁciary,
indicating that “Congress intended only a very general admonition to
HUD and not the creation of a private right of action.”180 There was, in
addition, no evidence of congressional intent to supply a private right of
action against HUD under Title VIII. Under 42 U.S.C. Section 3612, a private person may ﬁle a civil action in federal court based on rights granted
by Sections 3603–3606, but Section 3608 is not included. Finally, Title
VIII delegated responsibility for enforcement to the secretary of HUD.
A private right of action under Section 3608 is not consistent with that
responsibility.
President Nixon’s appointee further considered whether the issues in
NAACP, Boston Chapter v. Pierce were appropriate for judicial review.
“Strict construction” in fair housing was more evident in Skinner’s interpretation of this question. He determined that judicial review of HUD’s
failure to afﬁrmatively promote fair housing “would require the kind
of supervision over economic and managerial issues that . . . courts are
ill-equipped to perform. This is particularly true where I have found the
deﬁciency to consist of failure to promote the construction of sufﬁcient additional low-income housing to make enforcement of fair housing practicable.”181 Skinner added that “successful low-income housing is the result
of the careful resolution of many ﬂuid and dynamic factors: economics,
demography, neighborhood support, ethnic cohesiveness and, last but no
means least, local politics. One need not be a social historian to recognize
179
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that much well-intentioned public housing has proven disastrous.”182
Skinner declined to rely on “the court’s heavy hand,” writing he could “do
little more than admonish the agency in general terms to comply with the
statute.”183 Judicial review of Section 3608 would interfere with HUD’s
decision-making processes and agency effectiveness. HUD’s actions under
Section 3608(d)(5) were, as a consequence, exempted from judicial review.
Lastly, Skinner observed that federal courts reserve the power to review
abuses of agency discretion. Even so, Skinner “did not ﬁnd that HUD
acted wrongly with respect to any particular decision it made, but instead that HUD generally failed to act afﬁrmatively to promote fair housing.”184 This was a glaring admission coming at the end of a conservative
ruling.
One more decision by a Nixon appointee should be mentioned, this one
from the 1990s. The case of Orange Lake Associates, Inc. v. Kirkpatrick185
concerned a real estate corporation that acquired the right to develop
property adjacent to Orange Lake in the Town of Newburgh, New York,
located outside New York City. At the time of the purchase, the land was
zoned to permit twelve residential units per acre, but after the Newburgh
Town Board adopted a new master plan in 1991, it was rezoned to allow only two residential units per acre. The corporation, Orange Lake
Associates (OLA), sued members of the town board in their individual capacities. It alleged that the board’s treatment of the OLA housing
development proposal was racially motivated, in violation of the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and the Fair Housing
Act. The board, according to OLA, did not want affordable housing
in Newburgh because racial minorities might be its occupants.186 The
district court granted summary judgment for the members of the town
board.
Second Circuit Judge James Oakes, a Nixon choice for that court of appeals, ﬁrst ruled that Newburgh’s zoning changes did not run afoul of the
Fourteenth Amendment because OLA failed to make a prima facie case
of racial discrimination. OLA asserted that the zoning amendment had
a disparate impact on racial minorities by imposing a barrier to the economically disadvantaged.187 Oakes quoted Arlington Heights, though, as
182
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holding that proof of discriminatory purpose is required to show an equal
protection violation. The Newburgh zoning change was facially neutral,
Oakes concluded, and OLA failed to demonstrate either a discriminatory
effect or purpose since it offered no evidence that its homes would actually constitute affordable housing for economically disadvantaged minorities.188 Although the court acknowledged its responsibility to protect
the constitutional rights of individuals, it also emphasized that it should
“not sit as a super-legislature by declaring void democratically enacted
laws on the tenuous basis that a few people might be adversely affected
by the law.”189 Furthermore, the new zoning changes reduced densities
for almost all the property surrounding Orange Lake. Oakes therefore
contended that the limitation of development around Orange Lake, an
environmentally critical area, was a permissible government objective.190
According to Oakes, OLA put forth only conclusory allegations that the
town board members were motivated by racial animus.
Second, Judge Oakes ruled that the zoning changes in Orange Lake
did not breach the Fair Housing Act because OLA failed to show any
discriminatory effect in violation of Title VIII. Under the Fair Housing
Act, housing practices that disproportionately affect minorities are unlawful.191 Yet in Oakes’s view, OLA offered no evidence of discriminatory
effect in violation of Title VIII other than conclusory allegations.192 As
a result, Oakes upheld the district court’s grant of summary judgment to
the defendants.193

The Parma Exception?
In contrast to these rulings, President Nixon’s lower court appointees
authored only one major liberal decision directly pertaining to suburban integration: United States v. City of Parma, Ohio.194 The district
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court in that case found that Parma, a suburb of Cleveland with only
50 African American residents out of a population of 100,216 in 1970,
had overtly discriminated against blacks in order to keep the suburb virtually all white.195 The intent and effect of Parma’s actions made housing
unavailable to African Americans, in violation of the Fair Housing Act.
The district court therefore ordered Parma to comply with several afﬁrmative requirements, and Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals Judge Pierce
Lively, a Nixon appointee, upheld all but two of these standards.
Lively’s opinion in Parma lacked the conservative reasoning and conclusions typical of Nixon’s federal court appointees. Parma claimed that
Title VIII applied only to private entities, not to municipalities. Lively rejected that argument.196 He concluded, instead, that one clear indicator
of intent to discriminate was Parma’s refusal to accept any Community
Development Block Grant funds to build federally assisted housing.197
Besides, Parma’s zoning decisions were part of a pattern or practice of
housing discrimination that violated Title VIII.198 On the whole, then,
the breadth of the remedy in the case did not exceed the district court’s
authority; it was properly tailored to ﬁt the injury.
Viewed from a different perspective, though, Judge Lively’s opinion
was quite moderate. He reversed the district court in two respects: the
requirement that at least 133 units of low- and moderate-income housing
be built in Parma each year, saying that “no particular number” was
needed at that time,199 and the requirement of a special master to oversee
the case, remarking that this “extraordinary remedy” was unnecessary.200
By so doing, Lively revoked the two most liberal aspects of the district
court holding. He dealt with a liberal district court opinion in the context
of an egregious case of suburban segregation. He did not craft a liberal
decision of his own. It certainly can be argued that Lively simply afﬁrmed
the district court in that sense, while striking down the decision’s two
most unconventional components.201
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Ultimately, then, even when Parma is considered, the evidence supports
the general theme of this chapter: President Nixon’s judicial appointees
handed down decisions that diminished the likelihood of suburban
integration in America. Parma is the exception that proves the rule. The
president surely must have liked the kind of decisions his lower court
judges were announcing in this policy area.

summary and conclusions
Richard Nixon’s criticisms of the Supreme Court during the 1968 election campaign never alluded to fair housing, but the Warren Court had
announced three decisions between 1967 and 1969 that suggested the
seeds of a progressive trend. Had the Warren Court been given several
more years, it might have handed down aggressive rulings in fair housing
more comparable to those in school desegregation.202 Instead, following
Nixon’s four appointments to the Supreme Court, the Burger era moved in
the opposite direction with the crucial trio of James v. Valtierra, Warth v.
Seldin, and Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing
Development Corp.
This conservative trend was chieﬂy the product of the four Nixon appointees, as shown in Table 6.2, as they voted together as a bloc in all four
fair housing decisions between 1972 and 1977. Justice Stewart’s vote was
also critical. First and most important, Stewart joined Burger, Blackmun,
Powell, and Rehnquist in Warth and Arlington Heights to constitute the
slim 5 to 4 majority that opposed the fair housing claims in those prominent cases. Second, along with Burger, Stewart joined Black’s 5 to 3 majority opinion in Valtierra, before Powell and Rehnquist came to the Court.
202

Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954); Brown v. Board of Education, 349
U.S. 294 (1955); Grifﬁn v. Prince Edward County School Board, 377 U.S. 218 (1964);
Green v. School Board of New Kent County, 391 U.S. 430 (1968). The Supreme Court
has been less assertive in fair housing than in school desegregation for at least two
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table 6.2. Major Supreme Court Fair Housing Decisions, 1960–2000
Date

Case

Votes Against Fair Housing Claim∗

5/29/67
6/17/68
1/20/69
4/26/71

Reitman v. Mulkey
Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co.
Hunter v. Erickson
James v. Valtierra

12/7/72

Trafﬁcante v. Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co.
Warth v. Seldin

Black, Clark, Harlan, and Stewart
Harlan and White
Black
Burger, Black, Harlan, Stewart, and
White
None

6/25/75
4/20/76
1/11/77
∗ Nixon’s

Hills v. Gautreaux
Village of Arlington Heights
v. MHDC

Burger, Blackmun, Powell,
Rehnquist, and Stewart
None
Burger, Blackmun, Powell,
Rehnquist, and Stewart

appointees are shown in bold.

By joining Nixon’s justices in each instance, Stewart played a key role in
reversing the ﬂeeting pro–fair housing trend initiated by the Warren Court
in the late 1960s. This is ironic because he wrote for the liberal majority
in Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., only three years before Valtierra, and it
is difﬁcult to reconcile this fact. Stewart’s voting in Valtierra, Warth, and
Arlington Heights suggests that he may have been inﬂuenced by Nixon’s
appointees during the 1970s, after the Jones ruling.203 It could be argued,
alternatively, that Jones was actually the aberration in Stewart’s behavior
since he cast a vote against the fair housing claim in Reitman v. Mulkey.
Basically, he behaved like a Warren Court justice as a member of the
Warren Court and like a Burger Court justice as a member of the Burger
Court.
Overall, in contrast to the Warren Court, the Burger Court was far less
likely to follow a liberal trajectory, and the Rehnquist Court characteristically refused to accept fair housing appeals for decision on the merits.204
The Burger and Rehnquist Courts did not merely chip away at the Warren
Court’s fair housing precedents; rather, they headed in the opposite
doctrinal direction, deciding the most prominent cases in accordance with
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Nixon’s basic philosophy. Then, after Arlington Heights, the Court abandoned the ﬁeld of housing discrimination law entirely except for cases of
secondary importance.
Related to the previously cited fair housing rulings are cases in which
housing segregation, in part or in whole, led to school segregation. President Nixon would have supported these decisions as well, for they either
reduced the likelihood of court-ordered busing or returned supervision of
schools to local school boards. In Milliken v. Bradley,205 for example, segregated suburban housing patterns surrounding Detroit led to segregated
suburban schools, but the only de jure violation of the equal protection
clause in the case occurred within the Detroit school system. Chief Justice
Burger, speaking for the other Nixon appointees and Stewart, held that a
federal court could not order busing between city and suburban schools
to remedy segregation in Detroit’s public schools. An interdistrict busing
remedy would have been justiﬁed in Milliken and subsequent cases only
if it was proven that a suburban district also intentionally segregated its
schools or if it was shown that a constitutional violation in a city produced
a signiﬁcant segregative effect on a suburban school district. By making
court-ordered interdistrict busing constitutionally permissible under these
two circumstances alone, the Burger Court limited the use of busing in
many metropolitan areas containing vast white suburbs. Even if discriminatory behavior in the school system substantially affected the shaping of
residential patterns throughout the larger metropolitan area, the politics
of suburban segregation would prevail.206
The implications of Richard Nixon’s Supreme Court appointments on
suburban integration seem reasonably clear. Since Valtierra and Warth remain good law and suburbanization continues unabated, minorities will
continue to be excluded from many suburban communities, particularly
those farther from the urban core. If local referenda and exclusionary zoning can prohibit low-income housing, few African Americans
205
206

418 U.S. 717 (1974).
For similar reasons, Nixon would have applauded Board of Education of Oklahoma
City v. Dowell, 498 U.S. 237 (1991) and Freeman v. Pitts, 503 U.S. 467 (1992), which
dealt with resegregated schools caused by white ﬂight and segregated suburban housing. Under those circumstances, Dowell announced that a court-ordered remedy for
de jure segregation may be terminated once a school district complies in good faith
with a school desegregation order and the effects of de jure segregation are eliminated
to the extent practicable. Pitts held that a federal court may relinquish its supervision and control in a de jure segregation case over those aspects of a school system
in compliance with a desegregation decree if other aspects of the system remain in
noncompliance.
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will gain a foothold in the newer suburbs. Without such a foothold,
those segregated housing patterns are unlikely to signiﬁcantly change for
decades.
The Burger Court’s policy in Arlington Heights was a blow to suburban
integration as well. The four Nixon justices, joined by Stewart, imposed
a stringent standard for fair housing litigation by declaring that a showing of discriminatory intent is necessary to establish a violation of the
equal protection clause. Gone are the days when discriminatory intent in
housing was obvious from the explicit words and actions of legislators or
other government ofﬁcials. Today, discriminatory intent is often disguised
by the language or stated purpose of the law and cloaked by the deceptive
actions of local ofﬁcials. Arlington Heights therefore halted earlier efforts
by the federal courts in shaping a policy bent on correcting the effects of
racial segregation. In so doing, it erected a hefty barrier for individuals
contesting alleged discrimination.
Even in Supreme Court decisions contrary to Nixon’s policy preferences, the forces of suburban integration experienced limited victories.
Trafﬁcante is important because it recognizes integration as one of the
two objectives of Title VIII, but that ruling has never been skillfully
used to accelerate housing integration generally, let alone suburban integration. Indeed, the Supreme Court has never revisited the integration facet of Trafﬁcante, suggesting that its value as precedent is limited. Nor was Gautreaux a resounding breakthrough. The Court merely
held that, under those circumstances, it was “not impermissible” for a
lower federal court to order an areawide remedy for a violation of the
Fifth Amendment and Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act since HUD
had areawide jurisdiction over subsidized housing programs.207 Nowhere
did the Court allude to an afﬁrmative duty on the part of the government to rectify housing discrimination and to further integration, as suggested by congressional debate on the Fair Housing Act. Furthermore, the
Court’s remedy was only “areawide” to the extent that suburbs volunteered to accept low-income housing. Gautreaux is therefore of limited
signiﬁcance.
The decisions of President Nixon’s lower court appointees also helped
to perpetuate housing segregation in suburban America. Table 6.3 lists
the major cases speciﬁcally addressing issues of suburban housing integration that were resolved by the president’s lower court judges. They were
routinely conservative decisions, except for Parma, as explained earlier.
207
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table 6.3. Major Suburban Integration Decisions of Nixon’s Lower Court
Appointees, 1970–2000

Date

Case

Judge

Pro- or
Anti-Integration

1/30/74

Acevedo v. Nassau County,
New York
United Farmworkers of
Florida Housing Project,
Inc. v. City of Delray
Beach, Florida
Yarborough v. City of
Warren
United States v. City of
Parma, Ohio
Malone v. City of Fenton,
Missouri
Jaimes v. Toledo
Metropolitan Housing
Authority
NAACP, Boston Chapter v.
Pierce
Arthur v. City of Toledo,
Ohio
Orange Lake Associates,
Inc. v. Kirkpatrick

Costantino

Anti

Clark

Anti

Pratt

Anti

Lively

Mixed

Nangle

Anti

Wellford

Anti

Skinner

Anti

Kennedy

Anti

Oakes

Anti

4/12/74

10/11/74
10/14/81
8/28/84
3/25/85

12/31/85
1/24/86
4/14/94

Importantly, in no case did a Nixon lower court appointee actually oppose
the president’s basic position on suburban integration, including Parma.
Therefore, although suburban integration decisions by Nixon’s judges
were rare, these results support the basic thesis of this chapter quite well.
A case such as Acevedo dealt with a clear instance of racially motivated
opposition to low-income suburban housing, yet Nixon’s appointee found
that Nassau County’s exclusionary policy reﬂected legitimate governmental objectives. The gist of his position was quite similar to Nixon’s view
that federal power, including that of the courts, should not be used to
force economic integration on the suburbs. Likewise, the refusal to permit affordable housing projects to tie into water and sewer systems in
United Farmworkers and Malone appeared to have the effect, if not the
intent, of discriminating against minorities. In those cases, Nixon’s appointees echoed views akin to those of both the president and the Burger
Court in Valtierra and Warth. Similarly relying on the Burger Court,
Nixon’s appointee in Yarborough held that Warren’s voters had legitimate
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reasons for eliminating the town’s urban renewal program and that the
referendum used did not violate the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Perhaps as much as any lower court decision, Jaimes reﬂects Nixon’s
views on public housing in the suburbs. The president’s position was
that suburbs could not be forced to provide public housing because of
its economic and social consequences. As Nixon emphasized to John
Ehrlichman in January 1972, “Putting a public housing project in a neighborhood of homeowners is, of course, totally wrong whether it is Black
or White from an economic standpoint because it will not only reduce
property values but it raises – and we have to admit – very grave questions with regard to the possibilities of increase[s] in crime, etc.”208 This
is the fundamental principle in Jaimes. Contrary to the plaintiffs’ claims,
Nixon’s appointee held there is no right for the poor to live outside minority areas, and certainly not in the suburbs, despite Fair Housing Act
violations.
The suburbs of the United States are still primarily closed to African
Americans and the poor in the twenty-ﬁrst century, partly because of the
decisions of Richard Nixon’s federal court appointees. Although a president can never be sure that his judicial selections will lead to opinions
compatible with his preferences, Nixon would have been pleased with
the end result. He undoubtedly left an imprint. Even so, this does not
necessarily mean that Nixon inﬂuenced the decisions of his appointees.
While it is possible that his adamant stand against forced economic integration subtly or indirectly affected some judges and their decisions, it
is more likely that the kind of conservative judges selected by the president were already inclined to rule against suburban integration claims.
This conclusion suggests the possibility that Nixon inﬂuenced suburban
integration policy by placing his preferred view squarely on the table, essentially acting as a policy entrepreneur and forcing a policy window to
open.209 Then, perhaps, his conservative judges had a handle on which to
hang their arguments and eventually took the opportunity because they
were predisposed to such a policy.
Whether President Nixon directly inﬂuenced his judges or obliquely
affected policy by picking judges who were inclined to oppose suburban
integration, he would have been delighted with most of the decisional
208
209
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outcomes. It is far easier, in the end, to demonstrate that Nixon’s policy
affected subsequent administrations and HUD than it is to show that
he inﬂuenced his judicial appointees on the issue of suburban integration. Archival evidence that might demonstrate presidential inﬂuence on
federal judges is simply less available than comparable evidence in the
massive archives for presidential administrations, members of Congress,
and federal agencies.

7
Conclusions

Racial segregation in housing is still readily apparent in the United States.
This racial divide not only affects the individual households that are segregated but contributes to segregated schools, limited access to suburban
job opportunities, concentrations of wealth and poverty, and other troublesome aspects of American life.1 Against this backdrop, this book has
traced the rise and demise of the promise of the Fair Housing Act between
the late 1960s and 2000, as suburbs in the United States continued their
remarkable expansion.
The principal focus has been on the presidency and suburban housing
opportunities for African Americans. The central argument is that the nation’s suburbs are racially segregated not only because of discriminatory
housing practices. They are also segregated because of problems rooted in
American politics, policy, and law. This book therefore goes beyond the
explanation provided by sociologists by showing how presidents, the bureaucracy, Congress, and the courts have responded to the issue of suburban integration. This closing chapter reﬂects on the study of presidential
inﬂuence, on Richard Nixon’s fair housing legacy and its implications,
and on the future of suburban housing integration in the United States.

the study of presidential inﬂuence
The American system of separation of powers places distinct limits on
presidential power. Stationed at the apex of the political system, presidents
1

The multiple consequences of housing segregation are examined in John Yinger, Closed
Doors, Opportunities Lost: The Continuing Costs of Housing Discrimination (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1995), chs. 6–8.
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possess broad authority in foreign and military affairs but more limited
power in domestic policy. Congress is a signiﬁcant domestic agenda setter
in its own right. The bureaucracy and the courts play important roles as
well. Beyond this, presidents are frequently unable to shape public opinion
to the degree they would like.2 Presidents inﬂuence domestic policy but
have an interactive relationship with Congress and the media that can
limit the exertion of presidential inﬂuence.3
As we have seen, presidents possess several mechanisms they can employ to inﬂuence domestic policy: the power to initiate and interpret legislation, for instance, or the power to make executive and judicial branch
appointments. They often seek to enhance their control over domestic
policy and its implementation through the use of these and other tools,
such as centralization. Sometimes they are successful in inﬂuencing a policy’s content and how it is enforced. In other instances, this is much less
true.
Inﬂuence is a slippery concept for several reasons. It implies not that
presidents dominate the political process but that they have some effect
on other political actors. That effect may take a variety of forms and
degrees. Inﬂuence results from political power, authority, rational persuasion, and respect, but presidents choose to exert inﬂuence under certain
circumstances and not others. They tend to ration their inﬂuence, saving
it for issues important to them and making sure that the advantages of
exerting inﬂuence outweigh the costs.
Identifying inﬂuence does not establish cause and effect. A president’s
actions may help to cause a bureaucrat, a member of Congress, or perhaps
even a federal judge on rare occasions to act in certain ways. The ultimate behavior of each one, however, is typically caused by various factors
that may be largely or even totally unrelated to presidential actions. It is
simply impossible to know from archival documents whether Congress
passed the Fair Housing Act because of Lyndon Johnson’s initiatives, the
assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., or a combination of these and
other reasons. Similarly, no one can conclude with certainty from archival
evidence that Richard Nixon’s policy on suburban economic integration
caused ﬁve subsequent administrations to defer to suburban governments
on the issue of low-income housing or whether later presidents refused to

2
3

George C. Edwards III, On Deaf Ears: The Limits of the Bully Pulpit (New Haven, Conn.:
Yale University Press, 2003).
George C. Edwards III and B. Dan Wood, “Who Inﬂuences Whom? The President,
Congress, and the Media,” American Political Science Review 93: 328–44 (1999).
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pressure the suburbs primarily to attract the suburban vote. The limitation
of archival research, therefore, is that it cannot establish cause-and-effect
relationships, even though it may be extremely helpful in suggesting or
revealing the exercise of inﬂuence in the political process.
The study of presidential inﬂuence is complicated for other reasons.4
Inﬂuence is not always easy to ascertain or document. Nor is it necessarily unidirectional or consistent across issues. The nature of presidential
inﬂuence in agenda setting differs from that exercised in the formulation, adoption, and implementation of public policy. In addition, understanding how much inﬂuence a chief executive exerts under particular
circumstances is especially difﬁcult. The degree of presidential inﬂuence
varies, depending on the independence of other political actors among
other factors. White House advisors or presidential appointees in the executive branch are vitally affected by presidential preferences. Members of
Congress have much more independence, while federal judges have substantial autonomy stemming from lifetime appointments. The degree of
inﬂuence likewise depends on the personality and skills of each individual
who occupies the ofﬁce of president.
Two persistent problems in the study of presidential inﬂuence should
be highlighted. First, presidential inﬂuence is rarely measured. Certainly
there is a need for more systematic measurement since it will help to
establish cause and effect. Second, as already suggested, archival research has deﬁnite limitations. Though it may be of major assistance
in determining and interpreting the exercise of presidential inﬂuence,
speciﬁcs about who affects whom and to what extent may remain elusive even after painstaking efforts to nail them down. Problems with
archival research are diminished when the paper trail is detailed and
largely complete, as in the case of the White House central ﬁles from
the Nixon administration or HUD’s records from the Romney years.
Other archival collections provide the basis for less exhaustive historical
accounts.
Despite these caveats, the exercise of presidential inﬂuence in this study
indicates four general conclusions. First, beginning with the strongest evidence, the formulation of President Nixon’s policy on suburban integration demonstrates the exertion of powerful inﬂuence. By centralizing fair
housing policy in the White House, Nixon directly controlled its design
4

Ibid. Also see George C. Edwards III, “Presidential Inﬂuence in the House: Presidential
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(1976).
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and content, and his impact on that doctrine was highly signiﬁcant and
immediate. Quite simply, he deﬁned American policy on suburban integration. No president, Congress, or court has redeﬁned its fundamental
dimensions.
Second, Lyndon Johnson’s effect on the initiation and evolution of the
Fair Housing Act was signiﬁcant but indirect and delayed. The exercise
of presidential inﬂuence in that instance was important but far different
from that exerted by Richard Nixon. Johnson’s inﬂuence can be seen
in legislative proposals, Capitol Hill arm-twisting, and repeated public
statements. Had it not been for his bold proposals to Congress between
1966 and 1968, the enactment of federal fair housing legislation during
the 1960s would have been highly unlikely, if not unthinkable. Yet as
LBJ became increasingly preoccupied by the Vietnam War, his effect on
fair housing became attenuated. After the Kerner Commission report and
the King assassination, Congress had to ﬁnish what the president had
started.5
Third, Richard Nixon’s inﬂuence in suburban housing integration carried over to other presidential administrations. This was most obvious
during the Ford years and Jimmy Carter’s 1976 presidential campaign.
HUD Secretary Patricia Roberts Harris advocated opening the suburbs
during the Carter presidency, but ardent political opposition to her proposals eventually ensured the continuation of Nixon’s policy. No one
during the Reagan-Bush era challenged Nixon’s position on suburban integration. HUD Secretary Henry Cisneros promoted the idea of suburban
integration during the Clinton presidency, although political resistance
once again kept Nixon’s policy intact. In all, Nixon’s views on suburban integration still deﬁned executive branch practices more than three
decades after their formulation.
Finally, President Nixon’s inﬂuence on suburban integration is most
difﬁcult to establish in connection with the federal courts. Unlike the case
for the rest of this study, no archival or public documents are available
that can establish Nixon’s inﬂuence on his judicial appointees, or his lack
thereof. Therefore, it is impossible to know with certainty whether Nixon
selected judges who were inclined to be conservative and thus prone to rule
against suburban integration, or whether Nixon’s convictions actually affected his appointees’ positions on the issue, or whether his appointees’
decisions on suburban integration reﬂected some combination of the two.
5
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Despite this limitation, there are deﬁnite parallels between Nixon’s views
and those enunciated by the judges that he placed on the federal bench.
The president would undoubtedly have been pleased with the legal opinions of many of his judicial appointees pertaining to suburban integration.
Regardless of the exact mode or magnitude of Nixon’s inﬂuence on the
federal courts, the laws of the land governing fair housing often reﬂect
his imprint.

the nixon legacy
Richard Nixon was the ﬁrst president to interpret and enforce the Fair
Housing Act. He apparently had no particular interest in the act or its
implementation, but HUD Secretary George Romney’s assertive attempt
to champion suburban housing integration during the ﬁrst two years of
the Nixon administration quickly drew the president’s interest. Presidents
have no need to exert inﬂuence in all issues; when they attempt to affect
domestic policy, they often react to issues arising in the political system.6
Richard Nixon was simply responding to Romney and to suburban opposition to racial and economic integration. Yet, ultimately, Nixon’s hostility
toward economic integration had huge implications for the prospect of
racial integration in suburban America. As the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights asserted in 1971, “The harsh facts of housing economics . . . suggest
that racial integration cannot be achieved unless economic integration is
also achieved.”7
Through his reactions, President Nixon became an issue entrepreneur
on suburban integration. His use of the administrative presidency and the
speciﬁc mechanism of centralization underscored his desire to ensure that
white, middle-class, suburban voters could maintain control over the nature and composition of their communities. Chief executives after Nixon
had much less inﬂuence on this issue. They failed to reverse Nixon’s stance,
or even to signiﬁcantly alter it. Most refused even to try. Without presidential leadership and an aggressive HUD secretary to pursue integration
in the face of suburban hostility, the HUD bureaucracy has continued to
adhere to Nixon’s policy even during Democratic administrations. As a
consequence, presidential leadership on this particular issue has waned
6
7
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dramatically over time, with other presidents doing little or nothing to
change Nixon’s policy.
In the end, racially integrated suburban housing remains highly unlikely. Suburban opposition to integration has persisted, prominently reﬂected in exclusionary zoning and discrimination by realtors and ﬁnancial
institutions. When this opposition is combined with Richard Nixon’s fair
housing policy, HUD’s dedication to that policy, and the conservative trajectory of many federal court decisions, the future of racially integrated
housing in America’s suburbs must be viewed as bleak. Where racial integration has occurred beyond the inner suburbs, it has happened very
incrementally and involved more afﬂuent African Americans who can afford to buy or rent in the private housing market. Suburban integration
rarely involves government policies that impose integration on the suburbs. As Peter Schuck concludes, “Government-sponsored dispersal and
integration of poor and minority families into resistant white, middleclass neighborhoods can succeed, if at all, only when done in a small,
carefully orchestrated, and low-visibility way.”8
This book therefore reveals Richard Nixon’s crucial role in the painfully
slow progress toward suburban housing integration between 1970 and
the outset of the twenty-ﬁrst century. Nixon did not create America’s segregated suburbs, of course; they existed long before his presidency. He
nevertheless converted suburban political priorities into national policy
and squelched George Romney’s housing integration efforts. “Since the
early 1970s,” Dean Kotlowski notes, “topics of open housing and suburban integration have almost vanished from public discourse.”9 Suburban
housing integration has become, at least for now, a nonissue in American
politics and law because of Richard Nixon.
The passage of the Fair Housing Act over three decades ago offered the
hope of an eventual end to housing discrimination and segregation in the
United States. No one expected this to occur quickly, but the prospects
for reform were enlarged signiﬁcantly by the enactment of the 1968 law.
Given Richard Nixon’s victory in 1968, however, a Democratic president
did not oversee the initial interpretation and implementation of the act.
The timing of Nixon’s election was crucial to the nation’s prospects for
housing integration. No point in American history was as vital as that
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one to advance residential integration, and no opportunity to revive the
energy and momentum generated by the events of the late 1960s has
emerged since. George Romney’s Open Communities policy reﬂected that
momentum, but the newly elected president chose not to join his HUD
secretary in an attempt to entice, if not compel, the suburbs to accept
racial minorities and the poor. A historic opportunity was lost.
Perhaps without fully understanding the importance of their actions,
the Nixon–Romney struggle was not simply a struggle over the speciﬁc
direction of suburban integration policy. Instead, two larger matters were
involved. The ﬁrst was civil rights as a national priority. Since the Nixon
years, civil rights and civil rights enforcement have lost a great deal of
ground in the pecking order of national priorities, losing the elevated
position they enjoyed when Lyndon Johnson occupied the White House.
Nixon’s election in 1968 was, in Gary Orﬁeld’s words, “pretty much the
end of any intelligent discussion of race and poverty in the United States
from that time until this.”10 Although Orﬁeld’s statement exaggerates the
point, it is true that presidents and leading members of Congress view
civil rights and race as lower priorities today than in 1968 when the Fair
Housing Act became law. Some scholars blame the Reagan and Bush
administrations for undermining civil rights as a national priority.11 That
tendency was clearly initiated, however, during the Nixon presidency,
especially in the contexts of school desegregation and fair housing.
The controversy between Nixon and Romney also affected the divergent paths the Republican and Democratic parties would take for many
years ahead. The challenge that Romney raised to Nixon encapsulated the
struggle for control of the Republican party and the ultimate decimation
of liberal Republicanism in American politics. The political outcome affected the direction not only of the Republicans but also of the Democrats,
who had to ﬁght on the grounds the Republicans had staked out.
The GOP would continue to pursue some variation of the Southern–
Suburban Strategy into the twenty-ﬁrst century; the Democrats would be
forced to adjust their political strategy accordingly as the nation grew
more suburban over time.
The importance of the suburbs to Republican presidential candidates
is apparent from Table 7.1. It shows the Republican percentage of the
10
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48
60
59
55

53
62
58
58

1956

36
54
54
50

1960
36
50
43
43

1964
39
52
56
50

1968
48
66
67
62

1972
44
51
51
49

1976
36
63
62
55

1980
41
66
62
59

1984
38
60
57
54

1988
32
51
53
47

1992

36
50
46
45

1996

32
55
59
50

2000

40.0
56.9
55.9
52.1

Avg.

Note: Percentages are rounded.
Source: All data derived from the National Election Studies (NES), Center for Political Studies, University of Michigan. The NES Guide to Public
Opinion and Electoral Behavior (http://www.umich.edu/∼nes/nesguide/nesguide.htm). Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, Center for Political Studies
[producer and distributor], 1995–2000. The percentages are calculated from the NES data after adjusting them to reﬂect the actual two-party vote
choice in each election. (See note 12.)

Central cities
Suburbs
Nonurban areas
total

1952

table 7.1. Republican Percentage of Two-Party Vote in Presidential Elections, 1952–2000
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two-party vote in cities, suburbs, and nonurban areas in each presidential
election from 1952 to 2000.12 One striking feature of this table is the
increase in suburban support for Richard Nixon between the 1968 and
1972 elections. In the year following the announcement of his fair housing
policy, Nixon received 14 percent more of the suburban vote than he had
received four years earlier (66 percent in 1972 compared to 52 percent in
1968). Perhaps more important, the 66 percent for Nixon in 1972 is tied
with Ronald Reagan’s level of support in 1984 as the highest proportion
of the suburban vote cast for any presidential candidate between 1952 and
2000. Nixon also did much better in central cities and nonurban areas in
1972 than in 1968.
Suburban voters have remained crucial in presidential elections since
1972. To control the White House, Republicans need to maintain their
vote margins in the suburbs and rural areas while Democrats need to
sustain their vote margins in the cities and substantially cut into the suburban Republican vote. Democrats are forced to pay greater attention to
the political preferences and priorities of suburban voters in order to win
the presidency. As a result, it is doubtful that Democratic administrations
in the foreseeable future will strongly advocate the economic integration
of the suburbs.
President Nixon’s Southern Strategy has already been of lasting value
to the Republican party. As the strategy evolved through the years, Ronald
Reagan, George Bush, and George W. Bush essentially relied on it to win
four of the six presidential elections between 1980 and 2000, with each
beneﬁtting from the southern and suburban vote.13 As during the Nixon
12

13
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election, are 1952 = .9523; 1956 = .9644; 1960 = .976; 1964 = 1.191; 1968 = .911;
1972 = .956; 1976 = .997; 1980 = .998; 1984 = 1.018; 1988 = 1.0216; 1992 = 1.1041;
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the actual vote, see James E. Campbell, The Presidential Pulse of Congressional Elections, 2d ed. (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1997), pp. 60 (Table 3.5), 284–85
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years, the current version of the Southern Strategy still vaguely promises
to hold the line on civil rights and decentralize government. The Southern–
Suburban Strategy was thus Nixon’s “grand political doctrine” and is a
vital part of his legacy.14

thoughts on the future
Suburban segregation in the United States is affected by a highly complicated mixture of social, political, legal, and economic considerations.
From the political perspective, segregated suburban housing patterns are
unlikely to change without dramatic presidential leadership, strong congressional action, or a drastic change in the composition of the federal
courts that reverses the policies of President Nixon. His politics of suburban segregation remain alive and effective, fortifying the Republican
political base in the suburbs. Suburbia continues to expand, with few
efforts from either political elites or grassroots organizations to make it
racially diverse.
The administration of George W. Bush has shown no inclination to
reverse the politics of suburban segregation, and there is no sign that
Congress or the Supreme Court will take aggressive steps to promote suburban integration in the foreseeable future. Without presidential, congressional, or judicial leadership, and absent a strong grassroots movement,
the prospects for suburban integration appear dim indeed. Suburban opposition continues to stymie such prospects, increasing the chances that
stable racial and economic integration will never be achieved in the United
States.
Yet the end is still unknown. Opposition to integrating the suburbs
may wane over time, and several factors could signal the possibility of
change. First, the nation is becoming much more racially diverse because of immigration policies as well as because of the high birthrates of
Hispanics and, secondarily, African Americans as compared to whites.15
This notable demographic trend will necessarily mean a decrease in the
number and size of white neighborhoods over the years as whites make
14
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up a decreasing percentage of the population. Second, the incomes of
racial minorities, including those of African Americans, have gradually
increased at times.16 If this trend continues, more minorities should be
able to purchase middle-income homes in the suburban housing market. A third consideration is that whites are becoming more tolerant
of housing integration.17 Research indicates, for instance, that whites
were much less likely in the 1990s to fear that blacks would move
into their neighborhoods than they were in the 1960s.18 If the attitudes
of whites continue to soften, it could have a major impact on future
integration in the suburbs. Fourth, more effective enforcement of fair
housing laws could emerge over time since the country’s changing demographic and economic proﬁle may result in greater pressure on the
government to ensure equal housing opportunity. Finally, more forceful federal action is possible. A future president could certainly reverse
President Nixon’s politics of suburban segregation by expressly overriding his policy. Related action by Congress and the courts is not inconceivable, but presidential leadership is imperative absent legislative or judicial
activism.
Dissenting in Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), Justice John Marshall Harlan
observed that the “destinies of the two races, in this country, are indissolubly linked together.”19 What Harlan remarked over a century ago is
increasingly true of all races in the United States. As the country becomes
more racially diverse, Americans will have to face the reality of racially
mixed communities as well as schools and workplaces. But the key factor
in the future is economic integration, an idea that is far from popular.
Racism has subsided to some extent, and people of different colors and
ethnic backgrounds can coexist more peacefully today than in the past,
living in the same neighborhoods. The rich and the poor, however, remain
starkly segregated, with the latter generally occupying the nation’s decaying housing stock in or near the urban core. The well-to-do, in an attempt
to protect their families, property, and quality of life, will continue to
16

17

18
19

The earnings of black men rose from 43 percent of the earnings of white men in 1940 to
73 percent in the mid-1970s, but the trend slowed afterward. Reynolds Farley, The New
American Reality: Who We Are, How We Got Here, Where We Are Going (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1996), pp. 212–13.
James A. Davis, General Social Surveys, 1972–2000: Cumulative Codebook (Chicago:
National Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago, 2001), pp. 163–64; Susan
Welch, Lee Sigelman, Timothy Bledsoe, and Michael Combs, Race and Place: Race Relations in an American City (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001), pp. 40–44.
Welch, Sigelman, Bledsoe, and Combs, Race and Place, pp. 42–43.
163 U.S. 560 (1896).
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keep the poor out of their neighborhoods by resisting the construction of
low-income, and even moderate-income, housing. In this sense, Richard
Nixon’s legacy may persevere beyond racial suburban integration. The
politics of suburban segregation may live on, with income, rather than
race, the critical factor in the future.

Appendix

Census data conﬁrm that the racial makeup of the suburbs changed very
gradually between 1960 and 2000. Consider the African American population in the one hundred most populous metropolitan areas between
1980 and 2000, as shown in Table A.i. In approximately two-thirds of
these metropolitan areas, the percentage of black suburban population
increased somewhat during this period. A few areas even experienced substantial African American suburban growth. Still, increases in black suburbanization were nominal in numerous locations. New York, Boston, San
Diego, Tampa, Pittsburgh, Denver, Kansas City, Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
Milwaukee, and Buffalo are some of the metropolitan areas that experienced black suburban population increases of less than two percentage points over the two decades. Chicago, Dallas-Fort Worth, Detroit,
Houston, St. Louis, Seattle, Miami, and Cleveland fared somewhat better. There were even small declines in the black share of the suburban
population in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and San Jose between 1980
and 2000, with more substantial declines in Jacksonville, Memphis, and
Raleigh-Durham.
Even in 2000, African Americans composed less than ﬁve percent of the
suburban population of nearly half of the top one hundred metropolitan
areas, including Boston, San Diego, Seattle, Pittsburgh, and Kansas City.
In only nine metropolitan areas did blacks constitute at least a ﬁfth of all
suburban residents in 2000. All nine of these are in the southeastern part of
the country when Washington, D.C., is included in that region. In several
large northern metropolitan areas with substantial black populations, including Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Detroit, African Americans
made up less than ten percent of the suburban population. Overall, then,
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black and white neighbors in the suburbs are an anomaly, but there are
recent exceptions to this dominant trend. The suburbs surrounding some
cities in the United States, especially the “melting pot metros,” were far
less racially segregated by 2000.1 The Washington, D.C., metropolitan
area is a notable example. Still, suburban racial segregation remains the
status quo for most of the nation’s metropolitan areas – a characteristic
that, absent a fundamental social shift, may be cemented in American
life.2
1

2

William H. Frey, “Melting Pot Suburbs: A Study of Suburban Diversity,” in Bruce Katz and
Robert E. Lang, eds., Redeﬁning Urban and Suburban America: Evidence from Census
2000, vol. 1 (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 2003), ch. 9.
On segregation in smaller metropolitan areas, see J. Eric Oliver, Democracy in Suburbia
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2001), pp. 99–101.
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

2

1

2000 Metro
Rank

New York-Dutchess-Nassau-Suffolk,
NY; Bergen-Passaic-MiddlesexSomerset-Hunterdon-MonmouthOcean, NJ
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Orange
County, CA
Chicago, IL
Dallas-Forth Worth-Arlington, TX
Philadelphia, PA-NJ
Washington, DC-MD-VA-WV
Detroit, MI
Houston, TX
San Francisco-Oakland, CA
Atlanta, GA
Boston, MA-NH
Riverside-San Bernardino, CA
Phoenix-Mesa, AZ
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-WI
San Diego, CA
St. Louis, MO-IL
Baltimore, MD
Seattle-Bellevue-Everett, WA

Metropolitan Area

2.8167
7.3930
6.2889
8.3164
3.4770
14.4703
4.4250
13.3859
0.8408
2.7972
2.8246
0.1029
1.0792
5.7194
7.3601
0.2597

3.0685

4.8714

1960

3.4579
4.3181
6.8179
9.0216
3.4223
9.7983
5.3791
8.7119
1.0278
3.1404
1.8413
0.1927
1.3715
7.4616
6.2779
0.4089

4.7449

5.5797

1970

table a.1. Percentage of Suburban African American Population, 1960–2000

5.5355
4.5442
8.2824
15.8895
4.1731
6.9164
6.7405
13.9288
1.3342
4.2161
1.8414
0.5176
2.8927
10.3200
9.1158
0.9812

7.6042

6.9309

1980

7.2234
6.3091
9.0233
18.3573
5.0241
9.0341
6.8603
18.7102
2.1193
5.8762
2.1201
1.0962
3.6490
11.1863
10.8062
1.8821

6.3554

7.4871

1990

9.1316
8.0696
10.0659
21.7383
6.9224
10.5915
6.5360
25.3118
2.7581
7.0499
2.6454
2.3805
3.9178
13.2092
14.6884
3.1490

5.8167

8.0980

2000

(continued)

6.3149
0.6766
3.7770
13.4218
3.4454
−3.8788
2.1111
11.9259
1.9174
4.2527
−0.1792
2.2776
2.8386
7.4898
7.3283
2.8892

2.7483

3.2266

% Change,
1960–2000
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35
36
37
38
39
40

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

2000 Metro
Rank

Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL
Pittsburgh, PA
Miami, FL
Cleveland-Lorain-Elyria, OH
Denver, CO
Newark, NJ
Portland-Vancouver, OR-WA
Kansas City, MO-KS
San Jose, CA
Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN
Orlando, FL
Sacramento, CA
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Indianapolis, IN
San Antonio, TX
Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport News,
VA-NC
Las Vegas, NV-AZ
Columbus, OH
Milwaukee-Waukesha, WI
Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC
New Orleans, LA
Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT

Metropolitan Area

table a.1. (continued)

1.9044
1.7460
0.1277
16.8642
20.8585
0.1760

5.8573
3.3272
11.2046
1.1438
0.3163
6.2113
0.1495
2.0581
0.5095
2.7482
14.7045
2.0440
14.0988
1.3888
4.7493
28.6063

1960

1.2900
1.7969
0.2039
13.9747
16.4123
0.5137

4.1375
3.3310
12.1670
3.3012
0.4264
8.7349
0.2072
1.6775
1.1528
2.8141
11.2355
1.9232
11.8849
2.2547
4.0147
29.0402

1970

7.0541
1.8057
0.5031
12.7382
15.6893
0.7003

3.5928
3.7597
15.5447
6.4175
1.8234
13.4209
0.5547
1.9936
2.2215
4.0100
9.6941
3.2558
9.3991
2.3847
5.2140
32.7210

1980

6.8434
2.9038
0.7065
11.2961
17.4853
0.6404

3.9763
4.1369
17.9233
8.0437
2.9188
15.6548
0.6494
2.7309
2.5199
4.5057
9.3827
4.1885
13.2521
2.5366
5.7466
31.3053

1990

6.9146
3.7741
1.3600
11.2055
20.6219
0.7422

5.5134
4.9019
18.9306
9.2650
3.3282
17.0867
0.8863
3.6142
1.8216
5.4512
11.7938
4.9430
19.5540
2.9067
5.9862
31.8270

2000

5.0102
2.0281
1.2323
−5.6587
−0.2366
0.5663

−0.3439
1.5747
7.7260
8.1212
3.0118
10.8754
0.7368
1.5561
1.3121
2.7030
−2.9107
2.8990
5.4552
1.5179
1.2370
3.2207

% Change,
1960–2000
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42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

41

2000 Metro
Rank

Greensboro-Winston-Salem-High Point,
NC
Austin-San Marcos, TX
Nashville, TN
Providence-Fall River-Warwick, RI-MA
Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC
Hartford, CT
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY
Memphis, TN-AR-MS
West Palm Beach-Boca Raton, FL
Jacksonville, FL
Rochester, NY
Grand Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, MI
Oklahoma City, OK
Louisville, KY-IN
Richmond-Petersburg, VA
Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson, SC
Dayton-Springﬁeld, OH
Fresno, CA
Birmingham, AL
Honolulu, HI
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY
Tucson, AZ
Tulsa, OK

Metropolitan Area

15.2231
9.1624
0.7367
28.5569
1.3384
0.7395
44.8202
21.2830
11.9207
1.1411
2.4411
3.4054
3.6886
21.6461
15.3799
2.6842
3.5558
25.3612
1.7259
0.4718
1.9652
5.7063

11.0110

1960

12.5353
10.7107
0.9456
23.7826
1.7151
0.8059
35.1562
17.6139
14.4213
1.4258
2.5163
2.7298
3.0685
15.5829
14.8555
3.0660
2.2412
20.8312
1.6391
0.6301
1.2881
3.2288

9.8977

1970

7.5806
7.8981
0.9161
20.1855
2.9716
1.2271
23.7005
13.1008
10.2832
2.1231
2.4276
4.3967
5.1999
16.9889
13.1754
4.6629
2.1760
14.5423
3.3066
0.9984
1.4528
2.8628

9.8144

1980

5.5421
6.7153
1.5216
17.2707
4.0448
1.3999
18.9617
10.8906
7.5257
2.4780
2.5702
5.7295
6.2053
17.8990
13.5630
5.7200
1.4109
12.5993
4.3282
1.3282
1.1752
2.3203

9.5828

1990

5.4336
6.6870
2.2197
15.6146
5.9126
2.0229
19.2431
12.9642
6.6229
2.9995
3.0950
6.4697
7.4969
21.0626
14.3987
7.2084
2.1355
14.4633
3.3613
1.6485
1.0282
2.6285

9.5303

2000

(continued)

−9.7894
−2.4754
1.4830
−12.9423
4.5741
1.2834
−25.5770
−8.3188
−5.2978
1.8584
0.6539
3.0643
3.8082
−0.5835
−0.9812
4.5243
−1.4203
−10.8979
1.6354
1.1768
−0.9371
−3.0777

−1.4807

% Change,
1960–2000
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Metropolitan Area

Syracuse, NY
Ventura, CA
Omaha, NE-IA
Albuquerque, NM
Tacoma, WA
Akron, OH
Knoxville, TN
El Paso, TX
Bakersﬁeld, CA
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA
Gary, IN
Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA
Scranton–Wilkes-Barre–Hazleton, PA
Toledo, OH
Jersey City, NJ
Baton Rouge, LA
Youngstown-Warren, OH
Springﬁeld, MA
Sarasota-Bradenton, FL
Wilmington-Newark, DE-MD
Little Rock-North Little Rock, AR
Ann Arbor, MI
McAllen-Edinburg-Mission, TX
Stockton-Lodi, CA

2000 Metro
Rank

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

table a.1. (continued)

0.5239
1.9286
0.6176
1.0753
2.6364
1.9231
2.3497
7.0273
3.6243
0.1116
4.5682
2.1393
0.0983
1.3553
1.3851
32.5352
2.5319
0.5565
8.6469
5.3855
15.2751
4.1719
0.1863
3.0890

1960
0.7387
1.8417
1.0798
0.5145
3.1449
1.5091
2.1947
7.1267
3.6180
0.1595
4.2535
1.6275
0.2504
0.9917
1.8640
27.1471
1.8511
0.9024
1.5793
4.6245
18.0956
4.4328
0.1530
2.5710

1970
1.1247
2.5782
2.1163
1.2440
4.8134
1.8228
2.1386
10.2594
3.9418
0.3292
3.9452
2.0976
0.3612
1.4036
2.4551
20.7069
1.7505
1.1077
3.8567
7.1236
11.0730
5.5773
0.1920
2.3742

1980
1.4411
2.3180
2.3164
1.3175
5.2493
2.3594
2.2355
5.4951
3.4463
0.5983
4.6423
2.2517
0.6344
1.3898
2.0119
19.4012
1.9255
1.3694
3.4315
8.5928
9.9189
6.1601
0.0759
2.6068

1990
1.6178
1.8421
2.1551
1.2055
5.4085
3.0410
2.2570
2.5536
3.7552
0.9229
7.0823
3.6551
0.7797
1.6682
2.6098
20.6487
2.7349
1.5418
3.8521
12.1110
9.7936
6.9067
0.3270
3.6664

2000

1.0939
−0.0865
1.5375
0.1302
2.7722
1.1179
−0.0927
−4.4737
0.1309
0.8113
2.5141
1.5159
0.6815
0.3128
1.2247
−11.8865
0.2031
0.9853
−4.7948
6.7255
−5.4815
2.7348
0.1407
0.5775

% Change,
1960–2000
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Charleston-North Charleston, SC
Wichita, KS
Mobile, AL
Columbia, SC
Vallejo-Fairﬁeld-Napa, CA
Colorado Springs, CO
Worcester, MA-CT
Fort Wayne, IN
Daytona Beach, FL
Lakeland-Winter Haven, FL
Johnson City-Kingsport-Bristol, TN-VA
Lexington, KY
Augusta-Aiken, GA-SC

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

35.5705
0.8423
28.4279
28.0406
2.8593
2.5793
0.3038
0.0502
11.9602
17.1825
1.3080
8.5255
25.3514

1960
45.8729
1.1454
24.4268
24.1122
2.7009
5.1342
0.5893
0.1950
8.5877
14.8712
1.4681
6.4428
24.5695

1970
28.6010
1.4401
22.3460
24.8968
4.3931
7.8154
0.8567
0.5482
5.7899
13.2032
0.9595
6.5179
27.5693

1980
26.7042
1.3070
19.1466
26.6585
5.9325
7.2864
1.2225
0.4534
4.8309
10.9410
0.7877
5.4716
28.6136

1990
25.9620
1.5239
16.5521
28.2244
7.5710
5.8482
1.3017
0.6326
5.3900
10.8735
0.8925
4.6833
22.5936

2000

−9.6085
0.6816
−11.8757
0.1838
4.7117
3.2690
0.9979
0.5824
−6.5702
−6.3090
−0.4155
−3.8423
−2.7578

% Change,
1960–2000

Source: All data derived from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: Characteristics of the Population, Summary (Tape) File 3. Portions of the
1960–1970 data were obtained from Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research, Historical, Demographic, Economic and Social Data:
The United States, 1790–1970 [computer ﬁle] (Ann Arbor, MI: Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research [producer and distributor],
1992). Data for 1980 retrieved from Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research, Census of Population and Housing, 1980: Summary
Tape File 3C [computer ﬁle] (Ann Arbor, MI: Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research [distributor], 1999) from data collected by U.S.
Census Bureau (Washington, DC: U.S. Bureau of the Census [producer], 1983). Data for 1990 retrieved from the U.S. Census Bureau website’s 1990 Census
Lookup Server Summary Tape 3 Database (http://homer.ssd.census.gov/cdrom/lookup). Data for 2000 retrieved from the U.S. Census Bureau website’s 2000
American Factﬁnder Summary File 3 Database (http://factﬁnder.census.gov).
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2000 Metro
Rank
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